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Draft 10 final 18/10/2015   

St Minver Parishes NDP Consultation Statement  
 

 

1.  Introduction  

This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the Neighbourhood Planning 

Regulations 2012 (set out in Section3 of this Statement) relating to the St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood 

Development Plan (NDP).  

Very extensive community engagement and consultation has been undertaken and this is detailed in section 4 of this 

Statement.  

2. Background  

The St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan (The Plan) covers the Designated Plan Area comprising the 

parishes of St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands (The Parishes) - see Map 1 on page 2. The nearest town is 

Wadebridge approximately 4 miles to the south east.  

The Parishes are bordered to the north by rugged coastline, to the west by the sandy bays and dunes of the Camel 

Estuary and to the east and south by open farm land. Most of the land bordering the coastline is designated AONB or 

SSSI.  

Development in the Parishes consists predominantly of the settlements of New Polzeath, Polzeath, Trebetherick,  

Rock, Pityme and Tredrizzick which essentially border the protected coastal areas, and the settlement of St Minver  

Village which is central to the Parishes and surrounded by farmland. The 2011 census suggests that there were some 

2067 Residences across the Parishes of which approximately 52% were Second Residences or Holiday Homes. More 

recent local research suggests the figure is nearer 60% across the Parishes and around 80% in Trebetherick and 

Polzeath.  

To the west the Parishes comprise a number of arable, dairy and sheep farms with moderate sized fields enclosed by 

Cornish hedges or mixed shrub hedges. To date these have avoided the attention of wind farms and solar farms that 

are becoming prolific in other parts of the Cornish landscape.  

The Parishes currently support an amazing array of shops including two mini-markets, baker, butcher, fish monger, 

delicatessen, newsagent, three post offices, two garages, electrical goods, hardware, two hairdressers, nine clothes 

shops and four estate agents. These shops and most of the other 170 identified businesses based in the Parishes rely 

on the summer trade from second home owners and holidaymakers to remain in business.  

The Parishes are sustainable because of the beauty of the area and the coastal pursuits that it offers which make it a 

very attractive area for retired people and holidaymakers. The Residences in full time occupation do sustain a 

community spirit and a wide range of activities throughout the year. The maintenance and support of the leisure 

industry provide substantial levels of employment for local residents.  This is supplemented by a number of 

industries, generally based at a business area that has been developed adjacent to Pityme, and traditional farming.   

Over the past 50 years, the Parishes have evolved as a village community that remains sustainable. Environmental 

controls and structured development have protected and in some cases enhanced the natural and historic 

environment. In turn, this has stimulated tourism generating employment and revenues from holidaymakers.  

Development has provided accommodation, services and facilities for both the holidaymakers and the local residents 

who service the tourism.  In parallel the development of business sites, particularly at Pityme, has provided further 

employment opportunities.   
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Map 1  St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands – The Designated Plan Area  

  

There is a demonstrable, but potentially fragile, balance between development, social needs and environment and it 

is considered crucial to maintain this balance for the future of the Parishes. Removal of Development Boundaries and 

the lack of an appropriate development plan would almost certainly result in rampant development of  

Second/Holiday Homes sprawled across the beautiful areas that currently make the Parishes what they are.  

Inappropriate development, excessive traffic and house prices beyond the means of local people would upset this 

sustainable balance and ultimately destroy the “goose that lays the golden egg”.   

The motivation for a Neighbourhood Development Plan is to provide the appropriate plan that will enable the 

Parishes to meet the development needs of local people and the Cornwall local Plan whilst protecting the 

environment for the enjoyment of both local people and the all important visitors.  
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3. Consultation on the proposed St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan –

Legislative Requirements  

Section 15(2) of Part 5 of the 2012 Neighbourhood Planning Regulations sets out what a Consultation Statement 

should contain:  

a) details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed Neighbourhood Development

Plan

b) explanation of how they were consulted

c) summary of the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted

d) description of how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant, addressed in the

proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan.

Community engagement and consultation have been fundamental throughout the three years of development of the 

Neighbourhood Development Plan – far beyond the requirements of the regulations. From the outset of the project 

the Parishes were determined that the Plan should reflect the needs and expectations of the whole community. Also 

that it should aim to achieve a high turnout at the Referendum so that the end result would clearly reflect the wishes 

of a large majority of the local people. It was recognised that these objectives would only be achieved by extensive 

communication to, involvement of, and consultation with, the local community. With the Parishes having a very high 

proportion of Second/Holiday Homes this has demanded, and received, exceptional attention and action.  

4. The development of the St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan –

Community Consultation 

4.1. NDP Data Gathering and Consultation 

The St Minver Parish Councils made the decision in March 2012 to prepare a combined NDP covering both Parishes. 

An NDP Steering Group was established and has conducted a series of activities to gather the data required to 

underpin a successful NDP and has consulted widely to determine the views and concerns of local people.  Much 

detail of the NDP project and the consultation can be found on the St Minver Parishes website at  

https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/ .  

4.2. Initial Public Consultation and Questionnaire   

An initial series of Public Consultation events took place in October 2012 supported by a brief questionnaire. 

Initial Public Consultation Questionnaire - October / November 2012       detailed questionnaire 

St Minver Neighbourhood Development Plan presentation 28-11-12   results of questionnaire 

Over 100 people attended the events and responded to the questionnaire. The feedback identified the key topics 

that the NDP would need to address - Housing Needs, Planning, Environment, Infrastructure, Leisure and Businesses. 

The Steering Group realised that it would need the help and experience of local people as information links and 

working assistants. As a result six Working Groups were formed to gather data on these key topics   

The Working Groups carried out extensive consultation and data gathering with a wide range of stakeholders.  

Information was collected by the people on the Working Groups through existing mapping data and data records 

held with the parishes and via Sarah Arden and Andy England of Cornwall Council, collation of local knowledge, 

https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/
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walking the parishes, and extensive local consultation.  It was an open public process involving representatives of all 

stakeholders including the local residents, second home owners, holiday makers, landowners, business owners, 

workers and Cornwall Council.  

4.3. Second Public Consultation   

By April 2013 the Working Groups had not only gathered a strong data base but had also established an 

understanding of the issues in each of the topic areas that were likely to be important in producing the NDP. To 

explore this further a second public consultation event was held in May 2013. Details of this consultation are 

available at:-  

 ndp-residents-consultation-event.html              public consultation invitation 

 consultation-event-noticeboards.html              material presented 

 event-feedback.html                                       consultation online feedback                             

 event-responses.html                                      collated feedback                          

    

Each of the Working Groups presented its findings, summarised the issues and sought the opinions of the residents. 

The feedback strongly endorsed the ideas that the NDP Steering and Working Groups were forming, but there was 

concern that less than 200 of the local residents had attended the consultation sessions and openly expressed their 

views. Wider consultation was considered essential.  

4.4. Detailed Questionnaire   

To maximise the opportunities for residents to make their views known a detailed questionnaire addressing all of the 

issues identified was compiled. In September 2013 this questionnaire was posted to 1640 residences across the St 

Minver Parishes, made available online and widely advertised to all residents and home owners. As a result 782 sets 

of responses were received by the end of October. The results were analysed and distributed widely.   

ndp-consultation-cover-letter                                               invitation to complete the questionnaire  

Public Consultation Questionnaire - August - October 2013        questionnaire  

ndp-questionnaire-results.pdf                                             analysis of questionnaire responses 

4.5. Third Public Consultation  

In most areas the results from the questionnaire were sufficiently clear to allow the NDP team to proceed to drafting 

the NDP. However, on a few difficult topics and particularly Development Areas the way forward was not so clear. 

For example the questionnaire established a clear wish to retain the previous NCDC Development Boundaries, but 

not a clear way on how to allocate any required additional development land.    

A third Public Consultation was held at the end of November 2013 to present the results of the detail questionnaire 

and promote discussion on the key topics. This event was attended by some 200 people including representatives 

from Cornwall Council (Sarah Arden, Chloe Pitt, Scott Mann, Brian Gisbourne) and proved very constructive in terms 

of how to proceed on the topic of Development Areas.  

  

  

https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
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4.6. Identifying the concept of Special Development Areas  

Further Working Group activity was undertaken to identify appropriate development land to meet the needs for 

Additional Residences. The Working Group identified that small pockets of available land within the previously 

defined Development Boundaries would allow for the development of individual residences. However, the price that 

these plots command and the cost of building individual residences make it extremely unlikely that they could meet 

the needs for Moderately Priced or Affordable Residences. To address this issue the concept of Special Development 

Areas outside of the previous Development Boundaries was formulated. By identifying SDAs in appropriate areas 

with strict constraints on the type of development that could be undertaken within them, consultation identified that 

there is scope for keeping land prices at realistic levels and developing small groups of residences at prices affordable 

to local people. Moving forward based on the success of the celebrated Dingles Way Scheme to use planning 

restrictions, location and supply of land to assist local self builds at realistic price levels. Although the immediate 

requirement is for approximately 90 residences, the Parish Councils wanted to include consideration of the longer 

term picture (50 to 100 years) to have in mind a solution that would overcome the previous piecemeal development 

of the area with the attendant problems of access and traffic management. The issue then became the identification 

of suitable sites to be proposed for Special Development Areas.  

  

4.7. Identifying Special Development Areas  

The recent development of Dingles Way as affordable housing had identified that as well as the cost of land, the cost 

of infrastructure would be a key driver to keeping prices to an affordable level. It was, therefore, considered that 

these SDAs needed to be adjacent to the existing developments in Rock, Polzeath and St Minver Village to minimise 

the requirement for extensions to access roads, sewers and other infrastructure. This approach also met the strong 

wishes expressed by local people to minimise ribbon development, encroachment on open farmland and damage to 

the local landscape character. A considerable area of land adjacent to existing development is AONB or SSSI which 

the Parish Councils and local residents are very keen to ensure remains protected.  These areas were considered 

inappropriate for potential new residential development.  

With these initial criteria in mind a total of 20 potential sites for residential or business SDAs were identified.   

  

4.8. Shortlisting Special Development Areas  

It was clear that the 20 areas identified would provide far more development land than required for the 

approximately 90 houses required through to 2030 or even for the 50 to 100 year vision and that some of the areas 

were likely to be more suitable for development than others. External advice warned of the dangers of identifying 

too much development land as this would worry local people that development would be rife and would encourage 

developers to press for the approval of ever more development. This led to the systematic review and ranking of all 

of the 20 areas against a clear set of criteria to achieve a shortlist of proposed SDAs. Full details of the SDA ranking 

and selection process can be found in the STMNDP Special Development Areas Study    

 http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/Documents/STMNDP-special-development-areas-study.pdf  

The review was greatly assisted and heavily influenced by the Local Landscape Character Assessment (LLCA) work 

that had been conducted by the Working Groups with the guidance and assistance of the Cornwall Council team of 

June Crossland, Kath Statham and Tracy Edwards. The data gathered from the LLCA is summarised in Appendix 1 at 

page 23 of the study.   

  

https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
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4.9 Development Areas Questionnaire  

As a result of the review a short list of five Residential SDAs, two Industrial SDAs and one Leisure/Community 

Facilities SDA were identified.  

The principles and policies relating to development areas are considered so fundamental to the NDP that proposals 

for these were made public for comment before the full NDP was drafted. A Boundaries Consultation Document was 

made available to all residents across the Parishes. The purpose of this document was to put forward the ideas for 

development areas to be included in the NDP; explain the reasoning behind the proposed solution to the 

development boundaries issue; and to provide a further opportunity, via a questionnaire, to obtain resident’s views 

on this topic and the eight proposed SDAs. Over 200 sets of responses were received. The results were analysed and 

made available to all residents.  

Boundaries Consultation Document                                                            questionnaire  

Development Areas Public Consultation Presentation 17-03-2014       analysed questionnaire responses  

4.10. Fourth Public Consultation   

A fourth Public Consultation was held on the 17th March 2014 to present the results of the Development Areas 

Questionnaire and promote further discussion on this key topic. This event was attended by over 100 people 

including representatives from Cornwall Council and facilitated a good debate with some very constructive ideas on 

details of how to proceed on this topic of Development Areas. Whilst there was general support for the proposed 

concept, concerns were expressed over the number and size of the Special Development Areas and the potential 

impact on road congestion. These were addressed by reducing both the number and size of the Special Development 

Areas, and including detail of potential road improvements to facilitate access and ease the congestion issues. The 

revised SDAs comprising three Residential SDAs, two Industrial SDAs and one Leisure/Community Facilities SDA were 

embedded into the draft NDP  

4.11 Draft Neighbourhood Plan  

In July 2014 the NDP was essentially complete at draft issue 11. It was passed to Cornwall Council for informal review 

and a number of very helpful comments were received. In August 2014, as a further check, the NDP draft was 

submitted to a qualified Independent Examiner for a “health check” review using the same process that will be used 

for the formal Independent Examination. The very helpful comments from Cornwall Council and the Independent 

Examiner included concern that the SDAs were still excessively large. They suggested that the SDA areas should be 

phased so they initially “presented” smaller amounts of land for potential development.  Phase 1 would be the area 

where development would be allowed and the other identified areas could be shown but marked as subsequent 

phases, more a “vision plan of future development beyond the life of this NDP”.  The concept of phasing of the areas 

required the selection process to be re-visited applying all the criteria and subsequent information to the six areas. 

This resulted in the inclusion of phasing of all three of the Residential SDAs in draft issue 12 of the NDP.  

4.12 Formal Public Consultation of Pre submission NDP   

The Pre-submission Consultation Plan (draft 12) was endorsed by the Parish Councils and sent out by email to the 63 

organisations on the consultation list provided by Cornwall Council. It was also made available by way of 1000 paper 

copies distributed via local shops and social amenities, and on line, to all residents across the Parishes for 

consultation. In addition to local advertising posters some 2000 informative emails were sent out to local residents 

and second /holiday home owners by the Information Links established at the beginning of the NDP project. Facilities 

were established, and those consulted encouraged, to provide comments online or on paper.  

Cover letter issue 2 Draft NDP Consultation               cover letter and response form  

NDP Pre-submission Consultation Plan                        NDP Pre-submission Consultation Plan draft issue 12   

https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
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The formal consultation period was initially from 18th November 2014 to the 9th January 2015 but extended to the 

16th January for the consulted organisations. In fact all comments received up to 31st January 2015 have been 

addressed and, wherever possible, a detailed response sent to the person or organisation raising them.   

4.13 Formal Public Consultation - Contacts, Comments, Responses and Actions Taken   

Table 1 on pages 10 to 13 lists the 63 organisations contacted and identifies the 8 that responded.   

Table 2 on pages 14 to 77 details the 8 organisations and the 59 local people who formally responded to the 

consultation online, on paper or by email. The table includes a full transcript of the comments received, the response 

made and the action taken. The comments fall into four categories:-  

1. observations or issues that are not or cannot be covered in the NDP  

2. individual  and highly personal demands for particular parcels of land to be included within the proposed 

Development Boundaries  

3. potential ambiguity or lack of clarity in the Principles or Policies  

4. significant issues and those  raised in multiple sets  of responses  

Comments in category 1 and 2 have been responded to explaining why these cannot or will not be addressed in the 

NDP.  Comments in category 3 have been addressed by making minor changes to the NDP to remove any ambiguity 

or lack of clarity. Comments in category 4 and resultant actions are summarised as follows in sections 4.13.1 to  

4.13.6.  

  4.13.1 Special Development Area SDA C at Trebetherick  

The comments relate to the size of SDA C and the potential visibility of development in this area from the South West 

Coast Path.   

Although SDA C phase 1 covers 5.1 hectares, over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any 

development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel 

and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by North Cornwall District Council to 

allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed 

accommodation to support the local holiday trade. The remaining 1.49 hectares of land would be considered for 

development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP.  Including the already developed areas within SDA 

C (phase 1 and subsequent phases) brings these areas under SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment, 

most importantly that no new development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along the 

South West Coast Path.  

This explanation has been included in the NDP section 5.1.2. and Policy STMNDP 2.2 (iii) has been amended to advise 

that only 1.4 hectares of SDA C phase 1 is potentially available for new development.  

  

  4.13.2 Special Development Area SDA D at Pityme Industrial Area  

The comments relate to the possible impact of further development in SDA D on the adjacent AONB and the access 

to the area for large vehicles.  

SDA D embraces extant development where planning approvals have already allowed Sharps Brewery and Rock 

Marine Services to expand into this area of AONB. Zoning it as an SDA is intended to contain it, stop further 

encroachment into the AONB and to have appropriate control of any redevelopment of this area for light industry 
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only. For all Industrial Areas, new development is to be conditional upon the developer providing appropriate access 

to, and screening from, the principle access routes to the Parishes.  

These comments have been addressed in the NDP section 5.1.2. and Policy STMNDP 2.3(i) and (ii) have been 

amended to include the requirement for appropriate vehicle access.  

  4.13.3 Foot paths and cycle paths between Rock and Daymer Bay  

The comments relate to the potential impact of pedestrians and cyclists to the South West Coast Path, the coastal 

dunes and the golf course. There is particular concern related to the Health and Safety issues of the general public 

crossing the golf course.   

These concerns have been addressed in the clarification of the intent expressed in section 5.1.1 of the NDP  

  4.13.4 Traffic through Trebetherick  

The comments relate to the fact that the NDP referred to traffic calming measures in the areas of the shops in Rock 

and Polzeath but not in Trebetherick where the local residents feel that the speed of the traffic is a safety issue.   

This has been addressed by including reference to Trebetherick  in section 5.5.1 of the NDP.   

4.13.5 Public Toilets  

The comments relate to the importance of keeping the Public Toilets open despite the budget constraints on 

Cornwall Council resulting in their availability progressively reducing. With the very large number of visitors to the 

beaches at Rock, Polzeath and Daymer Bay any lack of Public toilets is considered to be a significant health issue and 

ultimately a big deterrent to the holiday makers and tourists on which the sustainability of the Parishes depends.  

The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes open and fit for use is a very 

key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and as an infrastructure priority in section 7. of the NDP. The Parish 

Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the availability of these facilities in 

both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more 

and more of the cost of running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept. In the longer term it 

will almost certainly become necessary to raise local finances to keep the toilets open. Whilst it would be hoped that 

the businesses that benefit from the visitors who use the toilets might contribute to their upkeep this approach is not 

proving very fruitful at present. It may become necessary to impose a small charge for using the toilets if they are to 

be kept open and fit for purpose for much of the year. The responses to the NDP questionnaire carried out in 2013 

indicated that the majority of local people recognised and supported that a small charge for use of the toilets would 

probably become inevitable.  

4.13.6 Special Development Areas; Affordable Housing; Environmental Impact of Development   

Whilst these three issues may initially seem unrelated, they are very much interlinked and have been addressed by a 

common amendment to the NDP.   

Cornwall Council had concerns over how the NDP policies relating to Special Development Areas could be compatible 

with the Local Plan requirements for Affordable Housing. Natural England appeared to interpret the NDP policies as 

being a detailed plan for the building of significant numbers of residences concentrated in the Special development 

Areas.  

The NDP Policies are, in fact, directed at attempting to keep development to the absolute minimum that is consistent 

with the Cornwall Local Plan and the needs of local people for permanent residences and Affordable Homes. The 

Parishes do not own or control any land, therefore cannot propose plans for any specific development in any specific 

area. What the NDP does do is recognise that developers will want to come forward with specific plans and the NDP 

policies indicate the types of development and locations where such plans are likely to be more favourably received. 
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Any such plans will still be required to follow the full planning approval process including the issues of impacts on the 

environment and contributions to Affordable Housing. In discussion with the Cornwall Council Affordable Housing 

Officer it was agreed that clarification of the definition and intent of the Special Development Areas to be “areas 

identified as appropriate for the location of Exception Sites for specific future development” should resolve the 

issues as it makes it clear that any development in these SDAs will be limited and directed by the Local Authority 

guidelines on exception sites which in turn are strongly directed towards affordable housing.  

All of these comments have been addressed in the final version of the NDP and endorsed by the Parish Councils. 

 4.14 Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)  

Subsequent to the Public Consultation Natural England determined that the NDP should be subject to Strategic 

Environment Assessment (SEA). The St Minver Parishes contracted with a qualified and experienced organisation, 

LUC (Land Use Consultants Limited) to undertake SEA.   

An SEA Scoping Letter (https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/ [ PDF 
no longer available]) was  prepared and consulted upon with the three statutory consultees (Natural England, 

the Environment Agency and Historic England) for five weeks between August and September 2015.  The 

consultation letter was also sent to Cornwall Council for information 

The SEA Scoping exercise involved the following main tasks:  

 Identification and review of other relevant policies, plans and programmes, strategies and initiatives which

may influence the NDP.

 Characterisation of the plan area (i.e. describing its economic, social and environmental character

 Development of a framework of SEA objectives against which the NDP measures and any reasonable

alternatives would be appraised.

 Identification of the key environmental and sustainability issues of relevance to the NDP.

A list of the comments received from the consultees, along with a description of how each one has been addressed, 

is provided at the end of Table 2 (pages 78 and 79).  Each of the comments received was reviewed and certain 

elements of the Scoping work were updated as necessary and included in the SEA Report.    

The SEA report ( https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/ [PDF no longer 
available])endorsed the principles and Policies within the NDP making recommendations for the inclusion of 

additional statements in Policies STMNDP 2.3, STMNDP2.6 and STMNDP2.7 to further reduce the potential impact 

of development on the local environment and Local Landscape Character. These recommendations have been 

addressed in the final version of the NDP and endorsed by the Parish Councils.  

4.15 Final Consultation and Referendum  

All of the issues raised throughout the consultation process have been addressed in the final version of the NDP, 

endorsed by the Parish Councils, and passed to Cornwall Council together with the required supporting documents 

including the SEA to go through the required process of final consultation and Independent Examination that leads to 

the referendum.  

https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
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Table 1 Organisations consulted and requested to comment  

Consultation Body  Contact   Email     Comment  

Environment Agency  Shaun Pritchard   shaun.pritchard@environment-agency.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

English Heritage   David Stuart  david.stuart@english-heritage.org.uk  05-Dec  See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

Natural England   Consultation Service   consultations@naturalengland.org.uk  05-Dec  See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

Cornwall Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty (AONB)  
   info@cornwall-aonb.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Cornwall Wildlife Trust   Cheryl Marriott  cheryl.marriott@cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk  05-Dec  See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

National Trust   Michael Calder   michael.calder@nationaltrust.org.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Campaign to Protect Rural 

England (CPRE)  
   info@cpre.org.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Cornwall Federation of Small 

Businesses   
Ann Vandermeulen  press@fsb.org.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Cornwall Association of Local 

Council's (CALC)  
   enquiries@cornwallalc.gov.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Cornwall Housing Ltd     info@cornwallhousing.org.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Ocean Housing Cornwall     development@oceanhousing.com  05-Dec  No comments received  

Coastline Housing   Laura Haynes   customer.service@coastlinehousing.co.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Sport England   Tom Bowkett  tom.bowkett@sportengland.org  05-Dec   See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

Western Power Distribution   Peter Roberts   peterjroberts@westernpower.co.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Wales and West Utilities 

Limited   
   enquiries@wwutilities.co.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

South West Water   Martyn Dunn   devplan@southwestwater.co.uk  05-Dec  See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

Devon and Cornwall Constab.   Martin Mumford   martin.mumford@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk   05-Dec   See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

National Grid DPM Consultant   Julian Austin   n.grid@amec.com  05-Dec  No comments received  

British Gas      customerservice@britishgas.co.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  
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EDF Energy      customer_correspondence@edfenergy.com  05-Dec  No comments received  

Homes and Communities 

Agency  
   mail@homesandcommunities.co.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Highways Agency  Ian Parsons  ian.parsons@highways.gsi.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Historic Environment Service      hes@cornwall.gov.uk   05-Dec  No comments received  

Economic Development   Stephen Horsecroft   economicdevelopment@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Adult Care and Support  
Service Improvements and  
Contracts  

Maria Harvey   serviceimprovements@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  
No comments received  

Adult Care and Support 

Strategic Commission-ing   
Liz Nicholls   adultcommissioning@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Out and About Service   Sue Pullen   spullen@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Children, Schools and Families 

(Capital Strategy Team)   
   children@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Health and Wellbeing Board   Michelle Pearce  mipearce@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Community Intelligence Team      intelligence@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Community Safety and 

Protection (Licensing)  
Bob Mears   Bob.Mears@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Community Safety and  
Protection (Enforcement)  

Graham Bailey   graham.bailey@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  
No comments received  

Cormac     customerrelations@cormacltd.co.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Conservation Team      conservation@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Local Planning Team      localplan@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Planning      planning@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Affordable Housing Team      affordablehousing@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

Highways   Tim Foster   tfoster@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Cornwall Fire and Rescue 

Service   
Sarah Kind   skind@fire.cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

County Farms Service   Russell Wheeler   ruwheeler@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  
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Transportation   Hannah Harris   haharris@cornwall.gov.uk   05-Dec  No comments received  

NHS Cornwall & Isle of Scilly 

Health Authority   
   england.lsmedia@nhs.net  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Cornwall Trust NHS 

Partnership  
   cftenquiries@cornwall.nhs.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust  Garth Davies  garth.davies@rcht.cornwall.nhs.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Peninsula Community Health     pch.communications@pch-cic.nhs.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Healthwatch Cornwall   
(Cornwall Council contact)  

Lyn Davey   ldavey@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  
No comments received  

Access Cornwall      bhsaccesscornwall@btinternet.com  05-Dec  No comments received  

Community Energy Plus      enquiries@cep.org.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Cornwall Federation of Young 

Farmers   
   office@cornwallyfc.co.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Ramblers Association      ramblers@ramblers.org.uk  05-Dec   See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

Cornwall Federation of 

Women's Institute   
Frances Armstrong   cfwi@btconnect.com  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Cornwall Chamber of 

Commerce & Industry   
   hello@cornwallchamber.co.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Disability Cornwall   Vaughan Temby  vaughan@disabilitycornwall.org.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Cornwall Health Promotions  
Service   

   info@healthpromcornwall.org  05-Dec  
No comments received  

Young People Cornwall   Chris Hart  chrish@ypc.org.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Rural Community Link Project      admin@rclproject.com  05-Dec  User unknown in virtual alias table  

Cornwall Rural Community  
Council   

Peter Jefferson  peter.jefferson@cornwallrcc.org.uk  05-Dec   No comments received  

Royal British Legion      knaylor@britishlegion.org.uk  05-Dec  Email address does not exist  

Youth Cornwall      youngpeople@cornwall.gov.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  
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Cornwall Buildings 

Preservation Trust   
   enquiries@cornwallbpt.org.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Cornwall Playing Fields 

Association   
Sharon Davey  sharon.davey@cornwallrcc.org.uk  05-Dec  

No comments received  

Locality   Peter Jones  peter.jones@locality.org.uk  05-Dec  No comments received  

Wadebridge Network Panel  Jenni Pagett     06-Dec  

To be sent to all network parishes and county 
councillor  

No comments received  
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Table 2 Comments Received from and Local Residents and Consulted Organisations plus Responses and Actions  

Name  Comments Received  Response  Action Taken  

  

J&G Ormond  

  

18/11/2014  

  

online  

Hi, I have been reading the final draft of the NDP plan and I am surprised 

that you have included SDA C in the plan.   The results of the 

questionnaire that was circulated in March 2014 clearly showed that 

Area 6 (SDA C) attracted the most number of negative comments. 38% of 

respondents either strongly disagreed or disagreed that this area should 

be included. This was the highest number of negative comments for ALL 

of the areas and yet it is included!    Areas 4 & 5 both had far more 

people in favour of development in these areas and yet they are both 

not included in this NDP.   It appears you have ignored these comments 

when preparing the plan and so I wont be supporting it at the 

referendum unless this is changed.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes 
it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for 
some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it 
will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would 
be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. 
These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at 
least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could 
afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local 
people; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other properties in the 
area; adequate parking and amenity space for each residence ;and most important that 
no new development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along 
the South West Coast Path.   
Whilst designation of an SDA in an approved NDA would mean that the Parishes would be 
supportive of suitable development in that area, it does not mean that development can 
or will result. Ultimately Cornwall Council will provide any planning consent and clearly 
they will take into account all factors and previous constraints on development of the area 
concerned.   
An approved NDP will give the Parishes considerable influence on what can be developed 
and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could Development Areas will always be a 
difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no 
further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on 
development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable  
development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent 
Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has 
identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most 
practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 

to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 

and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for  

  

None  
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  development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would 
be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. 
These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at 
least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could 
afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local 
people; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other properties in the 
area; adequate parking and amenity space for each residence ;and most important that no 
new development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along the 
South West Coast Path.   
Whilst designation of an SDA in an approved NDA would mean that the Parishes would be 
supportive of suitable development in that area, it does not mean that development can 
or will result. Ultimately Cornwall Council will provide any planning consent and clearly 
they will take into account all factors and previous constraints on development of the area 
concerned.   
An approved NDP will give the Parishes considerable influence on what can be developed 
and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of 
development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear most 
concerned about. I hope the above response helps to allay your concerns and that at the 
time of the Referendum you will feel able to support the NDP.  
With regard to the arrangements for the Referendum, details will be made available when 

these are determined by Cornwall Council. As stated in the covering letter to the Public 

Consultation document this consultation is open until the 9th January 2015. When all of 

the comments received have been addressed and the NDP revised if necessary it will be 

sent to Cornwall Council for a further 6 week consultation process and then to an 

Independent Examiner to check that all of the processes required by the Localism Act have 

been completed. Only then can Cornwall Council proceed with the Referendum that will 

be conducted using exactly the same arrangements as for any other formal National or 

Local election/referendum. It will be a one day referendum with all eligible voters being 

sent polling cards by Cornwall Council. Prior postal voting will be available. At this time it is 

anticipated that the Referendum will take place at the same time as the General Election 

in May 2015. As mentioned in many previous NDP communications, only those people on 

the St Minver Parishes electoral register will be eligible to vote. It has been publicised that 

in some circumstances it is possible for Second Home owners to be on two electoral roles 

for voting on local matters, but all the indications are that very few Second Home owners 

have registered on the St Minver Parishes electoral role. We are trying to keep them all 

involved in the NDP process and reflect their needs and comments within the NDP, but in 

general they will not be eligible to vote in the Referendum.     
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C Kivell  

  

20/11/2014  

  

online  

I have just read this document that my partner found in the bakery. I 

would love to know why this hasn't been delivered in some form to 

EVERY resident, instead of being found stuffed in a corner. My main 

complaint is with planning- it is massively overdeveloped here in New 

Polzeath, plans are rejected out of hand by the local council and then 

the wealthy developer just greases some palms in Truro or Bristol and ko 

and behold- building starts. And as for no loss of trees etc, the 

developers have chopped down four national trust mature trees and 

destroyed a hedgerow habitat already, work isn't even finished.  The fact 

is, money talks and no one is representing the wishes of the regular 

inhabitants, just those with money, local business owners and holiday 

home owners. It is a shameful disgrace what has happened here in 

Polzeath the last 15 years, and this is from younger residents, of which 

there are many but none, I daresay, invited to speak or be at any of 

these discussions or whose opinion counts for a thing.  

The Consultation Document, first available on the 18th November 2014, is being 
distributed via a number of methods. A thousand printed copies are available through 10 
retail premises across the Parishes and organisations including the Sailing Club, Golf Clubs 
and Social clubs. The document is available on line on the St Minver Parish Councils 
website and is being sent via some 2000 e-mails to every address available to a wide 
range of contact groups including to the owners of the very large number of second and 
holiday homes managed by local agents. Notices on Parish Council noticeboards and an 
article in the next edition of the Link magazine provide further reminders to residents of 
the availability of the Consultation Document. In discussion with Cornwall Council 
regarding our plans for Public Consultation they were amazed at the lengths being taken 
to involve the community and confirmed that our plans far exceeded what would be 
expected. The fact that you received, read and responded to the Public Consultation 
documentation within the first 48 hours of a six week consultation process indicates that 
the strategy appears to be working quite well.  
Further development in the St Minver Parishes will always be a difficult issue. The 

extensive consultation previously undertaken by the NDP team identified that 

overdevelopment and the destruction of trees and hedgerows that you mention are of 

great concern to the majority of residents. Their preference would probably be for the 

Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a 

blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of 

sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass 

Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted.   

  

None  
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Susan Oury  

  

27/11/2014  

  

online  

I cannot understand why Area 6 is included in the proposed 

development plan when in the previous consultation it had the most 

number of objections.   Other areas with far few objections have not 

been included. How are you dealing with Rob Mably's conflict of 

interests?    

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes 
it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for 
some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it 
will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would 

be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. 

These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at 

least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could 

afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local 

people; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other properties in the 

area; adequate parking and amenity space for each residence ;and most important that no 

new development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along the 

South West Coast Path.   
Whilst designation of an SDA in an approved NDA would mean that the Parishes would be 
supportive of suitable development in that area, it does not mean that development can 
or will result. Ultimately Cornwall Council will provide any planning consent and clearly 
they will take into account all factors and previous constraints on development of the area 
concerned.   
The owner of the land within SDA C Phase 1 was involved, along with a number of other 
local business people, with the NDP Working Group that assisted in the data gathering in 
the early phases of the NDP. However he has not been involved in the process of 
identifying and classifying Development Areas.  Drafting of the NDP has been undertaken 
by the NDP Steering Group and adoption of the NDP for Public Consultation has been by 
both the St Minver  Highlands and Lowlands Parish Councils. All formal voting members of 
the St Minver NDP Steering Group are Parish Councils. The NDP Steering Group has 
coopted two non voting members, who own no development land, who have been 
invaluable in progressing the NDP to its present status. All Parish Councillors are required 
to, and have, publically declared their interests .  
The Parish Councils and particularly the NDP Steering  Group have spent a tremendous 

amount of time and effort over two and a half years to develop this NDP for the benefit of 

the local community. Every effort has been made to ensure that due process has been 

followed at all time to ensure that the project cannot be derailed. The NDP Team is 

unaware of anything that could put the NDP in jeopardy. Should you have information to 

the contrary please provide details immediately so that it can be addressed appropriately.    

None  
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Jeremy Varcoe  

  

27/11/2014  

  

online  

Overall this is an excellent plan and much credit to those who prepared 
it. I have, however, one concern. This is about the extent and 
provenance of SDA "C" at Trebetherick. Even allowing for the phasing it 
is difficult to see why so much land, sufficient for at least 120 homes 
@30 to the acre, the usual figure for medium density housing, is being 
allocated in an area notorious for its high proportion of second homes 
and with no obvious "local" buyers (as defined in the Plan but still barely 
enforceable). This site is, of course, highly desirable to developers since 
there is a demand for expensive houses close to the sea from out-
ofcounty buyers. But this is what the plan is rightly trying to counter. So 
why choose this particular site?  My other concern is that the 
landowner, Rob Mably, has been involved with the plan though not, I 
understand directly with land supply. Even though he resigned, this was  
quite late in the process which time his land would have been 

considered. Whilst I am not suggesting any possible impropriety on his 

part, this could be construed as being "interested" and lacking in 

transparency. This can only increase the worry felt by some about the 

amount of land to be released. A far smaller SDA would have sufficed if 

it really is the best site. Access doubts remain as well.  One solution  

could be to persuade Mr Mably to agree to sell, say, one hectare for 

selfbuild housing at a price only just above the land's agricultural value 

rather than at the development value. He would surely make enough 

from selling the rest for a very handsome profit. Finally, unless this is 

done it is hard to see how affordable housing could be secured from this 

site.  Please reconsider this SDA and the need for it.  Please also post 

these comments on the web site if you deem it appropriate to do so..  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the 
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option..  
Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included 
in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences,  would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 
each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path. The development 
atHam Field at the top of Daimer Lane has shown how well open market housing and 
affordable housing can co-exist in this sensitive area and there would appear to be no 
reason why this model could not be repeated.   
The owner of much of the land comprising SDA C phase 1 that could be developed did 

assist the early NDP fact finding Working Groups. However, he did not, and could not, 

resign from the NDP Steering Group as he has never been a member of that Group. He has 

had no involvement in the drafting of the NDP carried out by the NDP Steering Group or 

the adoption of this NDP for Public Consultation undertaken by both of the St Minver 

Parish Councils. All voting members of the NDP Steering Group are Parish Councillors and 

all Parish Councillors are required to, and have, publicly declared all interests. The Parish 

Councils and particularly the NDP Steering Group have spent a tremendous amount of 

time and effort over two and a half years to develop this NDP for the benefit of the local 

community and very effort has been made to ensure that due process has been followed 

at all time to ensure that the project cannot be derailed  

None  
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J Ormond  

  

Second set of 
comments  
  

28/11/2014  

  

online  

We absolutely agree that extra housing is required to support the needs 

of local people, and we absolutely support the preparation of a 

Neighbourhood Plan, without which, as you rightly say, those affected 

would have little strategic influence over local developments.  It is 

therefore extremely important that everyone understands the rationale 

for the decisions made.  We have two concerns about the current Plan, 

which need to be addressed to ensure that its validity is not challenged 

in the future.  The results of the consultation appear to show that more 

people supported the inclusion of Area 5 over Area 6, and yet you have 

discounted Area 5 and selected Area 6 instead.  You have said that "SDA 

C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as 

suitable to support the type of sustainable development that meets the 

needs of the Parishes", but there is no explanation as to why Area 5 does 

not, nor is there any reference to the Strategy Housing Land Assessment 

Matrix (SHLA).  Further, the owner of the land in question is also on the 

steering group, yet there seems to be no public register of interests for 

those on the steering group.  Together these two omissions leave the 

process open to accusations of impropriety at best, and corruption at 

worst.  I would be grateful if you would let us have an explanation as to 

why this area has been chosen and others have not.  The other major 

concern about the process is that according to the Pre Submission NDP, 

52% of residences in the St Minver Parish are second or holiday homes, 

rising to 80% in Plozeath and Trebetherick. From your email you say it is 

unlikely that second home owners will get a say in the plan.  How can a 

vote be democratic if the process excludes more than half of the people 

it will affect? This makes a mockery of the whole thing. As a suggestion, I 

am aware that other councils have included Non-Domestic Rate Payers 

in the vote. This would catch businesses including properties that are 

run as commercial holiday lets, and would seem appropriate given the 

huge contribution such businesses make to the local economy, 

employing local people and accommodating tourists who pay to use 

local amenities and services.  Due to the particular make up of 

residences in this area, will St Minver Parish council consider doing the 

same in this region to try and include more people in the vote and make 

it more inclusive?    

Development Areas will always be a difficult  issue. The residents' preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes 
it clear that a blanket ban on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for 
some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it 
will not pass independent examination and therefore not be adopted.Extensive  
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas included in the Pre 
Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options. Since the  
Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the 
comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs and both SDA A and SDA 
C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development  
through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C 
but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to 
provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites. SDA C is the only site in 
Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support the type of sustainable 
development that meets the needs of the Parishes. Although SDA phase 1 appears to be a 
large  development area it should be noted that over 70%of this area including  almost all 
of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has 
already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and Holiday Villas. exception site planning 
consent was granted for these by North Cornwall District Council to allow for  
development outside of the development boundary then in force on the grounds that this 

provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. If SDA phase 1 

remains in the approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would be considered 

for development that meets all the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 

conditions that all new residencies are for permanent residence only ,at least 50%of the 

residencies are moderately priced residencies that local people can afford;15% are 

affordable houses (as defined by Cornwall council) for qualifying local people; the height, 

mass and external finish to be in harmony with other properties in the area, adequate 

parking and amenity space for each residence; and most importantly no new 

development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South 

West Coastal Path. Whilst designation of an SDA in the approved NDP would mean the 

Parishes would be supportive of suitable development in that area, it does not mean that 

development can or will result.ultimately Cornwall Council will provide any planning 

consent and clearly they will take into account all factors and previous constraints of 

development in the area concerned. An approved NDP will give the Parishes considerable 

influence on what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could 

agree to any quantity and type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what 

most local residents appear most concerned about. I hope the above response allays your 

concerns and that at the time of the referendum you feel able to support the NDP. With 

regard to the arrangement for the referendum, details will be made available when these 

are determined by Cornwall Council.as stated in the covering letter to the public 

consultation document, this consultation is open until the 9th January 2015. When all the 

comments received have been addressed and the NDP if necessary has been revised it will 

be sent to Cornwall Council for a further 6 week consultation process and then to an 

independent examiner to check that all the processes required by the Localism Act have 

been completed. Only then can Cornwall Council proceed with the referendum that will 

be conducted using exactly the same arrangements as for any formal National or Local 

election/referendum. It will be a one day referendum with all eligible voters being sent a 

polling card by Cornwall Council.Prior postal voting will be available. At this time it is 

anticipated that the Referendum will take place at the same time as the General Election 

in May 2015. As mentioned in many previous NDP communications only those people on 

the St Minver Parishes electoral roll will be eligible to vote. It has been publicised that in 

some circumstances it it possible for Second Home Owners to be on two electoral rolls for 

None  
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voting on local matters, but all the indications are that very few Second Home Owners 

have registered for the St Minver Parishes electoral roll. We are trying to keep them all 

informed and involved with the process and reflect their needs and comments within the 

NDP, but in general they will not be eligible to vote in the Referendum.  

Nigel Kennedy 

01/12/2014 

online 

The maps in the pre-submission consultation document are difficult to 

interpret in any detail. I have tried several times clicking on the link that 

is provided to take me to a detailed version of each map, but in every 

case it takes me to an error page! Can you help, please? I have tried 

pasting the link into google chrome and internet explorer - but with the 

same result. 

Sorry to hear you are having trouble opening the NDP Maps .The simplest route to find 
them is via the webpage https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/
neighbourhood-plan/ On this page you will find a list of webpage addresses. Addresses 3 
to 7 in the list link to the detail maps corresponding to those in the draft NDP. Addresses 
8 and 9 have recently been added to provide even more detail of SDA A phase 1 and SDA 
C.  

None 

Ian Day 

01/12/2014 

online 

First of all congratulations on the work you are doing on behalf of all of 

us .... but now the caveats !  1. Line 1 of clause 1.1 refers to a "legally 

binding statement" What, please, does this mean ? Legally binding upon 

whom ? What statute will make it "legally binding". I asked this same 

question at one of the public meetings but was not given a clear reply. 2. 

If the document is to be "legally binding" then I find some of the 

language to be strangely subjective eg use of the word "encouraged" in 

several places. The law mixed up with subjective language just opens up 

a lawyers and planners paradise. 3. I refer now to clause 5.1.1 fourth 

para and to STMNDP 1.2. On the one hand the former says Wind 

Turbines and Solar Farms will "strongly discouraged" whilst the latter 

uses the word "minimise" (another subjective term) should the language 

not be consistent ? 4. I refer now to STMNDP 6 and to the definitions p 

40/41. Is the definition of an Industrial Wind Turbine not in conflict with 

STMNDP 2.7(v) ? In any case a wind turbine of this size is huge and I 

wonder who has advised you on the figure of 18 meters ? 5a. I now refer 

to the definitions for Solar Farms. A 1 acre solar farm will produce about 

250,000 kwh/year; ie 1hectare will produce 625,000 kwh/year. I live in a 

largish 5 bedroom house, my annual electricity consumption is about 

4000 kwh/year. What sort of "small" business will need this amount of 

electricity ? An aluminium smelter perhaps ? 5b. "A solar array of less 

than 1 hectare ...." What does this mean ? Is this the area of the panels 

or the size of the land on which the panels sit ? Remember that an array 

of 1 hectare will require about 2 hectares of land due to shadow effect. 

5c. For both Wind Turbines and Solar Panels the technology is changing 

quickly and for this reason I recommend that you introduce some words 

along the lines of "... installations shall be required to fully conform to 

the latest best practice" (Best practice is phrase that lawyers will know) 

An NDP, approved by a Referendum, becomes a legally binding document that the 
Development Planning organisations have to take into account in all planning decisions in 
the area covered by the NDP. This is enshrined in law by the Localism Act that came into 
force in 2011. 
Unfortunately the NDP has to be less prescriptive than one would like. For example it 
cannot state that a particular development will (or will not) be approved as only the 
Council Planning Department can actually make such decisions which have to be based on 
their planning policies as well as those in the NDP. The NDP can provide strong indications 
of what local people do (or do not) want to be approved which it is understood will carry 
significant weight in reaching the final decision. This is not only the case for initial 
decisions at Cornwall Council level but equally applicable in the case of planning appeals 
at higher levels. 
Although the wording of the NDP Policies has to allow for this, it is no excuse for being too 
subjective or inconsistent in the language used. Your general and specific comments 
provide a useful indicator of this. They will be addressed in the revised NDP that is now 
being prepared, and will initiate a thorough review of the whole document for any other 
examples that can be improved upon. 
An 18 metre turbine is defined as a turbine where the overall height from Natural Ground 

Level to the tip of the turbine blades at their highest point is 18 metres. Natural Ground 
Level  is defined in accordance with the  MCS Planning Standard MCS 020 issue 1 
published by The Department of Energy and Climate Change as the level of the ground 
immediately adjacent to the wind turbine. Where the ground level is not uniform (e.g. if 
the ground is sloping) then the ground level is the highest part of the surface of the 
ground next to the wind turbine (excluding any base structures). The Natural Ground 
Level should not include any additional structures laid on top of the ground such as a 
concrete base. The NDP will be updated in accordance with these definitions. 
An 18 metre turbine generates about 10,000 KWh per year and is classified as “domestic” 
or “very small”. In fact 18 metres is the dividing height between “domestic “and “very 
small”. A single turbine generating less than this would be unlikely to be sufficient for the 
needs of a farm or small business, and the general view is that installations of this size that 
also meet all of the other criteria set out in local and national planning would not be 
unacceptable to the Parishes for the areas where they could be considered. Setting the 
height constraint any lower would effectively rule out all turbines from the area, and it is 
considered that this would put the NDP at jeopardy at Independent Review.  
STMNDP 2.7 (v) refers to all new development within the Special Development areas. It 
would not be possible to get planning approval to install a wind turbine of any size in these 
areas as the minimum distance from residential accommodation could not be achieved. 
Your comments on the sizing of solar farms are well founded. The inclusion of the limit at 

Minor text changes in the 
NDP to align wording 
between principles and 
policies.  

Glossary amended to clarify 
height of Industrial Scale 
Wind Turbines and Small 
Scale Wind Turbines.  

Glossary amended to set the 
size of Small Scale Solar Farms 
to less than 1 acre and define 
Large Scale Solar  
Farms correspondingly.   

Ian Day 

01/12/2014 

online 

Further to my comments yesterday I have another to add.  Your 

defintions refer to the height of wind turbines ie 18 meters. What height 

is this ? To the top of the pylon or to the top of a blade at maximum 

radius ie vertical.  Thank you. 

https://www.stminverlowlands-pc.org.uk/category/planning/neighbourhood-plan/
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Ian Day  

  

01/12/2014  

  

online  

 

 

 

 

 

Ian Day  

  

11/12/2014  

  

email  

 

 

 Further to my two previous submissions I have now had some further 

thoughts. 1. In addition to the potential for visual pollution from wind 

turbines they also have other possible impacts and in view of the many 

rare birds around the Camel Estuary I would sugggest that any 

application for wind turbine development should also be accompanied 

by an Environmental Impact Analysis. 2. Over recent years there have 

been many new/upgraded housing developments in Rock. This has lead 

to a large increase in run off water into Porthilly/Penmayne Stream. The 

culvert taking the stream under Shores Lane is now no longer big enough 

to cope with the stream in flood and the Lane is now frequently flooded, 

both in summer and winter. The Highways authority will not deal with 

this matter - "no budget available"; further housing upstream of Shores 

Lane should be required to contribute funding to deal with this problem. 

 

 

In the reply you say ".... the local and national planning would not be 
unacceptable to the Parishes for the areas where they could be 
considered. Setting the height restraint any lower would effectively rule 
out all turbines from the area, and it is considered that this would put 
the NDP in jeopardy at the independent review..........."  
  
Would I be correct in assuming that the double negative in this 

paragraph is an error and that you actually mean "would not be 

acceptable" ? 

1 hectare was based on the likely visual and environmental impact without fully 
considering the achievable power output. Following further investigation and discussion it 
is likely that the definition of a Small Scale Solar Farm will be changed to something like “a 
solar array rated at less than 50KW and covering a land area of less than 1 acre installed by 
a local resident or local business to produce electricity primarily for consumption by that 
resident or business.” The definition of an Industrial Scale Solar Farm will be changed 
correspondingly.  
With regard to installations fully conforming to “latest best practice”, this seems a 
worthwhile addition but will probably need to be qualified to “latest best practice in terms 
of environmental impact (e.g.noise, visual, pollution)”. Best practice could perhaps 
otherwise be interpreted as power output or efficiency without any regard to impact on 
the environment or residents.  
Thank you again for your very relevant and helpful comments that will be reflected in the 

NDP before it goes to Cornwall Council for the final consultation and Referendum  

 

P Watson 

03/13/2014 

online  

I think the pre-consultation plan is excellent, and reflects a lot of hard 
work by the team.  

  

  None  
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J Ormond  

  

Third set of 
comments  
  

07/11/12  

With regard to the areas identified, perhaps the problem is that the  
SHLA matrix isn’t available on the website. If it were, the public could 
understand which sites have been considered and why some have been 
discounted. I do find it slightly strange though that SDA 5 made it onto 
the shortlist but has now been discounted due to the terrain. Surely 
that would have shown up in the original matrix and other more 
suitable sites shortlisted for the questionnaire instead?  We don’t have 
any specific information to suggest that any wrongdoing has taken 
place, and indeed we are not accusing anyone.  It is the process we are 
concerned about.  It's the fact that a member of the original working 
party is a landowner of one of the selected sites, and because this is not 
made publicly clear it puts question marks over the process.  Again, 
perhaps a lack of transparency is a problem here?  I am aware that 
there is guidance which says that where an area is considered wholly or 
predominantly business, then the area can be designated as a business 
area and non-domestic rate payers can vote. In addition to the other 
businesses in the area, holiday homes that are available to let and meet 
certain criteria are considered by both HMRC and the Valuation Office 
to be businesses. According to your draft document, over 80% in the 
Polzeath/Trebetherick area and 52% in the Parish as a whole are holiday 
homes. I would imagine therefore that a quick check of the Valuation 
Office records will show that a significant number of residences are 
valued as non-domestic premises and as such will meet the guidance set 
out by the Town & Country Planning Act 1990.  
http://www.bathnes.gov.uk/sites/default/files/sitedocuments/Planning- 

and-Building-Control/Planning- 
Policy/NPP/fls_np_draft_appendix_d13.pdf  I don’t doubt your time and 

commitment to the project, it is just a shame that at this late stage we 

feel excluded from the process and that through a lack of information 

and transparency we have doubts about its status as a democratic and 

truly locally developed plan. 

The NDP Team has consulted Cornwall Council to establish that the requirements for an  
SHLAA have been addressed. Their reply is as follows:-  
“The SHLAA is a document that Cornwall council have to produce - it is just a report of sites 
that landowners have put forward as 'available.' Cornwall Council are required to publish it 
to demonstrate whether or not there is an adequate supply of available land in Cornwall. 
But it doesn't mean that all the sites put forward will, or even should, be developed - it's 
not a guarantee that planning permission would be granted on the sites in the SHLAA 
report. Some NDPs have used the SHLAA in their own site assessments, to identify whether 
land is available, but the SHLAA sites don't have to be your preferred sites - it is a technical 
report and not an allocation in the Local plan. As long as you are in general conformity 
with the Local Plan you can allocate your preferred sites.”   
The NDP team have used SHLAA criteria as guidance in identifying suitable development 
areas but do not plan to produce a formal SHLAA which would be a long and expensive 
task that is not an NDP requirement.  
At the Public Consultation meetings it has been a key feature to identify all of the people 
involved in the NDP at Parish Council, NDP Steering Group Level and NDP Working Group 
level. This presentation material has also been posted on the Parish Councils website. 
There has been total transparency throughout the 2.5 years that the NDP project has been 
running.  
Cornwall Council have again been consulted on the eligibility for voting in an NDP 
Referendum. Their response is as follows:-   
  
“As for the referendum - yes the regulations are that we have to use the established 
referendum method and the electoral roll. The query may have arisen because you can be 
on the electoral roll in two places, so people with second homes may be registered to vote 
in St Minver as well as elsewhere in the country, which means they could vote in the 
referendum. All NDP referendums in Cornwall will have to be conducted in the same way, 
following the legal process.  
In the Neighbourhood Planning (Referendums) Regulations 2012, regulation 17 covers the 
issue of poll cards to voters:  
17.—(1) The counting officer must as soon as practicable after the publication of the 
notice of the referendum send to each voter and proxy an official poll card.  
(2) The official poll card must be sent or delivered—  
(a) in the case of a voter, to the voter’s qualifying address; and  
(b) in the case of a proxy, to the proxy’s address as shown in the list of proxies.  
(3) The official poll card must be in the form set out in Form 8, 9, 10 or 11 in the Appendix 
(as  
the case may be), or a form to like effect, and must set out— (a) the 
name of the relevant council and of the neighbourhood area;  
(b) the name of the voter, the voter’s qualifying address and number on the 

register;  
(c) the date and hours of the poll and the situation of the voter’s polling station;  
(d) such other information as the counting officer thinks appropriate, and different 
information may be provided in pursuance of sub-paragraph (d) to different voters or to 
different descriptions of voter.  
(4) In the case of a voter who has an anonymous entry in the register, instead of 
containing the matter mentioned in paragraph (3)(b), the poll card must contain such 
matter as is specified in the appropriate form in the Appendix.  
(5) In this rule references to a voter—  
(a) are to a person who is registered in the register of local government electors on the last 
day for the publication of notice of the referendum.  
This regulation is consistent with those for ordinary elections (i.e. people can only vote if 
they are on the register).”  

None  
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There is one known case where the Independent Examiner determined that the NDP was 
directly relevant to residents in a neighbouring parish and extended the Referendum to 
include people living in a small part of that adjacent Parish. However, voting was still 
limited to people on the electoral register.  
Throughout the NDP Project, in all Public Consultation events, it has been made very clear 

that only those people on the local electoral register will be able to vote in the referendum 

and that in certain circumstances it is possible to be on two local electoral registers. 

Encouragement has been given to all to be on the local electoral register. Throughout the 

NDP Project it has been the intent to address the issues of all people who know and enjoy 

this area including permanent residents, second home owners, businesses and visitors and 

all of the consultation has been open to all. Whilst this encompasses a very wide range of 

people, their views, ideas and vision for the area are all very similar and to the extent 

possible have been addressed in the NDP. Whilst not everybody is able to vote in the 

referendum, the team strongly believes that it reflects the views and expectations of a 

large majority of people who know and use this area. We have responded to your 

comments in depth and have nothing more that we can add. The NDP will go to Cornwall 

Council early in 2015 and they are then required to put it out for further Public 

Consultation. You will have the opportunity to raise any remaining issues directly to 

Cornwall Council through that consultation process.   

 

  

P&V Aldred  

  

10/12/2015  

 

online  

We have read your recent Public Consultation document with interest, 

and would like to congratulate you on a very thorough and 

comprehensive document.  On 21st April 2014 we sent an email to 

Councillor Mould requesting that the proposed development boundary 

be drawn to include the whole of our property. We are very concerned 

that the document still shows the proposed development boundary  

running in between our front and rear gardens, effectively splitting our 

property in two.  At this time we have absolutely no intention of looking 

to develop our plot. However, we would be most concerned that future 

generations of our family would be constrained from adding extensions 

by an arbitrary historic line which ran through the middle of our 

property. Councillor Mould kindly replied to our email stating that 

parishioners wanted to see the boundary drawn as per the 2012 

boundary. We are not clear how many questionnaires were returned 

voting in favour of the 2012 boundary or whether they were informed of 

anomalies such as ours where the boundary runs straight through the 

middle of our garden. We would ask you to again reconsider adjusting 

the boundary to include the whole of our property as per the drawing 

attached in our original email to Councillor Mould. (This form does not 

enable us to send you a copy of the drawing) Clearly, if you are not 

prepared to adjust the development boundary to include our property, 

we would like to know the appropriate procedure for appeal against 

your decision.   

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes 
it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for 
some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it 
will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Boundaries and Special 
Development Areas included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and 
acceptable options to meet the local need for Moderately Priced Residences that local 
people could afford and Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying 
local people.   
The NDP Public Questionnaire conducted in August/September 2013 was posted to the 
1640 residences that Cornwall Council identified as comprising the St Minver Parishes. A 
total of 782 responses were received and the response to question 10 identified that 75% 
were in favour of re-establishing the previous NCDC Development Boundaries. The 
responses to the further Development Areas Questionnaire conducted in February/March 
2014 identified just 15% against the re-establishment of the previous NCDC Development 
Boundaries.  
Minor changes to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries could only provide for 
individual residences that could not provide development opportunities for the 
Moderately Priced and affordable housing that has been identified as the need for the 
Parishes hence the proposal in the NDP to extend the area that would be considered for 
future development to the carefully defined Special Development Areas with clear 
indication of the type of development that will be supported.  
Any change to the NCDC Development Boundaries would need to be very clearly 
identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further Public Consultation. 
There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-individual change 
to the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar requests. Inclusion of 
those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would be overwhelmed 
with opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly what the vast majority of 
the residents in the Parishes are so concerned about. Very selective changes to the  
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Boundaries could also raise questions as to why these are being considered and ultimately 
be considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP team regret that 
it is not appropriate to respond favourably to your request.  
Following the Public Consultation now in progress, the NDP will be passed to Cornwall 
Council who will conduct a further public consultation prior to submitting the NDP with 
all of the supporting information to an Independent Inspector who will determine 
whether the NDP meets all of the requirements necessary to proceed to Referendum. 
Everyone has the right to make their concerns known to Cornwall Council and thus to 
the Independent Examiner. Those people on the St Minver Parishes Electoral Register 
then have the ultimate say on the NDP by voting for or against its adoption.  
An approved NDP gives the local residents a strong say in development issues that affect 

the Parishes. However, it does not replace the fundamental process of Cornwall Council 

making the decision on all planning applications and all parties having the right to take 

those decisions to external appeal.    
 

  

C Pearman  

  

12/12/2014  

  

online  

  

Well done to the members who put this together,deserve a medal.  
Proposed cycle path,realise this is just an outline idea however it should 
carry the qualification in the Plan that it would be subject to an 
Environmental Impact Study before it goes further as the route would  
cross sensitive dunes and SSSI land at Fishermans Field.                                   

SDA C on page 24 is much much larger than I expected from original 

consultations.  You may have good reasons for this however I would ask 

that phase 1 as shown which is the nearest to the coastal path becomes 

phase 2 ,that they are interchanged if this larger area is to be retained in 

the proposal.  

Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would 
require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning 
considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St 
Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these 
very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer 
Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or 
at least remains well in land from the Coast Path. However, an NDP cannot be specific 
about such projects, it can only include Policy that will enable and influence the adoption 
of such projects as they evolve and if they are in line with development policy at all levels.  
Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as I am sure you know 
the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. 
Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included 
in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of SDAs, and both SDA A and 
SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall 
plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  SDA C is 
the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support the type 
of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel 
and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade. SDA C phase 1 has approximately 1.5 hectares of land that 
could accommodate new development.  
SDA C Subsequent Phases also has a significant proportion already developed or carrying a 
caveat that it must remain open space. Approximately 1.4 hectares of land could 
accommodate new development but the present ownership of a large part of this land is 
very likely to result in this not becoming available for development in the foreseeable 
future. The remaining area of developable land may not be seen as appropriate at this time 
to meeting the needs identified in the NDP.  
If it remains in an approved NDP, SDA C Phase 1 would be considered for development that 

meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new 

Clarified that the intent is to 

keep cycle paths away from 

the coast path and dunes  
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residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately 

Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by 

Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual developments of up to 

approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with 

other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for each residence ;and 

most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes 

anywhere along the South West Coast Path.     

 

  

D Roberts  

  

13/12/2015  

  

online  

In the initial consultation in Nov 2013 I flagged that the grassland in 

front of the St Moritz Hotel outside Swimming pool had been included in 

the development area . This grass area is in a very prominent position 

and any building on there would be seen from the Coastal path and spoil 

the Greenaway skyline .  I know the Hotel has been longing to develop 

this grass area and car park and were allowed to erect pointless beach 

huts but there it must stop.  

Special Development Area C was identified as one of a number of potentially appropriate 
development areas and hence included in the Development Areas Public Consultation 
Questionnaire earlier this year to determine the views of local people. The response to 
the comments received resulted in reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both 
SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered 
for development through the lifetime of this NDP.  
 The already developed areas of SDA C were granted planning permission as exception 
sites for the provision of facilities for the business of tourism. As such they are at risk of 
further development or redevelopment on similar grounds. By including these areas in the  
SDA it ensures that any such future development must address the policies within the 
NDP relating to the SDA - in particular policy STMDP 2.7 (v) requiring that “any 
development within the SDA is not visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere 
along the South West Coast Path”. The Parish Council is strongly of the view that inclusion 
of these developed areas within the SDA is the way to achieve the objective that you have 
highlighted.  
  

None  

  

J Ormond   

  

Fourth set of 
comments  
  

16/12/2014  

  

online  

I believe that a number of issues remain with the plan as it stands in 

December 2014.  I have sought dialogue with the Chair of the 

committee, but have received no clarification on the points I have 

raised. I am therefore recording them here, for the record and for the 

sake of clarity for the Independent Examiner.  I raise these concerns not 

to undermine the process, but to ensure that all measures have been 

taken to ensure that it remains robust in the face of what will surely 

come, when it (as will every Local Plan) is challenged by developers and 

others in the future. 1. There is no published list of which sites were 

originally considered in the Parish.  It is vital to understand the starting 

point of any journey, otherwise it is not possible to see whether the final 

destination is appropriate. 2. There is no published "decision tree" for 

why sites have been taken forward and why some have been dismissed. 

I have asked three times for the rationale or evidence as to why sites 

have been taken forward but this has not been forthcoming.  This invites 

the challenge “why is that?”. 3. The questionnaire distributed in 2014 

included sites which have been subsequently dismissed. According to 

the Chair (in December 2015), Area 5 was dismissed on the grounds of 

"difficult terrain".  If a decision matrix had been carried out from the 

start then it would follow that this site wouldn’t have made it onto the 

shortlist in the first place and other more suitable sites might have been 

included in the questionnaire instead. 4. The report showing the results 

of the questionnaire distributed in 2014, showed that, of all the areas 

suggested for development, area now called “SDA C” received the most 

number of people either disagreeing or strongly disagreeing that it 

No response made as nothing to add to the previous three sets of responses detailed 

above within this table  
None  
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should be included.  Other possible development sites received far 

fewer objections.  For example Area 4 and Area 5, where only 17% and 

27% respectively disagreed/strongly disagreed that they should be 

developed.  Nonetheless, these have both been excluded from the plan.  

Again, there seems to be no evidence based reason for that decision. 5. 

If there are no evidence based decisions that can be made available to 

the public, then we have to ask how certain sites have made it into the 

NDP, and others have not.  I am aware that a Working Party Member is 

also a landowner of one of the sites now included.  This begs the 

question as to whether this might have had undue influence on the 

shape of the final plan?  There seems to be no public record of such 

conflicts of interest between those on the working party and those 

owning the land under discussion, nor of how such risks might be 

mitigated.   6. There appears to be no evidence that consideration has 

been taken of the still valid comments made by a Planning Inspector 

when considering a previous planning appeal (see pre-planning advice 

given by Cornwall Council Ref PA13/03710/PREAPP).  The Inspector at 

that time said “Having viewed the landscape from the surrounding 

countryside and coast, I can see the higher ground to the north and on 

the seaward side of the appeal site (land now known as SDA C)  is much 

more conspicuous than the appeal site [land now developed as the 

Highcliffe estate]. It (the land now known as SDA C)  is more visible from 

the coast, it would breach the skyline from several points of view and is 

so much more objectionable in landscape terms that a refusal of 

planning permission can be justified there, in accordance 

with……ENV1(2) of the Local Plan, even though the land has no particular 

designation.” “The appellant rightly concedes that this higher ground is 

more prominent, elevated, and he offers to keep it permanently open.” 

According to the NDP’s policy STMNDP2.7 (V), it still seeks to preserve 

the view from the coastline, so why has this comment been apparently 

ignored and the land now included in the plan despite the clear decision 

of the Inspector?  Given this point, why has this site has been included 

over other sites in the locality?  7. A meeting note held on 7/5/14 

(NDP57/14f) says: “Development Boundaries – a site meeting in Area 6 

at Trebetherick had been held prior to the meeting. The general opinion 

appeared to be that the “extra” strip of land being discussed should not 

be included within Area 6 of the Special Development Area in the draft 

NDP.” No explanation for this decision was given.  However, this extra 

strip has now been included, again with no explanation as to why the 

previous decision had been overturned. 7. The referendum is only open 

to people on the St Minver Parish Electoral Role. This is despite the 

unique nature of the parish where over 50% are holiday homes (80% in 

Polzeath/Trebetherick). It has been acknowledged by the Chair that few  

second home owners have registered for the St Minver Parish Electoral 

role.  Properties which are let commercially have to be on the 

nondomestic rating list and so the owners don’t get a choice about 

registering for the Electoral role. I understand the Neighbourhood 

Planning regulations, and because of the unique nature of the area, 

there is provision in the 1990 Town & Country Planning Act, 61G & H for 

the LPA to designate the area as a Business Area.  HMRC & Valuation 
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office class holiday properties let on a commercial basis as Businesses. It 

is quite clear that a large proportion of houses in the area are let on a 

commercial basis and are therefore “Businesses” not just a second 

home. This can be confirmed by a check of the records held by the 

Valuation Office and will show that there is sufficient evidence to class 

the area as a "Business Area", thus opening a second referendum to 

those on the Non-domestic rating list and making this a more 

democratic and representative vote. For example, my quick check shows 

that there are approximately 70 premises on the non-domestic rating list 

(businesses) in the area surrounding SDAC who wont be able to vote in 

the referendum because the owners are not eligible to be on the 

electoral role. After all it is the intention of the Localism Act that the 

plan reflects the views of all of those with a stake in the local area, not 

just a minority.  Given the unique nature of the area, it would seem 

reasonable that this point should at least have been discussed and a 

clear decision taken about how to ensure a democratic mandate.  There 

is no record that this issue was ever discussed or a decision taken about 

it.   Summary:  I don’t think it is unreasonable for the evidence to 

support decisions made by this committee to be made public.  I will 

therefore make these same points directly to the examiner in 2015 and 

will ask that further examination be carried out into the process the 

committee has gone through to develop the plan.  Without such scrutiny 

the plan would be open to challenge in the future, and this would be 

great shame, given the efforts which have been put in to it to date. 
 

 

  

T Carter  

  

30/12/2015  

  

Online  

  

As owners of a second home in Polzeath for over 35 years where my 

wife & I & family spend several months of the year we have been 

somewhat dismayed at the suburbanisation of the area but we believe 

your proposals go some way to addressing this.   We support the 

creation of small businesses providing local emplyment other than just 

in the holiday seasons and support your plans for roads, transport etc.  

We support your criteria for affordable housing but it must be strictly 

enforced as per your document.     However rebuilding &/or significant 

enlarging of existing houses should be very strictly controlled and should 

reflect the size & character of the dwelling it replaces and the adjacent 

properties.   There are several ultra modern buildings which are 

instrusive in style.  We support the strict control of solar farms and wind 

turbines as outlined in your document.  We would like to thank 

everyone who has taken the trouble to provide the NDP.  

Your comments appear to summarise the key issues that concern the NDP Team and the 

large majority of the local population. It is believed that the NDP addresses all of these 

issues in Policies that are as strong as the legislation allows. In particular Policy STMNDP 

2.7 is included with specific applicability to rebuild and extension of existing properties. 

The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the local views on future development, and 

when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal framework to strongly 

influence what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could 

agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what 

most local residents appear most concerned about. I hope the above responds helpfully 

to your comments and that at the time of the Referendum you will feel able to support 

the NDP.  

None  

  

M Byrne  

  

01/01/2015  

  

Online  

Special Area Development C - please ensure that any development on 

this site is not visible from the coastal footpath.  Cycle Track - please 

ensure that any cycle track does not interfere with pedestrian footpaths 

across the golf course or alongside the estuary.  As a golfer I am also 

concerned about any significant increase in the number of people 

traversing the golf course for reasons of safety.  Speed Restrictions : A 

20mph speed limit through Trebetherick would be appropriate.  The 

bends by Trebetherick Stores and by the telephone box can be 

dangerous for pedestrians trying to cross the road.    Daymer Bay Toilets: 

The St Minver Parishes NDP Policy STMDP 2.7 (v) clearly states the requirement that “any 
development within the Special Development Areas is not visible to anyone walking in the  
Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path”  
As stated in the penultimate paragraph of the NDP section 5.1.1, the Parish Councils will 
continue to work with the St Enodoc Golf Club to investigate possible routings of footpaths 
and cycle tracks that reduce the existing conflict between golfer s and members of the 
public.  Following comments from the golf club this paragraph is being amended in the 
final version of the NDP to clarify the mutual objectives. Any development proposal for the 
dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental 
Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and 

Clarified that the intent is to 

keep cycle paths away from 

the coast path and dunes and 

to minimise the risk of people 

crossing the golf course.  
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  Daymer Bay is a very important asset in the parish.  The large number of 

people visiting Daymer Bay throughout the year support the local 

economy through spending on accommodation/ holiday homes/ food/ 

shops/ restaurants/ builders/gardeners / cleaners etc.  If the toilets are 

shut then the inevitable consequence will be a degrading of the 

environment at the back of the dunes which people will use as an open 

air toilet; this will impact directly on the number of people wishing to 

stay in the area.  We must protect the beach, dunes and environs 

through the provision of "free to use" public toilets. This attention to the 

environment of Daymer Bay should also extend to provision of rubbish 

bins at the back of the beach/car park area. The importance of clean, 

family friendly beaches to the parish economy should be clearly stated.    

Many thanks for all of the work which you and have put in to this 

document.      

National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the 
Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that 
any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be 
acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least remains well in land from the 
Coast Path.  
Speed limits are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways Department. An NDP can 
only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed 
limit on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does 
state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits will be 
supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far as the NDP can go related to this 
issue.   
The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes 

open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish 

Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the 

availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial 

cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of 

running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept. In the longer term 

it may become necessary to impose a small charge for using the toilets if they are to be 

kept open and fit for purpose for much of the year. The responses to the NDP 

questionnaire carried out in 2013 indicated that the majority of local people recognised 

and supported that a small charge for use of the toilets would probably become 

inevitable. 
 

  

A Grand  

  

01/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

Special Development Area C in Trebetherick: both phases 1 and 2 appear 

to be much larger than the areas shown to the public during the walk 

around, and include already developed areas. Why?  

Your comment on wheelchair access to Trebetherick is well made but it is a very specific 
Project and involves the Daymer Bay car park that is privately owned, the Coastal Path 
which is a Cornwall Council responsibility and an area that is National Trust. An NDP 
cannot include Policy for specific projects and it would not be appropriate to include at 
this stage of the NDP preparation such a very specific aspiration that necessitates the 
involvement and agreement of private individuals, Cornwall Council and the National 
Trust. However, it may be appropriate to include in the list in section 6. (Delivering the 
Principles) of the NDP an activity along the lines of “Improving the access for disabled 
people to the attractions of the St Minver Parishes, in particular the coastal views”. The 
NDP Team will consider this further  for the final draft of the NDP.  
The NDP Team has not conducted a public walk around the Trebetherick area. Some two 
years ago the Trebetherick Residents Association held an informal walk around to inform 
local people of their thoughts on development in the area and seek their views.  
Subsequently the TRA have made several inputs to the NDP Team both in writing and at 
the past two TRA AGMs. These inputs have been taken into consideration in drafting the 
NDP and the NDP Team is expecting a response to the draft from the TRA in the very near 
future.   
Special Development Area C was identified as one of a number of potentially appropriate 

development areas and hence included in the Development Areas Public Consultation 

Questionnaire earlier this year to determine the views of local people. The response to 

the comments received resulted in reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both 

SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered 

for development through the lifetime of this NDP. Including already developed areas 

makes definition of the boundaries much clearer and also brings these areas where 

planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy 

constraints for any future redevelopment.  

Added the aspiration to 

improve access for less able 

bodied people to tourist 

attractions in the Parishes 

particularly coastal views  

  

A Grand  

  

01/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

Improving accessibility to Trebetherick Point for wheelchair users would 

be relatively easy and cheap to accomplish with a little modification to 

the footpath from Daymer car park. Could it be included as an 

aspiration?  
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C Wilmshurst  

  

02/01/2015  

  

Online  

I wish to comment on the St Minver Highlands and Lowlands Parish 
Councils Neighbourhood Development Plan.  Firstly, my family has 
owned a property on Highcliffe, Trebetherick since 1981.  I have owned 
it and it has been my main residence since March 2013.  We have not 
received any information or consultation on this proposed  
Neighbourhood Development Plan (“NDP”) until our neighbours passed 
us a copy a couple of weeks ago.  Therefore an improvement in 
communication is required by the Parish Councils, especially on a project 
this large.  My comments are based upon the proposed Development 
Boundary around Polzeath and Trebetherick as based on the Map Inset 
Map 35: Polzeath/Trebetherick in your NDP Public Consultation 
document issue dated 4/11/2014.  The Special Development Area – 
phase 1 – includes land that has received pre-application advice 
(PA13/03710/Preapp) for holiday homes.  This is conflicting with  
information with what is detailed in your NDP.  Section 3.2.2.1 Transport 

– A transport plan should have been approved prior to submission or 

approval of any NDP.  There is no guarantee once the project is complete 

that the road transport infrastructure will be improved.  The NDP states 

that the current road network struggles to meet existing size and volume 

of traffic.  Section 3.2.4 Housing – states that “Additional Residences 

spread over the 20 years of the plan in small groups of no more than 10 

Residences in a single development”.  Why is the area marked out so 

large when only 10 Residences can be built.  Section 3.2.5 Business – 

separate plans for health centre, schooling etc should be available prior 

to submission or approval of any NDP.  The notion of affordable homes 

that are needed would not work in this area due to the poor local 

infrastructure.  For example, The Sands Development in Trebetherick has 

4 newly built affordable homes which have stood empty for 6 months or 

so.  This clearly shows that affordable homes in this area are not 

accepted by the people in need.  The NDP states that 80% of the homes 

in this Polzeath and Trebetherick area are holiday homes.  This shows 

that local people do not want to live here.  This is probably due to the 

lack of infrastructure and the increased cost of living here, for example a 

four pint carton of milk is approx. £1.80 in Polzeath compared to £1 in 

Wadebridge.  If you require affordable housing you are not going to 

choose a more expensive area to live.  The Special Development Area – 

phase 1 – does not state how many homes will be built.  The NDP states 

that only 10 can be built in this section, can you advise how many holiday 

houses will be built in additional to the affordable homes, as the pre-

application advice mentioned above does not state numbers.  As this is 

going to a Referendum, and I will have a vote, please advise how you will 

ensure I get to vote as I have not yet formally been contacted about this 

NDP.  I look forward to hearing from you prior to 9th January 2015.     

Section 1 of the NDP details some three years of fact finding and Public Consultation that 
has been undertaken to reach this stage of the process. This has included extensive 
written communication, Public Consultation Meetings and detailed questionnaires. The 
most extensive of the questionnaires in September 2013 was distributed in many ways  
including the posting of a copy to every one of the 1640 residences that Cornwall Council 
advised formed part of the St Minver Parishes. The present Consultation Document has 
been widely distributed via a number of methods. A thousand printed copies were made 
available through 10 retail premises across the Parishes and organisations including the 
Sailing Club, Golf Clubs and Social clubs. The document is available on line on the St 
Minver Parish Councils website and details have been sent via some 2000 e-mails to every 
address available to a wide range of contact groups including to the owners of the very 
large number of second and holiday homes managed by local agents. Notices on Parish 
Council noticeboards and an article in the January edition of the Link magazine provide 
further reminders to residents of the availability of the Consultation Document. In 
discussion with Cornwall Council and an Independent Examiner regarding our level of 
Public Consultation they have expressed their amazement at the lengths being taken to 
involve the community and confirmed that the actions being taken far exceed not only 
what is required but also what could be expected.   
The NDP preparation and approval process is necessarily a long term exercise, principally 
due to the extensive consultation that is required. During this period the development 
process continues and there is nothing to stop land owners and developers submitting 
planning applications or pre-applications.  Fortunately Cornwall Council appears to be 
living up to the commitment to abide by previous planning constraints whilst Parishes are 
in the process of preparing their NDP. Clearly the NDP cannot have any impact 
retrospectively but hopefully it will be completed and come in to effect later this year in 
time to have effect on most of the issues and areas that it covers.  
An NDP can only include policies that impact what local people would like, or would not 
like, to happen in the way of development within the Parishes. It can reflect on how much 
and what sort of development is appropriate, but it cannot mandate specific development 
or infrastructure projects. It is for individual landowners, developers or Cornwall Council 
to make appropriate proposals for such projects which can then be judged against the 
policies within the approved NDP. Transport is recognised within the NDP as a key issue 
for the St Minver Parishes and is one of the strong justifications for keeping the number of 
additional residences down to a level that just meets the requirements flowed down from 
the Cornwall Local Plan and the identified needs for local people. The NDP does identify 
the need for new development to have adequate access and parking provision but it 
cannot mandate specific road improvements as the Parish has neither the land nor the 
money to implement such hugely expensive projects. As has always been the case the 
planning authorities will review every planning application in terms of its impact on the 
infrastructure, strongly influenced it is to be hoped by the NDP policies, to ensure that all 
necessary infrastructure improvements form a mandated part of the development 
approval.  
Section 5.2.1 (page 19) of the NDP explains why it is necessary to allocate more land for 
possible development than is required for the number of additional residences that the 
policies allow for. A closer correlation of available land to the number of houses to be 
built would set a premium price for that land that would preclude the building of the 
Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences that are identified as the local need. The 
policy for Additional Residences to be in small groups of not more than 10 residences in a 
single development applies to each development application not to a Special  
Development Area. During the planned 15 year life of the NDP it will be necessary to 
implement several development projects in the Special Development Areas but by limiting 
the number of residences in each project it becomes more practical to phase the 
development over the 15 year period and also provide appropriate diversity of the type 
and style of residences across the areas.  

None  
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It is still early days to comment on the development at the Sands but the success of the 
affordable housing developments at Ham Field and Pinewood show that it is practical to 
have affordable homes in this area. If time shows that more residential and affordable 
housing is not practical in Trebetherick and Polzeath  then there will be no further 
development within the area as it is a requirement that all Additional Residences are for 
permanent residence only and at least 50% of these shall be Moderately Priced or 
Affordable and no developer is going to build houses that nobody wants.  
There is a clear requirement that an NDP must address sustainable development. 
Appropriate schooling and healthcare are essential for sustainable development and 
these have been carefully considered throughout the preparation of the NDP.  
Consultations with Cornwall Council and an Independent Examiner have not raised any 
concerns about the level of residential and business development proposed within the 
NDP as not being sustainable. If the final review by these bodies is not satisfied that the 
proposed level of development is sustainable then the NDP will not be cleared to proceed 
to Referendum.  
The final phase of Public Consultation, the formal Independent Examination and the  
Referendum are the responsibility of Cornwall Council to organise and execute. The 

Referendum will be carried out using exactly the same process as for any other local or 

national election/referendum and it is currently planned that the St Minver Parishes NDP 

will be conducted in May 2015 on the same day as the General Election. Every person on 

the St Minver Parishes electoral register will receive details of the Referendum and polling 

cards directly from Cornwall Council. The Parish Councils will also be widely publicising the 

Referendum and encouraging all those eligible to vote to do so as the higher the turn out 

the easier it will be to convince all that the result of the NDP Referendum truly represents 

the wishes of the local people. 
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J&B Oaten  

  

02/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

Re. NDP Boundary misalignment as it affects our property, Trelawney, 
Worthy Hill, Trebetherick PL27 6SG  My wife and I strongly object to the 
position adopted by the St Minver Parishes NDP Steering Group; namely 
that nothing should be done to correct the misalignment of the 
boundary where it cuts through our own and our neighbour's gardens. 
Currently the boundary runs through our rear garden, effectively 
splitting our property in two, causing potential complications in the 
future. This anomaly is probably unique in the parish so its rectification 
would not constitute a precedent in this present consultation. It should 
be an easy matter for the Steering Group to redress the situation now, 
by realigning the old boundary so that it goes straight along our eastern 
boundaries, rather than to add to the workload of the eventual Cornwall 
Council consultation.  Regrettably, it has not proved possible, in this 
response format, for me to either include or attach a sketch to illustrate  
the situation. However, in an earlier email to Carol Mould on 18 

December 2014, I did attach a sketch map.    

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes 
it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for 
some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it 
will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Boundaries and Special 
Development Areas included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and 
acceptable options to meet the local need for Moderately Priced Residences that local 
people could afford and Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying 
local people.   
The NDP Public Questionnaire conducted in August/September 2013 was posted to the 
1640 residences that Cornwall Council identified as comprising the St Minver Parishes. A 
total of 782 responses were received and the response to question 10 identified that 75% 
were in favour of re-establishing the previous NCDC Development Boundaries exactly as 
they were. The responses to the further Development Areas Questionnaire conducted in 
February/March 2014 identified just 15% against the re-establishment of the previous 
NCDC Development Boundaries.  
Minor changes to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries could only provide for 
individual residences that could not provide development opportunities for the 
Moderately Priced and Affordable Housing that has been identified as the need for the 
Parishes hence the proposal in the NDP to extend the area that would be considered for 
future development to the carefully defined Special Development Areas with clear 
indication of the type of development that will be supported.  
Any change to the NCDC Development Boundaries would need to be very clearly 
identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further Public Consultation. 
There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-individual change to 
the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar requests. Inclusion of 
those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would be overwhelmed with 
opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly what the vast majority of the 
residents in the Parishes are so concerned about. Very selective changes to the  
Boundaries could also raise questions as to why these are being considered and ultimately 
be considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP team regret that 
it is not appropriate to respond favourably to your request.  
The situation you describe at Worthy Hill is by no means unique. There are many other 
cases across the Parishes where residents have acquired land adjacent to their properties, 
outside of the NCDC Development Boundaries, for the purpose of extending their gardens 
but in the full knowledge that these areas would not be available for development. In 
some cases subsequent owners of the properties have sought to develop this land bu 
quite rightly the planning authorities have recognised the established Development 
Boundaries and planning permission has been consistently refused.  

 

None  
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Fiona Myatt  

  

04/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

It seems a pity to confine all the planning to pre-set areas and to lose the 

opportunity to carry out sensitive development on infill sites and on 

sites which neighbour existing developments where those sites are 

currently of no particular visual beauty/interest and where the site has 

limited potential for any other use.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of 
residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you 
may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an 
option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  
included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received from residents, and clear advice from Cornwall Council and an 
Independent Examiner that the identified development areas were excessively large, by 
reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased 
so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime 
of this NDP.  
As identified in NDP Policy STMNDP 2.1 the development of infill sites within the  
Development Boundaries identified in the former NCDC plan will be permitted. However, 
development of individual residences on such sites are very unlikely to meet the identified 
needs for permanent residence only, at least 50% of the residences  to be Moderately 
Priced Residences that local people could afford and 15% to be Affordable Houses (as 
defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people. Thus the Special Development 
Areas are being proposed as larger areas in appropriate places that will enable the 
required residences to be built.   
Any change to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries, however minor, would need 
to be very clearly identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further 
Public Consultation. There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-
individual change to the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar 
requests. Inclusion of those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would 
be overwhelmed with opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly what the 
vast majority of the residents in the Parishes are so concerned about. Very selective 
changes to the Boundaries could also raise questions as to why these are being considered 
and ultimately be considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP 
team regret that it is not appropriate to respond more positively to your comment.  

  

None  

  

Antony Beevor  

  

05/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

My wife and I acquired a second home in New Polzeath in 2011 having 
holidayed in or near the village virtually annually since 1975. We 
therefore have a great fondness for the area and currently spend about 
100 days a year there.   First I would like to congratulate and thank those 
who have put a great deal of effort – presumably mostly unpaid – into 
the draft Neighbourhood Development Plan. We particularly support the 
Vision of an area balanced between small local enterprises on the one 
hand and tourism on the other. Important to this is the idea which we 
also support that planning consent for new residential properties should 
be for occupation by permanent residents only to be achieved in 
carefully chosen Special Development Areas. We therefore hope the 
Plan receives strong support in the local referendum and is ultimately 
approved by the Government.  We would like to express two concerns 
of, we believe, critical detail to achieving the objectives of the Plan.  The 
first relates to the definition of a Permanent Resident. Clearly  
developers will be seeking to “game” this restriction in any way they can 

in order to obtain higher values for their schemes. We believe that 

requiring an owner to occupy a property only for six months a year is an 

invitation to allow the property to become a holiday let during the other 

six months. Some further restriction is required to achieve the Plan’s  

The NDP defines a Permanent Residence as being occupied by a local resident for a period 
of at least 6 months per annum. The NDP team will look again at this definition to see if it 
could be strengthened but the constraint has to be balanced between fully achieving the 
objective whilst not significantly impacting the ability to obtain a mortgage.  It is clearly 
difficult to monitor occupation and even more difficult to enforce any action if the 
condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form 
of restriction on the use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second 
home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the 
second home market. Whilst the Policy that all Additional Residences will be for 
Permanent Residence will not be 100% effective it is considered that it will have a 
significant impact and is certainly better than ignoring the issue entirely.  
There is significant empathy with your comment regarding replacing existing residences 
with taller structures that obstruct the views previously enjoyed by the residences behind. 
Unfortunately property owners do not have the right to a view and loss of a view is not a 
material reason for rejection of a planning application. However, the NDP will look again 
at STMNDP 2.7 to see whether it is realistic for it to be strengthened on this issue.  

  

Improved definition of  

Permanent Residence in  

Glossary  

  

The Parishes reviewed Policy 

STMNDP 2.7 with regard to 

restrictions on height of 

replacement buildings but 

considered that the 

constraint of – “ height, mass 

and external finish to be in 

harmony with other 

properties in the area” -  is 

appropriate and sufficient.   
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 objective, for example limiting tenancies to not less than six months. 
There will remain the question of enforcement; something which we 
suggest would be more effective if it could in some way be made the 
responsibility of Parish Councils rather than the local planning authority.  
The second concern will be well known to you. Like many neighbours we 
have, despite objecting to individual planning applications, suffered 
significantly from the increasing height and mass of new buildings which 
have been permitted recently on existing sites in New Polzeath. We have 
lost our views of Pentire and those of the beach have been restricted. 
But of more general significance the overall result has been to advance 
the suburbanisation of the village to the detriment of its character. 
Against this background we have carefully considered STMNDP 2.7 on 
page 21 which we are glad to see is seeking to address the concerns we 
and no doubt others have expressed. However we believe the language 
of  paragraph 2.7(iv) of the STMNDP leaves dangerous loopholes. This 
paragraph is worded to permit development that increases height and 
mass that is in harmony with properties in the adjacent area and 
therefore allows existing excessive developments to become precedents 
for further similar development. This is not sufficient to achieve what we 
and seemingly the authors of the Plan think needs to be done. The 
suburbanisation of coastal areas needs to be put into reverse by limiting 
height and mass of new buildings to those of the buildings they replace. 
Otherwise the Plan is authorising a continuation of the overdevelopment 
that has caused much local discontent. I am sure examples are well 
known to you; in New Polzeath we would cite Windycliff, Bassett, Linden  
Lea,  Tregales and the latter’s new neighbour currently under  
construction.  Thank you for considering what we have written. We wish 

you success with your overall endeavours  
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Dr R Wilson  

  

05/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

Your first consultation document started with suggested criteria - the 

first one was not to build nearer the sea than existing buildings.   The 

Polzeath/Trebetherick SDA C Phase 1 and subsequent phases breaks that 

criterion badly.  Any houses built there will end up as second homes - 

great for your Council Tax with limited service provision, so profitable, 

but otherwise not helpful.   That is unless there were very stringent rules 

on 'low-cost' housing provision, which seems unlikely to occur.  Yes, it is 

in 'my back-yard', and I am not keen for it to occur after this last year 

with lots of major individual housing projects nearby with attendant 

noise and large vehicles on inadequate side roads (tracks).  Thankyou for 

your efforts to produce a local plan, to ensure that there will be some 

local control over development.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ and the Parish Council’s 
preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as 
you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not 
an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  
included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA 
brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites 
under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 
each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  
It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and 

even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice 

from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a 

very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to 

developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Similarly it will not be 

easy to manage the longer term pricing of Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences 

though this issue is already being addressed with developments such as the Dingle Way 

self build project. Whilst these residential and pricing Policies are unlikely to be 100 % 

effective it is considered that they will have a significant impact and are certainly better 

than ignoring the issue entirely.   

None  
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S Robertson  

  

06/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

We are aware that this has been a long process and those involved in 

steering the NDP to this stage should be commended. We are generally 

supportive of proposals to enhance community, recreational, business 

and leisure amenities (5.4) and to control road traffic, parking and to 

reduce the need to drive by car around the parishes (5.5). The 

associated policies will help to improve the social, economic and 

environmental conditions of the area. However we have the following 

comments to make concerning proposed future housing development in 

the area: 1. Consultation – In 1.2.5 of the NDP it is stated that the 

principles and policies relating to Development Areas are fundamental 

to the NDP and were therefore made public for comment. The 

Development Areas Consultation Document/questionnaire was made 

available to ‘residents’. As a result only 200 sets of responses were 

received. This represents less than 10% of residences in the area and 

even when allowing for Holiday Homes the response is only 20% and 

that assumes only one response per household.  We are concerned with 

the general level of response and that consultation with people who 

carry on business in the area (which includes holiday lets) was 

inadequate especially as approximately 50-60% of residences are 

Holiday Homes. 2. Policy STMNDP3: Additional Residences –  a) 3.6 

relates to phasing. There is no indication as to how this would work in 

practice or in what order sites would be developed/approved causing 

potential issues for decision makers when determining planning 

applications. This policy is in practice unenforceable and contrary to 

advice in the NPPG regarding the clarity of policies. 3. Specific issues 

relating to the proposed Special Development Areas: a) All the required 

development could take place in Rock SDA A where the site ‘meets every 

one of the criteria for residential development’ (extract from the 

Development Areas Consultation Document DACD). There is vey good 

access to the school, surgery, shops, bus routes, potential cycle routes 

and community facilities. ‘Progressive development… could fulfil the 

requirement for long term sustainable development’ (DACD). There is no 

similar sufficient justification or appropriate evidence base for the other 

proposed sites as required by the NPPG. b) In particular the justification 

stated in the Development Areas Consultation Document for the St 

Minver Village site (SDA B) is that it is ‘suitable for residents who do not 

need immediate access to schools and other amenities’. As it is not 

possible to restrict the needs of residents this fails to accord with 

Section 5.5 of the NDP ‘Control road traffic…and reduce the need to 

drive by car around the Parishes’ and is also contrary to the evaluation 

criteria laid out in Section 5.2.1 Principles and Justification h) Access to 

Services.  c) The site is opposite the churchyard and forms a substantial 

gap between existing buildings that provides the setting for the village 

and adds to the character of the area. It is therefore also contrary to 

5.2.1 Principles and Justification (i) Environment as it fails to take 

account of the protection of the local landscape and historic monuments 

in particular the impact on the setting of the Grade I listed St Menefreda 

Church and associated churchyard that contains Grade II listed 

headstones. Development of this site would cause ‘harm’ to the church. 

d) The site would not be in general conformity with the Policies of the 

Throughout the 3 years of the NDP project every element of Public Consultation has been 
made available to all local residents, local home owners, businesses and visitors through 
paper copies, notices, web sites and e-mail. The Parish Council are required to consult 
which they have done. They are not required to force the recipients to respond and have 
no way of doing so. Unfortunately in local matters a 10% response rate is considered high. 
The 50% response to the first questionnaire (which incidentally cost £5000 to conduct) 
has been rated exceptional.  
  
The draft NDP has been reviewed in depth by Cornwall Council and the Parish Councils 
have paid for a fully qualified and experienced Independent Examiner to carry out a full 
"health check". These reviews have commended the St Minver Parish Councils on the 
extent and effectiveness of Public Consultation as being far beyond what is required or 
expected. The reviews have not identified any of the comments you have now raised 
(which have not been raised by you or anyone else at any time throughout the 3 years of 
this NDP project) as constituting a problem.  
  
All comments and responses to this Public Consultation are being collated in the 

Consultation Document to go with the NDP to Cornwall Council for their further 

consultation process and thence formal Independent Examination. Clearly if these 

processes identify issues they will be responded to  

None  
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Cornwall Local Plan where St Minver is classified as a smaller village only 

suitable for small scale infill development and where Policy PP10 states 

that housing should be provided on a scale that is appropriate to the 

settlement and reduces the need to travel.  Due to the lack of 

immediate access to key services it would also be unlikely to be 

considered a suitable site for affordable housing.  e) By failing to provide 

access to local services and development that would enhance the, built 

and historic environment, including landscape, development of SDA B 

would not result in the social or environmentally sustainable 

development advocated in the NPPF. f) Further an extract from 

www.rightmove.co.uk on 30.12.14 states that: ‘St. Minver, with an 

overall average price of £317,395 was more expensive than nearby 

Wadebridge (£216,141), but was cheaper than Polzeath (£633,061) and 

Rock (£527,857)’. Evidence from the brochure of John Bray and Partners 

(the primary local holiday letting agency) suggests that this inland 

location is the least popular location of the 3 villages for Holiday Home 

owners. This indicates that the pressure to provide additional 

Moderately Priced Residences for local residents (with a sale price of 

£350,000 or less at January 2015 economic conditions as defined in the 

NDP) is not as acute in St Minver Village as it is in Polzeath and Rock 

which further diminishes the justification for the site. In conclusion there 

is neither an appropriate evidence base nor sufficient justification to 

support this site. Allocating this site for development fails to take into 

account sustainability, the ‘golden thread’ that should run through plan-

making. Further there are more sustainable locations nearby that would 

better meet the needs of the community. I hope that the Examiner will 

be able to make site visits when making his/her independent 

assessment.   Thank you for the opportunity to comment and we trust 

that our comments will be taken into account prior to submission of the 

NDP to Cornwall Council and that they will also be made available to 

Cornwall Council and the Examiner for consideration.   

 

  

Rod Offer  

  

07/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

  

  

  

I fully support the NDP and the proposed mix of development. The 

position of the new barn at Cant/Gentle Jane prompts me to request 

that special consideration and restrictions should be imposed to 

maintain existing skyline views.  

There is significant empathy with your comment regarding new developments having an 
overbearing impact on the skyline and Policy STMNDP 2.7 (v) specifically relates to this 
issue with regard to the Special Development areas. It is probably not realistic to try to 
propose such a condition on new building within the reintroduced NCDC Development 
Boundaries but consideration will be given to extending the constraint to development 
permitted under exceptional circumstances as defined in Policy STMNDP 1.1 which will 
also be defined in a revised Policy STMNDP 2.6.  
  

Clarified STMNDP 2.6  

  

Revised STMNDP 2.7(v) to 

include “Exception Sites”  
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Gerry Stone  

  

07/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

Well done  all those concerned  in the preparation of this Development,  
this N D P document;  we would briefly comment as follows… and would 
like to have more emphasis  on   these particular items :  1   why propose 
housing development  on farm land  !! We still need to eat in this parish  
and we should support our local farmers and tier employees, and avoid  
the suburban   affect of same.                              2   infrastructure is 

required to be in place before any development at all for instance   A)  

water supply and pressure of same….our water pressure has been  

reduced  by 50 %  in the past 19 years,  the modern boiler and heating 

system  requires certain pressure, of   which we are now border line. B) 

Surface water - field drain-off could and should be controlled in a better 

fashion to avoid the constant flood threat. The more structures we have 

built i.e. hard surfaces, less natural drainage we have. C) Transport - the 

prime offenders, such as Sharps Brewery and Builders merchants, should 

downsize to suit our narrow roads and be restricted to 5-day working 

week. Let the full-time residents have some respite. D) Working Hours 

on all Projects - why not impose in our Parishes a 5-day working week to 

give the locals some relief from dust, dirt, noise and road usage to enjoy 

the pleasant environment we have worked for.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of 
residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you 
may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an 
option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  
included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received from residents, and clear advice from Cornwall Council and an 
Independent Examiner that the identified development areas were excessively large, by 
reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so 
that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of 
this NDP.  
As identified in NDP Policy STMNDP 2.1 the development of infill sites within the  
Development Boundaries identified in the former NCDC plan will be permitted. However, 
development of individual residences on such sites are very unlikely to meet the identified 
needs for permanent residence only, at least 50% of the residences  to be Moderately 
Priced Residences that local people could afford and 15% to be Affordable Houses (as 
defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people. Thus the Special Development 
Areas are being proposed as larger areas in appropriate places that will enable the 
required residences to be built. Although this does encroach on farmland the areas are 
relatively small and not particularly intensively farmed. The impact is considered likely to 
be much less than that associated with the ad hoc development that will occur if there is 
no approved NDP.  
The infrastructure issues are well recognised and addressed in the draft NDP as key to the 
justification for keeping additional development in the Parishes to the lowest level that 
just meets the perceived needs of the local residents and the mandatory requirements 
that will be in the Cornwall Local Plan when it is finally approved.  
Whilst downsizing vehicle traffic and a 5 day working week might be highly desirable they 

do not come under the acceptable definition of Development Policy and cannot therefore 

be addressed in an NDP. Flooding and drainage are key planning issues that come under 

the jurisdiction of Cornwall Council and the Water Authorities. Although they may seem to 

overlook these issues at times, it is believed that the NDP could not strengthen or 

override their policies in this area. The Parish Councils will continue to press on these 

issues with regard to any proposed developments that are considered to have potential 

detrimental impact on flooding or drainage.   

None  
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Catherine Elliott  

  

07/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

My query is regarding the SDA C phase 1, which has been enlarged from 

the proposal in the March2014 questionnaire, whereas the other areas 

have either been reduced in size or eliminated altogether. The additional 

area extends nearer to the open land of the cliff top and I believe that 

any building there would be visible from the coastal path on Pentire, 

contrary to STMNDP 2.7(v). I would also ask why this area is selected for 

development before SDA C subsequent phase, which is further from the 

cliff and nearer to other permanent residences. I note from the Cornwall 

Planning website that a pre-application enquiry was made a year ago for 

"expansion of existing holiday complex to provide additional cottages 

plus residential development on land west of no.20", which is effectively 

SDA C. The response from Cornwall Council states that in the St Minver 

Lowlands parish there is a significant identified local housing need with 

currently (Jan 2014) 70 applicants with a local connection to the parish. I 

therefore feel strongly that all future development of SDA C should be in 

line with STMNDP 3.8 and 3.9, that is, genuinely affordable homes for 

local people. I understand that there is a sum in the region of £400,000 

which has already been paid under section 106 agreements on new and 

replacement dwellings, with a further much larger amount pending, all 

of which must be spent on affordable housing in St Minver or 

surrounding parishes. I only hope that the Parish Councils can ensure 

that the best possible use is made of this money, so that any new houses 

are proper homes and not holiday "palaces".   

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the 
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 

Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 

support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas in the SDA  brings 

these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the 

SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 
each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  
If and when the Parish has an approved NDP and the section 106 agreements are replaced 

by the CIL tax then the Parish Council will receive 25% of the CIL tax to invest in local 

projects. Until that time the 106 monies go into a Cornwall Council fund that does not in 

any way guarantee that it will be spent on needs local to where the funds were generated. 

The Parish Councils will continue to press Cornwall Council to release such funds for local 

use but this continues to be very difficult to achieve.   

None  
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Helen Wilkins  

  

07/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

I am a co-owner of a house on the cliff at Trebetherick (Bryn Ivor) and 

would like to express concern about the mention of a cycle path 

network between Rock and Polzeath on p16 of the NDP. I would support 

a safe path around the golf course but would NOT want a path along the 

cliff between Daymer Bay and Polzeath where lots of young families 

walk. It is my understanding that the land down to the high tide mark is 

owned by each of the houses, with the Natural Trust having right of way 

for a coastal footpath. We would be very opposed to extending this to 

bicycles. It would not be safe being so close to the cliff edge in places, 

and it would make it very difficult to walk safely especially with elderly 

people or young children. We would be happy for a safe cycle path to be 

adjacent to the main road and support a reduction in cars. We would 

also like speed restrictions to include Trebetherick where  lot of 

pedestrians use the village shop.  

Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would 
require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning 
considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St 
Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these 
very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer 
Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or 
at least remains well inland from the Coast Path.  
Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways 

Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover 

general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or 

traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 

5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or 

otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far 

as policy within the NDP can go related to this issue. The NDP Team will look at amending 

the wording of the bullets in NDP section5. 5.1 to include the Trebetherick shopping area.  

Clarified that the intent is to 
keep Cycle paths away from 
the coast path and dunes and 
to minimise the risk of people 
crossing the golf course.  
  

Included Trebetherick in  

section 5.5.1 re traffic calming 

measures  

  

Mary Crew  

  

08/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

The Special Development Areas defined in Rock require due  
consideration in terms of access.  There are alterative sites outside the 

Special Development Areas which have better access to Rock and are 

therefore more sustainable.  Land off Trewint Lane, Rock which was the 

subject of planning application PA14/09762 (refused in December 2014) 

should be included within the Special Development Areas.  This site is 

accessed via an established entrance from Trewint Lane approximately 

500m from the northern part of the settlement boundary of Rock.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of 
residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you 
may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an 
option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  
included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received from residents, and clear advice from Cornwall Council and an 
Independent Examiner that the identified development areas were excessively large, by 
reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so 
that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of 
this NDP.  
As identified in NDP Policy STMNDP 2.1 the development of infill sites within the  
Development Boundaries identified in the former NCDC plan will be permitted. However, 
development of individual residences on such sites are very unlikely to meet the identified 
needs for permanent residence only, at least 50% of the residences  to be Moderately 
Priced Residences that local people could afford and 15% to be Affordable Houses (as 
defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people. Thus the Special Development 
Areas are being proposed as larger areas in appropriate places that will enable the 
required residences to be built.   
Any change to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries, however minor, would need 

to be very clearly identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further 

Public Consultation. There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-

individual change to the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar 

requests. Inclusion of those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would 

be overwhelmed with opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly what the 

vast majority of the residents in the Parishes are so concerned about. Very selective 

changes to the Boundaries could also raise questions as to why these are being considered 

and ultimately be considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP 

team regret that it is not appropriate to respond more positively to your comment. 

None  
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Endellion  

Sharpe  

  

08/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

Congratulations first of all to all those who have put in so much time and 

effort into producing this latest draft Plan. As a voter, I would support it 

strongly.  Specifically, its emphasis on protecting the environmental 

value of the area, including the location and appearance of any new 

development; priority given to the local permanently resident 

population and its need for housing and other amenities.   Other 

comments are mainly pleas for clarification: 1)  How will the condition 

that any new housing developments (section 5.3) will be for permanent 

residents only, be enforced?  Similarly, the stipulation for Moderately 

Priced and Affordable Residences? 2)  While a cycle path to link Rock to 

Polzeath via Trebetherick must in principle be a good idea, its route will 

be key - to avoid SSSIs and other sensitive areas, and to separate cyclists 

from pedestrians, whose safety should be paramount. 3)  The third para 

of section 3.1 does not make sense - has a sentence been omitted?  

It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and 
even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice 
from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a 
very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to 
developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Similarly it will not be 
easy to manage the longer term pricing of Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences 
though this issue is already being addressed with developments such as the Dingle Way 
self build project. Whilst these residential and pricing Policies are unlikely to be 100 % 
effective it is considered that they will have a significant impact and are certainly better 
than ignoring the issue entirely.  
Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would 
require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning 
considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St 
Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these 
very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer 
Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or 
at least remains well inland from the Coast Path.  
With regard to the third paragraph of section 3.1, you are probably referring to the 

sentence “Existing static and mobile....................in the area”. This is intended as a 

standalone sentence but as written can appear to relate to the previous sentence. This will 

be resolved by rewriting the sentence for the final version of the NDP to read something 

like “The need for static and mobile caravan and camping accommodation will be met by 

the number and location of existing sites”  

Reword paragraph 3 of 

section 3.1 to make intentions 

clearer  

  

Priscilla Baxter  

  

08/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

I admire the enormous amount of work that has gone into the LNDP and 
am full of praise for all those who have worked so hard to get to this 
stage, in particular Carol Mould and Keith Snelling.  I do however have 
some reservations about the amount of land which has been  
'earmarked' for possible development in Trebetherick.  I applaud the 

fact that new builds are to be permanent residences but I feel that this 

village is not the place for such a large piece of land to be nominated for 

possible development.  There are very few facilities in the village for 

those who might live in low cost housing, and even for those in 

moderate priced dwellings.  School, doctors' surgery, post office and 

shops are all situated in Rock and transport would be needed to reach 

those facilities from the proposed land.  I think a much smaller area 

would have been far more appropriate.    I am also unhappy that the 

proposed land, if developed would mean that Trebetherick and Polzeath 

were joined up by a solid 'wall' of housing.  Would it not be better to put 

forward the smaller piece of land described as Special Development area  

- subsequent phases, as the primary development area.  This would 

mean a far smaller number of houses built in an area where there is 

already considerable development.  Other than this I find the LNDP a 

sensible document and , apart from my comments preceding this, I very 

much hope that it will be voted on and adopted.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA 
brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites 
under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 

None  
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each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  
Although SDA C Subsequent Phases is smaller the area that could be developed is actually 

1.47 hectares, almost identical to that in SDA C Phase 1 and therefore would support the 

same number of additional residences. 

  

 

  

Kivells  

  

Lizzie Burton  

  

08/01/2015  

  

Online  

  

I write to request due consideration to the re- inclusion of land 

previously identified within the original St Minver Parishes NDP. The 

land is identified as Area 1 – land adjacent to Rock Road between 

Trewint Lane and Trewiston Lane and extending to the north west of 

Pityme, which was originally identified as meeting every one of the 

criteria for residential development. The NDP issues dated 21st July and  

4th November 2014 have completely removed this entire area from the 

proposed residential development areas, despite a multitude of reasons 

which make this area a far more beneficial area to develop for 

residential use than the three residential special development areas 

identified within Policy STMNDP 2.2 included within the latest NDP.  The 

area identified is larger than required, but the principles remain the 

same. The latest NDP at Page 25 promotes expansion of the existing new 

business area adjacent to Pityme which I fully support. However, 

expansion of the business area will hopefully result in an increase in the 

number of employees within that business area who will all need to 

either commute in or to relocate to the area as businesses expand and 

seek out skilled workers who may have trained elsewhere in the country.  

The provision of additional business space should automatically give rise 

to additional dwellings being considered within the close locality, which 

‘Area 1’ provided, particularly given the huge proportion of existing 

dwellings being second homes to outside owners.  I am submitting by 

separate cover (unable to attach the document herewith) a plan 

detailing the area I propose is a natural ‘in-fill’ which continues the 

characteristic jagged existing development boundary already in 

existence in the locality and would be naturally landscaped by inclusion 

of the existing mature hedgerows and potentially by additional tree 

planting.  This proposed area would be sufficient to create at least 10 

dwellings which would provide both moderately priced homes offering 

the next step on the housing ladder and affordable homes, directly 

complimenting the increased number of workers based within the 

nearby expanding business area. The positioning of these additional 

residences within the proposed area would also compliment policy 

STMNDP5 by reducing the need for those inhabitants to commute by 

car, as their place of work would be a mere 500m distance from this 

proposed development of accessible housing.  I refer to page 9 of the 

latest NDP (Issue 12 dated 04/11/2014) which seems to imply that the 

growing population of skilled, high tech and professional workers which 

we seek to attract to the area will be catered for by existing static and 

mobile caravan and camping sites, which the document states will ‘meet 

the need for this type of visitor accommodation in the area’. I strongly 

suggest that those skilled, high tech and professional workers, who are 

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of 
residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you 
may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an 
option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  
included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received from residents, and clear advice from Cornwall Council and an 
Independent Examiner that the identified development areas were excessively large, by 
reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased 
so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime 
of this NDP.  
Your comment about land included in a previous version of the NDP is not understood as 
the document now out for consultation is the first version that has been released from 
the drafting team for public review. You mention SDA 1 therefore it can only be assumed 
that you are referring to the Development Areas Consultation Document issued in 
February/March 2014. As its title suggests this was a consultation document to gauge 
public views on the proposals. These views and the very strong recommendations from 
both Cornwall Council and an Independent Examiner have resulted in the Development 
Areas now proposed. These include SDA A Phase 1 which is ideally situated for people 
working at the Pityme business area and families with children attending the local 
school, and has the advantage of immediate vehicle access via presently undeveloped 
land. Any further change to the proposed Development Boundaries or Development 
Areas, however minor, would need to be very clearly identified and justified within the 
NDP and be the subject of further Public Consultation. There is no doubt that Public 
Consultation on the inclusion of a single-individual change to the Development 
Boundaries would prompt a number of similar requests. Inclusion of those requests 
would then open the floodgates and the NDP would be overwhelmed with opportunities 
for piecemeal development which is exactly what the vast majority of the residents in 
the Parishes are so concerned about. Very selective changes to the Development Areas 
could also raise questions as to why these are being considered and ultimately be 
considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP team regret that it 
is not appropriate to respond more positively to your comment.  
Your comment about the wording in paragraph 3 of NDP section 3.1 is well founded. It 
was not well worded and has already been changed to make the intended meaning clear.  

  

Reword paragraph 3 of 

section 3.1 to make intentions 

clearer  
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likely to be required for blocks of 6 – 12 months by local businesses, will 

not be satisfied with this type of accommodation. This therefore restricts 

the ability of local businesses to attract these workers to the area and 

thus restricts potential growth of the local economy.  In summary, the 

proposed area, if not more, is absolutely necessary to complement and 

enhance local enterprise and forthwith the local economy. I hope that 

you will agree with my representation, but should you wish to discuss 

the matter further or require any further supporting information then of 

course please do not hesitate to be in touch.    
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Mark Somers  

  

09/01/2015  

  

online  

  

Generally a very well thought out plan, I think. It would be useful 

however to have further clarification on the following points;   • the 

future legal status of the old Development Boundary (P18); • whether 

“small pockets of undeveloped land” inside the old Development 

Boundary will be allowed to be built on (P18) – one of these being the 

land south of Joskins and Trepetroc, and another the plot around Higher 

Farm including one of the old barns adjacent; • the legal enforceability 

of the ‘Permanent Residences’ restriction on new housing (P27); • the 

suggested cycle path between Rock and Polzeath (P16, but exact route 

proposed through “sensitive area” not spelt out); • support for the 

Public Conveniences across the Parishes, including at Daymer Bay (P32); 

• proposed speed restrictions (P35) do not include Trebetherick and 

they should as a max of 30mph is more appropriate than 50mph.  

If the NDP as written is approved at the referendum, the Development Areas defined 
within it, including all of the land enclosed by the previous NCDC boundaries, once again 
become legally recognised. Without an NDP these Boundaries no longer exist. Whilst the 
NDP is being prepared Cornwall Council are in general abiding by the constraints these 
boundaries provided but they are subject to challenge.  
As stated by Policy STMNDP 2.1, new development within these Boundaries will be 
permitted where it is consistent with all other policies within the NDP.  
The designation of Additional Residences for permanent residence only is not unique to St 
Minver. The concept has been reviewed at high level and declared legal. It has been 
included in at least one NDP that has completed the process and been adopted at 
referendum. It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent 
Residences and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. 
However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the 
use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn 
this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the second home market. 
Whilst this policy is unlikely to be 100 % effective it is considered that they will have a 
significant impact and is certainly better than ignoring the issue entirely.  
The NDP can only address enabling policy it cannot include specific projects such as the 
exact routing of a cycle path. However, any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI 
or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study 
as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National 
development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes 
commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle 
route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it 
runs to the east of the golf course or at least remains well in land from the Coast Path. The 
Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes open 
and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish 
Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the 
availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial 
cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of 
running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept. In the longer term 
it will almost certainly become necessary to raise local finances to keep the toilets open. 
Whilst it would be hoped that the businesses that benefit from the visitors who use the 
toilets might contribute to their upkeep this approach is not proving very fruitful at 
present. It may become necessary to impose a small charge for using the toilets if they are 
to be kept open and fit for purpose for much of the year. The responses to the NDP 
questionnaire carried out in 2013 indicated that the majority of local people recognised 
and supported that a small charge for use of the toilets would probably become 
inevitable.  
Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways  
Department. As mentioned above the Parish Council have been strongly advised that the 

NDP can only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such 

as a speed limit or traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver 

NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to 

reduce speed limits or otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are 

advised that this is far as policy within the NDP can go related to this issue. The NDP Team 

will look at amending the wording of the bullets in NDP section 5.5.1 to include the 

Trebetherick shopping area.  

Cycle paths away from the 
coast path and dunes and to 
minimise the risk to people 
crossing the golf course.  
  

Included Trebetherick in  

section 5.5.1 re traffic calming 

measures  
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FRJ Prior  

  

09/01/2015  

  

online  

  

Please note that the area noted for development in Trebetherick is liable 

to flooding, and properties adjacent to the area have already been 

subject to flooding, and that there was and is heavy flooding at the new 

"Sands" development - during and subsequent to the building work.  It 

can only get worse!  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 

Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 

support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA 

brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites 

under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment. The remaining area of 

SDA C phase 1 that could be developed is 1.49 hectares. Your concerns regarding potential 

flooding in the area are noted. Any development in SDA C phase 1 would be at higher 

elevation than the Sands so one would expect it to be at less risk of any flooding. 

Consideration of flood risk for any new development is a part of the Cornwall Council 

planning checklist and this will remain in force.  

None  

  

Nick Ely  

  

09/01/2015  

  

online  

  

  

Whilst generally I am in agreement with the proposals Pre-Submission 

Consultation Plan, my concerns relate to the infrastructure provisions to 

meet some of the proposed future development areas  Principally as you 

state in the plan as follows:  3.2.2.1 "Access to the Parishes will continue 

to be virtually entirely dependent on the present road network which 

struggles to meet the existing size and volume of traffic..... There is also 

considerable resident support for retaining the access in its existing form 

as it is considered to be an important characteristic of the area."  3.2.5 

"The Parishes’ Infrastructure can sustainably support an increase in out 

of season tourism but at peak holiday times the roads and utilities are 

operating close to or at capacity."  5.5.1 "Road traffic and vehicle parking 

are acute problems across the Parishes, particularly in Rock and 

Polzeath.....This clearly affects local residents and tourists alike with 

implications for safety, local business and the environment.  Measures 

to reduce the volume of traffic, encourage driving more slowly, enable 

pedestrians and cyclists to travel off-road and improve the provision of 

parking will all be encouraged."  Whilst for Rock I believe that SDA A 

could be provisioned by an improvement in the road network in that 

area, I have severe concerns as to the safety and significant potential 

increase in road traffic, and associated heavy vehicle movements if the 

proposal for SDA D were to be adopted.    I consider, notwithstanding 

the above concerns you yourself raise in the plan, that the proposal to 

create a new access to SDA D in the proposed location would present 

significant health and safety risks for the existing and future highway 

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the Parish Councils 
and the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further 
development and a key reason for this is the lack of infrastructure to support more 
residences and businesses. However, as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear 
that a blanket stop on development is not an option and the NDP has to allow for a 
certain amount of sustainable development to meet the identified local needs and the 
mandated requirements of the Cornwall Local Plan. Sustainable development necessitates 
consideration of both housing and the employment of the resulting increased population.  
This leads to the need to identify both residential and business Development Areas. 
Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included 
in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options that are 
likely to just about meet the minimum requirements.  
Vehicle access has been a key parameter in identifying suitable Development Areas. It is 
expected that most of the required additional residences will be concentrated in SDA A 
phase 1, and the NDP addresses the issue of providing good access to this area. The strong 
preference for additional business space is further development of the Pityme site but 
only if something can be done to improve vehicle access. Hence the proposed SDA D 
dependant on improved vehicle access from Keiro Lane.   
Whilst your concerns over the dangers of a further access onto Keiro Lane are recognised 
it is considered that traffic using a well designed junction at this point would create less of 
a hazard than the present very inadequate access to the industrial area. It is understood 
that the NDP can only deal with development policy and cannot define specific projects 
such as the exact design of a business park or a road junction. It is recognised that any 
planning application that is made to develop SDA D will have to address the provision of 
adequate and safe access as determined by Cornwall Council Highways.  

None  
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users.  This is due to the following reasons:  The siting of two accesses to 

the industrial estate in such close proximity is identified as providing an 

increased risk to road users in the Specification for Highways Works and 

the Design Manual for Road and Bridges and drafted by the Highways 

Agency and adopted as local standards by Cornwall Council Highways 

Authority.  The filtering of two vehicle access links into an existing 

highway such as this has frequently proven to result in an increased 

accident count rate at the site due to passage of two zones of slow 

moving vehicles. The proposed new access to SDA D from Keiro Lane 

does not meet the minimum design requirement visibility splays as set 

out in the above standards and would present a significant risk to road 

users both for access into the new development area and existing Keiro 

Lane road traffic. The location proposed for the access to SDA D is also 

located in a narrow and congested section of the existing highway, and 

current highway standards would advocate the development of the 

existing access and the formal and most suitable access to the Pityme 

Industrial Estate and the new SDA D proposal. Any proposal to increase 

the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) count into Rock would result in 

a disproportionate increase in road traffic accidents on that section of 

highway, this is due to the current sub-standard provision of the existing 

highway, and the factor that a linear increase in road traffic numbers on 

highways of this type, results in a non-linear (i.e doubling traffic count 

can result in tripling or quadrupling accident numbers at the same site 

on sub-standard highways) increase in associated road traffic accidents, 

as per Highways Agency Road Traffic Note.    Perhaps a more suitable 

location for increased industrial and business development is SDA E 

which has better connectivity to the B3314 which is a higher capacity 

Cornwall Council Strategic Highway Network.    I hope these comments 

are of use and please feel free to contact me if you would require any 

further details or views in the future.   

As an observation, the B3314 would appear to have more issues with bends, narrow 

sections and poor road junctions than Keiro Lane but this does not seem to have been any 

deterrent to planning applications that have dramatically increased the traffic flows along 

this road. Also the Highways Department did not see any issues with a junction on Keiro 

Lane proposed by a developer  to access a new residential site much closer to Pityme that 

was clear to all of the local people as potentially very dangerous.   
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M&D Maberley  

  

11/01/2015  

  

online  

  

  

Firstly we would like to congratulate all those who have been involved in 

this demanding project. We are very impressed with the overall quality 

of the content and it presentation. in general we are very happy and 

supportive of the objectives and actions laid out in the NPD but we have 

some specific comments listed below.  1   Clearly we have a significant 

problem managing traffic flows into and out of the area and within it. 

Whilst we understand that Parish Councils do not have resource to 

create new roads we are glad to see all the comments in the NPD 

relating to managing traffic flows whether this involves pedestrians, 

cyclists, cars, vans and heavy vehicles and buses. We would support 

some sort of Park and Ride scheme and the  creation of more parking.   

Footpaths are very important but need to be well maintained and 

signposted. We are concerned about the idea of creating some sort of 

cycle path between Rock and Trebetherick as some cyclists on paths 

such as this tend to go fast and it is therefore important that cycle paths 

are kept well away from foot paths and from areas where there are 

likely to be a high volume of pedestrians-both adults and children. We 

would also feel that it would be unsuitable to have a cycle path go across 

a golf course where there is a danger of high velocity golf balls causing 

injury.   We are pleased to see the ambition to plant more trees in the 

parishes and would only say that the varieties will need to be carefully 

chosen as this is a demanding environment for most types of tree. We 

would also add that where these trees are planted there needs to be 

sensitivity to the views of local residents homes, particularly as over 

time trees will grow into significant features often very tall.   We are glad 

to see the commitment to green energy but with a restriction on large 

and very unsightly facilities. We support the encouragement of small 

scale facilities we hope there will be a limit to the number as a 

proliferation of these would overwhelm this relatively small and special 

area.  We had hoped to see something specific in the plan on the subject 

of protecting and encouraging our special wildlife. As we humans 

become more and more dominant and our needs take priority there is a 

significant danger that we forget the essential needs of the unique 

wildlife of the area. We must do all we can to make sure that the needs 

of our birds, land animals, plants and marine creatures are protected to 

encourage all species to thrive and grow in number. We often forget 

that it is precisely all these creatures that many of our visitors come to 

see and enjoy. Maybe we should be working with the Cornwall Wildlife 

Trust to draw up a simple audit of what we have and then develop a 

plan and establish a list of priorities for us to consider as part of 

implementing change in this area.   We hope these comments are 

helpful and we wish you all well in taking this project forward.   

Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would 
require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning 
considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St 
Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these 
very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer 
Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or 
at least remains well inland from the Coast Path. One of the key mutual objectives of the 
Parish Council working with the St Enodoc Golf Club is to enhance pedestrian and cyclist 
facilities whilst reducing the risk of injury to people that is inherent with crossing a golf 
course.  
The preference of local people would appear to be a total ban on wind turbines but it is 
unlikely that this would be accepted in the NDP. The constraints that the wind turbines 
have to be small (an 18 metre to the top of the blades is defined as a very small/domestic 
turbine) and only for local use of the power by the installing resident or business is 
expected to result in very few installations proceeding.   
The NDP addresses a number of issues to help to protect the local environment and 
wildlife habitats, but there is little scope for anything more pro-active. This could probably 
only be achieved by specific projects and there are constant reminders that the NDP can 
only address development policy and not specific projects.  

  

None  
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Cornwall  

Ramblers  

  

Robert Fraser  

  

13/01/2015  

  

online  

  

  

Comments made on behalf of the Cornwall Ramblers. There are a couple 

of policies in the Draft Plan affecting public rights of way, STMDP 4.3. 

and STMNDP 5.3.  We are concerned that policy 5.3 may not say what 

was intended. Rerouting of paths can be beneficial for the user but more 

often than not the result is a less convenient path. We suggest 

rewording as follows: STMNDP 5.3. Planning applications to reroute for 

the benefit of the user and/or extend footpaths and to create foot or 

cycle paths will be supported where they do not have an overbearing 

influence on the residents or the local landscape character. We are also 

concerned that the policies express support for good practice regarding 

public paths but do nothing to discourage bad practice such as 

extinguishment of public paths or devious diversions to enable 

development to take place. There ought to be a policy saying that 

development which will result in extinguishment or inconvenient 

diversions of public paths will be opposed. This is particularly important 

as public footpaths appear to cross Special Development Areas A and F 

and therefore are likely to be directly affected by any development.  

The Parish Councils are sympathetic to your concerns regarding footpaths and spend 
considerable time and Local Precept money on keeping them available and useable. The 
intent of the NDP is to continue to maintain and where practical enhance the footpath 
network.   
The rules governing the NDP require that it promotes sustainable development. An NDP 
that concentrates on all the reasons for not allowing development is extremely unlikely to 
get through the examination process. It is, therefore, important to stress the positives 
whilst defining the negatives. That is why some of the Policy statements become less clear 
than most people would like.  
The NDP team will review how Policy STMNDP 5.3 can be reworded to address your 
concerns, perhaps along the lines “Planning applications to reroute and/or extend 
footpaths and to create cycle paths will be supported but only where they are not to the 
detriment of users and do not have an overbearing influence on the residents or the local 
landscape character”.   

  

Revised Policy STMNDP 5.3 re 

footpaths  

  

H Robertson  

  

30/11/2015  

  

Email  

I have a question about the St Minver NPD and would be grateful if you 
could advise who I should contact.  
Alternatively perhaps you could pass my question to the appropriate 
person. I am trying to come up to speed with all the NDP and Cornwall 
Local Plan documents. The 'Introduction' to the NDP states that  
'Cornwall Council do not at this time have an approved Plan, but all the 

indications are that it will require the St Minver Parishes to 

accommodate at least 100 additional residences in the period 2010 - 

2030'. Please could you point me in the right direction as to where this 

can be found in the Cornwall Local Plan Proposed Submission Draft.  

Advised that the number resulted from detailed discussion at a Wadebridge/Padstow 

Parishes Network Meeting hosted by Cornwall Council and minuted by them.  
None  

  

D Kingsbury  

  

30/11/2015  

  

Paper  

  

I would like to see STMNDP 4e.3 modified to read:  
  
 “Planning applications that enable   
– the existing footpath network to be maintained and increased/enhanced 
where practical  
-a safe and effective cycle path network across the Parishes  
Shall be encouraged and supported but not to the detriment of existing 
amenities. Where necessary and practical, planning approval shall be 
supported for this network to run through protected areas provided this 
does not diminish the enjoyment of pedestrians and others2.  
  
 -and STMNDP 6.2 modified to read:  
  
“Planning applications for Small Scale Wind Turbines and Small Scale  
Solar Farms to produce energy for local use located such that they do not 

have an overbearing influence on the residents or the landscape 

character shall be supported. It must be borne in mind, however, that 

most of these installations place a burden of cost on all end users whose 

price per KWh is increased to cover such subsidies as are given”. 

Your concerns regarding any changes to footpaths and cycle paths potentially diminishing 

the enjoyment of pedestrians and others are well recognised. In fact this concern extends 

to all development of any kind throughout the Parishes not just the protected areas. The 

overwhelming reason for trying to establish an NDP is essentially to protect what the local 

people have and enjoy today and there are many points within the NDP that address this 

very issue. In the final drafting of the NDP prior to submission to Cornwall Council for the 

process leading to the Referendum, the NDP Team will look again at these issues and 

enhance the document to the extent practical. However, there is always the problem that 

what some people see as enhancing enjoyment others see as diminishing it and it is 

extremely difficult to  draft absolute policy on what are subjective issues. In a number of 

areas the NDP Team has already redrafted the NDP to address comments from 

professional reviewers who have pointed out where subjective statements within the 

NDP could lead to very difficult issues of interpretation when the NDP is in place.  Your 

comment regarding the cost impact on all end users of electricity due to the subsidies 

paid for renewable energy is well founded. However, it is a statement of fact that the NDP 

Team cannot see how to turn into Policy as it would be impossible for an NDP to counter 

the subsidies granted at national level.  It is probably more appropriate for the NDP to 

address this issue in section 5.6.1 the Principles and Justification  as further justification 

for generally  limiting the proliferation of renewable energy  and particularly in the St 

Minver Parishes. The NDP Team will look to such change in the final draft.   

Policy STMNDP 5.3 - Changes 
to footpaths and cycle paths 
not to the detriment of 
current users.  
  

Reference in para 5.6.1 to 

cost of renewable energy to 

all consumers  
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T& J Bowden  

  

30/11/2015  

  

Paper  

  

Re STMNDP 2.7(iv) “Limited in height, mass etc. Good.  
Cycle Trails and Cycling  
Provision of a trail from the bottom of Rock to Daymer and on to 
Polzeath would be fine as an additional Leisure Activity and we would 
welcome it. Not sure that it will encourage people to use their bike 
rather than the car. We should try to make cycling in and around Rock 
safer and more convenient. Provide cycle racks at shops and surgery. 
Remove unnecessary road markings that create humps that are 
dangerous to cyclists  
On Street Parking  
Should be prohibited as passing parked cars on already narrow roads is 
very dangerous for cyclists with oncoming cars driving at excessive 
speed.  
Traffic and Congestion on the B3314  
Surely no other road in England is too narrow for 2 large vehicles to pass 
in 6 places within 6 miles and which carries such a huge volume of heavy 
vehicles as that from Rock to Wadebridge. Sharps should not have been 
allowed to expand to such an extent on their present site.  
Speed Limits  
There is little purpose in reducing the speed limit unless it is enforced 
(please not with humps). Nothing wrong with 30mph if it is complied 
with.  
Pityme Farm Road  
Rock Marine Services use this road as a free boat park and often block 
the road with boats, trailers and cars. Should not be allowed.  
Camel Fish Tanker  
Deposits large quantities of sea water on Rock Road and Keiro Lane on a 

daily basis. Owner or driver should be prosecuted for having an unsafe 

load  

Many of your comments relate to things that have resulted from past decisions and 
actions. There is empathy with these comments but the NDP can only address the future, 
though hopefully with due attention to minimise any repetition of past issues.  
It is a basic requirement that the NDP can only deal with Policy that sets out the general 
intentions and constraints on future development. It is made clear that NDP Policy can not 
refer to specific projects but only provide the framework within which those specific 
projects may be progressed. For example, speed limits are the prerogative of Cornwall 
Council Highways Department. An NDP cannot relate to specific project such as a speed 
limit on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does 
state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits will be 
supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far as the NDP can go related to this 
issue. The situation for parking is much the same but again the NDP does have policy that 
supports development that will ease parking and traffic congestion.  
Whilst the NDP does not, and cannot, specifically address the projects that you mention it 

does provide the enabling policies. The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the local 

views on future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the 

Parishes a legal framework to strongly influence what can be developed and where. 

Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development 

anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear most concerned 

about. I hope the above responds helpfully to your comments and that at the time of the 

Referendum you will feel able to support the NDP.  

None  

  

T Oliver  

  

26/12/2015  

  

email  

  

We are contacting you as we have grave reservations re the proposed 
Special Development Area at Trebetherick,phase one and phase two. 
This is an unbelievably large area, only 2.8 hectares less than special 
development area one,which is central to our neighbourhood plan Local 
people will just not live out on this exposed area they never have,they 
never will. Our family through three generations have been on High Cliff, 
have seen people come and go,as they can't face up to the winters. 
Once you turn into Worthy Hill and Daymer Lane it's another world!! So 
to think people will settle there is an illusion it's only what developers 
will say to promote their own interests.  
  
Polzeath has been ravished by buildings in the last few years, as I said at 
the last open meeting it's a concrete jungle. The development already 
done is in danger of killing the goose that laid the golden egg. Surely the 
Neighbourhood plan should be to protect what is left of the  green 
open spaces between Trebetherick and Polzeath on the seaward side.  
No matter what provisos are put on more buildings, they will eventually 
by one means or another end up as second homes.  
  
When walking on the Coastal path from Pentire to Polzeath this 

development will be seen. There is no benefit to anyone other than 

developers for this special area.  
  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the 
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas makes definition of 
the boundaries much clearer and also brings these areas where planning permission 
wasoriginally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future 
redevelopment.  

None  
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We are not sure what response you will have got from local people,the  
problem is there are hardly any living there to protest.  
   
We think the work done by you and your team is just fantastic,thank you. 

Just feel that the Trebetherick situation hasn't been fully understood, 

and we need to say so. 

 

If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 
each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.   
The development at Ham Field at the top of Daimer Lane and the Pinewood development 

above Polzeath have shown that affordable housing can be successful in this sensitive area 

and there would appear to be no reason why these models could not be repeated  

 

  

H Herzberg  

  

28/12/2015  

  

Paper  

  

Firstly, I would like to thank the St. Minver Parish Council in general, and 
Carol Mould and Keith Snelling in particular, for producing such a well 
thought out and written document with which I am in complete support.  
I would like to submit the following comments in the hope that they 
might be considered and perhaps result in some small adjustments to 
the text when finally put to referendum.  
  
Development Boundaries.  
For the sake of absolute clarity and to enforce its importance, I suggest 
that STMNDP 2.1 should read ‘ The Development Boundaries identified 
in the former North Cornwall District Council Plan (see maps on pages 
22-26) are to be retained, and any new development will only be 
permitted where it is consistent with all other policies in this plan.’   For 
similar reasons I suggest that STMNDP 2.6 should read, ‘Development 
outside the Development Boundaries or Special Development Areas will 
not be permitted, except in exceptional circumstances.’  
Whilst you may feel this to be quibbling with words, I am concerned that 
in recent years, there have been, and continue to be, a number of 
applications made to over develop by infilling small pockets of land 
unsuitable for large buildings, or to add second homes within the 
curtilage of existing single plots.  In the interests of preserving the 
existing character and charm of the Parish I think it is important to 
ensure that those who might attempt to continue to profit at the 
expense of the community should be left in no doubt that over 
development will not be allowed.  
Special Development Area C. (Polzeath/ Trebetherick)   
I wonder if the Parish Council have looked at the potential traffic 
problems that may occur with the development of such a large housing 
site given its restricted access?  Has any study been conducted to 
illustrate how many dwellings the site might eventually accommodate 
and hence the number of vehicle movements that this would generate?  
I suspect that the site allowance shown may be unnecessarily large for 
the housing needs of the Plan period and might be reduced in area, or 
otherwise a specific limit put on the number of dwellings to be allowed 
on the site and the rest to be allocated to open space.  In any event I 
note STMNDP 2.7. (V) will restrict the position and height of any building 
on the western edge of the site.  
Cycle Tracks.  

The NDP healthcheck undertaken by the Independent Examiner had reservations about 
the previous wording of the Policies STMNDP 2.1 through STMNDP 2.7 as being written in 
the negative (what can’t be done) rather than the positive (what can be done). In fact he 
provided a rewritten set of these policies as an example of what would be considered 
more acceptable and the NDP Team adopted these recommendations. The possible 
changes that you suggest clearly have merit and the NDP team will review these in the 
light of the Independent Examiner’s comments as the NDP is finalised.  
Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas brings these areas 
where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy 
constraints for any future redevelopment.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 
each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  

Revised wording of STMNDP  

2.1 and 2.6  

  

Cycle paths away from the 
coast path and dunes and to 
minimise the risk of people 
crossing the golf course.  
  

Included Trebetherick in  

section 5.1.1 re traffic  

calming measures  
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I am absolutely opposed to the suggestion that a cycle track be 
encouraged along the top of the sand dunes overlooking Daymer Bay 
and along the coastal path to Polzeath.  These paths have long been the 
preserve of walkers, many of whom are either young children or are 
elderly. If cyclists were permitted to use these routes it would not only 
result in erosion of the paths but also be extremely dangerous and 
unpleasant for those enjoying a peaceful walk.  I am completely in 
favour of finding a traffic free route for cyclists between Rock and 
Polzeath via Trebetherick, but this must not be along the existing 
pedestrian paths around Brea Hill, Daymer Bay dunes or the Coastal 
Path.  
 Wind Turbines  
I welcome STMNDP 6.2, but I would like to see an addition to this Policy 
to prevent small scale turbines impinging on views currently enjoyed 
from areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  I have in mind, particularly, 
the views from the top of Brea Hill which would be spoilt by even a small 
scale wind turbine placed within two or three miles.  
  
Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest.  
We continue to see threats to demolish important buildings in the Parish 
which are either of special architectural or historic interest.  An 
important aspect of Neighbourhood Development Planning is to identify 
what should be preserved as much as to identify what and where to 
develop.  I would like to see an addendum added to the plan to list those 
buildings which do not merit full listing by English Heritage but are 
nevertheless considered to be of local importance so that, should an 
application to alter or demolish one of the buildings on the list, the 
owner is aware of its importance to the community, and it be given 
special attention when the application is being determined by the 
planning committee.  
Speed Restrictions  
In the bullet point under 5.5.1 which refers to the need for speed 
restriction measures I would like to reference made to the main road 
running through the centre of Trebetherick.  There is a significant bend 
in the road outside the Village Stores where customers frequently park 
to visit the shop.  Visibility is very poor at this point in the road and there 
is no pavement on one side.  It is an accident waiting to happen and it is 
important that speed restrictions are imposed here.  
 Public Toilets, Daymer Bay.  
I welcome the inclusion of STMDP 4.2 and the associated statements 
under 3.2,2,4 which express the intention to maintain the existing Public 
Toilets in the Daymer Bay car park and keep them open.  The beach at 
Daymer Bay is hugely important in making this Parish a successful tourist 
attraction as well as providing a much valued amenity for local residents.  
It is essential that the area is not contaminated by sewage due to the 
closure of the Public Toilets.  I consider that this matter be given a high 
priority when setting out the use of CIL (Community Infrastructure Levy) 
income.   
Protection of the Dunes and cliffs at Daymer.  
I wonder if the Introduction and Vision Statement should include a 
statement about the preservation of the sand dunes and cliff faces at 
Daymer Bay.  Recent events have shown a serious increase in erosion of 
these important features, which may be subjected to further damage 
due to climate change.  Should the erosion continue the path on the 

An informal traffic survey in Trewiston Lane was conducted including analysis of the traffic 
generated from Cantillion Close comprising some some thirty family residences. Even at 
the busiest time of day the numbers of traffic and pedestrian movements generated by 
these residences was very small in comparison to the general traffic to and from 
Trebetherick and Polzeath. Even full development of SDA C phase 1 is not expected to 
contribute significantly to the rate of traffic movements in the area but clearly this would 
be a factor that the Highways Department would take into account in approving any 
development in this area.  
Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would 
require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning 
considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St 
Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these 
very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer 
Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or 
at least remains well inland from the Coast Path.  
The definitions for wind turbines in the glossary of the NDP will be revised to make it clear 
that an 18 metre turbine is measured from ground level to the tips of the blades at the 
top of their travel. This is in fact classified as a very small wind turbine. Any further 
restrictions on wind turbines than those already included in STMNDP 1.2 and STMNDP 6.3 
would almost certainly be considered as an outright no to any wind turbines and advice is 
that such a position would be unacceptable.   
Producing, maintaining and justifying a list of structures for special consideration is 
thought to be a very difficult task. The St Minver Parishes have a very diverse set of 
building types and styles and none of these could be presented as the iconic type and 
standard that depicts the area. Thus any listing that might be undertaken would have to 
be against a very carefully defined set of criteria. Every structure in the Parish would then 
have to be assessed and justified against this set of criteria or those who’s property 
became listed would have every justification for claiming that their property had unfairly 
and unjustifiably been blighted. This whole concept is seen as impractical for the Parish 
Council to undertake, and even a hint of this is considered to be a significant reason for 
many people to vote against the NDP which would be a disaster.  
Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways 
Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover 
general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or 
traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 
5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or 
otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far 
as policy within the NDP can go related to this issue. The NDP Team will look at amending 
the wording of the bullets in NDP section 5.1 to include the Trebetherick shopping area. 
The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes 
open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish 
Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the 
availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial 
cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of 
running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept. In the longer term 
it will almost certainly become necessary to raise local finances to keep the toilets open. 
Whilst it would be hoped that the businesses that benefit from the visitors who use the 
toilets might contribute to their upkeep this approach is not proving very fruitful at 
present. It may become necessary to impose a small charge for using the toilets if they are 
to be kept open and fit for purpose for much of the year. The responses to the NDP 
questionnaire carried out in 2013 indicated that the majority of local people recognised 
and supported that a small charge for use of the toilets would probably become 
inevitable.  
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dunes and the sections of coastal path around Brea Hill and leading to 
Fishing Cove Field may be obliterated, and before that occurs I would like 
to think that some plan was in force to avoid it.  Large boulders have 
been used successfully at the High Tide mark in Rock and a similar 
treatment may have to be employed at Daymer.  I suggest that a 
statement of intent to protect the coastline, where appropriate and if 
needed, should be included in the Plan.  
My wife and I have been coming to Trebetherick for annual holidays with 
our children for the last forty years and have owned our own house here 
for the last fifteen.  In our retirement years we plan to spend a great deal 
of our time here and I am now pleased to serve as a member of the 
Trebetherick Residents Association Committee.  Whilst we are keen to 
see the area respond to future needs, we are also very concerned to see 
that the delights of the area are preserved for ourselves, our children 
and our grandchildren, some of whom now live nearby in Wadebridge, 
and we welcome the adoption of the Local  
Neighbourhood Development Plan which will achieve these objectives. 

The Parish Council are supportive of measures to protect and enhance the coastal regions 

of the Parishes and this is reflected in a number of references in the NDP. However, the 

preservation of dunes or cliff faces constitute specific projects and  advice from a number 

of sources indicates that the NDP cannot include policy on specific projects. In addition 

work on the dunes and cliffs is considered to be outside the jurisdiction of the Parish 

Councils as the recent issues with the steps at Daymer Bay have shown. 

 

 

  

T&F Lunt  

  

03/01/2015  

  

Paper  

  

Page2  
We are sorry to see that the Parishes’ views only have to be taken into 
consideration not enforced.  
Page 27  
We do not know how you will be able to enforce the Permanent  
Residence only, how many months of the year will it have to be lived in. 
What is to stop the first time buyer selling it as a holiday house?  
Page 32  
Additional information is a top priority, hundreds of people getting off 
the Padstow ferry do not know where the shops are or how to get to St 
Enedoc Church. Look at the signs/maps put up in London on the lamp 
posts to see how it should be done.  
Page 35  
Double yellow lines opposite the parking areas fronting the shops in 
Rock would be a disaster for the Rock shops. They must not put them 
down before a good car park is built in the centre of the village. If people 
cannot drive and shop they will drive to Wadebridge and be put off 
holidaying in Rock. The present system is not perfect but it works with 
good will.  
Consider making the Quarry car park two storey with a light steel 
structure as seen in many airport car parks. It could be used for winter 
boat storage to give an even better return on the capital cost. With a 
little landscaping it would not be seen from the estuary.  
It is essential that a sign is put up informing motorists that the 
Quarry car park is full before they drive past John Bray’s car park. 
Page 39  
We were very surprised to see a dog warden was a priority. This may be 
for Polzeath but we are quite sure there is not a problem in Rock or 
Trebetherick. We walk our dog every day and never see stray dogs. The 
cost of a full time dog warden would be enormous. What would he do in 
the winter? We also need many more poo bins for dogs in the village. 
Tree planting. An excellent area to plant a few hundred macrocarpa 
would be to the North East of the Quarry car park, they groqw well 

Whilst the Localism Act provides for local people to have much more say in local 
development matters it does not change the basic requirement that planning permission 
can only be granted or denied by Cornwall Council or higher authority. The NDP Team has 
been advised by an Independent Examiner of the Policy wording that is acceptable within 
an NDP and this advice has been followed to make the NDP as strong as it can be within 
the legislation. Communications with Cornwall Council and national bodies indicate that 
the needs and wishes of local people expressed in an approved NDP will generally be 
upheld in all planning decisions. What is clear is that without an NDP local people will 
have no voice.  
The NDP defines a Permanent Residence as being occupied by a local resident for a period 
of at least 6 months per annum. It is clearly difficult to monitor occupation and even more 
difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from 
those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very 
strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to 
developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Whilst the Policy that 
all Additional Residences will be for Permanent Residence will not be 100% effective it is 
considered that it will have a significant impact and is certainly better than ignoring the 
issue entirely.  
The provision of maps, direction signage and information boards is strongly covered in the 
NDP Vision, Policy STMNDP 4.8 and the list of Infrastructure Priorities in section 7. There is 
strong support for these from local people and the Parish Councils and would not be 
overly expensive to implement. However, it will require considerable effort to organise. 
That is the real issue and any volunteers to come on board and help out would be very 
welcome. It would be hoped that local business people would see the longer term benefit 
of such actions and be prepared to get involved. Unfortunately approaches to these 
people to take some group involvement in such matters has to date received a very cool 
reception.  
Parking and traffic congestion issues in peak season are getting worse year by year and it 
can only be a matter of time before these result in serious accidents. These are issues that 
cannot be ignored and even the shop owners recognise that something needs to be done. 
NDP section 5.5.1. provides a list of possible projects proposed by local people that in 
combination could alleviate the issues. These projects would need full support from 
Cornwall Council as well as local residents and the NDP cannot, and does not try to, be 

None  
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down here and would look great from the estuary. I appreciate this land 
is owned by the Duchy.  
Polzeath is spoilt by the exterior of the large building which has Spar as 

one of it’s tenants. I do not know who owns the building but they should 

be shamed into having it maintained. We also cannot understand why all 

day parking is allowed outside it.  

We would like to thank your team for an excellent report and the 

enormous hard work that you have all put in. 

explicit in the solution. It can only provide the enabling Policies that will give support to 
any development to implement the measures when agreed necessary.  
The Quarry Car Park sits on Duchy Land and is leased by Padstow Harbour Commission. 

They have plans to extend the car park which the Parish Council support. The relocation 

and effective use of a car park full sign is addressed in NDP section 5.5.1. but can only be 

pursued with the full co-operation of the PHC which is not always the easiest organisation 

to work with.  
The interest in a Dog Warden is not with respect to stray dogs but stray dog owners. 
There is much local concern about dogs on Polzeath Beach in the summer season and the 
amount of dog mess that owners do not clear up or, even worse, put into a plastic bag 
and leave on the path or hanging from the bushes. There is no expectation of appointing a 
full time Dog Warden but as a part time job, or in combination with responsibilities for 
Public Toilets as these become more and more down to the Parish to deal with could 
become a possibility.  
There can be few local people who do not share your concern over the retail business 

block in Polzeath. Surely a planning application for such a development today would be 

rejected particularly as the overall plot is large enough to set the buildings back from the 

road and provide some sensible parking arrangements. However, neither planning nor the 

NDP can be retrospective so there is little that can be done other than to encourage the 

businesses in that area to work together to implement mutually beneficial improvements.  

As mentioned previously approaches to these people to take some group involvement in 

such matters has to date received a very cool reception.   
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T Clagett  

  

24/11/2014  

  

Email  

  

Having now read the latest Consultation Plan, I feel it necessary to 
comment on the remarks about cycle paths under Section 5 – Policies on 
page 16.  
I know that when you, Keith and I had a conversation about this, I 
indicated the Club was willing to listen to ideas about routes for cycle 
paths. What troubles me is the wording indicates the route has already 
been determined – ‘This route passes through land bordering the Camel  
Estuary designated as AONB or SSSI’   
I am already getting frantic feedback from the members who have 
visions of more cyclists going across the course. As I indicated in our 
meeting, any increase in traffic on the course will not be supported in 
any way. Bicycles on public footpaths (illegally) already cause serious 
friction here and the notion this could increase needs to be put to rest 
quickly. I know you were more hopeful than I was about the possibility 
of getting permission to alter the terms of the SSSI, but in reality if we 
couple that challenge with the one of getting around Brea Hill and over 
to Daymer and Polzeath, the ‘route’ seems very much a non-starter. I do 
not want the Club to be dog in the manger on this issue because I 
understand the underlying desire to relieve traffic pressure. The 
question is, if we create a cycle route from Rock to Polzeath will we 
really reduce automobile traffic or just increase bike traffic? Many of our 
members suggest the latter is more likely to be the answer. In any 
event, our preference would be to change the language somewhat to 
reflect the fact that the Club will not support any increase in traffic over 
the course.  
  
Further comment from T Clagett by email on 05/12/2015  
A significant part of the plan for a cycle - path network would be the 

linking of Rock to Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath. Most of the land 

between Rock and Daymer Bay bordering the Camel Estuary is 

designated as AONB or SSSI. Much of this land is owned by the St 

Enodoc Golf Club and maintained as a highly rated golf course that 

brings substantial business and revenue to the local community. 

Discussions with St Enodoc Golf Club have identified that careful 

development of public footpaths and cycle paths in this sensitive area 

could potentially provide improved movement of the general public. 

However, the Club, on both Health & Safety grounds, as well as 

operating a World Top 100 golf club, are unable to consider any 

increased traffic across the actual course.  

These discussions are intended to be ongoing with the vision of 
developing the ideas into viable plans.  
 

The paragraph in the Consultation Plan on page 16 to which you refer was drafted after 
our meeting earlier this year. It reflected our understanding of the discussion and 
indicated the willingness of the Golf Club and the Parish Councils to continue to work 
together to try to identify ways forward to the mutual benefit of all parties. The paragraph 
was forwarded to you on the 23rd July and it was believed that the words were acceptable 
to the Golf Club. The intention of including this paragraph in the NDP is to strengthen the 
links between the Club and the Parish Councils as the vision for the future of the area 
evolves, and is not intended to suggest that any changes to footpaths or cycle ways have 
been pre-planned as this is clearly not the case. If the paragraph gives the wrong 
impression to Club Members then it must  be changed to clarify the intent. We can see 
how this can be done but to save going round the loop several times it would be helpful if 
you have any particular change of words that you would like to see.  
It must be remembered that the NDP can only provide a vision of how the Parishes might 
evolve, and put in place policies that would enable the vision to be implemented at some 
time in the future if and when the landowners, developers and local people want it to 
happen and the resources to do it are available   
Whilst the NDP can identify the development vision of say a new road or cycle way, it 
cannot make a definite statement of exactly where it would go or even if it could ever be 
built. The policy's are a statement of intent that, should such projects be put forward, the  
adopted NDP would confirm the PC's and the parishioners support providing the 
application satisfied all planning procedures and criteria contained within the NDP An 
approved NDP will give the Parishes considerable influence on what can be developed 
and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of 
development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear very 
concerned about. I hope the above response helps to allay the concerns of your club 
members and and that at the time of the Referendum all will feel able to support the 
NDP.  
Yours sincerely  
Carol Mould  
Chair of St Minver Lowlands Parish Council and the St Minver Parishes NDP Steering 
Group  
  
Possible rewording of the penultimate paragraph on page 16 to address the Golf Club 
concern.  
A significant part of any plan for a cycle-path network would  be the linking of Rock to 

Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath. Most of the land between Rock and Daymer Bay 

bordering the Camel Estuary is designated as AONB or SSSI. Much of this land is owned by 

the St Enodoc Golf Club and maintained as a highly rated golf course that brings 

substantial business and revenue to the local community. Discussions with St Enodoc Golf 

Club have identified that potential benefits to all parties might result from careful 

development of footpaths and cycle paths in this sensitive area that would provide 

improved movement of the general public whilst reducing the present impact and safety 

issues on the golf club and its members. These discussions are intended to be ongoing with 

the vision of developing the ideas into viable plans. 

Revised wording of 

penultimate paragraph of 

section 5.1.1 re footpaths and 

cyclepaths.  
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T Clarke  

  

27/11/2014  

  

paper  

  

  
I would like to highlight an anomaly regarding the building boundary line 
on the land behind the properties running from Rosevallen to Meadow 
Garth inclusive.  
  
Around 20 years ago, the field behind these properties was divided and 
sold to some of the owners of the above houses.  
  
The properties above Rosevallen – Trelawney and the Coppice – have 
building boundary lines that include their gardens which extend some 70 
plus yards behind their houses, but the original building line, which runs 
behind Rosevallen to Meadow Garth, has not been updated to include 
land which are now established gardens.  
  
Buildings (for which permission was sought and granted) have been 

erected in two of these extended gardens, namely a gazebo at the Wold 

and a boathouse at Floraldene, so a precedent has already been set. 

Consequently, I believe the boundary line should be updated to include 

this land into the boundary line.  

Through the extensive consultation that has been undertaken in preparing the NDP it is 
clear that the local residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no 
further development and that the Development Boundaries established by the North 
Cornwall District Council should be retained.  However, the Localism Act makes it clear 
that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level 
of sustainable development, in the order of 100 additional residences, to be consistent 
with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not 
be adopted.   
The St Minver Parishes need for additional residences has been identified as Moderately 
Priced and Affordable permanent residences for local people. Additional residences within 
the NCDC Development Boundaries or minor tweaks to those boundaries will not 
accommodate the individual developments of 5 -10 residences that are necessary to keep 
the purchase price within the necessary range of affordability. Investigation and  
consultation has identified the Special Development Areas included in the Pre-Submission 
Plan as being the most practical options to meet the local development need. The 
extensive public consultation via the questionnaire and an open public consultation event 
earlier this year strongly endorsed this approach.  
The NDP team will address all of the comments on the draft NDP, and where there is 

significant support for a change in Policy it will be put forward to the Parish Councils for 

consideration. At this time very little comment has been received on the document as a 

whole and on the Development Boundaries in particular.  

None  

  

P&V Allred  

  

2nd set of  

comments  

  

03/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

We do consider that the anomalous arbitrary development boundary 

line proposed by your committee which effectively drives through the 

middle of the gardens of our house, Cambrea, and our neighbours’ 

houses, namely Trelawney and the Haven, is probably a unique issue in 

the Parish. We therefore do not consider that rectifying this anomaly 

would constitute a precedent in this current stage of consultation. 

Indeed, the realignment of the proposed development boundary to 

include our gardens by your steering committee at this stage would ease 

the work load at the Cornwall Council consultation stage. We therefore 

ask you to reconsider your position.  

Further to your e-mail of 3rd January, there is little that the Parish Council can add to the 

response sent to you on the 17th December 2014 except to attempt to advise on a couple 

of misunderstandings that you appear to have.  
Firstly, the Development Boundaries proposed in the NDP are not arbitrary lines proposed 
by an NDP committee, they are exact reinstatement of the Boundaries established many 
years ago by NCDC. Public Consultation on the issue of Development Boundaries has 
overwhelmingly been in favour of reinstating these Boundaries exactly as before and this 
is appropriately reflected in the NDP.  
Secondly, the situation you describe at Worthy Hill is by no means unique. There are many 
other cases across the Parishes where residents have acquired land adjacent to their 
properties, outside of the NCDC Development Boundaries, for the purpose of extending 
their gardens but in the full knowledge that these areas would not be available for 
development. In some cases subsequent owners of the properties have sought to develop  
this land but quite rightly the planning authorities have recognised the established 

Development Boundaries and planning permission has been consistently refused.  

None  

J Glaswell  

  

01/01//2015  

  

paper  

I have been coming to Trebetherick for well over  50 years;  I have stayed 

at the Bodare Hotel under four different owners.    My wife and I bought 

An Mordros, on the Greenaway, about 30 years ago and since retirement 

over 17 years ago we spend well over 50% of our time here (we still have 

a flat in London and also go away for holidays).   We do not let our 

property;  we vote here.     We are happily involved in many local 

activities, e.g. I used to be a Trustee of the “Friends of St Minver 

Churches” and Patricia, my wife, was a Trebetherick Resident  
Association committee member for a number of years.   She is also the 
relief organist at St Enodoc Church – most recently playing for the 
service of Nine Lessons and Carols and then at the Christmas Day 
Service.     
Although I am not a dog owner it seems I have delved into the nooks and 
crannies of Trebetherick more than most, including many locals who live 
here full time, and know Polzeath pretty well too.  I suspect that Richard 
Hore and Rob  Mably are the only people who know this area better 

Thank you for your detailed comments on the Draft NDP Pre -Submission Plan. All of your 

comments have been noted and will be kept on file. All the comments received will form 

part of the information made available to support the submission of the NDP to Cornwall 

Council and in turn the Independent inspector. I hope that at the time of the Referendum 

you will feel able to support the submitted NDP for our Parishes  

None  
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than I do.   We are the only people who live on the Greenaway on a 
regular basis and until December 19th believe we were the only 
occupants/residents – all the other properties had no lights on in the 
evening.  
We have seen the building of the St. Moritz Villas (which affected the 
surface water drainage of The Greenaway);   Highcliffe, (I thought that 
when Highcliffe gained planning permission, a condition was imposed 
preventing any further development on this field;  this still seems 
sound);  the “new” St Moritz Hotel, ugly and overdeveloped with 
considerable light pollution and an eyesore which can be seen from the 
other side of the estuary;  Ham Field,  including some “affordable” 
homes; and in Polzeath Carters, (which includes two affordable homes), 
and more and more housing in Francis Lane  and also Pinewood – where 
Cornwall Council allowed the “main” road to be narrowed!  
The surface water drainage of The Greenaway must be addressed;   
when the St Moritz Villas were built we had to have the water board 
inspect our area – they were appalled.   Also some of the drains fitted to 
reduce this impact have long since become blocked/broken – and not 
maintained by the developers who built all this property.   With more 
housing (SDAC) – what will happen?  
The main employment in Trebetherick, apart from the excellent 
Trebetherick  Stores, appears to be building;  new houses, extensions 
and repairs, including of course more work for plumbers, electricians 
and so on.   WE CLEARLY NEED AFFORDABLE HOUSING  but surely the 
area is over developed and we do not need  more “self catering” homes 
even though this helps the property developers and up to a point the 
remaining local businesses.   We clearly lack an adequate road system – 
and pot holes in roads and deteriorating footpaths appear to be the 
norm.     
  
It is difficult not to be a little critical about some of the sensible and 
possible recommendations in the light of what has happened since the 
walk on 2/1/13  
e.g.    -  as well as the new houses on Francis Lane, the Carpenters and  
Pinewood developments  
- Cornwall Council have allowed the road by Pinewood 
(Polzeath to Trebetherick Road) to be NARROWED  
- the entire bus service is in financial trouble ( and a broken bus 
stop sign has not been replaced)  
- Daymer Bay toilets are closed for the foreseeable future,  
- footpaths are not adequately maintained  (although footpath 
number one has been made usable recently – will annual maintenance 
occur?)  
- much of the 2/1/14 coastal storm damage has not been 
repaired (e.g.steps to Daymer Bay)  
How much of this plan is likely to be legally enforceable however hard 
Cornwall Council tries?  Especially the enforcement of the       Permanent 
Residencies restrictions?  

- Will the old Development Boundary have any legal status?  
- Will infilling of small sites inside the old development 

boundary be allowed?  
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- Will houses on large plots be allowed to build a second house 

on their plot?  
- Can new affordable housing be realistically limited along the 

sound guidelines outlined, or will we still be forced to accept 

people from as far away as Bristol?  
- Most of the houses on the Greenaway are let out – do they 

all count as businesses, exempt from the intended 

limitations?  
Old Area 6 – in response to your most recent questionnaire we wrote 
this area “MUST NOT BE DEVELOPED FURTHER”.  Currently 
PA13/03710/PREAPP  for “Land west of 20 Francis Road, Polzeath, 
proposes “EXPANSION OF EXISTING HOLIDAY COMPLEX TO PROVIDE 
ADDITIONAL COTTAGES PLUS RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT is “pending  
consideration”.   At least four of the issues in the current excellent “next 
step” consultation at 3.2 are violated/ignored (environment, cap on new 
residences all areas coast side of present development to remain 
undeveloped and principal residence, not second or holiday homes)”.  
LATEST “PUBLIC CONSULTATION”  
1.2.6   We note “concerns were expressed over the number and size of 
the Special Developmental Areas and the potential impact on road 
congestion.   These have been addressed by reducing...... the size of the 
Special Development Areas and including details of road improvements 
to facilitate access and ease the congestion issues”.  BUT SDA C  is now 
LARGER – and there is no mention of access/road improvements to this 
area?    
If you believe encouragement of business should include yet more b & b 
accommodation near the coast, surely there is a surfeit now – for the last 
two years letting properties have not been full even in the peak six 
summer weeks – there is more than enough  here already for the 
foreseeable future.  
ACCESS we have plenty of footpaths, BUT how are cars, vans and delivery 
vehicles going to reach SDA/ C?  
3.2.2.1  TRANSPORT  - do we need MORE footpaths in Trebetherick?   
(What are proposed?)  
-   cycle routes – sound idea BUT will the coastal footpath need to be 
tarmaced to allow cycles, including racing cycles/mountain bikes to 
compete with pedestrians?  WHAT PROPOSALS ARE THERE FOR  
SEPARATE cycle routes from Polzeath to Rock(5.1.1.)   I understand they 
are not allowed in SSSI’s, nor adjacent to SSSI’s, (S 28. Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981)      I note STMNDP 4.3 “where necessary and 
practical planning approval shall be supported for this network to run 
through protected areas”.  We also note STMNDP 5.3  “where they do 
not have an overbearing influence on the local residents or the local 
landscape character”.  When will consultation occur?  
POLICY  STMDP 2 DEVELOPMENT AREA C  
2.2 (iii) this area MUST be reduced, e.g.  totally remove the Southern 
area (St Moritz Hotel and Villas area)    If ANY development, is allowed it 
must NEVER  be to the western edge of the shaded site – too close to the 
wonderful coastal area, (STMNDP 2.7 (v))   Also decent ACCESS must be 
provided as well as proper surface water drainage.  With the additional 
residencies built in Francis Lane and on the Carters site in the last two 
years Trebetherick has surely used up its share of STMNDP 3.6 quotas for 
2015 – 2018 and 2019 – 2021?  
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STMNDP 3 ADDITIONAL RESIDENCES  
3.8 yes, yes, yes  
3.9 (V)  HOW CAN/WILL THIS BE ENFORCED?  
IN CONCLUSION  

- Please do not allow much new housing in SDA/ C – and only 

on the eastern edge AND ONLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.  
- Another self build (Dingles Way type) development or two 

would be an excellent concept to develop.  
- If allowed there must be real work/money spent on dealing 

with surface water drainage  
- We need regular maintenance, not just cuts, on roads, 

footpaths, toilets and the entire coastal environment that 

makes Trebetherick what it is.  
We can only guess the huge amount of work done by the core team over 

the last two years – they deserve enormous amounts of praise. 

 

 

 

  

T Flay  

  

18/12/15  

  

letter  

  

I am particularly concerned about the proposed development of 

permanent residences in the field south of Jostyns. The only possible 

access to any development in this field is via the single track lane to 

the south which leads on to the single track Daymer Lane. Both of 

these single track lanes already have constant holdups and traffic 

problems, winter and summer alike, which would only be greatly 

exacerbated by the proposed development of permanent residences in 

the field. In my opinion, any further developments in this area would 

make the already difficult traffic problems in Daymer Lane impossible.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes 
it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for 
some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it 
will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive  
investigation and consultation has identified that the reinstatement of the Development 
Boundaries defined by North Cornwall District Council and the proposed Special  
Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and 
acceptable options. The field that you describe in your letter does fall within the old NDC 
Development Boundaries so if the NDP as drafted is accepted by referendum it would 
mean that the Parishes would be supportive of suitable development in that area. It does 
not mean that development can or will necessarily result. Ultimately the owners of that 
land would have to put forward suitable planning applications and Cornwall Council would 
have to provide the final planning consent. Clearly the process will take into account all 
factors and potential constraints on development of the area concerned and access is 
always an important issue.  
The position and potential cost of this area of land make it very unlikely that anyone 
would even consider developing it for Moderately Priced or Affordable Residences and 
that is not the intent of any part of the NDP. The Special Development Areas have been 
carefully selected as providing the right opportunities for this type of development and 
they are where the Parishes will support it.  
If the field is developed at all it will almost certainly be for a very small number of large 
bespoke houses where the prospective owners will be well aware of the access issues. The 
Parishes do not believe that this would generate significant additional traffic and hence 
form a material reason for rejecting any planning application. For the same reason the 
Parishes have no justifiable reason for saying that this area, which is within the 
Development Boundaries that the large majority of people in the local area want 
reinstated , must be excluded for development consideration.  
 

None  
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D Curtis  

  

01/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

My wife and I have attended every public consultation event since 2012 
and responded to every questionnaire because we have and have had a 
personal interest with friends in the area for the last 50 years. We were 
the first to purchase a house in Roserrow some 19 years ago but despite 
your document being addressed to residents, home owners and visitors 
we have never received any communication from either Parish Council 
and only know when and what is going on regarding the NDP from our 
friends. I am not criticising or complaining about this but probably as 
disappointed as you are that such a small percentage of people have 
taken an interest to contribute and wonder if distribution of information 
could be a contributory factor.  
My principle reason for communicating now is to congratulate all 

involved for persevering with this arduous but important task for the 

area and for including in your policies 3.7 “holiday use restrictions”. Now 

retired we would love to live in our house at Roserrow but our title 

deeds say it cannot be our main residence. Two of our neighbours have 

tried to have this condition removed but without success because the 

planning consent granted in 1995 came with this condition in an 

attached legal agreement. The reasons given in the agreement 

explaining why the condition was included almost constitutes an excuse 

for allowing the development in the first place and we now discover the 

planning consent was then somewhat clouded and described in a TV 

programme as concrete and cream tea decisions. So we are gratefully 

pleased that you have taken the first step to encourage planners to 

change the classification and hope you will try to see that this policy 

remains when adopted. When it is we shall try to make our house at 

Roserrow our home and hope the Parish Councils will support us when 

the time comes   

Thank you for taking the time to read the NDP Pre - Submission Plan. I am sorry you feel 
you were not adequately consulted during the preparation of the plan. The questionnaire 
conducted in August/September 2013 was posted to all 1640 addresses supplied to us by 
Cornwall Council.  
The questionnaire was also made available on line, we also asked Rock Sailing club. St 

Enodoc Golf Club, and many other local groups to send a message via their e mail lists 

stating that the questionnaire was available. Although we are confident that our 

consultation process passes all the expectations of Cornwall Council it is always a little 

frustrating to know despite our best efforts some people slipped the net. Thank you for 

your supportive comments and hope that in the future you will be able to become a 

permanent resident of our Parish, and at the time of the Referendum you will feel able to 

support the NDP  

None  

  

S Robertson  

  

06/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

This is a direct duplicate of the comments made on line. See above  See above entry for response made.  None  
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K&D Scott  

  

06/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

Initial comment document misplaced,  but was fully responded to as 

shown in adjacent column.   
Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the 
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. However, the Parish Councils are of the 
opinion that the NDP should recognise the likely longer term requirements, 50 to 100 
years, and have a much more co-ordinated long term plan in an attempt to minimise the 
previous ad hoc approach to the development of the Parishes. A key element of this is 
sensible access to development areas and nowhere is this more important than for Special 
Development Area SDA A. Whilst any significant development of SDA A subsequent 
phases before 2030 is very unlikely it is considered important that the longer term plans 
are reflected in this NDP.  

  

None  

 

  

J Tatam  

  

07/01/2015  

  

paper  

  

The Plan states that Approximately 90 Additional Residences will be 
required by 2030 but this may be understated and provision is being 
made for 100-150 dwellings. Developments will be limited to a 
maximum of 10 dwellings.  
It seems unnecessary to allocate such large tranches of land for such 
small developments. It allows those landowners to profit from any sale 
as development land whilst denying other landowners with equally 
suitable land the right to develop. This cannot be acceptable.  
The cost of providing the infrastructure to both the land identified in 
Rock and Trebetherick/Polzeath will be prohibitive. Any development 
has to be viable and no reputable builder will entertain such small 
developments with the proposed planning restrictions as to affordable 
housing, restricted sale price and the residential restriction. In my 
experience the Permanent Residence Restriction would prove 
exceedingly difficult to monitor and enforce. Moderately Priced Houses 
needs to be clearly defined. A two house can be built for the figure 
stated but the requirement is for three/four bedroomed dwellings. 
Access to the land allocated in St Minver is appalling. The lane is 
exceedingly narrow and currently carries heavy traffic. The addition of 
more will undoubtedly cause chaos. There is land in Menefreda Way 
which is easily accessible and lends itself to development.  
There are numerous parcels of land within the Parishes that are no 
longer of agricultural use and which would support small scale 
developments. Most abut public highways, are nearer to the required 
services and local facilities and would comply with planning 
requirements. These should be considered.  
The Plan should not be specific as to the areas of development but 
merely state the number and type of housing envisaged within the time 
bands. Any application submitted should be considered on merit and 
compliance with planning requirements. As so few dwellings will be 
allowed there are unlikely to be numerous applications.  
One final point, you are no doubt aware that the third phase of Dingle’s 

Way Self Build Scheme is unlikely to go ahead on the land at Penmayne. 

The Trustees hope to find land elsewhere but it is unlikely that any of 

the land identified would prove economical for a self build scheme.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you probably know 
the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The 
Cornwall Local Plan, when finally approved, will require the St Minver Parishes to provide 
some 100 Additional Residences in the period 2010 to 2030. Consultation and fact finding 
has identified that a figure of 150 Additional Residences is more appropriate to the 
assessed needs of the Parishes of which some 60 have already been provided. This is the 
background to the figure of Approximately 90 Additional Residences included in the NDP 
for the period 2015 to 2030. The release of these Additional Residences needs to be 
spread over the 15 year period and this is one of the key reasons for limiting each 
development to 10 residences. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the 
Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and 
acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. However, the Parish Councils are of the 
opinion that the NDP does need to allocate more development land than the minimum 
that would be required as this is essential to provide the competition necessary to keep 
the land price at realistic levels to enable Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences to 
be built. The intention is that the Moderately Priced houses will be 3 or 4 bedroom family 
homes and the NDP team will look at making this clearer in the NDP. Interest from 
landowners and developers indicate that it is practical to achieve the proposed types and 
prices of these residences, including schemes comparable to the Dingle’s Way Self Build  
Scheme, in the identified Development Areas  
The NDP defines a Permanent Residence as being occupied by a local resident for a period 

of at least 6 months per annum. It is clearly difficult to monitor occupation and even more 

difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from 

those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very 

strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to 

developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Whilst the Policy that 

all Additional Residences will be for Permanent Residence will not be 100% effective it is 

considered that it will have a significant impact and is certainly better than ignoring the 

issue entirely.  

Clarified definition of  

Moderately Priced  

Residences  to be three/four 

bedroom family residences  
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TRA  

  

09/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRA  

  

09/01/2015  

  

Email  

 

Special Development Area C.  (STMDP 2)  
1. This site (5.1hectares) should be reduced in size.  
2. The phasing should be reversed.  
3. The map needs to be enlarged and the boundaries made 

clearer.  
4. Any future development on the carpark to be single storey.  

Additional Residences (STMNDP 3)  
5. How are the conditions on permanent, moderately priced 

and affordable residences to be enforced?  
Development Areas (STMNDP 2)  

6. Several developments outside the Development Areas have 
been granted consent.  How is STMNDP 2.6 (‘development 
will only be allowed in exceptional circumstances’) to be 
enforced?  

7. What will be considered exceptional circumstances?  
Proposed Cycle Path. (5.1.1)  

8. The cycle path must not be routed along the existing coastal 
path.  Any cycle route must be routed to the east of the golf 
course. 

9.   
Public Toilets in Daymer Bay carpark The Public toilets must 
remain open for use during daylight hours in the interests of 
public health and the preservation of the local environment 
. 

10.  Traffic Calming Measures. (5.5.1)  
  Reference has been made in the document to reduced  speeding limits 

being introduced at shopping areas in Rock and Polzeath but not in 

Trebetherick. Traffic calming must be included outside the Village Stores 

in Trebetherick 

 

 

 

 

 
Further to my e-mail earlier, we have noticed that the definition of 
Development Boundary appears to be obscure as it refers to being 
defined in section 5.2. We cannot identify the definition in 5.2, and it is  
important, for the avoidance of doubt, that both Development 

Boundaries and Development Areas are clearly defined. 

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the 
inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the 
overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  
SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support 
the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas brings these areas 
where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy 
constraints for any future redevelopment.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 
each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  
In support of the draft NDP distributed for the Public Consultation, additional detailed 
maps of SDA A and SDA C have been made available on the Parish Councils NDP webpages. 
These detailed maps will be included in the updated NDP.  
It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and 
even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice 
from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a 
very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to 
developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Similarly it will not be 
easy to manage the longer term pricing of Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences 
though this issue is already being addressed with developments such as the Dingle Way 
self build project. Whilst these residential and pricing Policies are unlikely to be 100 % 
effective it is considered that they will have a significant impact and are certainly better 
than ignoring the issue entirely.  
The NDP can only look to the future. It cannot address development outside of the 
Development Areas that has already been approved but the Policies it includes should 
provide greater protection against further such development. Until such time as case law 
proves the efficacy of NDPs one way or the other it has to be believed that planning 
authorities will generally respect NDP policies. 
 STMNDP 1.1 provides a list of exceptional circumstances where development may be 
allowed in protected areas. It may be appropriate to include all areas outside of the 
Development Boundaries or SDAs as protected areas in STMNDP 1.1 or to repeat the list of 
possible exceptions in STMNDP 2.6. This issue will be addressed in the update of the NDP.  

Clarified definitions of  

Development Boundaries and  

SDAs in the Glossary  

  

Included enlarged maps of 
SDA A Phase 1 in the NDP plus 
links to detail maps on the 
Parishes website.  
  

Added details of “exceptional  

circumstances” to STMNDP  

2.6  

  

Cycle paths away from the 
coast path and dunes and to 
minimise the risk of people 
crossing the golf course.  
 
Included Trebetherick in 
section 5.5.1 re traffic calming 
measures. 
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Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require 
a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations 
already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP 
Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important 
areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to 
Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
remains well in land from the Coast Path.  
The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes 

open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish 

Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the 

availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial 

cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of 

running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept. In the longer term 

it will almost certainly become necessary to raise local finances to keep the toilets open. 

Whilst it would be hoped that the businesses that benefit from the visitors who use the 

toilets might contribute to their upkeep this approach is not proving very fruitful at 

present. It may become necessary to impose a small charge for using the toilets if they are 

to be kept open and fit for purpose for much of the year. The responses to the NDP 

questionnaire carried out in 2013 indicated that the majority of local people recognised 

and supported that a small charge for use of the toilets would probably become inevitable 

.  
Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways 
Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover 
general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or 
traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 
5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or 
otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far 
as policy within the NDP can go related to this issue. The NDP Team will look at amending 
the wording of the bullets in NDP section 5.5.1 to include the Trebetherick shopping area. 
Within NDP section 5.2 Development Boundaries and SDAs are defined in STMNDP 2.1 
through STMNDP 2.4. However, for the sake of clarity the glossary definition of these 
areas will be updated to reference to the Policies that clearly define them. 
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K&D Scott  

  

2nd set of  

comments  

  

12/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

Thank you for your reply, the content of which is most disappointing. 
You talk about an NDP that needs to retain "subsequent phases" options 
to reflect potential development requirements 50 -100 years into the 
future but your comments very clearly suggest you are not ruling out 
development in the "subsequent phases" of Rock's SDA A even in the 
next 15 years.   
If you were presented with this information as a potential purchaser of 
a property on the western side of Rock Road what would you do ? The 
view you express is even more surprising given the identified 100 new 
property ceiling across the St Minver parishes for the normal life of the 
NDP and that SDAs identified already have capacity for 500 properties 
even without need to encroach into "subsequent phases" envelopes.  
Whilst we appreciate the honesty of your response, it leaves us 
wondering if the St. Minver Council really has taken full account of the 
scale of planning "blight" which its plans for SDA A's "subsequent 
phases" envelope would inflict on many of Rock's residents (quite apart 
from the environmental consequences of development within it).  
Moreover, it is hardly politically astute to alienate so many parishioners 
/ voters in pursuit of securing a goal 50-100 years out ... and it would be 
interesting to know if it is normal for an NDP to identify potential 
development for 50-100 years into the future and if retention of the 
"subsequent phases" envelope for SDA A is past the point of no return 
from the Council's perspective or still under active consideration ?  From 
our perspective, if there is no willingness to avoid the much broader 
(and quite unnecessary) planning "blight" from retaining the 
"subsequent phases" envelope for SDA A, then we would have no 
option but to put our much-loved property up for sale, and to vote 
against the NDP ... whilst also seeking to influence the views of the 
wider electorate via various means.   
In conclusion, by seemingly insisting that the "subsequent phases" 
envelope is crucial to enable your plans to reflect what may be needed 
up to 100 years into the future (whilst stating the real possibility 
development may take place in the "subsequent phases" area even in 
the next 15 years), your disregard for the financial interests and 
environmental concerns of many in your parish and the wider 
constituency is quite breathtaking.  
It is for this reason that we are copying this reply to Dan Rogerson and 
we would urge the Council to re-think its position on the Rock SDA A 
"subsequent phases" envelope ... and to remove it from the St Minver 
NDP.   
  

  

  
No further response considered appropriate.  

None  

 

  

Natural England  

  

Laura Horner  

  

  

The Plan Principles   
We welcome the Principles of the Plan set out on page 13 of the  
Consultative Draft. We particularly welcome the objectives  To Protect 
and enhance the environmental assets of the Plan area and have due 

regard to designated sites in the decision making process.  To ensure 

that development is in keeping with landscape character  That 
community assets are enhanced. We also advise that important green 
spaces and any connecting corridors should be identified in the Plan and 

protected to enable the community to enjoy their natural environment  

Immediate response January 2015  
  
Thank you for your review of the St Minver Parishes NDP and advising the Parish Councils of 
your comments.   
At this stage of the NDP process we are in constant touch with Sarah Arden of Cornwall 
Council. We are advised that Sarah is in discussion with you on a number of the NDP issues 
that you have raised in your response direct to the St Minver Parishes. We are providing 
further documentation and evidence to Sarah to assist in these discussions. Whilst this 
dialogue is ongoing we feel that it could become confusing to all involved parties if we try to 

Clarified SDA D is extant 
development included as 
an SDA to protect against 
further extension or 
inappropriate development 
of this area.  
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16/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To support less dependence on the car  To encourage appropriate 
renewable energy proposals However these principles have not always 
been carried through to the policies in the Plan and where there are 
conflicts between these principles and policies we have set out our advice 
below. Fulfilling Neighbourhood Plan Basic Conditions The basic 
conditions a Neighbourhood Plan must comply with include: a. Having 
regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the 
Secretary of State it is appropriate to make the neighbourhood plan. b. 
The making of the neighbourhood plan contributes to the achievement of 
sustainable development. c. The making of the neighbourhood plan does 
not breach, and is otherwise compatible with, EU obligations. Throughout 
the process of developing a neighbourhood plan or Order a qualifying 
body should consider how it will demonstrate that its neighbourhood 
plan or Order will meet the basic conditions that must be met if the plan 
is to be successful at independent examination. The basic conditions 
statement is likely to be the main way that a qualifying body can seek to 
demonstrate to the independent examiner that its draft neighbourhood 
plan or Order meets the basic conditions. We have not had access to such 
a statement. Moreover, we have advised the Planning Authority that due 
to the absence of a Sustainability Appraisal that informs the Cornwall 
Local Plan (in particular the Community Network Areas) ; the proposals in 
the  
Neighbourhood Plan are likely to have significant environmental effects 
on the sensitive environmental features of the area including Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest and the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and 
thus the need for a Strategic Environmental Assessment needs to be 
considered by the Authority. For example we regard the proposed 
extension of Pityme Business Park as major development within a 
Protected Landscape. Alternative locations/sites that might have less 
impact on the AONB including its setting should be considered as part of 
the Strategic Environmental Assessment for the plan. In this regard we 
note in the Development Areas Consultation Document, site e is identified 
as “a possible way forward to meet any need for a new  
Business Site.” suggesting this is an alternative site to the Pityme 
Extension. Additional development alongside Keiro Lane could also be 
considered an alternative to development within the AONB itself. We 
therefore advise Natural England does not consider the basic conditions 
for firstly the achievement of sustainable development and secondly that 
the Plan is compatible with EU obligations have been complied with. 
Evidence Base The evidence base for the Development Areas is absent 
from both the Plan and Development Areas Consultation  
Document (despite page 5 of that document stating that “A full study of 
all of the areas around the Development Boundaries existing in 2010 has 
identified five areas that appear the most appropriate for further 
residential development.” This evidence should be provided to consultee 
in order to assess whether this statement is agreed with. Since the 
development proposals include development into the Area of  
Outstanding Natural Beauty and within its setting. The National Planning 
Policy Framework paragraph 115 provides National Parks and AONBs with 
the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic 
beauty. Major development is permitted within them only in exceptional 
circumstances and where it is in the public interest. The considerations 
proposals should meet are set out in paragraph 116. Therefore all 
development allocations, including those within the settlements, should 

deal with your points directly. Once there is an understanding on how to proceed we plan to 
respond to your comments in full indicating any resultant action that is being taken.  
In the intervening time, please be assured that the intention of the St Minver Parish Councils 
and the local residents is to do as much as possible to protect the countryside and especially 
the AONB and SSSI of the Parishes. In general the local wish is for no more development at all 
but we recognise that we have to allow for some level of sustainable development in order to 
comply with the NPPF and the Cornwall Local Plan. Our NDP attempts to provide an optimal 
approach to meeting these requirements.  

  
Further response dated 06/05/15  
  
Our NDP team has been working with Sarah Arden of Cornwall Council to try to progress the 
NDP project with some urgency as without the NDP the rate of new building and planning 
approvals across the Parishes is spiralling to unsustainable levels. Having produced a draft 
NDP, which has generally been very well received at the first public consultation, we had 
thought we were nearing the end of what has been a long, hard and at times very frustrating 
process. You can perhaps, therefore, understand our dismay at finding that an SEA may now 
be required. Apart from the significant cost of this to our limited precept funding, our biggest 
concern is that it will add some 6 months to the timescale for the NDP during which time 
many more planning approvals will be given that are not taking into account any of the 
policies that we are trying to introduce to minimise the impact on the local environment and 
the local landscape character which are so critical to the sustainability of the Parishes. Whilst 
commencing the process of preparing an SEA we are, therefore, looking to see if anything can 
be done to enable the NDP to proceed without an SEA being required.  
  
Whilst Sarah has kept us informed of developments we have not been able to understand 
exactly what the issues are and how they can best be resolved. We would, therefore, very 
much appreciate the opportunity to meet with you to explain what we are trying to achieve 
with the NDP, to understand the concerns that Natural England have and how we can address 
these.  
We will fit in with any date, time and location that is convenient to you for a meeting. If there 
is any chance that this could be local to the St Minver Parishes we would be delighted to 
organise a tour of the Parishes so that you can see what we are trying to protect, and what is 
happening whilst we don't have in place the constraints that we hope the NDP will provide. 
Should you wish to discuss the matter further my phone number is 01208 863692.  
Sarah Arden is aware that we are contacting you and is prepared to join any meeting that may 
be set up, if you think that would be helpful.  

 

 

 

Further response dated 21/05/15  
  
Thank you for your e-mail and attachments of the 11th May 2015 that help to clarify the 
situation regarding the St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan, and for your 
offer to comment further should the need arise. We note your comment that should our NDP 
change in respect to the circumstances potentially requiring an SEA to be conducted then 
Natural England could relook at the advice previously given. The penultimate paragraph of 
this letter addresses this point, and your consideration and advice on this will be most 
welcome.  
It is clear that the views of Natural England regarding future development in the St Minver  
Parishes are very much in line with the concerns of the local people and the Parish  

Policy STMNDP 5.2 revised 
to make it clear that 
extensions to car parking 
shall only be encouraged 
and supported where they 
do not encroach on AONB 
or SSSI and do not have an 
overbearing influence on 
the residents or the local 
landscape character.  
  

NDP section 5.2.1, Policy  

STMNDP 2.2,Policy 
STMNDP 2.3, Policy 
STMNDP 2.2, and the 
definition of Special 
Development Area revised 
to make it clear that there 
are no defined plans for 
development of these areas 
but that these are areas 
where Exception Sites  
would be considered 
appropriate.  
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carefully consider impacts on the landscape and scenic beauty of the 
AONB, including cumulative impacts and impacts on the settings to 
ensure the highest status of protection is given to the Protected 
Landscape, in line with NPPF paragraph 115. The evidence required to 
consider impacts for major development within the AONB should be a 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Appraisal. We advise we 
consider the proposed extension at Pityme business park (SDA D) to 
require such assessment. In addition, the other Development Areas A and 
C should be accompanied by sufficient evidence to show that paragraph 
115 of The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) can be compiled 
with and in particular that the Special Qualities of the AONB are not 
harmed. Without a sufficiently robust evidence base to show that there 
will be no harm to the Protected Landscape and that the Major 
development tests in paragraph 116 of the NPPF, there is a high risk of 
delivery of these allocations. If the evidence base shows that there will be 
no harm to the Protected Landscapes and the development tests are met 
then the policies should ensure that any proposed development protects 
and enhances the AONB and its Special Qualities. Natural England does 
not consider Policy STMNDP 1 and Policy STMNDP 2 (Development Areas) 
comply with basic conditions that firstly the Plan complies with national 
policy and secondly the Plan will achieve sustainable development). 
POLICY STMNDP 3: Additional Residences We advise that the policy 
should include wording to protect and enhance the AONB and its special 
qualities. Policy STMNDP 3.1. This policy should be supported by a 
sufficiently robust evidence base to show that the policy is deliverable in 
a constrained area. We advise the policy is accompanied by a Capacity 
and Sensitivity Study. Without such evidence it is considered the risk to 
delivery is high. Policy STMNDP 3.2. As stated above Development Areas 
A and C should be accompanied by sufficient evidence to show that 
paragraph 115 of The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) can be 
compiled with and in particular that the Special Qualities of the AONB are 
not harmed. POLICY STMNDP 4: Enhancement of community, 
recreational, business and leisure amenities, infrastructure, 
communication and transport links We advise that the policy should 
include wording to protect and enhance the AONB and its special 
qualities. Policy STMDP 4.4 We regard the proposed extension of Pityme 
Business Park as major development within a Protected Landscape. As 
stated above, the proposal should be supported by a Landscape and 
Visual impact Assessment. Alternative locations/sites that might have less 
impact on the AONB including its setting should be considered as part of 
the major development tests required by paragraph 116 of the NPPF. In 
this regard we note in the Development Areas Consultation Document, 
site e is identified as “a possible way forward to meet any need for a new 
Business Site.” suggesting this is an alternative site to the Pityme 
Extension. Additional development alongside Keiro Lane could also be 
considered an alternative to development within the AONB itself. That 
the present development in the AONB has been granted “through 
exception site planning approval” is not reason for additional extensions 
to the existing site. If the LVIA shows the proposal is acceptable, then the 
policy should ensure that any further development protects and 
enhances the AONB and its Special Qualities. This could include 
enhancements to the existing site. We therefore do not consider Policy 
STMDP 4.4 complies with the basic condition as we do not consider it 
complies with national policy. Policy STMDP 4.5. This policy should 
include wording to protect and enhance the AONB and its special 

Councils. It is for these reasons that so much time and effort has been put into developing the 
Neighbourhood Development Plan to provide some constraint on future development to just 

meet the needs of local people and the evolving local Cornwall Local Plan with minimum 

impact on the environment and local landscape character and why there is such urgency in 

getting it in place.  
 It is clear that without an NDP the scale and type of development across the Parishes will 
greatly exceed the level that is encompassed by the NDP, and with little regard for the needs 
and concerns of the local people for moderately priced and affordable residences in 
appropriate areas that protect the local environment and landscape character which are so 
important to the people and the sustainability of the Parishes. The evidence for this lies in the 
development that has taken place since 2010, which includes some 60 additional residences, 
without any obvious recognition of the concerns of local people or the impact on the 
environment.  
The St Minver NDP Steering Group understands the need and value of a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment to support particular developments, but our draft NDP is not 
intended to identify any specific predetermined or pre-allocated developments. The fact is 
that the wishes of the majority of local people are that there should be no further additional 
development in the Parishes at all and the NDP reflects this to the maximum amount 
practical within the requirements that the rules governing an NDP allow. To meet these 
minimum requirements some additional development must be allowed for, and the Policies 
within our draft NDP attempt to keep such development as meeting the local need for 
moderately priced and affordable homes for permanent residence. All of the evidence to date 
shows that this will not be achieved without identifying suitable areas outside the previous 
NCDC development boundaries where appropriate development would be considered. The 
Policies for Special Development Areas within the draft NDP address this requirement. There 
is no intent within the NDP to say that all, or even any, of these areas will be developed and 
certainly does not and cannot prescribe exactly what will be developed or where as the 
Parish Council has no ownership or control of the land. Any specific development will clearly 
be the subject of specific planning applications and it has always been assumed that at this 
stage the issues are considered that an SEA would then address.  
With regard to any requirement for an SEA to be undertaken before an NDP can proceed, the 
NDP Steering Group is still at a loss to understand why this might be a requirement for the St 
Minver Parishes when it has not been required for other areas, for example St Eval, that 
would appear to have very similar sensitivities and policies. We also do not understand what 
the outcome and impact an SEA might have that is different to that achieved from the very 
extensive consultation, analysis and landscape assessment that has already been conducted 
as described in detail in the draft NDP, the Consultation Statement and the STMNDP Special 
Development Areas Study. Any information that you can provide on these issues will be much 
appreciated for two reasons. Firstly, if we can understand the issues we may be able to revise 
the NDP to alleviate the need for an SEA. Secondly, if we have to proceed with an SEA we 
need to keep the community informed and supportive of the NDP process and the not 
inconsiderable cost and delay to be incurred.  
In recent discussions with Cornwall Council, in particular the affordable housing 
representative, it was identified that the draft St Minver NDP policies may not be as clear as 
they could be with regard to how the Special Development Areas would achieve the identified 
need  for affordable housing. It was concluded that this could be resolved by making it clear 
that the SDAs are in fact nothing more than the areas of the Parish outside of the previous 
NCDC development boundaries where future Exceptional Development Sites would be 
considered appropriate. The NDP Steering Group is proceeding to reflect this concept in the 
NDP and it has been suggested that this may have an impact on the need for conducting an 
SEA at this time. Your thoughts on this will also be much appreciated.  
We understand the time that is required in addressing these issues and that it might be easier 
and quicker for all involved for the matters to be discussed by telephone or across the table. 
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Natural England  

  

Letter from  

Laura Horner  

  

27 Oct. 2014  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

qualities. In addition, wording should also be included to protect the Sites 
of Special Scientific Interest and the Marine Conservation Zone. 
Development should avoid SSSI designations and applications likely to 
cause adverse harm should be refused. Given the proximity of the SSSI in 
the Neighbourhood Plan area to the coast, the Plan should also state that 
development will be in accordance with the Shoreline Management Plan 
1. Rock dunes SSSI is notified for its geological and botanical interest. 2. 
Trebetherick Point SSSI is notified for its geological interest, botanical 
interest and marine invertebrate community 3. Pentire Peninsula SSSI is 
notified for its geological interest, botanical interest, invertebrate interest 
and bird and mammal interest Policy STMNDP 5.2. In regard to extensions 
to existing car-parks, we are aware that several car-parks in the 
Neighbourhood Plan area are adjacent to Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest. Extensions into SSSI must be avoided and any extensions or new 
car parks that would cause adverse harm to SSSI should be refused. Policy 
STMNDP 5.3. The South  
West Coast Path is an important feature of the Neighbourhood Plan  
Area this National Trail should be protected and enhanced. POLICY 
STMNDP 6: Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency We support the 
renewable energy policy. We advise additional wording that all renewable 
developments including turbines, solar farms and  
development to assist production of wave energy should protect and not 
cause adverse harm to the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest and the Marine Conservation Zone.  
Environmental Policy Given the importance of the environment of St 
Minver Neighbourhood Plan area, we advise that an environmental policy 
should be included to protect and enhance designated sites and all 
environmental assets including priority habitat and protected species, 
local sites and important habitat which support these including significant 
hedgerows.  
  

  
Planning consultation: St Minver Neighbourhood Plan Screening for SEA 
and HRA   
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 15 October 2014 
which we were consulted upon on 17 October 2014. Natural England is a 
non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that 
the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the 
benefit of present and future generations, thereby contributing to 
sustainable development. Habitat Regulation Assessment Where a 
Neighbourhood Plan could potentially lead to significant environmental 
effects it will be necessary to screen the Plan in relation to the Habitats 
and Species Regulations (2010), as amended (the ‘Habitats Regulations’). 
One of the basic conditions that will be tested at Examination is whether 
the making of the plan is compatible with European obligations and this 
includes requirements relating to the Habitats Directive. We agree with 
the statement in the screening document “There are no European sites 
within the boundary of the SAC. The scale of development within the 
neighbourhood plan area is unlikely to have significant effects beyond its 
boundaries.” We therefore advise that the Plan will not lead to Likely  
Significant Effects on a European site Strategic Environmental Assessment 
Where Neighbourhood Plans could have significant environmental 
effects, they may require a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 

We will be happy to have a conference call or meet with you at any time and place that is 
convenient to you for such discussion.  
 
 
Comment as of 17th June 2015  
  
As a result of continuing correspondence and the changes incorporated in the latest draft of 
the NDP, it is  considered that an SEA should not be required. Pending response from Natural 
England to St Minver and Cornwall Council correspondence, Cornwall Council have been 
requested to proceed with public consultation and Independent Examination of the St Minver 
Parishes’ NDP.  
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England  

  

Letter from  

Laura Horner  

  

under the Environment Assessment of Plans and Programmes 
Regulations 2004. Further guidance on deciding whether the proposals 
are likely to have significant environmental effects and the requirements 
for consulting Natural England on SEA are set out in the National Planning 
Practice Guidance at: 
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/strategice
nvironmental-assessmentand-sustainability-
appraisal/sustainabilityappraisal-requirements-for-neighbourhood-plans/ 

SEA is required for spatial plans dependent upon:  The characteristics of 

the Plan proposals or  The characteristics of the Plan area and the 

effects of the Plan on that Area or Page 2 of 2  Whether Habitat 
Regulation Assessment is required. St Minver Neighbourhood Plan area is 
environmentally sensitive. The Cornwall Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty (AONB) covers a significant proportion of the Plan area and 
moreover lies close to the main settlements in the coastal fringe where 
development is proposed. In addition several Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSIs) are situated within this coastal belt. The Plan proposes 
150 houses which is more than that proposed in the draft Cornwall Plan. 
The Plan also proposes a significant extension of an industrial park into 
the AONB, and the potential support for extensions of existing car-
parking into SSSIs and the AONB. At present, the policies in the Plan 
(including Policy  
StMNDP 1) do not adequately protect designated sites from inappropriate 
development and have the potential to allow inappropriate development 
to affect designated sites. The Special Development Areas need to be 
informed by sensitivity and capacity studies to ensure that the proposed 
developments do not have an adverse effect on the protected 
landscapes. We would be happy to comment further on the policies in the 
Plan in advance of a formal consultation. Given the sensitivities of the 
area, and proposals for development which are not supported by a 
sufficiently robust evidence base which could therefore adversely affect 
the protected landscapes and designated sites, we advise that the 
Neighbourhood Plan area is considered environmentally sensitive and 
therefore requires Strategic Environmental Assessment. We would be 
happy to comment further should the need arise but if in the meantime 
you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us.  
  

  
Planning consultation: Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening for 
the St Minver Neighbourhood Plan   
Thank you for your email on the above dated 06 May 2015. I am sorry you 
feel frustrated regarding our advice in response to Cornwall Council’s 
screening opinion on the need for Strategic Environmental Assessment 
(SEA) for your Plan. I wonder if it may be helpful for explain why we gave 
this advice. SEA is an environmental audit of a decision making process to 
ensure that decisions are made in the full knowledge of environmental 
consequences. The requirements for SEA are contained within The 
Environmental Assessment of Plans andProgrammes Regulations 2004. 
Cornwall Council consulted Natural England on their initial screening of 
the Plan in October 2014. That response is enclosed. Natural England 
advised that the proposals in the Plan are likely to have significant 
environmental effects on the sensitive environmental features of the area 
including Sites of Special Scientific Interest and the Area of Outstanding 
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Natural Beauty. It is worth noting that , the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) 
that accompanied the Cornwall Local Plan, had not considered this 
effects, had it done so this may have provided an exemption for the need 
for SEA in a Neighbourhood Plan. Natural England therefore advised the 
Authority that they as Competent  
Authority, needed to consider the need for a Strategic Environmental 
Assessment in the light of that advice. To help you understands how a 
decision is made regarding the need for SEA it may be helpful for you to 
consider the guidance on this in the National Planning Policy Guidance 
(NPPG). I provide a link below. 
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/strategicen
vironmental-assessmentand-sustainability-
appraisal/sustainabilityappraisal-requirements-for-neighbourhood-plans/ 
In understanding our advice, the following guidance contained in the 
NPPG is of particular relevance: A strategic environmental assessment 
may be required, for example, where:   
• a neighbourhood plan allocates sites for development   
• the neighbourhood area contains sensitive natural or heritage 
assets that may be affected by the proposals in the plan  
the neighbourhood plan is likely to have significant environmental effects 

that have not already been considered and dealt with through a 

sustainability appraisal of the Local Plan. You may be interested to note 

that Natural England has recently advised the Inspector to the Local Plan 

examination that there are significant omissions to the SA of the Local 

Plan, notably the appraisal and underlying evidence to consider the spatial 

distribution in the Community Network Areas. Consequently, we do not 

consider that the SA meets the requirements of the legislation. We 

therefore advise that all three of the circumstances above (NPPG) 

currently apply to the St Minver Neighbourhood Plan. Should one of these 

circumstances no longer apply, Natural England would re-look at the 

advice in our letters dated 27 October 2014 and 16 January 2015. Whilst I 

understand the frustration and consequences of the potential delay to 

your Neighbourhood Plan arising from the need for an SEA, Natural 

England’s advice to Cornwall Council is based on the requirements that 

need to be met in order to make the Neighbourhood  Plan compliant with 

the national planning guidance that applies to all Local Planning 

Authorities. While we would be happy to meet, I would suggest that it 

would be more helpful for the Parishes to explore with Cornwall Council 

what additional assessment they as the planning authority intend to carry 

out to allow your plan to progress in a manner that is consistent with the 

legislative requirements. Natural England has no mechanism to alter or 

challenge these legislative requirements. Finally please be assured that 

Natural England will continue to respond to and advise on individual 

applications that we are consulted upon in accordance with our statutory 

responsibilities. We would be happy to comment further should the need 

arise but if in the meantime you have any queries please do not hesitate 

to contact us 
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P Bradley  

  

21/01/2015  

  

paper  

  

Regarding para 3.2.21 (page 10)  
In my view the junction of Trewiston Lane and Rock Road is difficult to 
improve on. I don’t know of any serious accidents happening there (in 
contrast to the B3314). The junction is placed far enough away from the 
bend at Coppers Corner to afford adequate visibility.  
In contrast Coppers Corner junction with Tredrizzic Lane is regarded at 
least by locals to be dangerous. The approach from Tredrizzick Lane is 
compromised by the fact that residents short of parking space often 
park in front of the street furniture (eg the bollard) causing a squeeze 
and uncertainty exists as to the width of the carriageway sometimes 
resulting in collisions.  
Moving the junction of Trewiston Lane eastwards would not improve 
road safety significantly. The new junction at Coppers Corner would now  
have to be a four way affair, which in itself would be difficult to 

negotiate. In particular it would cause problems to cyclist and 

pedestrians (esp mothers wishing to walk their children to school). If a 

new route along Trewiston Lane is devised the possibility exists that 

SAT NAVs may well find an alternative route to Polzeath. Tredrizzick is 

already suffering increasing traffic flows, often of goods vehicles. This 

traffic flows through residential areas of Churchtown and Tredrizzick. 

This is a rural lane with few passing places. There are no, or few 

footpaths there.  

 

 

 

 

 

Your observations and comments regarding traffic flow between Rock Road and Trewiston 
Lane are noted and will be included in the full consultation report that will accompany the 
NDP.  
The existing junction is a bottleneck causing traffic congestion particularly in the peak 
holiday season. There are no footways, or scope to provide them, for people from the 
Cantillion Close area. This poses considerable risk, particularly for children going to and 
from school. Concern has been expressed that further development around this area in 
the proposed SDA A phase 1 would make these issues worse and could become a material 
planning issue. The proposal for rerouting Trewiston Lane to Coppers Corner alleviates 
these problems, and with a well designed road layout at Coppers Corner, perhaps with a 
mini roundabout, could also significantly ease the flow and improve the safety for traffic 
into and out of Tredrizzick. Roads and road junctions are the prerogative of Cornwall 
Council Highways Department who would have to be convinced of both the need and the 
safety of such a scheme before it could proceed. Inclusion of the idea in the NDP enables 
it to be given appropriate consideration if and when the situation demands.  
Since the proposal is only for a relatively minor rerouting of the road it is considered very 

unlikely to result in the Sat Nav algorithms or local drivers changing the preferred routes 

to reach Rock or Polzeath.  

None  

 

Joan Crocket  

  

21/01//2015  

  

paper  

  

Map page 24 Area is much larger than the two sites originally identified 
for planning in 2012/13.  
  
Will pockets of “undeveloped land” inside the old Development 
Boundary be allowed to be built on. Unclear.  
  
Cycle path –Rock-Polzeath route (sensitive area) not clear.  
  
Desperate need for Daymer Bay toilets to be kept open.  
  
P35 - Proposed speed limits do not include Trebetherick – which is very 

dangerous by the stores.  

The Parish Councils through the NDP Steering Group did not start looking at Development 
Areas until early 2014. The reference that you make to “two sites originally identified for 
planning in 2012/13” is not recognised by the NDP team. This may be something that the 
TRA had previously discussed but has not formed any part of the NDP Project.  
Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that 
over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be 
visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz 
Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development 
Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to 
support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA 
brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites 
under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at 
high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for 
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the 
conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the 
residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are 
Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual 
developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to 
be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for 
each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone 
walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  

None  
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As stated by Policy STMNDP 2.1, new development within the reinstated NCDC  
Boundaries will be permitted where it is consistent with all other policies within the NDP. 
This allows for development of presently undeveloped land within these boundaries to be 
considered subject to the usual planning approval processes.  
Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would 
require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning  
considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St 

Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these 

very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer 

Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or 

at least remains well in land from the Coast Path.  
The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes 
open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish 
Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the 
availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial 
cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of 
running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept. In the longer term 
it will almost certainly become necessary to raise local finances to keep the toilets open. 
Whilst it would be hoped that the businesses that benefit from the visitors who use the 
toilets might contribute to their upkeep this approach is not proving very fruitful at 
present. It may become necessary to impose a small charge for using the toilets if they are 
to be kept open and fit for purpose for much of the year. The responses to the NDP 
questionnaire carried out in 2013 indicated that the majority of local people recognised 
and supported that a small charge for use of the toilets would probably become inevitable.  
Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways 

Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover 

general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or 

traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 

5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or 

otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far 

as policy within the NDP can go related to this issue. The NDP Team is proposing to amend 

the wording of the bullets in NDP section 5.1 to include the Trebetherick shopping area. 
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Nigel Kennedy  

  

23/01/2015  

  

email  

I own Trelawney House, just behind Trelawney Cottage and next door to 
Trelawney Court. I am not a total NIMBY and I understand the initiative 
behind the neighbourhood development plan.  
However, I believe it has been taken too far and I cannot support it in its 
entirety. We were warned that if we did not have our own approved 
NDP, we would be putting ourselves at the mercy of unscrupulous 
property developers. But the extent of the proposed plan will do just 
that. There are so many areas being opened up for development.  I 
doubt that I should proffer opinions on areas that are not close to my 
property, although some of them concern me greatly. But I will focus 
my attention on Area A. I believe phase 1 is already subject to a 
planning application. I don't know exactly how many new houses, but I 
believe it is a large number. And I will accept that in that zone.   
But we cannot have a further set of new houses in the Area A zone that 
is earmarked for subsequent development. The traffic pressures on Rock 
Road around Splatt and Pityme would be unacceptable and lead to 
considerable danger. The drainage systems cannot cope with the current 
concentration of housing (I know this from practical experience). There 
is no proper access to the fields that are earmarked for Area A 
subsequent phases.  
I'm sorry, but I cannot support the overall proposals because the draft 

plan goes way beyond what is necessary and I cannot see how issues of 

traffic, drainage and access are being addressed and solved.  

Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would 
probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the 
Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive 
investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the 
PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded 
to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A 
and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for 
development through the lifetime of this NDP. As explained in the NDP document, the 
Development areas are required to be larger than is necessary for the Approximately 90 
Additional Residences that the NDP allows as it is essential to have some “competition” to 
keep land prices at realistic levels for the Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences 
that are needed for local people. Identifying a development area does not mean that the 
area will be developed in its entirety or even at all. It just means that development in that 
area may be allowed but it will not be allowed outside of those areas. The Policies in the 
NDP are strongly directed to keeping development in the Parishes down to the minimum  
number of Additional Residences (Approximately 90 in the period 2015 to 2030) needed 
to meet local needs and the Cornwall Local Plan (a legal requirement). The NDP is not a 
charter for rampant development by unscrupulous property developers but the only 
mechanism that can in fact stop such action.  
The Policies in the NDP make it clear that SDA A Subsequent Phases will not be developed 

during the lifetime of this NDP. The reason for including it is to make clear the plans for 

managing the longer term development of the Parishes. This is essential if infrastructure 

such as roads and sewers is to be appropriately established and improved. With regard to 

traffic management, the SDAs have been carefully selected to address this very issue. As 

explained in the NDP access to any development in SDA A would be from Trewiston Lane 

or Trewint Lane not from Rock Road. Apart from the increased congestion and risk 

associated with further junctions onto Rock Road there is also the cost constraint. 

Highways regulations would not allow another road unless it had adequate width and 

vision splay. To provide this would require a developer to purchase, at full market rate, at 

least one existing property on Rock Road and then demolish it to provide the access road. 

The cost of this for the allowable small development of no more than 10 houses would be 

prohibitive for the type of development that would be allowed in the area. As is made 

clear in the NDP any development in an SDA has to allow for full standard vehicle access to 

the remaining undeveloped areas of the SDA thus SDA A will be developed progressively 

and in the lifetime of this NDP only from a Trewiston Lane entry point. The vision and 

Policies in the NDP make clear the local views on future development, and when adopted 

through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal framework to strongly influence what 

can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any 

quantity of any type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local 

residents appear most concerned about. I hope the above responds informatively to your 

comments and shows that your concerns had already been identified and fully addressed 

in creating the NDP.  

None  
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Cornwall  

Council  

  

Consolidated 
and forwarded  
by Sarah Arden  

  

29/04/2015  

  

email  

Comments from Renewable Energy Officer:  
Policy STMNDP 6.3 is unlikely to conform with higher level development 
plan policy and the NPPF in its current format. Recommend an approach 
which focusses on impacts rather than seeking to constructs policy 
which constrains development in principle. Wording could be something 
along the lines of ‘ In all cases, renewable energy development either 
individually or cumulatively, must not have an overbearing impact upon 
local environment or amenity of residents’. The statement that the 
Parish does not have appropriate sites and infrastructure to support 
industrial scale wind turbines and solar farms can be retained in the 
supporting text where evidence can be provided to support it. Can the 
Parish present this evidence?  
  
Does the Parish have a view on other forms of renewable energy? 
Anaerobic digestion, biomass, geothermal, marine?  
  
Community ownership is a material consideration (separation from 
community benefit). Does the Parish have a view on this? A policy 
promoting community ownership of any renewable energy which does 
happen in the Parish (which conforms with the other renewable energy 
policies in the Plan) would help to ensure the local community reap the 
greatest benefits. In addition to the revenue benefits, local energy 
supply arrangements are becoming increasingly common, leading to the 
potential to reduce fuel bills for residents.  
  

  
Comments from Economic Development Officer  
• 3.2.2.3 rightly recognised that technology allows more full 
time residents to work from home. Can also enable second home 
owners and there may be a positive local business implication (evidence 
would be useful to help justify approach)  
• 3.2.3 could also usefully include grow on space provision for 
particular sectors. The approach seems to be flexible on land allocation 
for business (as well as space on farms) which could allow more room 
for manoeuvre.  
• 3.2.4 The approach for housing, eg being prescriptive on 
footprint size or design, will have a cost implication for development.  
While laudable, there is a reality check.  
3.2.5 May be useful whether the Plan wishes to consider what kind of 

tourism facilities are envisaged and whether a land allocation is 

required. Presumably, it would need to be small scale, e.g farm 

diversification. Would fit with strategy of attracting ‘high end’ visitors 

and a cultural/green role for the local economy. 

•  The Employment Land Review gave Pityme an average score.  
There are opportunities to reconfigure and make more intensive use of 
the site which would require identification of investment.  
Not clear where the ‘technical study of development costs’ are: it would 
be useful to have that available.  
  
• The criteria for a permanent ‘affordable residence’ is a 
permanent job in the Parishes. BRES data for 2013 would indicate that at 

Renewable Energy  
Large scale wind turbine or solar PV development would have an overbearing impact on 
the Local Landscape Character of the St Minver Parishes which in turn would deter 
tourists and holiday makers on which the sustainability of the community depends. The 
assessment of Landscape Character Area designated CA34 : Camel Estuary in the 
appendix 1 to Cornwall Local Plan indicates that the area including the St Minver Parishes 
is particularly sensitive to any significant level of wind turbine or solar PV development. 
This concern is shared by the residents of the Parishes with an overwhelming response to 
consultation that that they are not appropriate for this area and the wishes of local 
people are reflected in the NDP. The community respects and requires the Landscape 
Character to be sustained much more than the minimal financial return that might result 
from any large scale wind turbine or solar PV development that the community or a 
developer might feel  able to be squeezed in despite the existing planning constraints that 
already exist relating to such installations  
  
Most of the coast line of the Parishes is covered by two Marine Conservation Areas. The 
small area  between Rock and Padstow that is not included in the Conservation Areas has 
a high level of marine traffic. Marine Energy is not a realistic prospect for this area.  
  
The local community has not expressed any concern regarding anaerobic digestion, 
biomass, or geothermal renewable energy. Also it is clear that the local infrastructure 
would make such installations prohibitively expensive. For these reasons it is considered 
to be unnecessary and inappropriate for the NDP to address these issues.  
  

  

  
Economic Development Officer  
  
The points made are noted.  
  
The St Minver Parishes are very different to the majority of Cornwall. Applying average 
statistics for Cornwall to this area is meaningless. The Policies in the NDP have been very 
carefully considered and take into account a huge body of local knowledge and local 
resident opinion. The Policies as they now stand cover the areas that the Parishes feel are 
critical and meet the local needs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NDP section 5.6.1 and Policy 
STMNDP 6.3 revised to 
reflect the conclusion of the 
assessment of Landscape 
Character Area designated 
CA34 : Camel Estuary in the 
appendix 1 to Cornwall Local  
Plan that the st Minver 
Parishes are particularly 
sensitive to any significant  
level of wind turbine or solar  

PV development   
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least 49% of the employed workforce are working part time (not 
including agriculture) and the median annual pay for part time workers 
in Cornwall is in the region of £8500. ‘Employment flexibility’ data from 
BRES suggests that around 90,000 people in Cornwall (or one third of the 
workforce) are on short term or zero hours contracts.  Therefore, policy 
aspiration can only be met with the right economic circumstances. 
Glossary gives it away: a ‘moderately’ priced home is £350k (source SW 
price index, although Cornish data is available).  
• STMNDP 3.4: What about farm diversification? Not just food  
processing, marketing & tourism; but also appropriate uses for 
redundant space. Stated that it will be ‘encouraged’ on page 32.  
• STMDP3.12. Again, issue of qualifying income  
• Page 32: Business Forum good idea and could link to wider 
support available in Cornwall.  
• ‘STMDP 4.5: Why ‘particularly’ those based on tourism?  
• STMDP 4.6 add ‘appropriate’ to business facilities# • 

 Should the environmental policies be stronger: eg tree 
planting to support development  
  
Comments from Affordable Housing Officer  
The current level of affordable housing need in the Lowlands and 
Highlands is for 115 homes. Not all of these could be secured by 
implementing the proposals which allow the 50% affordable housing 
policy requirement to comprise only 15% affordable housing as a 
minimum, and be offset by up to 35% with Moderately Priced 
Residences; neither the percentage nor the definition of Moderately 
Priced Residences would accord with emerging Local Plan policy.  
  
However, the Plan does make provision for considering affordable 
housing proposals specifically to meet that need on land outside the 
designated areas. This approach broadly complements the emerging 
Local Plan objectives, and reflects a desire to repeat the good practice 
selfbuild and affordable housing schemes already achieved.  
  
Regarding the notion of Moderate Priced Residences, it is not clear what 
mechanism could be used to influence or control the suggested value 
ranges of what in practice would be open market properties whose 
prices are ultimately dictated by supply, demand, and market conditions.  
  
The proposal for homes designated as Permanent Residences is less 
prescriptive than similar NDP policies being applied elsewhere (e.g. St 
Ives) but nonetheless new homes fettered by such a policy would be 
commercially unattractive, and difficult to mortgage. This will almost 
certainly suppress values, which might locally be seen as advantageous, 
although a possibly undesired impact will see the values of existing open 
market and holiday homes increase because those unfettered homes 
are likely to be more sought after. The plan proposes that local 
connection criteria for affordable housing be extended to multiple local 
parishes, and this is a supportable, although the reasoning that this 
approach would ‘enable mortgage finance’ is by itself not considered to 
be accurate.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Affordable Housing Officer  
  
The present local need for additional Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences, and 
the long standing north Cornwall objective of achieving 50% of additional dwellings as 
Affordable Residences, has consistently proven difficult if not impossible to achieve 
particularly in rural areas such as the St Minver Parishes where the total numbers and rate 
of build of Additional Residences are small. With recent national level relaxation of the 
requirements for provision of Affordable Housing for developments of 10 or less dwellings 
the targets are anticipated to be even more difficult to achieve.  
  
For the St Minver Parishes, where development of approximately 90 Additional 
Residences over the period 2015 to 2030 is required to meet the needs of local people 
and the Cornwall Local Plan, the build rate of approximately 6 per year essentially drives 
individual developments of less than 10 dwellings and this might lead developers to 
believe they can argue for no provision of Affordable Residences.  
  
The St Minver NDP Policies provide potential developers with clear guidance that all 
planning applications for Additional Residences will be considered against the local 
cumulative objectives for the percentages to be Moderately Priced and Affordable 
Residences. Any significant imbalance will result in local rejection or at least deferral of 
the planning application until the balance is restored.  
  
The St Minver NDP Policies provide additional direction to local developers on local needs 
recognising that Cornwall Council may apply further restrictions on planning applications 
in respect of County and National targets for Affordable Housing. 
  

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NDP section 5.3.1 extended 
to add the four paragraphs 
detailed in the adjacent 
response column.  
  

Policy STMNDP3.6 final 
paragraph amended to read   
“In each phase, as a  

minimum, the percentages of 
Moderately Priced  
Residences and Affordable  

Residences (as identified in 

STMNDP 3.5.) for which 

planning is approved shall be 

Approximately maintained, 

recognising that County and 

National Policy may result in 

assessment of planning 

application against higher 

targets.” 
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There is no mechanism that would allow the Parish to take part in the 
affordable housing allocations process and so the proposal that the 
Parish agree the financial circumstances of potential applicants, or 
influence final decisions on applicant selection through the means of a 
draw cannot be supported; this would be at odds with adopted Cornwall 
Council policy, and for rented accommodation this is the ultimate 
decision of the property owner e.g. a housing association. The exception 
would be if the parishes chose to pursue delivery through the 
Community Right To Build (CRTB) and Neighbourhood Development 
Order (NDO) processes which, if led by the parishes, would allow them 
to directly acquire land, grant consent, develop, own and manage 
affordable housing to its own set of policies, entirely outside of the 
emerging Cornwall Local Plan and the Council’s adopted Homechoice 
policy. The Plan does not make reference to this possibility, or 
distinguish between NDP policies that need to be consistent with the 
Local Plan, and those which could apply to projects taken forward 
through a NDO/CRTB.  
  
The latter approach would also see the merit of the parish maintaining 
its own housing needs register, but not outside of that process, as 
parishes are not housing authorities and they have no statutory housing 
functions. However, working closely with the Council in a supporting and 
promotional context the Plan could include an aim to ensure that all 
locally qualifying people are appropriately registered for affordable 
housing with Homechoice and the Help To Buy agency.  
  
The proposed maximum internal floor space for affordable homes 
(110m2) is slightly in excess of Cornwall Council’s guidance (100m2).  
  
The qualifying criteria for local people from within the multiple parishes 
is broadly supportable, with the proviso that it should exactly reflect the 
Council’s currently adopted policy.  
  
Further comment from Cornwall Council via Sarah Arden  
This approach is still unlikely to meet identified local need. There are 
now 104 households registered on HomeChoice with a local connection 
to either St Minver Highlands or St Minver Lowlands, seeking affordable 
rented accommodation.  
With a policy that allows 15% of development in the SDA to be 

affordable housing (although this is a minimum, the policy would allow 

development with a provision of only 15%) and the fact that the 

proposed moderately priced residences are not a recognised affordable 

housing product and therefore would not be accessible to people on the 

Homechoice register, Policy STMNDP3 as it stands is not in general 

conformity with the NPPF, Paras 47 and 54 nor with the current adopted  

North Cornwall local plan  and contributions SPG. It also risks being 

superseded by the Cornwall local plan when it is adopted, which also 

requires 50%. The large allocation of land will also make it very difficult 

to find areas close to the village for affordable led exceptions sites, 

without developing in areas that the community don’t want.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Response to Cornwall Council further comments  
  
A meeting between the Parishes and Cornwall Council (Nick Marsden and Sarah Arden) on  
6th May 2015, explored the issues of Affordable Housing in great depth. It became 
apparent that the major  concern was the mechanism for CC to have the necessary impact 
on affordable housing numbers in the Special Development Areas when the scope of 
individual developments would be too small for the general arrangements to be effective. 
It was considered by all parties that clarification of the purpose and definition of Special 
Development Areas to be areas where Exception Sites  would be considered appropriate 
would resolve the issue. It was also considered that this clarification of SDAs would 
constitute a significant change in support for the argument for not requiring an SEA.  
 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NDP section 5.2.1, Policy  

STMNDP 2.2,Policy STMNDP 

2.3, Policy STMNDP 2.2, and 

the definition of Special 

Development Area revised to 

make it clear that there are 

no defined plans for 

development of these areas 

but that these are just areas 

where Exception Sites  would 

be considered appropriate. 
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This is a proposed solution that allows the community to achieve the 
moderately priced residences that they want and for plan to be in 
general conformity with the strategic local plan and the general need to 
provide affordable housing, and meeting sustainable development as 
required by the NPPF.  
The NDP maintains the settlement boundaries in any case. The SDAs 
should be regarded as exceptions sites. Therefore development within 
them will be affordable housing led but the community can make it 
clear that they will want this to be cross subsidised with moderately 
priced housing. In this area, where viability is good, you could achieve 
both 50% affordable housing and 35% moderately priced residences 
with an exceptions site approach. This could then be phased according 
to need – with the parish involved in a survey assessment of need.   
Could this be a way of expressing what the community want, whilst 

remaining in general conformity? 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

Devon  and  

Cornwall Police  

  

Martin  

Mumford  

  

14/01/2015  

  

Email  

  

  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the St Minver draft plan.   

My only real comment is that it might be very useful to include a line to 
the effect that all new development must properly consider the need to 
design out crime, disorder and anti social behaviour to ensure ongoing 
community safety and cohesion.  

This in itself is I know rather vague but deliberately so as then can be 
applied to any type of future development be this housing, commercial,  
car parks, play spaces, new footpaths, public toilets etc  

 

 

An NDP is an opportunity for the local community to introduce general Policies to support 
Sustainable Development. Whilst the Parish Councils have empathy with your comments 
about reducing crime, disorder and anti social behaviour it is not at all clear how one 
could introduce policy to achieve these aims. It would seem that these would need to be 
the aims of specific projects and the strong advice is that the NDP cannot address specific 
projects. In the final drafting of the NDP the team will look at including a statement on 
this topic as part of the Vision for the Parishes.  

  

 

 

None  
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Cornwall  

Wildlife Trust 

Brian Wright 

13/01/2015 

email 

Native Cornish Species for Planting – We would encourage the planting 

of fruit trees that are local to the south west such as apples, wild cherry, 

damson, mazzard, bullace and pears. Screening in the coastal 

environment may favour Hazel, Holly and Hawthorn. Tree planting 

schemes could consider Cornish elm and Sessile oak. A recommended 

species list is provided for the tree planting regime and the screening of 

development. 

Invasive Non-Native Species - These occur throughout Cornwall and St 

Minver is lucky to not have a considerable problem with these species. 

There is a list of plants below that should be avoided in any planting 

regime. An example is Cotoneaster which is invading Rock Sand Dune 

SSSI. More information can be found at: 

http://www.nonnativespecies.org/home/index.cfm 

http://erccis.org.uk/NNS.

Hedge Management and Targeted tree planting – The plan should aim 

to link up good quality hedges, encourage less intensive hedge 

management and allow standard trees to develop. Below is plan showing 

good quality hedges and woodland that could be linked together with 

targeted tree planting and hedgerow management. Red lines show 

examples of hedges that could be enhanced to improve wildlife and 

landscape features. 

Pityme Fields is the newest County Wildlife Site in St Minver (see image 

below). It is recognised for its important grassland species including a 

significant number of orchids. The southern boundary is included in the 

development SDA A (subsequent phase). This area must be recognised 

as an important wildlife resource for the parish and not be included in 

the development plans. 

Housing sustainability credentials - All new buildings, conversions, 

industrial units and council properties should have provisions where 

possible for species such as Swifts, House Martins, Barn Owls and Bats. 

Information on how these objectives can be achieved can easily be 

provided by the Cornwall Wildlife Trust. 

Camel Branch of the Cornwall Wildlife Trust are able to provide advice 

on ecology elements of plan such as: Reconnect fragmented habitats / 

Link existing habitats through development opportunities and 

management of existing green spaces

The St Minver Parish Councils and the local residents are very keen to preserve and 
enhance the local landscape character. There are many references to this in the NDP in 
both the Vision and the Policies. There is support for protecting hedges and the planting 
of trees. Your comments on hedges and trees will be helpful as projects to implement 
these are developed. 
The longer term implication of declaring a field in St Minver as a County Wildlife is not 
known. In the shorter term the field you have identified in your email is not within an area 
designated for possible development within the lifetime of the NDP now proposed so it 
would not seem to be an issue this side of 2030. 
Creating environments for specific species to thrive would seem to relate to specific 
projects rather than general development Policy. The strong advice received is that the 
NDP can only deal with general policy and should not relate to specific projects 

The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the views of the majority of local people on 
future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal 
framework to strongly influence what can be developed and where. Without an NDP 
Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the 
Parishes which is what most local residents appear most concerned about and could have 
much greater detrimental impact on the local landscape character and wildlife. I hope the 
above responds informatively to your comments and that you will feel able to support the 
NDP. 

None 

http://www.nonnativespecies.org/home/index.cfm
http://erccis.org.uk/NNS
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English Heritage 

David Stuart 

19/01/2015 

email 

Many thanks for this consultation. 

I can confirm that we have no specific comments to make on this draft 
Plan. 

We would encourage you to work with Cornwall Council’s Planning and 

Historic Environment officers to ensure that the necessary heritage 

considerations are adequately accommodated to ensure compliance 

with the National Planning Policy Framework.  

The St Minver Parishes are very dependent on holiday makers and tourists who come to 
the area for the excellent scenery and the range of sightseeing opportunities. Most of the 
attraction is due to the magnificent coastline and sandy beaches but there is also interest 
in heritage sites including two very historic churches and a feature known as Jesus Well. 

The   NDP is very supportive of protecting and enhancing the environment, the local 

landscape character and the local heritage. The NDP team are working closely with the 

support team from Cornwall Council and will liase with them to ensure that the necessary 

heritage considerations are addressed to confirm, as a minimum, compliance with the 

NPPF. 

None 

Cornwall  

Wildlife Trust 

Cheryl Marriott 

24/01/2015 

email 

Please find attached some additional information for the 

Neighbourhood Plan consultation. I attach a summary sheet for the Pity 
Me Fields County Wildlife Site and a map that shows how the proposed 
land allocation impinges on the County Wildlife Site. 
I would be grateful if you could acknowledge this and our previous 
submission dated 12th  January. 

We confirm that the previous submission from Brian Wright dated 12th January was 

received and responded to on the  xx/yy/zz In case this has gone astray the response is 

repeated here:- 

“The St Minver Parish Councils and the local residents are very keen to preserve and 
enhance the local landscape character. There are many references to this in the NDP in 
both the Vision and the Policies. There is support for protecting hedges and the planting 
of trees. Your comments on hedges and trees will be helpful as projects to implement 
these are developed. 

The longer term implication of declaring a field in St Minver as a County Wildlife Site is not 
known. In the shorter term the field you have identified in your email is not within an area 
designated for possible development within the lifetime of the NDP now proposed so it 
would not seem to be an issue this side of 2030. 
Creating environments for specific species to thrive would seem to relate to specific 
projects rather than general development Policy. The strong advice received is that the 
NDP can only deal with general policy and should not relate to specific projects 

The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the views of the majority of local people on 
future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal 
framework to strongly influence what can be developed and where. Without an NDP 
Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the 
Parishes which is what most local residents appear most concerned about and could have 
much greater detrimental impact on the local landscape character and wildlife. I hope the 
above responds informatively to your comments and that you will feel able to support the 
NDP.” 

The information sheet that you have now sent provides guidance on the implications of an 
area being designated as a County Wildlife Site and we see no conflict with the Policies 
contained within our NDP. 

None 
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South West 

Water 

Martyn Dunn 

05/01/2015 

email 

Gillian thanks for providing a copy of the above plan the content of 
which is noted as and when individual/specific development sites are 
promoted we will be happy to provide appropriate comments upon the 
provision of suitable infrastructure to support such. 
Regards 

Martyn Dunn  

Development Coordinator  

01392 443702  

South West Water, Peninsula House, Rydon Lane, Exeter, EX2 7HR  

The NDP sets out the general Policies for development and development areas but 
specific development on specific sites will be the subject of individual planning 
applications to be considered against the general Policies. As and when these 
individual/specific developments are promoted South West Water will be advised and 
consulted for appropriate comments upon the provision of suitable infrastructure to 
support such developments. The selection of the proposed Development Areas has been 
significantly influenced by infrastructure issues, in particular water supply and the sewers 
and it is recognised just how important it is to get these issues right. 

None 

Sport England 

Zoe Hughes 

email 

09/12/2015 

Planning Policy in the National Planning Policy Framework identifies 
how the planning system can play an important role in facilitating social 
interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities. Encouraging 
communities to become more physically active through walking, 
cycling, informal recreation and formal sport plays an important part in 
this process and providing enough sports facilities of the right quality 
and type and in the right places is vital to achieving this aim. This means 
positive planning for sport, protection from unnecessary loss of sports 
facilities and an integrated approach to providing new housing and 
employment land and community facilities provision is important. It is 
important therefore that the Neighbourhood Plan reflects national 
policy for sport as set out in the above document with particular 
reference to Pars 73 and 74 to ensure proposals comply with National 
Planning Policy. It is also important to be aware of Sport England’s role 
in protecting playing fields and the presumption against the loss of 
playing fields (see link below), as set out in our national guide, ‘A 
Sporting Future for the Playing Fields of England – Planning Policy 
Statement’.  
https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/
playing-fields-policy/

Sport England provides guidance on developing policy for sport 
and further information can be found following the link below: 
https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-
for-sport/forward-planning/
Sport England works with Local Authorities to ensure Local Plan policy 
is underpinned by robust and up to date assessments and strategies for 
indoor and outdoor sports delivery. If local authorities have prepared a 
Playing Pitch Strategy or other indoor/outdoor sports strategy it will be 
important that the Neighbourhood Plan reflects the recommendations 
set out in that document and that any local investment opportunities, 
such as the Community Infrastructure Levy, are utilised to support the 
delivery of those recommendations. 
https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-
sport/planning-tools-and-guidance/  

If new sports facilities are being proposed Sport England recommend 

you ensure such facilities are fit for purpose and designed in accordance 

with our design guidance notes 

https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/design-and-cost-
guidance/

The St Minver Parishes are very dependent on holiday makers and tourists who come to 
the area for the excellent scenery and the range of sporting facilities available including 
walking, swimming, sailing, water skiing and golf. The   NDP is very supportive of 
protecting and enhancing the environment and the availability of sporting activities across 
the Parishes for both the tourists and the local people. In particular there is strong 
support for the establishment of cycle paths, enhancement of footpaths and the 
development of a community facility that would support the football club and introduce 
new sporting opportunities. 

Thank you for the links you have provided to a great deal of information that will be very 
helpful once the NDP is approved and the Parishes can then turn their attention to 
implementing the vision including the enhancement of sporting facilities. 

None 

https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/playing-fields-policy/
https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/forward-planning/
https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/planning-tools-and-guidance/
https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/design-and-cost-guidance/
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 SEA Scoping Letter Consultation Responses   

Natural England
 

The scope will need to include the Padstow Bay and Surrounds Marine  
Conservation Zone (MCZ) and the recommended Camel Estuary MCZ 

within the designated sites to be considered and specific reference to 

Protected species/Priority species could be included in the Biodiversity 

Objective.  Other than that our advice is that the SEA scope appears to 
cover all aspects of the natural environment satisfactorily.  

  

Additional plans, policies or programmes that are particularly relevant to 

the SEA of the Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) would include 

the Cornwall Area of outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) Management 

Plan, the Shoreline Management Plans and the Natural Environment 
White Paper (NEWP).  

  

The baseline information could include reference to Natural England  

National Character Areas (NCAs), Cornwall’s Green Infrastructure 

Strategy, Natural England’s access to greenspace standard (ANGSt) and 
information on Protected species/priority species where available.  

  

We are pleased to see that, in addition to protection, the key 

environmental/sustainability issues include reference to enhancement of 
landscape, biodiversity and green infrastructure.  

  

I would also refer you to comments made by Natural England on 16th 

January 2015 (ref: 139119) in response to the St Minver Neighbourhood 
Plan pre-submission consultation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Natural England’s primary concern relating to this NDP is around 

protected landscapes and if the plan is allocating sites, robust landscape 

assessments of the sites being considered is likely to be needed if they 
are likely to impact on protected landscapes. 

 

 

  

Noted.  Reference to the MCZ and recommended MCZ has been added to the baseline 
information in Chapter 3 of the SEA Report.  
  
  

 

  
Noted.  The AONB Management Plan and Shoreline Management Plan have been added 

to the review of relevant plans, policies and programmes in Chapter 3 of the SEA Report, 
as well as the Natural Environment White Paper.  
  

  
Noted.  Reference to the NCAs has been added to the baseline information and the 

Cornwall Green Infrastructure study and ANGSt have been added to the review of 

relevant plans, policies and programmes.  Updated versions of both are presented in 
Chapter 3 of the SEA Report.  

 
Noted, no action required.  

 

 

Noted.  Most of the points raised in this letter relate to the NDP preparation process and 

are not directly relevant to the SEA.  The letter did refer to the requirement for SEA to 

be carried out due to the potential for the NDP to have likely significant environmental 

effects, and that point has been addressed now through the preparation of this SEA 

report.  Natural England also stated in the letter that the impacts of development on the 

landscape (particularly the AONB) should be considered, and this has been addressed 

through the SEA, in particular the assessment of SDAs and policy options against SEA 

objective 8: To protect and enhance the quality of the natural, historic and cultural 
landscape and seascape 

 

Noted.  The potential for the SDA options to have impacts on the landscape has been 

considered through the SEA (see SEA objective 8: To protect and enhance the quality of 

the natural, historic and cultural landscape and seascape) and the findings are described 
in Chapters 5 and 6 of the SEA Report.  
 

 

Addressed in the SEA report  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

Addressed in the SEA report  

  

  

  

  

Addressed in the SEA report 

 

 

 

 

 

No action required  

  

  

  

Addressed in the SEA report  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Addressed in the SEA report  
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Environment

Agency 

The scoping letter covers the matters within our remit.  We would 

highlight that the SEA signposts as necessary the South West River Basin  
Management Plan which provides current water quality status. 

I enclose a copy of our reply sent in response to Cornwall Council’s SEA 

screening consultation.  This highlights our concerns about water quality 

in the River Camel and how growth has the potential to adversely affect 

this without adequate sewerage infrastructure in place

Noted.  Information about water quality has been added to the baseline information in 
Chapter 3 of the SEA report, taken from the River Basin Management Plan. 

Noted.  This letter referred to concerns that the planned growth in the St Minver 

Parishes has the potential to have an adverse effect on water quality in the Camel 

Estuary if all of the growth is brought forward in advance of alterations to the sewerage 

infrastructure.  The potential for the NDP to affect water quality has been considered 
through the SEA

Addressed in the SEA report  

Addressed in the SEA report  

Historic England 
We have previously been in liaison with Cornwall Council on whether 
the emerging Plan would require an SEA.  We had reached agreement 
that on the basis of its proposed policies the historic environment would 
not experience likely significant effects and were under the impression 
that overall an SEA would not be required.  We were subsequently 
consulted on the draft Plan by the community earlier this year.  We 
confirmed that, on the basis of the then Plan content, there were no 
specific issues on which we felt the need to comment and advised the 
community to liaise with the historic environment team at Cornwall 
Council on those matters where historic environment interests were 
involved.  We now appreciate from your report that the Council has 
advised in its Screening Determination that an SEA will be required due 
to the likely impact of the Plan on sensitive landscapes and nature 
conservation sites.  We assume that such potential for impact applies to 
natural environment considerations only.We would therefore reiterate 
our previous advice that we are happy for Cornwall Council to advise on 
relevant historic environment matters affecting both the Plan and SEA 
processes.  To assist in this exercise we would draw your attention to 
guidance on SEA preparation on our website 
(https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/
sustainability-appraisal-and-strategic-environmental-assessment-advice-
note-8/

On an incidental point, we note from the Scoping Report (p7) the 
assertion that the area does not contain any Scheduled Ancient 
Monuments.  However, our data suggests that the area may contain four 

– Trewornan Bridge (HA Uid 1004484), The Rumps Promontory fort 
(1004625), Wayside cross in St Minver churchyard (1014224), and 
Churchyard cross in St Michael’s churchyard, Porthilly (1014624). 
Reference is also made to the existence of the World Heritage Site 
though not in close proximity to the Plan area.  In this and other 
instances it will be necessary to fully understand the setting of relevant 
heritage assets as part of their significance and to be able to accurately 
gauge the extent to which the Plan may generate impacts upon them. 
Our good practice guidance on such exercises may assist 

(https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa3-
settingof-heritage-assets/). 

 Noted. No action required

 Noted. The baseline information in Chapter 3 of the SEA Report has ben updated to 

reflect the presence of the Scheduled Monuments referred to and they have been 

reflected in the SESA work for the policy and SDA options

No action required 

 Addressed in the SEA Report

https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/sustainability-appraisal-and-strategic-environmental-assessment-advice-note-8/
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/gpa3-setting-of-heritage-assets/
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	1.  Introduction  
	This Consultation Statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012 (set out in Section3 of this Statement) relating to the St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP).  
	Very extensive community engagement and consultation has been undertaken and this is detailed in section 4 of this Statement.  
	2. Background  
	The St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan (The Plan) covers the Designated Plan Area comprising the parishes of St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands (The Parishes) - see Map 1 on page 2. The nearest town is Wadebridge approximately 4 miles to the south east.  
	The Parishes are bordered to the north by rugged coastline, to the west by the sandy bays and dunes of the Camel Estuary and to the east and south by open farm land. Most of the land bordering the coastline is designated AONB or SSSI.  
	Development in the Parishes consists predominantly of the settlements of New Polzeath, Polzeath, Trebetherick,  
	Rock, Pityme and Tredrizzick which essentially border the protected coastal areas, and the settlement of St Minver  
	Village which is central to the Parishes and surrounded by farmland. The 2011 census suggests that there were some 2067 Residences across the Parishes of which approximately 52% were Second Residences or Holiday Homes. More recent local research suggests the figure is nearer 60% across the Parishes and around 80% in Trebetherick and Polzeath.  
	To the west the Parishes comprise a number of arable, dairy and sheep farms with moderate sized fields enclosed by Cornish hedges or mixed shrub hedges. To date these have avoided the attention of wind farms and solar farms that are becoming prolific in other parts of the Cornish landscape.  
	The Parishes currently support an amazing array of shops including two mini-markets, baker, butcher, fish monger, delicatessen, newsagent, three post offices, two garages, electrical goods, hardware, two hairdressers, nine clothes shops and four estate agents. These shops and most of the other 170 identified businesses based in the Parishes rely on the summer trade from second home owners and holidaymakers to remain in business.  
	The Parishes are sustainable because of the beauty of the area and the coastal pursuits that it offers which make it a very attractive area for retired people and holidaymakers. The Residences in full time occupation do sustain a community spirit and a wide range of activities throughout the year. The maintenance and support of the leisure industry provide substantial levels of employment for local residents.  This is supplemented by a number of industries, generally based at a business area that has been d
	Over the past 50 years, the Parishes have evolved as a village community that remains sustainable. Environmental controls and structured development have protected and in some cases enhanced the natural and historic environment. In turn, this has stimulated tourism generating employment and revenues from holidaymakers.  Development has provided accommodation, services and facilities for both the holidaymakers and the local residents who service the tourism.  In parallel the development of business sites, pa
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	Map 1  St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands – The Designated Plan Area  
	  
	There is a demonstrable, but potentially fragile, balance between development, social needs and environment and it is considered crucial to maintain this balance for the future of the Parishes. Removal of Development Boundaries and the lack of an appropriate development plan would almost certainly result in rampant development of  
	Second/Holiday Homes sprawled across the beautiful areas that currently make the Parishes what they are.  Inappropriate development, excessive traffic and house prices beyond the means of local people would upset this sustainable balance and ultimately destroy the “goose that lays the golden egg”.   
	The motivation for a Neighbourhood Development Plan is to provide the appropriate plan that will enable the Parishes to meet the development needs of local people and the Cornwall local Plan whilst protecting the environment for the enjoyment of both local people and the all important visitors.  
	  
	3. Consultation on the proposed St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan – Legislative Requirements  
	Section 15(2) of Part 5 of the 2012 Neighbourhood Planning Regulations sets out what a Consultation Statement should contain:  
	a) details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan  
	a) details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan  
	a) details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan  

	b) explanation of how they were consulted  
	b) explanation of how they were consulted  

	c) summary of the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted  
	c) summary of the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted  

	d) description of how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant, addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan.  
	d) description of how these issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant, addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan.  


	Community engagement and consultation have been fundamental throughout the three years of development of the Neighbourhood Development Plan – far beyond the requirements of the regulations. From the outset of the project the Parishes were determined that the Plan should reflect the needs and expectations of the whole community. Also that it should aim to achieve a high turnout at the Referendum so that the end result would clearly reflect the wishes of a large majority of the local people. It was recognised
	  
	4. The development of the St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan – Community Consultation  
	4.1. NDP Data Gathering and Consultation  
	The St Minver Parish Councils made the decision in March 2012 to prepare a combined NDP covering both Parishes. An NDP Steering Group was established and has conducted a series of activities to gather the data required to underpin a successful NDP and has consulted widely to determine the views and concerns of local people.  Much detail of the NDP project and the consultation can be found on the St Minver Parishes website at  
	The St Minver Parish Councils made the decision in March 2012 to prepare a combined NDP covering both Parishes. An NDP Steering Group was established and has conducted a series of activities to gather the data required to underpin a successful NDP and has consulted widely to determine the views and concerns of local people.  Much detail of the NDP project and the consultation can be found on the St Minver Parishes website at  
	http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp.html
	http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp.html

	 
	 .  

	4.2. Initial Public Consultation and Questionnaire   
	An initial series of Public Consultation events took place in October 2012 supported by a brief questionnaire.  
	Initial Public Consultation Questionnaire 
	Initial Public Consultation Questionnaire 
	Initial Public Consultation Questionnaire 

	- 
	October / November 2012
	October / November 2012

	 
	      detailed questionnaire  

	St Minver Neighbourhood Development Plan presentation 28
	St Minver Neighbourhood Development Plan presentation 28
	St Minver Neighbourhood Development Plan presentation 28

	-
	11
	11

	-
	12
	12

	 
	         results of questionnaire  

	Over 100 people attended the events and responded to the questionnaire. The feedback identified the key topics that the NDP would need to address - Housing Needs, Planning, Environment, Infrastructure, Leisure and Businesses. The Steering Group realised that it would need the help and experience of local people as information links and working assistants. As a result six Working Groups were formed to gather data on these key topics   
	The Working Groups carried out extensive consultation and data gathering with a wide range of stakeholders.  Information was collected by the people on the Working Groups through existing mapping data and data records held with the parishes and via Sarah Arden and Andy England of Cornwall Council, collation of local knowledge, 
	walking the parishes, and extensive local consultation.  It was an open public process involving representatives of all stakeholders including the local residents, second home owners, holiday makers, landowners, business owners, workers and Cornwall Council.  
	4.3. Second Public Consultation   
	By April 2013 the Working Groups had not only gathered a strong data base but had also established an understanding of the issues in each of the topic areas that were likely to be important in producing the NDP. To explore this further a second public consultation event was held in May 2013. Details of this consultation are available at:-  
	 
	 
	 

	ndp
	-
	-

	residents
	-
	-

	consultation
	-
	-

	event.html
	 
	 

	             public consultation invitation 

	 
	 
	consultation
	consultation

	-
	event
	event

	-
	noticeboards.html
	noticeboards.html

	 
	             material presented 

	 
	 
	event
	event

	-
	feedback.html
	feedback.html

	 
	                                      consultation online feedback                             

	 
	 
	event
	event

	-
	responses.html
	responses.html

	 
	                                     collated feedback                          

	    
	Each of the Working Groups presented its findings, summarised the issues and sought the opinions of the residents. The feedback strongly endorsed the ideas that the NDP Steering and Working Groups were forming, but there was concern that less than 200 of the local residents had attended the consultation sessions and openly expressed their views. Wider consultation was considered essential.  
	4.4. Detailed Questionnaire   
	To maximise the opportunities for residents to make their views known a detailed questionnaire addressing all of the issues identified was compiled. In September 2013 this questionnaire was posted to 1640 residences across the St Minver Parishes, made available online and widely advertised to all residents and home owners. As a result 782 sets of responses were received by the end of October. The results were analysed and distributed widely.   
	ndp
	ndp
	ndp

	-
	consultation
	consultation

	-
	cover
	cover

	-
	letter
	letter

	 
	                                              invitation to complete the questionnaire  

	Public Consultation Questionnaire 
	Public Consultation Questionnaire 
	Public Consultation Questionnaire 

	- 
	August 
	August 

	- 
	October 2013
	October 2013

	 
	       questionnaire  

	ndp
	ndp
	ndp

	-
	questionnaire
	questionnaire

	-
	results.pdf
	results.pdf

	 
	                                            analysis of questionnaire responses 4.5. Third Public Consultation  

	In most areas the results from the questionnaire were sufficiently clear to allow the NDP team to proceed to drafting the NDP. However, on a few difficult topics and particularly Development Areas the way forward was not so clear. For example the questionnaire established a clear wish to retain the previous NCDC Development Boundaries, but not a clear way on how to allocate any required additional development land.    
	A third Public Consultation was held at the end of November 2013 to present the results of the detail questionnaire and promote discussion on the key topics. This event was attended by some 200 people including representatives from Cornwall Council (Sarah Arden, Chloe Pitt, Scott Mann, Brian Gisbourne) and proved very constructive in terms of how to proceed on the topic of Development Areas.  
	  
	  
	4.6. Identifying the concept of Special Development Areas  
	Further Working Group activity was undertaken to identify appropriate development land to meet the needs for Additional Residences. The Working Group identified that small pockets of available land within the previously defined Development Boundaries would allow for the development of individual residences. However, the price that these plots command and the cost of building individual residences make it extremely unlikely that they could meet the needs for Moderately Priced or Affordable Residences. To add
	  
	4.7. Identifying Special Development Areas  
	The recent development of Dingles Way as affordable housing had identified that as well as the cost of land, the cost of infrastructure would be a key driver to keeping prices to an affordable level. It was, therefore, considered that these SDAs needed to be adjacent to the existing developments in Rock, Polzeath and St Minver Village to minimise the requirement for extensions to access roads, sewers and other infrastructure. This approach also met the strong wishes expressed by local people to minimise rib
	With these initial criteria in mind a total of 20 potential sites for residential or business SDAs were identified.   
	  
	4.8. Shortlisting Special Development Areas  
	It was clear that the 20 areas identified would provide far more development land than required for the approximately 90 houses required through to 2030 or even for the 50 to 100 year vision and that some of the areas were likely to be more suitable for development than others. External advice warned of the dangers of identifying too much development land as this would worry local people that development would be rife and would encourage developers to press for the approval of ever more development. This le
	It was clear that the 20 areas identified would provide far more development land than required for the approximately 90 houses required through to 2030 or even for the 50 to 100 year vision and that some of the areas were likely to be more suitable for development than others. External advice warned of the dangers of identifying too much development land as this would worry local people that development would be rife and would encourage developers to press for the approval of ever more development. This le
	  
	  

	  
	http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/Documents/STMNDP
	http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/Documents/STMNDP
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	The review was greatly assisted and heavily influenced by the Local Landscape Character Assessment (LLCA) work that had been conducted by the Working Groups with the guidance and assistance of the Cornwall Council team of June Crossland, Kath Statham and Tracy Edwards. The data gathered from the LLCA is summarised in Appendix 1 at page 23 of the study.   
	  
	4.9 Development Areas Questionnaire  
	As a result of the review a short list of five Residential SDAs, two Industrial SDAs and one Leisure/Community Facilities SDA were identified.  
	The principles and policies relating to development areas are considered so fundamental to the NDP that proposals for these were made public for comment before the full NDP was drafted. A Boundaries Consultation Document was made available to all residents across the Parishes. The purpose of this document was to put forward the ideas for development areas to be included in the NDP; explain the reasoning behind the proposed solution to the development boundaries issue; and to provide a further opportunity, v
	Boundaries Consultation Document
	Boundaries Consultation Document
	Boundaries Consultation Document

	 
	                                                           questionnaire  

	Development Areas Public Consultation Presentation 17
	Development Areas Public Consultation Presentation 17
	Development Areas Public Consultation Presentation 17

	-
	03
	03

	-
	2014
	2014

	 
	      analysed questionnaire responses  

	4.10. Fourth Public Consultation   
	A fourth Public Consultation was held on the 17th March 2014 to present the results of the Development Areas Questionnaire and promote further discussion on this key topic. This event was attended by over 100 people including representatives from Cornwall Council and facilitated a good debate with some very constructive ideas on details of how to proceed on this topic of Development Areas. Whilst there was general support for the proposed concept, concerns were expressed over the number and size of the Spec
	4.11 Draft Neighbourhood Plan  
	In July 2014 the NDP was essentially complete at draft issue 11. It was passed to Cornwall Council for informal review and a number of very helpful comments were received. In August 2014, as a further check, the NDP draft was submitted to a qualified Independent Examiner for a “health check” review using the same process that will be used for the formal Independent Examination. The very helpful comments from Cornwall Council and the Independent Examiner included concern that the SDAs were still excessively 
	4.12 Formal Public Consultation of Pre submission NDP   
	The Pre-submission Consultation Plan (draft 12) was endorsed by the Parish Councils and sent out by email to the 63 organisations on the consultation list provided by Cornwall Council. It was also made available by way of 1000 paper copies distributed via local shops and social amenities, and on line, to all residents across the Parishes for consultation. In addition to local advertising posters some 2000 informative emails were sent out to local residents and second /holiday home owners by the Information 
	Cover letter issue 2 Draft NDP Consultation
	Cover letter issue 2 Draft NDP Consultation
	Cover letter issue 2 Draft NDP Consultation

	 
	              cover letter and response form  

	NDP Pre
	NDP Pre
	NDP Pre

	-
	submission Consultation Plan
	submission Consultation Plan

	 
	                       NDP Pre-submission Consultation Plan draft issue 12   

	    
	The formal consultation period was initially from 18th November 2014 to the 9th January 2015 but extended to the 16th January for the consulted organisations. In fact all comments received up to 31st January 2015 have been addressed and, wherever possible, a detailed response sent to the person or organisation raising them.   
	4.13 Formal Public Consultation - Contacts, Comments, Responses and Actions Taken   
	Table 1 on pages 10 to 13 lists the 63 organisations contacted and identifies the 8 that responded.   
	Table 2 on pages 14 to 77 details the 8 organisations and the 59 local people who formally responded to the consultation online, on paper or by email. The table includes a full transcript of the comments received, the response made and the action taken. The comments fall into four categories:-  
	1. observations or issues that are not or cannot be covered in the NDP  
	1. observations or issues that are not or cannot be covered in the NDP  
	1. observations or issues that are not or cannot be covered in the NDP  

	2. individual  and highly personal demands for particular parcels of land to be included within the proposed Development Boundaries  
	2. individual  and highly personal demands for particular parcels of land to be included within the proposed Development Boundaries  

	3. potential ambiguity or lack of clarity in the Principles or Policies  
	3. potential ambiguity or lack of clarity in the Principles or Policies  

	4. significant issues and those  raised in multiple sets  of responses  
	4. significant issues and those  raised in multiple sets  of responses  


	Comments in category 1 and 2 have been responded to explaining why these cannot or will not be addressed in the NDP.  Comments in category 3 have been addressed by making minor changes to the NDP to remove any ambiguity or lack of clarity. Comments in category 4 and resultant actions are summarised as follows in sections 4.13.1 to  
	4.13.6.  
	  4.13.1 Special Development Area SDA C at Trebetherick  
	The comments relate to the size of SDA C and the potential visibility of development in this area from the South West Coast Path.   
	Although SDA C phase 1 covers 5.1 hectares, over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. The remaining 1
	This explanation has been included in the NDP section 5.1.2. and Policy STMNDP 2.2 (iii) has been amended to advise that only 1.4 hectares of SDA C phase 1 is potentially available for new development.  
	  
	  4.13.2 Special Development Area SDA D at Pityme Industrial Area  
	The comments relate to the possible impact of further development in SDA D on the adjacent AONB and the access to the area for large vehicles.  
	SDA D embraces extant development where planning approvals have already allowed Sharps Brewery and Rock Marine Services to expand into this area of AONB. Zoning it as an SDA is intended to contain it, stop further encroachment into the AONB and to have appropriate control of any redevelopment of this area for light industry 
	only. For all Industrial Areas, new development is to be conditional upon the developer providing appropriate access to, and screening from, the principle access routes to the Parishes.  
	These comments have been addressed in the NDP section 5.1.2. and Policy STMNDP 2.3(i) and (ii) have been amended to include the requirement for appropriate vehicle access.  
	  4.13.3 Foot paths and cycle paths between Rock and Daymer Bay  
	The comments relate to the potential impact of pedestrians and cyclists to the South West Coast Path, the coastal dunes and the golf course. There is particular concern related to the Health and Safety issues of the general public crossing the golf course.   
	These concerns have been addressed in the clarification of the intent expressed in section 5.1.1 of the NDP  
	  4.13.4 Traffic through Trebetherick  
	The comments relate to the fact that the NDP referred to traffic calming measures in the areas of the shops in Rock and Polzeath but not in Trebetherick where the local residents feel that the speed of the traffic is a safety issue.   
	This has been addressed by including reference to Trebetherick  in section 5.5.1 of the NDP.   
	4.13.5 Public Toilets  
	The comments relate to the importance of keeping the Public Toilets open despite the budget constraints on Cornwall Council resulting in their availability progressively reducing. With the very large number of visitors to the beaches at Rock, Polzeath and Daymer Bay any lack of Public toilets is considered to be a significant health issue and ultimately a big deterrent to the holiday makers and tourists on which the sustainability of the Parishes depends.  
	The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and as an infrastructure priority in section 7. of the NDP. The Parish Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of running the toile
	4.13.6 Special Development Areas; Affordable Housing; Environmental Impact of Development   
	Whilst these three issues may initially seem unrelated, they are very much interlinked and have been addressed by a common amendment to the NDP.   
	Cornwall Council had concerns over how the NDP policies relating to Special Development Areas could be compatible with the Local Plan requirements for Affordable Housing. Natural England appeared to interpret the NDP policies as being a detailed plan for the building of significant numbers of residences concentrated in the Special development Areas.  
	The NDP Policies are, in fact, directed at attempting to keep development to the absolute minimum that is consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan and the needs of local people for permanent residences and Affordable Homes. The Parishes do not own or control any land, therefore cannot propose plans for any specific development in any specific area. What the NDP does do is recognise that developers will want to come forward with specific plans and the NDP policies indicate the types of development and locatio
	Any such plans will still be required to follow the full planning approval process including the issues of impacts on the environment and contributions to Affordable Housing. In discussion with the Cornwall Council Affordable Housing Officer it was agreed that clarification of the definition and intent of the Special Development Areas to be “areas identified as appropriate for the location of Exception Sites for specific future development” should resolve the issues as it makes it clear that any development
	All of these comments have been addressed in the final version of the NDP and endorsed by the Parish Councils.  
	 4.14 Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)   
	Subsequent to the Public Consultation Natural England determined that the NDP should be subject to Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA). The St Minver Parishes contracted with a qualified and experienced organisation, LUC (Land Use Consultants Limited) to undertake SEA.   
	An SEA Scoping Letter (
	An SEA Scoping Letter (
	www. stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/Documents/sea
	www. stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/Documents/sea
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	-
	letter
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	11
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	-
	08
	08

	-
	2015.pdf
	2015.pdf

	)
	 was  prepared and consulted upon with the three statutory consultees (Natural England, the Environment Agency and Historic England) for five weeks between August and September 2015.  The consultation letter was also sent to Cornwall Council for information 

	The SEA Scoping exercise involved the following main tasks:    
	 Identification and review of other relevant policies, plans and programmes, strategies and initiatives which may influence the NDP. 
	 Identification and review of other relevant policies, plans and programmes, strategies and initiatives which may influence the NDP. 
	 Identification and review of other relevant policies, plans and programmes, strategies and initiatives which may influence the NDP. 

	 Characterisation of the plan area (i.e. describing its economic, social and environmental character 
	 Characterisation of the plan area (i.e. describing its economic, social and environmental character 

	 Development of a framework of SEA objectives against which the NDP measures and any reasonable alternatives would be appraised.       
	 Development of a framework of SEA objectives against which the NDP measures and any reasonable alternatives would be appraised.       

	 Identification of the key environmental and sustainability issues of relevance to the NDP.     
	 Identification of the key environmental and sustainability issues of relevance to the NDP.     


	A list of the comments received from the consultees, along with a description of how each one has been addressed, is provided at the end of Table 2 (pages 78 and 79).  Each of the comments received was reviewed and certain elements of the Scoping work were updated as necessary and included in the SEA Report.    
	The SEA report (
	The SEA report (
	 
	 

	www. stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/Documents/final-SEA
	-
	-

	rep
	o
	o

	rt
	.pdf
	.pdf

	) endorsed the principles and Policies within the NDP making recommendations for the inclusion of additional statements in Policies STMNDP 2.3, STMNDP2.6 and STMNDP2.7 to further reduce the potential impact of development on the local environment and Local Landscape Character. These recommendations have been addressed in the final version of the NDP and endorsed by the Parish Councils.  

	  
	4.15 Final Consultation and Referendum   
	All of the issues raised throughout the consultation process have been addressed in the final version of the NDP, endorsed by the Parish Councils, and passed to Cornwall Council together with the required supporting documents including the SEA to go through the required process of final consultation and Independent Examination that leads to the referendum.  
	  
	   
	Table 1 Organisations consulted and requested to comment  
	Consultation Body  
	Consultation Body  
	Consultation Body  
	Consultation Body  

	Contact   
	Contact   

	Email  
	Email  

	   
	   

	Comment  
	Comment  

	Span

	Environment Agency  
	Environment Agency  
	Environment Agency  

	Shaun Pritchard   
	Shaun Pritchard   

	shaun.pritchard@environment-agency.gov.uk  
	shaun.pritchard@environment-agency.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	English Heritage   
	English Heritage   
	English Heritage   

	David Stuart  
	David Stuart  

	david.stuart@english-heritage.org.uk  
	david.stuart@english-heritage.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	Natural England   
	Natural England   
	Natural England   

	Consultation Service   
	Consultation Service   

	consultations@naturalengland.org.uk  
	consultations@naturalengland.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	Cornwall Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)  
	Cornwall Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)  
	Cornwall Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)  

	   
	   

	info@cornwall-aonb.gov.uk  
	info@cornwall-aonb.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Wildlife Trust   
	Cornwall Wildlife Trust   
	Cornwall Wildlife Trust   

	Cheryl Marriott  
	Cheryl Marriott  

	cheryl.marriott@cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk  
	cheryl.marriott@cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	National Trust   
	National Trust   
	National Trust   

	Michael Calder   
	Michael Calder   

	michael.calder@nationaltrust.org.uk  
	michael.calder@nationaltrust.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE)  
	Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE)  
	Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE)  

	   
	   

	info@cpre.org.uk  
	info@cpre.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Federation of Small Businesses   
	Cornwall Federation of Small Businesses   
	Cornwall Federation of Small Businesses   

	Ann Vandermeulen  
	Ann Vandermeulen  

	press@fsb.org.uk  
	press@fsb.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Association of Local Council's (CALC)  
	Cornwall Association of Local Council's (CALC)  
	Cornwall Association of Local Council's (CALC)  

	   
	   

	enquiries@cornwallalc.gov.uk  
	enquiries@cornwallalc.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Housing Ltd  
	Cornwall Housing Ltd  
	Cornwall Housing Ltd  

	   
	   

	info@cornwallhousing.org.uk  
	info@cornwallhousing.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Ocean Housing Cornwall  
	Ocean Housing Cornwall  
	Ocean Housing Cornwall  

	   
	   

	development@oceanhousing.com  
	development@oceanhousing.com  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Coastline Housing   
	Coastline Housing   
	Coastline Housing   

	Laura Haynes   
	Laura Haynes   

	customer.service@coastlinehousing.co.uk  
	customer.service@coastlinehousing.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Sport England   
	Sport England   
	Sport England   

	Tom Bowkett  
	Tom Bowkett  

	tom.bowkett@sportengland.org  
	tom.bowkett@sportengland.org  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	 See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	 See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	Western Power Distribution   
	Western Power Distribution   
	Western Power Distribution   

	Peter Roberts   
	Peter Roberts   

	peterjroberts@westernpower.co.uk  
	peterjroberts@westernpower.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Wales and West Utilities Limited   
	Wales and West Utilities Limited   
	Wales and West Utilities Limited   

	   
	   

	enquiries@wwutilities.co.uk  
	enquiries@wwutilities.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	South West Water   
	South West Water   
	South West Water   

	Martyn Dunn   
	Martyn Dunn   

	devplan@southwestwater.co.uk  
	devplan@southwestwater.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	Devon and Cornwall Constab.   
	Devon and Cornwall Constab.   
	Devon and Cornwall Constab.   

	Martin Mumford   
	Martin Mumford   

	martin.mumford@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk   
	martin.mumford@devonandcornwall.pnn.police.uk   

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	 See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	 See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	National Grid DPM Consultant   
	National Grid DPM Consultant   
	National Grid DPM Consultant   

	Julian Austin   
	Julian Austin   

	n.grid@amec.com  
	n.grid@amec.com  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	British Gas   
	British Gas   
	British Gas   

	   
	   

	customerservice@britishgas.co.uk  
	customerservice@britishgas.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span


	 
	EDF Energy   
	EDF Energy   
	EDF Energy   
	EDF Energy   

	   
	   

	customer_correspondence@edfenergy.com  
	customer_correspondence@edfenergy.com  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Homes and Communities Agency  
	Homes and Communities Agency  
	Homes and Communities Agency  

	   
	   

	mail@homesandcommunities.co.uk  
	mail@homesandcommunities.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Highways Agency  
	Highways Agency  
	Highways Agency  

	Ian Parsons  
	Ian Parsons  

	ian.parsons@highways.gsi.gov.uk  
	ian.parsons@highways.gsi.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Historic Environment Service   
	Historic Environment Service   
	Historic Environment Service   

	   
	   

	hes@cornwall.gov.uk   
	hes@cornwall.gov.uk   

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Economic Development   
	Economic Development   
	Economic Development   

	Stephen Horsecroft   
	Stephen Horsecroft   

	economicdevelopment@cornwall.gov.uk  
	economicdevelopment@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Adult Care and Support  
	Adult Care and Support  
	Adult Care and Support  
	Service Improvements and  
	Contracts  

	Maria Harvey   
	Maria Harvey   

	serviceimprovements@cornwall.gov.uk  
	serviceimprovements@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Adult Care and Support Strategic Commission-ing   
	Adult Care and Support Strategic Commission-ing   
	Adult Care and Support Strategic Commission-ing   

	Liz Nicholls   
	Liz Nicholls   

	adultcommissioning@cornwall.gov.uk  
	adultcommissioning@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Out and About Service   
	Out and About Service   
	Out and About Service   

	Sue Pullen   
	Sue Pullen   

	spullen@cornwall.gov.uk  
	spullen@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Children, Schools and Families (Capital Strategy Team)   
	Children, Schools and Families (Capital Strategy Team)   
	Children, Schools and Families (Capital Strategy Team)   

	   
	   

	children@cornwall.gov.uk  
	children@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Health and Wellbeing Board   
	Health and Wellbeing Board   
	Health and Wellbeing Board   

	Michelle Pearce  
	Michelle Pearce  

	mipearce@cornwall.gov.uk  
	mipearce@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Community Intelligence Team   
	Community Intelligence Team   
	Community Intelligence Team   

	   
	   

	intelligence@cornwall.gov.uk  
	intelligence@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Community Safety and Protection (Licensing)  
	Community Safety and Protection (Licensing)  
	Community Safety and Protection (Licensing)  

	Bob Mears   
	Bob Mears   

	Bob.Mears@cornwall.gov.uk  
	Bob.Mears@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Community Safety and  
	Community Safety and  
	Community Safety and  
	Protection (Enforcement)  

	Graham Bailey   
	Graham Bailey   

	graham.bailey@cornwall.gov.uk  
	graham.bailey@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cormac  
	Cormac  
	Cormac  

	   
	   

	customerrelations@cormacltd.co.uk  
	customerrelations@cormacltd.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Conservation Team   
	Conservation Team   
	Conservation Team   

	   
	   

	conservation@cornwall.gov.uk  
	conservation@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Local Planning Team   
	Local Planning Team   
	Local Planning Team   

	   
	   

	localplan@cornwall.gov.uk  
	localplan@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Planning   
	Planning   
	Planning   

	   
	   

	planning@cornwall.gov.uk  
	planning@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Affordable Housing Team   
	Affordable Housing Team   
	Affordable Housing Team   

	   
	   

	affordablehousing@cornwall.gov.uk  
	affordablehousing@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	Highways   
	Highways   
	Highways   

	Tim Foster   
	Tim Foster   

	tfoster@cornwall.gov.uk  
	tfoster@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service   
	Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service   
	Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service   

	Sarah Kind   
	Sarah Kind   

	skind@fire.cornwall.gov.uk  
	skind@fire.cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	County Farms Service   
	County Farms Service   
	County Farms Service   

	Russell Wheeler   
	Russell Wheeler   

	ruwheeler@cornwall.gov.uk  
	ruwheeler@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span


	 
	Transportation   
	Transportation   
	Transportation   
	Transportation   

	Hannah Harris   
	Hannah Harris   

	haharris@cornwall.gov.uk   
	haharris@cornwall.gov.uk   

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	NHS Cornwall & Isle of Scilly Health Authority   
	NHS Cornwall & Isle of Scilly Health Authority   
	NHS Cornwall & Isle of Scilly Health Authority   

	   
	   

	england.lsmedia@nhs.net  
	england.lsmedia@nhs.net  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Trust NHS Partnership  
	Cornwall Trust NHS Partnership  
	Cornwall Trust NHS Partnership  

	   
	   

	cftenquiries@cornwall.nhs.uk  
	cftenquiries@cornwall.nhs.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust  
	Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust  
	Royal Cornwall Hospital Trust  

	Garth Davies  
	Garth Davies  

	garth.davies@rcht.cornwall.nhs.uk  
	garth.davies@rcht.cornwall.nhs.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Peninsula Community Health  
	Peninsula Community Health  
	Peninsula Community Health  

	   
	   

	pch.communications@pch-cic.nhs.uk  
	pch.communications@pch-cic.nhs.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Healthwatch Cornwall   
	Healthwatch Cornwall   
	Healthwatch Cornwall   
	(Cornwall Council contact)  

	Lyn Davey   
	Lyn Davey   

	ldavey@cornwall.gov.uk  
	ldavey@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Access Cornwall   
	Access Cornwall   
	Access Cornwall   

	   
	   

	bhsaccesscornwall@btinternet.com  
	bhsaccesscornwall@btinternet.com  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Community Energy Plus   
	Community Energy Plus   
	Community Energy Plus   

	   
	   

	enquiries@cep.org.uk  
	enquiries@cep.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Federation of Young Farmers   
	Cornwall Federation of Young Farmers   
	Cornwall Federation of Young Farmers   

	   
	   

	office@cornwallyfc.co.uk  
	office@cornwallyfc.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Ramblers Association   
	Ramblers Association   
	Ramblers Association   

	   
	   

	ramblers@ramblers.org.uk  
	ramblers@ramblers.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	 See Table 2 for comments, response and action  
	 See Table 2 for comments, response and action  

	Span

	Cornwall Federation of Women's Institute   
	Cornwall Federation of Women's Institute   
	Cornwall Federation of Women's Institute   

	Frances Armstrong   
	Frances Armstrong   

	cfwi@btconnect.com  
	cfwi@btconnect.com  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Chamber of Commerce & Industry   
	Cornwall Chamber of Commerce & Industry   
	Cornwall Chamber of Commerce & Industry   

	   
	   

	hello@cornwallchamber.co.uk  
	hello@cornwallchamber.co.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Disability Cornwall   
	Disability Cornwall   
	Disability Cornwall   

	Vaughan Temby  
	Vaughan Temby  

	vaughan@disabilitycornwall.org.uk  
	vaughan@disabilitycornwall.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Health Promotions  
	Cornwall Health Promotions  
	Cornwall Health Promotions  
	Service   

	   
	   

	info@healthpromcornwall.org  
	info@healthpromcornwall.org  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Young People Cornwall   
	Young People Cornwall   
	Young People Cornwall   

	Chris Hart  
	Chris Hart  

	chrish@ypc.org.uk  
	chrish@ypc.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Rural Community Link Project   
	Rural Community Link Project   
	Rural Community Link Project   

	   
	   

	admin@rclproject.com  
	admin@rclproject.com  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	User unknown in virtual alias table  
	User unknown in virtual alias table  

	Span

	Cornwall Rural Community  
	Cornwall Rural Community  
	Cornwall Rural Community  
	Council   

	Peter Jefferson  
	Peter Jefferson  

	peter.jefferson@cornwallrcc.org.uk  
	peter.jefferson@cornwallrcc.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	 No comments received  
	 No comments received  

	Span

	Royal British Legion   
	Royal British Legion   
	Royal British Legion   

	   
	   

	knaylor@britishlegion.org.uk  
	knaylor@britishlegion.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	Email address does not exist  
	Email address does not exist  

	Span

	Youth Cornwall   
	Youth Cornwall   
	Youth Cornwall   

	   
	   

	youngpeople@cornwall.gov.uk  
	youngpeople@cornwall.gov.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  
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	Cornwall Buildings Preservation Trust   
	Cornwall Buildings Preservation Trust   
	Cornwall Buildings Preservation Trust   
	Cornwall Buildings Preservation Trust   

	   
	   

	enquiries@cornwallbpt.org.uk  
	enquiries@cornwallbpt.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Cornwall Playing Fields Association   
	Cornwall Playing Fields Association   
	Cornwall Playing Fields Association   

	Sharon Davey  
	Sharon Davey  

	sharon.davey@cornwallrcc.org.uk  
	sharon.davey@cornwallrcc.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Locality   
	Locality   
	Locality   

	Peter Jones  
	Peter Jones  

	peter.jones@locality.org.uk  
	peter.jones@locality.org.uk  

	05-Dec  
	05-Dec  

	No comments received  
	No comments received  

	Span

	Wadebridge Network Panel  
	Wadebridge Network Panel  
	Wadebridge Network Panel  

	Jenni Pagett  
	Jenni Pagett  

	   
	   

	06-Dec  
	06-Dec  

	To be sent to all network parishes and county councillor  
	To be sent to all network parishes and county councillor  
	No comments received  
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	Table 2 Comments Received from and Local Residents and Consulted Organisations plus Responses and Actions  
	Name  
	Name  
	Name  
	Name  

	Comments Received  
	Comments Received  

	Response  
	Response  

	Action Taken  
	Action Taken  
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	J&G Ormond  
	  
	18/11/2014  
	  
	online  

	Hi, I have been reading the final draft of the NDP plan and I am surprised that you have included SDA C in the plan.   The results of the questionnaire that was circulated in March 2014 clearly showed that Area 6 (SDA C) attracted the most number of negative comments. 38% of respondents either strongly disagreed or disagreed that this area should be included. This was the highest number of negative comments for ALL of the areas and yet it is included!    Areas 4 & 5 both had far more people in favour of dev
	Hi, I have been reading the final draft of the NDP plan and I am surprised that you have included SDA C in the plan.   The results of the questionnaire that was circulated in March 2014 clearly showed that Area 6 (SDA C) attracted the most number of negative comments. 38% of respondents either strongly disagreed or disagreed that this area should be included. This was the highest number of negative comments for ALL of the areas and yet it is included!    Areas 4 & 5 both had far more people in favour of dev

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the P
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the P
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other prop
	Whilst designation of an SDA in an approved NDA would mean that the Parishes would be supportive of suitable development in that area, it does not mean that development can or will result. Ultimately Cornwall Council will provide any planning consent and clearly they will take into account all factors and previous constraints on development of the area concerned.   
	An approved NDP will give the Parishes considerable influence on what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable  
	development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for  

	  
	  
	None  
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	development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
	development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites.  SDA C is the only site in Trebetherick/Polzeath that can be identified as suitable to support the type of sustainable development that meets the need s of the Parishes.   
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other prop
	Whilst designation of an SDA in an approved NDA would mean that the Parishes would be supportive of suitable development in that area, it does not mean that development can or will result. Ultimately Cornwall Council will provide any planning consent and clearly they will take into account all factors and previous constraints on development of the area concerned.   
	An approved NDP will give the Parishes considerable influence on what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear most concerned about. I hope the above response helps to allay your concerns and that at the time of the Referendum you will feel able to support the NDP.  
	With regard to the arrangements for the Referendum, details will be made available when these are determined by Cornwall Council. As stated in the covering letter to the Public Consultation document this consultation is open until the 9th January 2015. When all of the comments received have been addressed and the NDP revised if necessary it will be sent to Cornwall Council for a further 6 week consultation process and then to an Independent Examiner to check that all of the processes required by the Localis
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	C Kivell  
	  
	20/11/2014  
	  
	online  

	I have just read this document that my partner found in the bakery. I would love to know why this hasn't been delivered in some form to EVERY resident, instead of being found stuffed in a corner. My main complaint is with planning- it is massively overdeveloped here in New Polzeath, plans are rejected out of hand by the local council and then the wealthy developer just greases some palms in Truro or Bristol and ko and behold- building starts. And as for no loss of trees etc, the developers have chopped down
	I have just read this document that my partner found in the bakery. I would love to know why this hasn't been delivered in some form to EVERY resident, instead of being found stuffed in a corner. My main complaint is with planning- it is massively overdeveloped here in New Polzeath, plans are rejected out of hand by the local council and then the wealthy developer just greases some palms in Truro or Bristol and ko and behold- building starts. And as for no loss of trees etc, the developers have chopped down

	The Consultation Document, first available on the 18th November 2014, is being distributed via a number of methods. A thousand printed copies are available through 10 retail premises across the Parishes and organisations including the Sailing Club, Golf Clubs and Social clubs. The document is available on line on the St Minver Parish Councils website and is being sent via some 2000 e-mails to every address available to a wide range of contact groups including to the owners of the very large number of second
	The Consultation Document, first available on the 18th November 2014, is being distributed via a number of methods. A thousand printed copies are available through 10 retail premises across the Parishes and organisations including the Sailing Club, Golf Clubs and Social clubs. The document is available on line on the St Minver Parish Councils website and is being sent via some 2000 e-mails to every address available to a wide range of contact groups including to the owners of the very large number of second
	Further development in the St Minver Parishes will always be a difficult issue. The extensive consultation previously undertaken by the NDP team identified that overdevelopment and the destruction of trees and hedgerows that you mention are of great concern to the majority of residents. Their preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable 

	  
	  
	None  
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	Susan Oury  
	  
	27/11/2014  
	  
	online  

	I cannot understand why Area 6 is included in the proposed development plan when in the previous consultation it had the most number of objections.   Other areas with far few objections have not been included. How are you dealing with Rob Mably's conflict of interests?    
	I cannot understand why Area 6 is included in the proposed development plan when in the previous consultation it had the most number of objections.   Other areas with far few objections have not been included. How are you dealing with Rob Mably's conflict of interests?    

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the P
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the P
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other prop
	Whilst designation of an SDA in an approved NDA would mean that the Parishes would be supportive of suitable development in that area, it does not mean that development can or will result. Ultimately Cornwall Council will provide any planning consent and clearly they will take into account all factors and previous constraints on development of the area concerned.   
	The owner of the land within SDA C Phase 1 was involved, along with a number of other local business people, with the NDP Working Group that assisted in the data gathering in the early phases of the NDP. However he has not been involved in the process of identifying and classifying Development Areas.  Drafting of the NDP has been undertaken by the NDP Steering Group and adoption of the NDP for Public Consultation has been by both the St Minver  Highlands and Lowlands Parish Councils. All formal voting membe
	The Parish Councils and particularly the NDP Steering  Group have spent a tremendous amount of time and effort over two and a half years to develop this NDP for the benefit of the local community. Every effort has been made to ensure that due process has been followed at all time to ensure that the project cannot be derailed. The NDP Team is unaware of anything that could put the NDP in jeopardy. Should you have information to the contrary please provide details immediately so that it can be addressed appro

	None  
	None  
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	Jeremy Varcoe  
	  
	27/11/2014  
	  
	online  

	Overall this is an excellent plan and much credit to those who prepared it. I have, however, one concern. This is about the extent and provenance of SDA "C" at Trebetherick. Even allowing for the phasing it is difficult to see why so much land, sufficient for at least 120 homes @30 to the acre, the usual figure for medium density housing, is being allocated in an area notorious for its high proportion of second homes and with no obvious "local" buyers (as defined in the Plan but still barely enforceable). T
	Overall this is an excellent plan and much credit to those who prepared it. I have, however, one concern. This is about the extent and provenance of SDA "C" at Trebetherick. Even allowing for the phasing it is difficult to see why so much land, sufficient for at least 120 homes @30 to the acre, the usual figure for medium density housing, is being allocated in an area notorious for its high proportion of second homes and with no obvious "local" buyers (as defined in the Plan but still barely enforceable). T
	quite late in the process which time his land would have been considered. Whilst I am not suggesting any possible impropriety on his part, this could be construed as being "interested" and lacking in transparency. This can only increase the worry felt by some about the amount of land to be released. A far smaller SDA would have sufficed if it really is the best site. Access doubts remain as well.  One solution  could be to persuade Mr Mably to agree to sell, say, one hectare for selfbuild housing at a price

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option..  
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option..  
	Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences,  would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individ
	The owner of much of the land comprising SDA C phase 1 that could be developed did assist the early NDP fact finding Working Groups. However, he did not, and could not, resign from the NDP Steering Group as he has never been a member of that Group. He has had no involvement in the drafting of the NDP carried out by the NDP Steering Group or the adoption of this NDP for Public Consultation undertaken by both of the St Minver Parish Councils. All voting members of the NDP Steering Group are Parish Councillors

	None  
	None  
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	J Ormond  
	  
	Second set of comments  
	  
	28/11/2014  
	  
	online  

	We absolutely agree that extra housing is required to support the needs of local people, and we absolutely support the preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan, without which, as you rightly say, those affected would have little strategic influence over local developments.  It is therefore extremely important that everyone understands the rationale for the decisions made.  We have two concerns about the current Plan, which need to be addressed to ensure that its validity is not challenged in the future.  The res
	We absolutely agree that extra housing is required to support the needs of local people, and we absolutely support the preparation of a Neighbourhood Plan, without which, as you rightly say, those affected would have little strategic influence over local developments.  It is therefore extremely important that everyone understands the rationale for the decisions made.  We have two concerns about the current Plan, which need to be addressed to ensure that its validity is not challenged in the future.  The res

	Development Areas will always be a difficult  issue. The residents' preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket ban on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass independent examination and therefore not be adopted.Extensive  
	Development Areas will always be a difficult  issue. The residents' preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket ban on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass independent examination and therefore not be adopted.Extensive  
	investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas included in the Pre Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options. Since the  
	Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development  through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites. SDA C 
	development outside of the development boundary then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. If SDA phase 1 remains in the approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land would be considered for development that meets all the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residencies are for permanent residence only ,at least 50%of the residencies are moderately priced residencies that local people can afford;15% are a

	None  
	None  
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	voting on local matters, but all the indications are that very few Second Home Owners have registered for the St Minver Parishes electoral roll. We are trying to keep them all informed and involved with the process and reflect their needs and comments within the NDP, but in general they will not be eligible to vote in the Referendum.   
	voting on local matters, but all the indications are that very few Second Home Owners have registered for the St Minver Parishes electoral roll. We are trying to keep them all informed and involved with the process and reflect their needs and comments within the NDP, but in general they will not be eligible to vote in the Referendum.   
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	Nigel Kennedy  
	Nigel Kennedy  
	Nigel Kennedy  
	Nigel Kennedy  
	  
	01/12/2014  
	  
	online  

	The maps in the pre-submission consultation document are difficult to interpret in any detail. I have tried several times clicking on the link that is provided to take me to a detailed version of each map, but in every case it takes me to an error page! Can you help, please? I have tried pasting the link into google chrome and internet explorer - but with the same result.  
	The maps in the pre-submission consultation document are difficult to interpret in any detail. I have tried several times clicking on the link that is provided to take me to a detailed version of each map, but in every case it takes me to an error page! Can you help, please? I have tried pasting the link into google chrome and internet explorer - but with the same result.  

	Sorry to hear you are having trouble opening the NDP Maps .The simplest route to find them is via the webpag
	Sorry to hear you are having trouble opening the NDP Maps .The simplest route to find them is via the webpag
	Sorry to hear you are having trouble opening the NDP Maps .The simplest route to find them is via the webpag
	e 
	e 

	http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/ndp
	-
	-

	pre
	-
	-

	submission
	submission

	consultation.html
	consultation.html

	 
	.
	.

	 On this page you will find a list of webpage addresses. Addresses 3 to 7 in the list link to the detail maps corresponding to those in the draft NDP. Addresses 8 and 9 have recently been added to provide even more detail of SDA A phase 1 and SDA C.   

	  

	None  
	None  
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	Ian Day  
	  
	01/12/2014  
	  
	online  
	  

	First of all congratulations on the work you are doing on behalf of all of us .... but now the caveats !  1. Line 1 of clause 1.1 refers to a "legally binding statement" What, please, does this mean ? Legally binding upon whom ? What statute will make it "legally binding". I asked this same question at one of the public meetings but was not given a clear reply. 2. If the document is to be "legally binding" then I find some of the language to be strangely subjective eg use of the word "encouraged" in several
	First of all congratulations on the work you are doing on behalf of all of us .... but now the caveats !  1. Line 1 of clause 1.1 refers to a "legally binding statement" What, please, does this mean ? Legally binding upon whom ? What statute will make it "legally binding". I asked this same question at one of the public meetings but was not given a clear reply. 2. If the document is to be "legally binding" then I find some of the language to be strangely subjective eg use of the word "encouraged" in several

	An NDP, approved by a Referendum, becomes a legally binding document that the Development Planning organisations have to take into account in all planning decisions in the area covered by the NDP. This is enshrined in law by the Localism Act that came into force in 2011.  
	An NDP, approved by a Referendum, becomes a legally binding document that the Development Planning organisations have to take into account in all planning decisions in the area covered by the NDP. This is enshrined in law by the Localism Act that came into force in 2011.  
	Unfortunately the NDP has to be less prescriptive than one would like. For example it cannot state that a particular development will (or will not) be approved as only the Council Planning Department can actually make such decisions which have to be based on their planning policies as well as those in the NDP. The NDP can provide strong indications of what local people do (or do not) want to be approved which it is understood will carry significant weight in reaching the final decision. This is not only the
	Although the wording of the NDP Policies has to allow for this, it is no excuse for being too subjective or inconsistent in the language used. Your general and specific comments provide a useful indicator of this. They will be addressed in the revised NDP that is now being prepared, and will initiate a thorough review of the whole document for any other examples that can be improved upon.  
	An 18 metre turbine is defined as a turbine where the overall height from Natural Ground  
	Level to the tip of the turbine blades at their highest point is 18 metres. Natural Ground Level  is defined in accordance with the  MCS Planning Standard MCS 020 issue 1 published by The Department of Energy and Climate Change as the level of the ground immediately adjacent to the wind turbine. Where the ground level is not uniform (e.g. if the ground is sloping) then the ground level is the highest part of the surface of the ground next to the wind turbine (excluding any base structures). The Natural Grou
	An 18 metre turbine generates about 10,000 KWh per year and is classified as “domestic” or “very small”. In fact 18 metres is the dividing height between “domestic “and “very small”. A single turbine generating less than this would be unlikely to be sufficient for the needs of a farm or small business, and the general view is that installations of this size that also meet all of the other criteria set out in local and national planning would not be unacceptable to the Parishes for the areas where they could
	STMNDP 2.7 (v) refers to all new development within the Special Development areas. It would not be possible to get planning approval to install a wind turbine of any size in these areas as the minimum distance from residential accommodation could not be achieved.  
	Your comments on the sizing of solar farms are well founded. The inclusion of the limit at  

	Minor text changes in the NDP to align wording between principles and policies.  
	Minor text changes in the NDP to align wording between principles and policies.  
	  
	Glossary amended to clarify height of Industrial Scale Wind Turbines and Small Scale Wind Turbines.  
	  
	Glossary amended to set the size of Small Scale Solar Farms to less than 1 acre and define Large Scale Solar  
	Farms correspondingly.   
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	Ian Day 01/12/2014 online  
	Ian Day 01/12/2014 online  
	Ian Day 01/12/2014 online  
	 
	 

	Further to my comments yesterday I have another to add.  Your defintions refer to the height of wind turbines ie 18 meters. What height is this ? To the top of the pylon or to the top of a blade at maximum radius ie vertical.  Thank you. 
	Further to my comments yesterday I have another to add.  Your defintions refer to the height of wind turbines ie 18 meters. What height is this ? To the top of the pylon or to the top of a blade at maximum radius ie vertical.  Thank you. 
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	Ian Day  
	  
	01/12/2014  
	  
	online  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Ian Day  
	  
	11/12/2014  
	  
	email  
	 
	 

	 Further to my two previous submissions I have now had some further thoughts. 1. In addition to the potential for visual pollution from wind turbines they also have other possible impacts and in view of the many rare birds around the Camel Estuary I would sugggest that any application for wind turbine development should also be accompanied by an Environmental Impact Analysis. 2. Over recent years there have been many new/upgraded housing developments in Rock. This has lead to a large increase in run off wat
	 Further to my two previous submissions I have now had some further thoughts. 1. In addition to the potential for visual pollution from wind turbines they also have other possible impacts and in view of the many rare birds around the Camel Estuary I would sugggest that any application for wind turbine development should also be accompanied by an Environmental Impact Analysis. 2. Over recent years there have been many new/upgraded housing developments in Rock. This has lead to a large increase in run off wat
	 
	 
	In the reply you say ".... the local and national planning would not be unacceptable to the Parishes for the areas where they could be considered. Setting the height restraint any lower would effectively rule out all turbines from the area, and it is considered that this would put the NDP in jeopardy at the independent review..........."  
	  
	Would I be correct in assuming that the double negative in this paragraph is an error and that you actually mean "would not be acceptable" ? 

	1 hectare was based on the likely visual and environmental impact without fully considering the achievable power output. Following further investigation and discussion it is likely that the definition of a Small Scale Solar Farm will be changed to something like “a solar array rated at less than 50KW and covering a land area of less than 1 acre installed by a local resident or local business to produce electricity primarily for consumption by that resident or business.” The definition of an Industrial Scale
	1 hectare was based on the likely visual and environmental impact without fully considering the achievable power output. Following further investigation and discussion it is likely that the definition of a Small Scale Solar Farm will be changed to something like “a solar array rated at less than 50KW and covering a land area of less than 1 acre installed by a local resident or local business to produce electricity primarily for consumption by that resident or business.” The definition of an Industrial Scale
	With regard to installations fully conforming to “latest best practice”, this seems a worthwhile addition but will probably need to be qualified to “latest best practice in terms of environmental impact (e.g.noise, visual, pollution)”. Best practice could perhaps otherwise be interpreted as power output or efficiency without any regard to impact on the environment or residents.  
	Thank you again for your very relevant and helpful comments that will be reflected in the NDP before it goes to Cornwall Council for the final consultation and Referendum  
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	P Watson 03/13/2014 online  
	P Watson 03/13/2014 online  
	P Watson 03/13/2014 online  
	P Watson 03/13/2014 online  

	I think the pre-consultation plan is excellent, and reflects a lot of hard work by the team.  
	I think the pre-consultation plan is excellent, and reflects a lot of hard work by the team.  
	  

	  
	  

	None  
	None  
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	J Ormond  
	  
	Third set of comments  
	  
	07/11/12  

	With regard to the areas identified, perhaps the problem is that the  
	With regard to the areas identified, perhaps the problem is that the  
	SHLA matrix isn’t available on the website. If it were, the public could understand which sites have been considered and why some have been discounted. I do find it slightly strange though that SDA 5 made it onto the shortlist but has now been discounted due to the terrain. Surely that would have shown up in the original matrix and other more suitable sites shortlisted for the questionnaire instead?  We don’t have any specific information to suggest that any wrongdoing has taken place, and indeed we are not
	http://www.bathnes.gov.uk/sites/default/files/sitedocuments/Planning- and-Building-Control/Planning- 
	Policy/NPP/fls_np_draft_appendix_d13.pdf  I don’t doubt your time and commitment to the project, it is just a shame that at this late stage we feel excluded from the process and that through a lack of information and transparency we have doubts about its status as a democratic and truly locally developed plan. 

	The NDP Team has consulted Cornwall Council to establish that the requirements for an  
	The NDP Team has consulted Cornwall Council to establish that the requirements for an  
	SHLAA have been addressed. Their reply is as follows:-  
	“The SHLAA is a document that Cornwall council have to produce - it is just a report of sites that landowners have put forward as 'available.' Cornwall Council are required to publish it to demonstrate whether or not there is an adequate supply of available land in Cornwall. But it doesn't mean that all the sites put forward will, or even should, be developed - it's not a guarantee that planning permission would be granted on the sites in the SHLAA report. Some NDPs have used the SHLAA in their own site ass
	The NDP team have used SHLAA criteria as guidance in identifying suitable development areas but do not plan to produce a formal SHLAA which would be a long and expensive task that is not an NDP requirement.  
	At the Public Consultation meetings it has been a key feature to identify all of the people involved in the NDP at Parish Council, NDP Steering Group Level and NDP Working Group level. This presentation material has also been posted on the Parish Councils website. There has been total transparency throughout the 2.5 years that the NDP project has been running.  
	Cornwall Council have again been consulted on the eligibility for voting in an NDP Referendum. Their response is as follows:-   
	  
	“As for the referendum - yes the regulations are that we have to use the established referendum method and the electoral roll. The query may have arisen because you can be on the electoral roll in two places, so people with second homes may be registered to vote in St Minver as well as elsewhere in the country, which means they could vote in the referendum. All NDP referendums in Cornwall will have to be conducted in the same way, following the legal process.  
	In the Neighbourhood Planning (Referendums) Regulations 2012, regulation 17 covers the issue of poll cards to voters:  
	17.—(1) The counting officer must as soon as practicable after the publication of the notice of the referendum send to each voter and proxy an official poll card.  
	(2) The official poll card must be sent or delivered—  
	(a) in the case of a voter, to the voter’s qualifying address; and  
	(a) in the case of a voter, to the voter’s qualifying address; and  
	(a) in the case of a voter, to the voter’s qualifying address; and  

	(b) in the case of a proxy, to the proxy’s address as shown in the list of proxies.  
	(b) in the case of a proxy, to the proxy’s address as shown in the list of proxies.  


	(3) The official poll card must be in the form set out in Form 8, 9, 10 or 11 in the Appendix (as  
	the case may be), or a form to like effect, and must set out— (a) the name of the relevant council and of the neighbourhood area;  
	(b) the name of the voter, the voter’s qualifying address and number on the register;  
	(b) the name of the voter, the voter’s qualifying address and number on the register;  
	(b) the name of the voter, the voter’s qualifying address and number on the register;  

	(c) the date and hours of the poll and the situation of the voter’s polling station;  
	(c) the date and hours of the poll and the situation of the voter’s polling station;  

	(d) such other information as the counting officer thinks appropriate, and different information may be provided in pursuance of sub-paragraph (d) to different voters or to different descriptions of voter.  
	(d) such other information as the counting officer thinks appropriate, and different information may be provided in pursuance of sub-paragraph (d) to different voters or to different descriptions of voter.  

	(4) In the case of a voter who has an anonymous entry in the register, instead of containing the matter mentioned in paragraph (3)(b), the poll card must contain such matter as is specified in the appropriate form in the Appendix.  
	(4) In the case of a voter who has an anonymous entry in the register, instead of containing the matter mentioned in paragraph (3)(b), the poll card must contain such matter as is specified in the appropriate form in the Appendix.  

	(5) In this rule references to a voter—  
	(5) In this rule references to a voter—  


	(a) are to a person who is registered in the register of local government electors on the last day for the publication of notice of the referendum.  
	This regulation is consistent with those for ordinary elections (i.e. people can only vote if they are on the register).”  

	None  
	None  
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	There is one known case where the Independent Examiner determined that the NDP was directly relevant to residents in a neighbouring parish and extended the Referendum to include people living in a small part of that adjacent Parish. However, voting was still limited to people on the electoral register.  
	There is one known case where the Independent Examiner determined that the NDP was directly relevant to residents in a neighbouring parish and extended the Referendum to include people living in a small part of that adjacent Parish. However, voting was still limited to people on the electoral register.  
	Throughout the NDP Project, in all Public Consultation events, it has been made very clear that only those people on the local electoral register will be able to vote in the referendum and that in certain circumstances it is possible to be on two local electoral registers. Encouragement has been given to all to be on the local electoral register. Throughout the NDP Project it has been the intent to address the issues of all people who know and enjoy this area including permanent residents, second home owner
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	P&V Aldred  
	  
	10/12/2015  
	 
	online  

	We have read your recent Public Consultation document with interest, and would like to congratulate you on a very thorough and comprehensive document.  On 21st April 2014 we sent an email to Councillor Mould requesting that the proposed development boundary be drawn to include the whole of our property. We are very concerned that the document still shows the proposed development boundary  running in between our front and rear gardens, effectively splitting our property in two.  At this time we have absolute
	We have read your recent Public Consultation document with interest, and would like to congratulate you on a very thorough and comprehensive document.  On 21st April 2014 we sent an email to Councillor Mould requesting that the proposed development boundary be drawn to include the whole of our property. We are very concerned that the document still shows the proposed development boundary  running in between our front and rear gardens, effectively splitting our property in two.  At this time we have absolute

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Boundaries and Special D
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Boundaries and Special D
	The NDP Public Questionnaire conducted in August/September 2013 was posted to the 1640 residences that Cornwall Council identified as comprising the St Minver Parishes. A total of 782 responses were received and the response to question 10 identified that 75% were in favour of re-establishing the previous NCDC Development Boundaries. The responses to the further Development Areas Questionnaire conducted in February/March 2014 identified just 15% against the re-establishment of the previous NCDC Development 
	Minor changes to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries could only provide for individual residences that could not provide development opportunities for the Moderately Priced and affordable housing that has been identified as the need for the Parishes hence the proposal in the NDP to extend the area that would be considered for future development to the carefully defined Special Development Areas with clear indication of the type of development that will be supported.  
	Any change to the NCDC Development Boundaries would need to be very clearly identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further Public Consultation. There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-individual change to the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar requests. Inclusion of those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would be overwhelmed with opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly what the vast majority of th
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	Boundaries could also raise questions as to why these are being considered and ultimately be considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP team regret that it is not appropriate to respond favourably to your request.  
	Boundaries could also raise questions as to why these are being considered and ultimately be considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP team regret that it is not appropriate to respond favourably to your request.  
	Following the Public Consultation now in progress, the NDP will be passed to Cornwall Council who will conduct a further public consultation prior to submitting the NDP with all of the supporting information to an Independent Inspector who will determine whether the NDP meets all of the requirements necessary to proceed to Referendum. Everyone has the right to make their concerns known to Cornwall Council and thus to the Independent Examiner. Those people on the St Minver Parishes Electoral Register then ha
	An approved NDP gives the local residents a strong say in development issues that affect the Parishes. However, it does not replace the fundamental process of Cornwall Council making the decision on all planning applications and all parties having the right to take those decisions to external appeal.    
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	C Pearman  
	  
	12/12/2014  
	  
	online  
	  

	Well done to the members who put this together,deserve a medal.  Proposed cycle path,realise this is just an outline idea however it should carry the qualification in the Plan that it would be subject to an Environmental Impact Study before it goes further as the route would  
	Well done to the members who put this together,deserve a medal.  Proposed cycle path,realise this is just an outline idea however it should carry the qualification in the Plan that it would be subject to an Environmental Impact Study before it goes further as the route would  
	cross sensitive dunes and SSSI land at Fishermans Field.                                   SDA C on page 24 is much much larger than I expected from original consultations.  You may have good reasons for this however I would ask that phase 1 as shown which is the nearest to the coastal path becomes phase 2 ,that they are interchanged if this larger area is to be retained in the proposal.  

	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sites. 
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. SDA C phase 1 has approximately 1.5 hectares of land that could accommodate new development.  
	SDA C Subsequent Phases also has a significant proportion already developed or carrying a caveat that it must remain open space. Approximately 1.4 hectares of land could accommodate new development but the present ownership of a large part of this land is very likely to result in this not becoming available for development in the foreseeable future. The remaining area of developable land may not be seen as appropriate at this time to meeting the needs identified in the NDP.  
	If it remains in an approved NDP, SDA C Phase 1 would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new 

	Clarified that the intent is to keep cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes  
	Clarified that the intent is to keep cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes  
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	residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone walking 
	residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individual developments of up to approximately 10 dwellings; the height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other properties in the area; adequate parking and amenity space for each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone walking 
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	D Roberts  
	  
	13/12/2015  
	  
	online  

	In the initial consultation in Nov 2013 I flagged that the grassland in front of the St Moritz Hotel outside Swimming pool had been included in the development area . This grass area is in a very prominent position and any building on there would be seen from the Coastal path and spoil the Greenaway skyline .  I know the Hotel has been longing to develop this grass area and car park and were allowed to erect pointless beach huts but there it must stop.  
	In the initial consultation in Nov 2013 I flagged that the grassland in front of the St Moritz Hotel outside Swimming pool had been included in the development area . This grass area is in a very prominent position and any building on there would be seen from the Coastal path and spoil the Greenaway skyline .  I know the Hotel has been longing to develop this grass area and car park and were allowed to erect pointless beach huts but there it must stop.  

	Special Development Area C was identified as one of a number of potentially appropriate development areas and hence included in the Development Areas Public Consultation Questionnaire earlier this year to determine the views of local people. The response to the comments received resulted in reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP.  
	Special Development Area C was identified as one of a number of potentially appropriate development areas and hence included in the Development Areas Public Consultation Questionnaire earlier this year to determine the views of local people. The response to the comments received resulted in reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP.  
	 The already developed areas of SDA C were granted planning permission as exception sites for the provision of facilities for the business of tourism. As such they are at risk of further development or redevelopment on similar grounds. By including these areas in the  
	SDA it ensures that any such future development must address the policies within the NDP relating to the SDA - in particular policy STMDP 2.7 (v) requiring that “any development within the SDA is not visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path”. The Parish Council is strongly of the view that inclusion of these developed areas within the SDA is the way to achieve the objective that you have highlighted.  
	  

	None  
	None  
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	J Ormond   
	  
	Fourth set of comments  
	  
	16/12/2014  
	  
	online  

	I believe that a number of issues remain with the plan as it stands in December 2014.  I have sought dialogue with the Chair of the committee, but have received no clarification on the points I have raised. I am therefore recording them here, for the record and for the sake of clarity for the Independent Examiner.  I raise these concerns not to undermine the process, but to ensure that all measures have been taken to ensure that it remains robust in the face of what will surely come, when it (as will every 
	I believe that a number of issues remain with the plan as it stands in December 2014.  I have sought dialogue with the Chair of the committee, but have received no clarification on the points I have raised. I am therefore recording them here, for the record and for the sake of clarity for the Independent Examiner.  I raise these concerns not to undermine the process, but to ensure that all measures have been taken to ensure that it remains robust in the face of what will surely come, when it (as will every 

	No response made as nothing to add to the previous three sets of responses detailed above within this table  
	No response made as nothing to add to the previous three sets of responses detailed above within this table  

	None  
	None  
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	should be included.  Other possible development sites received far fewer objections.  For example Area 4 and Area 5, where only 17% and 27% respectively disagreed/strongly disagreed that they should be developed.  Nonetheless, these have both been excluded from the plan.  Again, there seems to be no evidence based reason for that decision. 5. If there are no evidence based decisions that can be made available to the public, then we have to ask how certain sites have made it into the NDP, and others have not
	should be included.  Other possible development sites received far fewer objections.  For example Area 4 and Area 5, where only 17% and 27% respectively disagreed/strongly disagreed that they should be developed.  Nonetheless, these have both been excluded from the plan.  Again, there seems to be no evidence based reason for that decision. 5. If there are no evidence based decisions that can be made available to the public, then we have to ask how certain sites have made it into the NDP, and others have not
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	office class holiday properties let on a commercial basis as Businesses. It is quite clear that a large proportion of houses in the area are let on a commercial basis and are therefore “Businesses” not just a second home. This can be confirmed by a check of the records held by the Valuation Office and will show that there is sufficient evidence to class the area as a "Business Area", thus opening a second referendum to those on the Non-domestic rating list and making this a more democratic and representativ
	office class holiday properties let on a commercial basis as Businesses. It is quite clear that a large proportion of houses in the area are let on a commercial basis and are therefore “Businesses” not just a second home. This can be confirmed by a check of the records held by the Valuation Office and will show that there is sufficient evidence to class the area as a "Business Area", thus opening a second referendum to those on the Non-domestic rating list and making this a more democratic and representativ
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	T Carter  
	  
	30/12/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	As owners of a second home in Polzeath for over 35 years where my wife & I & family spend several months of the year we have been somewhat dismayed at the suburbanisation of the area but we believe your proposals go some way to addressing this.   We support the creation of small businesses providing local emplyment other than just in the holiday seasons and support your plans for roads, transport etc.  We support your criteria for affordable housing but it must be strictly enforced as per your document.    
	As owners of a second home in Polzeath for over 35 years where my wife & I & family spend several months of the year we have been somewhat dismayed at the suburbanisation of the area but we believe your proposals go some way to addressing this.   We support the creation of small businesses providing local emplyment other than just in the holiday seasons and support your plans for roads, transport etc.  We support your criteria for affordable housing but it must be strictly enforced as per your document.    

	Your comments appear to summarise the key issues that concern the NDP Team and the large majority of the local population. It is believed that the NDP addresses all of these issues in Policies that are as strong as the legislation allows. In particular Policy STMNDP 2.7 is included with specific applicability to rebuild and extension of existing properties. The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the local views on future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal 
	Your comments appear to summarise the key issues that concern the NDP Team and the large majority of the local population. It is believed that the NDP addresses all of these issues in Policies that are as strong as the legislation allows. In particular Policy STMNDP 2.7 is included with specific applicability to rebuild and extension of existing properties. The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the local views on future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal 

	None  
	None  
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	M Byrne  
	  
	01/01/2015  
	  
	Online  

	Special Area Development C - please ensure that any development on this site is not visible from the coastal footpath.  Cycle Track - please ensure that any cycle track does not interfere with pedestrian footpaths across the golf course or alongside the estuary.  As a golfer I am also concerned about any significant increase in the number of people traversing the golf course for reasons of safety.  Speed Restrictions : A 20mph speed limit through Trebetherick would be appropriate.  The bends by Trebetherick
	Special Area Development C - please ensure that any development on this site is not visible from the coastal footpath.  Cycle Track - please ensure that any cycle track does not interfere with pedestrian footpaths across the golf course or alongside the estuary.  As a golfer I am also concerned about any significant increase in the number of people traversing the golf course for reasons of safety.  Speed Restrictions : A 20mph speed limit through Trebetherick would be appropriate.  The bends by Trebetherick

	The St Minver Parishes NDP Policy STMDP 2.7 (v) clearly states the requirement that “any development within the Special Development Areas is not visible to anyone walking in the  
	The St Minver Parishes NDP Policy STMDP 2.7 (v) clearly states the requirement that “any development within the Special Development Areas is not visible to anyone walking in the  
	Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path”  
	As stated in the penultimate paragraph of the NDP section 5.1.1, the Parish Councils will continue to work with the St Enodoc Golf Club to investigate possible routings of footpaths and cycle tracks that reduce the existing conflict between golfer s and members of the public.  Following comments from the golf club this paragraph is being amended in the final version of the NDP to clarify the mutual objectives. Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a compre

	Clarified that the intent is to keep cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk of people crossing the golf course.  
	Clarified that the intent is to keep cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk of people crossing the golf course.  
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	Daymer Bay is a very important asset in the parish.  The large number of people visiting Daymer Bay throughout the year support the local economy through spending on accommodation/ holiday homes/ food/ shops/ restaurants/ builders/gardeners / cleaners etc.  If the toilets are shut then the inevitable consequence will be a degrading of the environment at the back of the dunes which people will use as an open air toilet; this will impact directly on the number of people wishing to stay in the area.  We must p
	Daymer Bay is a very important asset in the parish.  The large number of people visiting Daymer Bay throughout the year support the local economy through spending on accommodation/ holiday homes/ food/ shops/ restaurants/ builders/gardeners / cleaners etc.  If the toilets are shut then the inevitable consequence will be a degrading of the environment at the back of the dunes which people will use as an open air toilet; this will impact directly on the number of people wishing to stay in the area.  We must p

	National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least remains well in land from the Coast Path.  
	National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least remains well in land from the Coast Path.  
	Speed limits are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways Department. An NDP can only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits will be supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far as the NDP can go related to this issue.   
	The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept.
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	A Grand  
	  
	01/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	Special Development Area C in Trebetherick: both phases 1 and 2 appear to be much larger than the areas shown to the public during the walk around, and include already developed areas. Why?  
	Special Development Area C in Trebetherick: both phases 1 and 2 appear to be much larger than the areas shown to the public during the walk around, and include already developed areas. Why?  

	Your comment on wheelchair access to Trebetherick is well made but it is a very specific Project and involves the Daymer Bay car park that is privately owned, the Coastal Path which is a Cornwall Council responsibility and an area that is National Trust. An NDP cannot include Policy for specific projects and it would not be appropriate to include at this stage of the NDP preparation such a very specific aspiration that necessitates the involvement and agreement of private individuals, Cornwall Council and t
	Your comment on wheelchair access to Trebetherick is well made but it is a very specific Project and involves the Daymer Bay car park that is privately owned, the Coastal Path which is a Cornwall Council responsibility and an area that is National Trust. An NDP cannot include Policy for specific projects and it would not be appropriate to include at this stage of the NDP preparation such a very specific aspiration that necessitates the involvement and agreement of private individuals, Cornwall Council and t
	The NDP Team has not conducted a public walk around the Trebetherick area. Some two years ago the Trebetherick Residents Association held an informal walk around to inform local people of their thoughts on development in the area and seek their views.  
	Subsequently the TRA have made several inputs to the NDP Team both in writing and at the past two TRA AGMs. These inputs have been taken into consideration in drafting the NDP and the NDP Team is expecting a response to the draft from the TRA in the very near future.   
	Special Development Area C was identified as one of a number of potentially appropriate development areas and hence included in the Development Areas Public Consultation Questionnaire earlier this year to determine the views of local people. The response to the comments received resulted in reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. Including already developed area

	Added the aspiration to improve access for less able bodied people to tourist attractions in the Parishes particularly coastal views  
	Added the aspiration to improve access for less able bodied people to tourist attractions in the Parishes particularly coastal views  
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	A Grand  
	  
	01/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	Improving accessibility to Trebetherick Point for wheelchair users would be relatively easy and cheap to accomplish with a little modification to the footpath from Daymer car park. Could it be included as an aspiration?  
	Improving accessibility to Trebetherick Point for wheelchair users would be relatively easy and cheap to accomplish with a little modification to the footpath from Daymer car park. Could it be included as an aspiration?  
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	C Wilmshurst  
	C Wilmshurst  
	C Wilmshurst  
	C Wilmshurst  
	  
	02/01/2015  
	  
	Online  

	I wish to comment on the St Minver Highlands and Lowlands Parish Councils Neighbourhood Development Plan.  Firstly, my family has owned a property on Highcliffe, Trebetherick since 1981.  I have owned it and it has been my main residence since March 2013.  We have not received any information or consultation on this proposed  
	I wish to comment on the St Minver Highlands and Lowlands Parish Councils Neighbourhood Development Plan.  Firstly, my family has owned a property on Highcliffe, Trebetherick since 1981.  I have owned it and it has been my main residence since March 2013.  We have not received any information or consultation on this proposed  
	Neighbourhood Development Plan (“NDP”) until our neighbours passed us a copy a couple of weeks ago.  Therefore an improvement in communication is required by the Parish Councils, especially on a project this large.  My comments are based upon the proposed Development Boundary around Polzeath and Trebetherick as based on the Map Inset Map 35: Polzeath/Trebetherick in your NDP Public Consultation document issue dated 4/11/2014.  The Special Development Area – phase 1 – includes land that has received pre-appl
	information with what is detailed in your NDP.  Section 3.2.2.1 Transport – A transport plan should have been approved prior to submission or approval of any NDP.  There is no guarantee once the project is complete that the road transport infrastructure will be improved.  The NDP states that the current road network struggles to meet existing size and volume of traffic.  Section 3.2.4 Housing – states that “Additional Residences spread over the 20 years of the plan in small groups of no more than 10 Residen

	Section 1 of the NDP details some three years of fact finding and Public Consultation that has been undertaken to reach this stage of the process. This has included extensive written communication, Public Consultation Meetings and detailed questionnaires. The most extensive of the questionnaires in September 2013 was distributed in many ways  including the posting of a copy to every one of the 1640 residences that Cornwall Council advised formed part of the St Minver Parishes. The present Consultation Docum
	Section 1 of the NDP details some three years of fact finding and Public Consultation that has been undertaken to reach this stage of the process. This has included extensive written communication, Public Consultation Meetings and detailed questionnaires. The most extensive of the questionnaires in September 2013 was distributed in many ways  including the posting of a copy to every one of the 1640 residences that Cornwall Council advised formed part of the St Minver Parishes. The present Consultation Docum
	The NDP preparation and approval process is necessarily a long term exercise, principally due to the extensive consultation that is required. During this period the development process continues and there is nothing to stop land owners and developers submitting planning applications or pre-applications.  Fortunately Cornwall Council appears to be living up to the commitment to abide by previous planning constraints whilst Parishes are in the process of preparing their NDP. Clearly the NDP cannot have any im
	An NDP can only include policies that impact what local people would like, or would not like, to happen in the way of development within the Parishes. It can reflect on how much and what sort of development is appropriate, but it cannot mandate specific development or infrastructure projects. It is for individual landowners, developers or Cornwall Council to make appropriate proposals for such projects which can then be judged against the policies within the approved NDP. Transport is recognised within the 
	Section 5.2.1 (page 19) of the NDP explains why it is necessary to allocate more land for possible development than is required for the number of additional residences that the policies allow for. A closer correlation of available land to the number of houses to be built would set a premium price for that land that would preclude the building of the Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences that are identified as the local need. The policy for Additional Residences to be in small groups of not more than 1
	Development Area. During the planned 15 year life of the NDP it will be necessary to implement several development projects in the Special Development Areas but by limiting the number of residences in each project it becomes more practical to phase the development over the 15 year period and also provide appropriate diversity of the type and style of residences across the areas.  

	None  
	None  
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	It is still early days to comment on the development at the Sands but the success of the affordable housing developments at Ham Field and Pinewood show that it is practical to have affordable homes in this area. If time shows that more residential and affordable housing is not practical in Trebetherick and Polzeath  then there will be no further development within the area as it is a requirement that all Additional Residences are for permanent residence only and at least 50% of these shall be Moderately Pri
	It is still early days to comment on the development at the Sands but the success of the affordable housing developments at Ham Field and Pinewood show that it is practical to have affordable homes in this area. If time shows that more residential and affordable housing is not practical in Trebetherick and Polzeath  then there will be no further development within the area as it is a requirement that all Additional Residences are for permanent residence only and at least 50% of these shall be Moderately Pri
	There is a clear requirement that an NDP must address sustainable development. Appropriate schooling and healthcare are essential for sustainable development and these have been carefully considered throughout the preparation of the NDP.  
	Consultations with Cornwall Council and an Independent Examiner have not raised any concerns about the level of residential and business development proposed within the NDP as not being sustainable. If the final review by these bodies is not satisfied that the proposed level of development is sustainable then the NDP will not be cleared to proceed to Referendum.  
	The final phase of Public Consultation, the formal Independent Examination and the  
	Referendum are the responsibility of Cornwall Council to organise and execute. The Referendum will be carried out using exactly the same process as for any other local or national election/referendum and it is currently planned that the St Minver Parishes NDP will be conducted in May 2015 on the same day as the General Election. Every person on the St Minver Parishes electoral register will receive details of the Referendum and polling cards directly from Cornwall Council. The Parish Councils will also be w
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	J&B Oaten  
	  
	02/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	Re. NDP Boundary misalignment as it affects our property, Trelawney, Worthy Hill, Trebetherick PL27 6SG  My wife and I strongly object to the position adopted by the St Minver Parishes NDP Steering Group; namely that nothing should be done to correct the misalignment of the boundary where it cuts through our own and our neighbour's gardens. Currently the boundary runs through our rear garden, effectively splitting our property in two, causing potential complications in the future. This anomaly is probably u
	Re. NDP Boundary misalignment as it affects our property, Trelawney, Worthy Hill, Trebetherick PL27 6SG  My wife and I strongly object to the position adopted by the St Minver Parishes NDP Steering Group; namely that nothing should be done to correct the misalignment of the boundary where it cuts through our own and our neighbour's gardens. Currently the boundary runs through our rear garden, effectively splitting our property in two, causing potential complications in the future. This anomaly is probably u
	the situation. However, in an earlier email to Carol Mould on 18 December 2014, I did attach a sketch map.    

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Boundaries and Special D
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Boundaries and Special D
	The NDP Public Questionnaire conducted in August/September 2013 was posted to the 1640 residences that Cornwall Council identified as comprising the St Minver Parishes. A total of 782 responses were received and the response to question 10 identified that 75% were in favour of re-establishing the previous NCDC Development Boundaries exactly as they were. The responses to the further Development Areas Questionnaire conducted in February/March 2014 identified just 15% against the re-establishment of the previ
	Minor changes to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries could only provide for individual residences that could not provide development opportunities for the Moderately Priced and Affordable Housing that has been identified as the need for the Parishes hence the proposal in the NDP to extend the area that would be considered for future development to the carefully defined Special Development Areas with clear indication of the type of development that will be supported.  
	Any change to the NCDC Development Boundaries would need to be very clearly identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further Public Consultation. There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-individual change to the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar requests. Inclusion of those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would be overwhelmed with opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly what the vast majority of th
	Boundaries could also raise questions as to why these are being considered and ultimately be considered to have compromised the NDP. For these reasons the NDP team regret that it is not appropriate to respond favourably to your request.  
	The situation you describe at Worthy Hill is by no means unique. There are many other cases across the Parishes where residents have acquired land adjacent to their properties, outside of the NCDC Development Boundaries, for the purpose of extending their gardens but in the full knowledge that these areas would not be available for development. In some cases subsequent owners of the properties have sought to develop this land bu quite rightly the planning authorities have recognised the established Developm
	 

	None  
	None  
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	Fiona Myatt  
	  
	04/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	It seems a pity to confine all the planning to pre-set areas and to lose the opportunity to carry out sensitive development on infill sites and on sites which neighbour existing developments where those sites are currently of no particular visual beauty/interest and where the site has limited potential for any other use.  
	It seems a pity to confine all the planning to pre-set areas and to lose the opportunity to carry out sensitive development on infill sites and on sites which neighbour existing developments where those sites are currently of no particular visual beauty/interest and where the site has limited potential for any other use.  

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	As identified in NDP Policy STMNDP 2.1 the development of infill sites within the  
	Development Boundaries identified in the former NCDC plan will be permitted. However, development of individual residences on such sites are very unlikely to meet the identified needs for permanent residence only, at least 50% of the residences  to be Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford and 15% to be Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people. Thus the Special Development Areas are being proposed as larger areas in appropriate places that will enab
	Any change to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries, however minor, would need to be very clearly identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further Public Consultation. There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-individual change to the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar requests. Inclusion of those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would be overwhelmed with opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly wha
	  

	None  
	None  
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	Antony Beevor  
	  
	05/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	My wife and I acquired a second home in New Polzeath in 2011 having holidayed in or near the village virtually annually since 1975. We therefore have a great fondness for the area and currently spend about 100 days a year there.   First I would like to congratulate and thank those who have put a great deal of effort – presumably mostly unpaid – into the draft Neighbourhood Development Plan. We particularly support the Vision of an area balanced between small local enterprises on the one hand and tourism on 
	My wife and I acquired a second home in New Polzeath in 2011 having holidayed in or near the village virtually annually since 1975. We therefore have a great fondness for the area and currently spend about 100 days a year there.   First I would like to congratulate and thank those who have put a great deal of effort – presumably mostly unpaid – into the draft Neighbourhood Development Plan. We particularly support the Vision of an area balanced between small local enterprises on the one hand and tourism on 
	developers will be seeking to “game” this restriction in any way they can in order to obtain higher values for their schemes. We believe that requiring an owner to occupy a property only for six months a year is an invitation to allow the property to become a holiday let during the other six months. Some further restriction is required to achieve the Plan’s  

	The NDP defines a Permanent Residence as being occupied by a local resident for a period of at least 6 months per annum. The NDP team will look again at this definition to see if it could be strengthened but the constraint has to be balanced between fully achieving the objective whilst not significantly impacting the ability to obtain a mortgage.  It is clearly difficult to monitor occupation and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know 
	The NDP defines a Permanent Residence as being occupied by a local resident for a period of at least 6 months per annum. The NDP team will look again at this definition to see if it could be strengthened but the constraint has to be balanced between fully achieving the objective whilst not significantly impacting the ability to obtain a mortgage.  It is clearly difficult to monitor occupation and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know 
	There is significant empathy with your comment regarding replacing existing residences with taller structures that obstruct the views previously enjoyed by the residences behind. Unfortunately property owners do not have the right to a view and loss of a view is not a material reason for rejection of a planning application. However, the NDP will look again at STMNDP 2.7 to see whether it is realistic for it to be strengthened on this issue.  
	  

	Improved definition of  
	Improved definition of  
	Permanent Residence in  
	Glossary  
	  
	The Parishes reviewed Policy STMNDP 2.7 with regard to restrictions on height of replacement buildings but considered that the constraint of – “ height, mass and external finish to be in harmony with other properties in the area” -  is appropriate and sufficient.   
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	objective, for example limiting tenancies to not less than six months. There will remain the question of enforcement; something which we suggest would be more effective if it could in some way be made the responsibility of Parish Councils rather than the local planning authority.  The second concern will be well known to you. Like many neighbours we have, despite objecting to individual planning applications, suffered significantly from the increasing height and mass of new buildings which have been permitt
	objective, for example limiting tenancies to not less than six months. There will remain the question of enforcement; something which we suggest would be more effective if it could in some way be made the responsibility of Parish Councils rather than the local planning authority.  The second concern will be well known to you. Like many neighbours we have, despite objecting to individual planning applications, suffered significantly from the increasing height and mass of new buildings which have been permitt
	construction.  Thank you for considering what we have written. We wish you success with your overall endeavours  
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	Dr R Wilson  
	  
	05/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	Your first consultation document started with suggested criteria - the first one was not to build nearer the sea than existing buildings.   The Polzeath/Trebetherick SDA C Phase 1 and subsequent phases breaks that criterion badly.  Any houses built there will end up as second homes - great for your Council Tax with limited service provision, so profitable, but otherwise not helpful.   That is unless there were very stringent rules on 'low-cost' housing provision, which seems unlikely to occur.  Yes, it is i
	Your first consultation document started with suggested criteria - the first one was not to build nearer the sea than existing buildings.   The Polzeath/Trebetherick SDA C Phase 1 and subsequent phases breaks that criterion badly.  Any houses built there will end up as second homes - great for your Council Tax with limited service provision, so profitable, but otherwise not helpful.   That is unless there were very stringent rules on 'low-cost' housing provision, which seems unlikely to occur.  Yes, it is i

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ and the Parish Council’s preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ and the Parish Council’s preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu
	It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Similarly it will not be easy to manage the longer term pricing of Moderately Priced an

	None  
	None  
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	S Robertson  
	  
	06/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	We are aware that this has been a long process and those involved in steering the NDP to this stage should be commended. We are generally supportive of proposals to enhance community, recreational, business and leisure amenities (5.4) and to control road traffic, parking and to reduce the need to drive by car around the parishes (5.5). The associated policies will help to improve the social, economic and environmental conditions of the area. However we have the following comments to make concerning proposed
	We are aware that this has been a long process and those involved in steering the NDP to this stage should be commended. We are generally supportive of proposals to enhance community, recreational, business and leisure amenities (5.4) and to control road traffic, parking and to reduce the need to drive by car around the parishes (5.5). The associated policies will help to improve the social, economic and environmental conditions of the area. However we have the following comments to make concerning proposed

	Throughout the 3 years of the NDP project every element of Public Consultation has been made available to all local residents, local home owners, businesses and visitors through paper copies, notices, web sites and e-mail. The Parish Council are required to consult which they have done. They are not required to force the recipients to respond and have no way of doing so. Unfortunately in local matters a 10% response rate is considered high. The 50% response to the first questionnaire (which incidentally cos
	Throughout the 3 years of the NDP project every element of Public Consultation has been made available to all local residents, local home owners, businesses and visitors through paper copies, notices, web sites and e-mail. The Parish Council are required to consult which they have done. They are not required to force the recipients to respond and have no way of doing so. Unfortunately in local matters a 10% response rate is considered high. The 50% response to the first questionnaire (which incidentally cos
	  
	The draft NDP has been reviewed in depth by Cornwall Council and the Parish Councils have paid for a fully qualified and experienced Independent Examiner to carry out a full "health check". These reviews have commended the St Minver Parish Councils on the extent and effectiveness of Public Consultation as being far beyond what is required or expected. The reviews have not identified any of the comments you have now raised (which have not been raised by you or anyone else at any time throughout the 3 years o
	  
	All comments and responses to this Public Consultation are being collated in the Consultation Document to go with the NDP to Cornwall Council for their further consultation process and thence formal Independent Examination. Clearly if these processes identify issues they will be responded to  

	None  
	None  
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	Cornwall Local Plan where St Minver is classified as a smaller village only suitable for small scale infill development and where Policy PP10 states that housing should be provided on a scale that is appropriate to the settlement and reduces the need to travel.  Due to the lack of immediate access to key services it would also be unlikely to be considered a suitable site for affordable housing.  e) By failing to provide access to local services and development that would enhance the, built and historic envi
	Cornwall Local Plan where St Minver is classified as a smaller village only suitable for small scale infill development and where Policy PP10 states that housing should be provided on a scale that is appropriate to the settlement and reduces the need to travel.  Due to the lack of immediate access to key services it would also be unlikely to be considered a suitable site for affordable housing.  e) By failing to provide access to local services and development that would enhance the, built and historic envi
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	Rod Offer  
	  
	07/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	I fully support the NDP and the proposed mix of development. The position of the new barn at Cant/Gentle Jane prompts me to request that special consideration and restrictions should be imposed to maintain existing skyline views.  
	I fully support the NDP and the proposed mix of development. The position of the new barn at Cant/Gentle Jane prompts me to request that special consideration and restrictions should be imposed to maintain existing skyline views.  

	There is significant empathy with your comment regarding new developments having an overbearing impact on the skyline and Policy STMNDP 2.7 (v) specifically relates to this issue with regard to the Special Development areas. It is probably not realistic to try to propose such a condition on new building within the reintroduced NCDC Development Boundaries but consideration will be given to extending the constraint to development permitted under exceptional circumstances as defined in Policy STMNDP 1.1 which 
	There is significant empathy with your comment regarding new developments having an overbearing impact on the skyline and Policy STMNDP 2.7 (v) specifically relates to this issue with regard to the Special Development areas. It is probably not realistic to try to propose such a condition on new building within the reintroduced NCDC Development Boundaries but consideration will be given to extending the constraint to development permitted under exceptional circumstances as defined in Policy STMNDP 1.1 which 
	  

	Clarified STMNDP 2.6  
	Clarified STMNDP 2.6  
	  
	Revised STMNDP 2.7(v) to include “Exception Sites”  
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	Gerry Stone  
	  
	07/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	Well done  all those concerned  in the preparation of this Development,  this N D P document;  we would briefly comment as follows… and would like to have more emphasis  on   these particular items :  1   why propose housing development  on farm land  !! We still need to eat in this parish  
	Well done  all those concerned  in the preparation of this Development,  this N D P document;  we would briefly comment as follows… and would like to have more emphasis  on   these particular items :  1   why propose housing development  on farm land  !! We still need to eat in this parish  
	and we should support our local farmers and tier employees, and avoid  
	the suburban   affect of same.                              2   infrastructure is required to be in place before any development at all for instance   A)  water supply and pressure of same….our water pressure has been  reduced  by 50 %  in the past 19 years,  the modern boiler and heating system  requires certain pressure, of   which we are now border line. B) Surface water - field drain-off could and should be controlled in a better fashion to avoid the constant flood threat. The more structures we have bu

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	As identified in NDP Policy STMNDP 2.1 the development of infill sites within the  
	Development Boundaries identified in the former NCDC plan will be permitted. However, development of individual residences on such sites are very unlikely to meet the identified needs for permanent residence only, at least 50% of the residences  to be Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford and 15% to be Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people. Thus the Special Development Areas are being proposed as larger areas in appropriate places that will enab
	The infrastructure issues are well recognised and addressed in the draft NDP as key to the justification for keeping additional development in the Parishes to the lowest level that just meets the perceived needs of the local residents and the mandatory requirements that will be in the Cornwall Local Plan when it is finally approved.  
	Whilst downsizing vehicle traffic and a 5 day working week might be highly desirable they do not come under the acceptable definition of Development Policy and cannot therefore be addressed in an NDP. Flooding and drainage are key planning issues that come under the jurisdiction of Cornwall Council and the Water Authorities. Although they may seem to overlook these issues at times, it is believed that the NDP could not strengthen or override their policies in this area. The Parish Councils will continue to 

	None  
	None  
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	Catherine Elliott  
	  
	07/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	My query is regarding the SDA C phase 1, which has been enlarged from the proposal in the March2014 questionnaire, whereas the other areas have either been reduced in size or eliminated altogether. The additional area extends nearer to the open land of the cliff top and I believe that any building there would be visible from the coastal path on Pentire, contrary to STMNDP 2.7(v). I would also ask why this area is selected for development before SDA C subsequent phase, which is further from the cliff and nea
	My query is regarding the SDA C phase 1, which has been enlarged from the proposal in the March2014 questionnaire, whereas the other areas have either been reduced in size or eliminated altogether. The additional area extends nearer to the open land of the cliff top and I believe that any building there would be visible from the coastal path on Pentire, contrary to STMNDP 2.7(v). I would also ask why this area is selected for development before SDA C subsequent phase, which is further from the cliff and nea

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas in the SDA  brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu
	If and when the Parish has an approved NDP and the section 106 agreements are replaced by the CIL tax then the Parish Council will receive 25% of the CIL tax to invest in local projects. Until that time the 106 monies go into a Cornwall Council fund that does not in any way guarantee that it will be spent on needs local to where the funds were generated. The Parish Councils will continue to press Cornwall Council to release such funds for local use but this continues to be very difficult to achieve.   

	None  
	None  
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	Helen Wilkins  
	  
	07/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	I am a co-owner of a house on the cliff at Trebetherick (Bryn Ivor) and would like to express concern about the mention of a cycle path network between Rock and Polzeath on p16 of the NDP. I would support a safe path around the golf course but would NOT want a path along the cliff between Daymer Bay and Polzeath where lots of young families walk. It is my understanding that the land down to the high tide mark is owned by each of the houses, with the Natural Trust having right of way for a coastal footpath. 
	I am a co-owner of a house on the cliff at Trebetherick (Bryn Ivor) and would like to express concern about the mention of a cycle path network between Rock and Polzeath on p16 of the NDP. I would support a safe path around the golf course but would NOT want a path along the cliff between Daymer Bay and Polzeath where lots of young families walk. It is my understanding that the land down to the high tide mark is owned by each of the houses, with the Natural Trust having right of way for a coastal footpath. 

	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised t

	Clarified that the intent is to keep Cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk of people crossing the golf course.  
	Clarified that the intent is to keep Cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk of people crossing the golf course.  
	  
	Included Trebetherick in  
	section 5.5.1 re traffic calming measures  
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	Mary Crew  
	  
	08/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	The Special Development Areas defined in Rock require due  
	The Special Development Areas defined in Rock require due  
	consideration in terms of access.  There are alterative sites outside the Special Development Areas which have better access to Rock and are therefore more sustainable.  Land off Trewint Lane, Rock which was the subject of planning application PA14/09762 (refused in December 2014) should be included within the Special Development Areas.  This site is accessed via an established entrance from Trewint Lane approximately 500m from the northern part of the settlement boundary of Rock.  

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	As identified in NDP Policy STMNDP 2.1 the development of infill sites within the  
	Development Boundaries identified in the former NCDC plan will be permitted. However, development of individual residences on such sites are very unlikely to meet the identified needs for permanent residence only, at least 50% of the residences  to be Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford and 15% to be Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people. Thus the Special Development Areas are being proposed as larger areas in appropriate places that will enab
	Any change to the previous NCDC Development Boundaries, however minor, would need to be very clearly identified and justified within the NDP and be the subject of further Public Consultation. There is no doubt that Public Consultation on the inclusion of a single-individual change to the Development Boundaries would prompt a number of similar requests. Inclusion of those requests would then open the floodgates and the NDP would be overwhelmed with opportunities for piecemeal development which is exactly wha

	None  
	None  
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	Endellion  
	Sharpe  
	  
	08/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	Congratulations first of all to all those who have put in so much time and effort into producing this latest draft Plan. As a voter, I would support it strongly.  Specifically, its emphasis on protecting the environmental value of the area, including the location and appearance of any new development; priority given to the local permanently resident population and its need for housing and other amenities.   Other comments are mainly pleas for clarification: 1)  How will the condition that any new housing de
	Congratulations first of all to all those who have put in so much time and effort into producing this latest draft Plan. As a voter, I would support it strongly.  Specifically, its emphasis on protecting the environmental value of the area, including the location and appearance of any new development; priority given to the local permanently resident population and its need for housing and other amenities.   Other comments are mainly pleas for clarification: 1)  How will the condition that any new housing de

	It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Similarly it will not be easy to manage the longer term pricing of Moderately Priced an
	It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Similarly it will not be easy to manage the longer term pricing of Moderately Priced an
	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	With regard to the third paragraph of section 3.1, you are probably referring to the sentence “Existing static and mobile....................in the area”. This is intended as a standalone sentence but as written can appear to relate to the previous sentence. This will be resolved by rewriting the sentence for the final version of the NDP to read something like “The need for static and mobile caravan and camping accommodation will be met by the number and location of existing sites”  

	Reword paragraph 3 of section 3.1 to make intentions clearer  
	Reword paragraph 3 of section 3.1 to make intentions clearer  
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	Priscilla Baxter  
	  
	08/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	I admire the enormous amount of work that has gone into the LNDP and am full of praise for all those who have worked so hard to get to this stage, in particular Carol Mould and Keith Snelling.  I do however have some reservations about the amount of land which has been  
	I admire the enormous amount of work that has gone into the LNDP and am full of praise for all those who have worked so hard to get to this stage, in particular Carol Mould and Keith Snelling.  I do however have some reservations about the amount of land which has been  
	'earmarked' for possible development in Trebetherick.  I applaud the fact that new builds are to be permanent residences but I feel that this village is not the place for such a large piece of land to be nominated for possible development.  There are very few facilities in the village for those who might live in low cost housing, and even for those in moderate priced dwellings.  School, doctors' surgery, post office and shops are all situated in Rock and transport would be needed to reach those facilities f

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
	Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu

	None  
	None  
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	each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  
	each residence ;and most important that no new development shall be visible to anyone walking in the Parishes anywhere along the South West Coast Path.  
	Although SDA C Subsequent Phases is smaller the area that could be developed is actually 1.47 hectares, almost identical to that in SDA C Phase 1 and therefore would support the same number of additional residences. 
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	Kivells  
	  
	Lizzie Burton  
	  
	08/01/2015  
	  
	Online  
	  

	I write to request due consideration to the re- inclusion of land previously identified within the original St Minver Parishes NDP. The land is identified as Area 1 – land adjacent to Rock Road between Trewint Lane and Trewiston Lane and extending to the north west of Pityme, which was originally identified as meeting every one of the criteria for residential development. The NDP issues dated 21st July and  4th November 2014 have completely removed this entire area from the proposed residential development 
	I write to request due consideration to the re- inclusion of land previously identified within the original St Minver Parishes NDP. The land is identified as Area 1 – land adjacent to Rock Road between Trewint Lane and Trewiston Lane and extending to the north west of Pityme, which was originally identified as meeting every one of the criteria for residential development. The NDP issues dated 21st July and  4th November 2014 have completely removed this entire area from the proposed residential development 

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.  Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP ha
	Your comment about land included in a previous version of the NDP is not understood as the document now out for consultation is the first version that has been released from the drafting team for public review. You mention SDA 1 therefore it can only be assumed that you are referring to the Development Areas Consultation Document issued in February/March 2014. As its title suggests this was a consultation document to gauge public views on the proposals. These views and the very strong recommendations from b
	Your comment about the wording in paragraph 3 of NDP section 3.1 is well founded. It was not well worded and has already been changed to make the intended meaning clear.  
	  

	Reword paragraph 3 of section 3.1 to make intentions clearer  
	Reword paragraph 3 of section 3.1 to make intentions clearer  
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	likely to be required for blocks of 6 – 12 months by local businesses, will not be satisfied with this type of accommodation. This therefore restricts the ability of local businesses to attract these workers to the area and thus restricts potential growth of the local economy.  In summary, the proposed area, if not more, is absolutely necessary to complement and enhance local enterprise and forthwith the local economy. I hope that you will agree with my representation, but should you wish to discuss the mat
	likely to be required for blocks of 6 – 12 months by local businesses, will not be satisfied with this type of accommodation. This therefore restricts the ability of local businesses to attract these workers to the area and thus restricts potential growth of the local economy.  In summary, the proposed area, if not more, is absolutely necessary to complement and enhance local enterprise and forthwith the local economy. I hope that you will agree with my representation, but should you wish to discuss the mat
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	Mark Somers  
	  
	09/01/2015  
	  
	online  
	  

	Generally a very well thought out plan, I think. It would be useful however to have further clarification on the following points;   • the future legal status of the old Development Boundary (P18); • whether “small pockets of undeveloped land” inside the old Development Boundary will be allowed to be built on (P18) – one of these being the land south of Joskins and Trepetroc, and another the plot around Higher Farm including one of the old barns adjacent; • the legal enforceability of the ‘Permanent Residen
	Generally a very well thought out plan, I think. It would be useful however to have further clarification on the following points;   • the future legal status of the old Development Boundary (P18); • whether “small pockets of undeveloped land” inside the old Development Boundary will be allowed to be built on (P18) – one of these being the land south of Joskins and Trepetroc, and another the plot around Higher Farm including one of the old barns adjacent; • the legal enforceability of the ‘Permanent Residen

	If the NDP as written is approved at the referendum, the Development Areas defined within it, including all of the land enclosed by the previous NCDC boundaries, once again become legally recognised. Without an NDP these Boundaries no longer exist. Whilst the NDP is being prepared Cornwall Council are in general abiding by the constraints these boundaries provided but they are subject to challenge.  
	If the NDP as written is approved at the referendum, the Development Areas defined within it, including all of the land enclosed by the previous NCDC boundaries, once again become legally recognised. Without an NDP these Boundaries no longer exist. Whilst the NDP is being prepared Cornwall Council are in general abiding by the constraints these boundaries provided but they are subject to challenge.  
	As stated by Policy STMNDP 2.1, new development within these Boundaries will be permitted where it is consistent with all other policies within the NDP.  
	The designation of Additional Residences for permanent residence only is not unique to St Minver. The concept has been reviewed at high level and declared legal. It has been included in at least one NDP that has completed the process and been adopted at referendum. It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on th
	The NDP can only address enabling policy it cannot include specific projects such as the exact routing of a cycle path. However, any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle rou
	Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways  
	Department. As mentioned above the Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised that this is far as policy within the NDP can go related to this

	Cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk to people crossing the golf course.  
	Cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk to people crossing the golf course.  
	  
	Included Trebetherick in  
	section 5.5.1 re traffic calming measures  
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	FRJ Prior  
	  
	09/01/2015  
	  
	online  
	  

	Please note that the area noted for development in Trebetherick is liable to flooding, and properties adjacent to the area have already been subject to flooding, and that there was and is heavy flooding at the new "Sands" development - during and subsequent to the building work.  It can only get worse!  
	Please note that the area noted for development in Trebetherick is liable to flooding, and properties adjacent to the area have already been subject to flooding, and that there was and is heavy flooding at the new "Sands" development - during and subsequent to the building work.  It can only get worse!  

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
	Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment. The remaining area of SDA C phase 1 that could be developed is 1.49 hectares. Your concerns regarding potential f

	None  
	None  
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	Nick Ely  
	  
	09/01/2015  
	  
	online  
	  
	  

	Whilst generally I am in agreement with the proposals Pre-Submission Consultation Plan, my concerns relate to the infrastructure provisions to meet some of the proposed future development areas  Principally as you state in the plan as follows:  3.2.2.1 "Access to the Parishes will continue to be virtually entirely dependent on the present road network which struggles to meet the existing size and volume of traffic..... There is also considerable resident support for retaining the access in its existing form
	Whilst generally I am in agreement with the proposals Pre-Submission Consultation Plan, my concerns relate to the infrastructure provisions to meet some of the proposed future development areas  Principally as you state in the plan as follows:  3.2.2.1 "Access to the Parishes will continue to be virtually entirely dependent on the present road network which struggles to meet the existing size and volume of traffic..... There is also considerable resident support for retaining the access in its existing form

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the Parish Councils and the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development and a key reason for this is the lack of infrastructure to support more residences and businesses. However, as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option and the NDP has to allow for a certain amount of sustainable development to meet the identified local needs and the ma
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The preference of the Parish Councils and the majority of residents would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development and a key reason for this is the lack of infrastructure to support more residences and businesses. However, as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option and the NDP has to allow for a certain amount of sustainable development to meet the identified local needs and the ma
	This leads to the need to identify both residential and business Development Areas. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options that are likely to just about meet the minimum requirements.  
	Vehicle access has been a key parameter in identifying suitable Development Areas. It is expected that most of the required additional residences will be concentrated in SDA A phase 1, and the NDP addresses the issue of providing good access to this area. The strong preference for additional business space is further development of the Pityme site but only if something can be done to improve vehicle access. Hence the proposed SDA D dependant on improved vehicle access from Keiro Lane.   
	Whilst your concerns over the dangers of a further access onto Keiro Lane are recognised it is considered that traffic using a well designed junction at this point would create less of a hazard than the present very inadequate access to the industrial area. It is understood that the NDP can only deal with development policy and cannot define specific projects such as the exact design of a business park or a road junction. It is recognised that any planning application that is made to develop SDA D will have

	None  
	None  
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	users.  This is due to the following reasons:  The siting of two accesses to the industrial estate in such close proximity is identified as providing an increased risk to road users in the Specification for Highways Works and the Design Manual for Road and Bridges and drafted by the Highways Agency and adopted as local standards by Cornwall Council Highways Authority.  The filtering of two vehicle access links into an existing highway such as this has frequently proven to result in an increased accident cou
	users.  This is due to the following reasons:  The siting of two accesses to the industrial estate in such close proximity is identified as providing an increased risk to road users in the Specification for Highways Works and the Design Manual for Road and Bridges and drafted by the Highways Agency and adopted as local standards by Cornwall Council Highways Authority.  The filtering of two vehicle access links into an existing highway such as this has frequently proven to result in an increased accident cou

	As an observation, the B3314 would appear to have more issues with bends, narrow sections and poor road junctions than Keiro Lane but this does not seem to have been any deterrent to planning applications that have dramatically increased the traffic flows along this road. Also the Highways Department did not see any issues with a junction on Keiro Lane proposed by a developer  to access a new residential site much closer to Pityme that was clear to all of the local people as potentially very dangerous.   
	As an observation, the B3314 would appear to have more issues with bends, narrow sections and poor road junctions than Keiro Lane but this does not seem to have been any deterrent to planning applications that have dramatically increased the traffic flows along this road. Also the Highways Department did not see any issues with a junction on Keiro Lane proposed by a developer  to access a new residential site much closer to Pityme that was clear to all of the local people as potentially very dangerous.   
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	M&D Maberley  
	  
	11/01/2015  
	  
	online  
	  
	  

	Firstly we would like to congratulate all those who have been involved in this demanding project. We are very impressed with the overall quality of the content and it presentation. in general we are very happy and supportive of the objectives and actions laid out in the NPD but we have some specific comments listed below.  1   Clearly we have a significant problem managing traffic flows into and out of the area and within it. Whilst we understand that Parish Councils do not have resource to create new roads
	Firstly we would like to congratulate all those who have been involved in this demanding project. We are very impressed with the overall quality of the content and it presentation. in general we are very happy and supportive of the objectives and actions laid out in the NPD but we have some specific comments listed below.  1   Clearly we have a significant problem managing traffic flows into and out of the area and within it. Whilst we understand that Parish Councils do not have resource to create new roads

	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	The preference of local people would appear to be a total ban on wind turbines but it is unlikely that this would be accepted in the NDP. The constraints that the wind turbines have to be small (an 18 metre to the top of the blades is defined as a very small/domestic turbine) and only for local use of the power by the installing resident or business is expected to result in very few installations proceeding.   
	The NDP addresses a number of issues to help to protect the local environment and wildlife habitats, but there is little scope for anything more pro-active. This could probably only be achieved by specific projects and there are constant reminders that the NDP can only address development policy and not specific projects.  
	  

	None  
	None  
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	Cornwall  
	Ramblers  
	  
	Robert Fraser  
	  
	13/01/2015  
	  
	online  
	  
	  

	Comments made on behalf of the Cornwall Ramblers. There are a couple of policies in the Draft Plan affecting public rights of way, STMDP 4.3. and STMNDP 5.3.  We are concerned that policy 5.3 may not say what was intended. Rerouting of paths can be beneficial for the user but more often than not the result is a less convenient path. We suggest rewording as follows: STMNDP 5.3. Planning applications to reroute for the benefit of the user and/or extend footpaths and to create foot or cycle paths will be suppo
	Comments made on behalf of the Cornwall Ramblers. There are a couple of policies in the Draft Plan affecting public rights of way, STMDP 4.3. and STMNDP 5.3.  We are concerned that policy 5.3 may not say what was intended. Rerouting of paths can be beneficial for the user but more often than not the result is a less convenient path. We suggest rewording as follows: STMNDP 5.3. Planning applications to reroute for the benefit of the user and/or extend footpaths and to create foot or cycle paths will be suppo

	The Parish Councils are sympathetic to your concerns regarding footpaths and spend considerable time and Local Precept money on keeping them available and useable. The intent of the NDP is to continue to maintain and where practical enhance the footpath network.   
	The Parish Councils are sympathetic to your concerns regarding footpaths and spend considerable time and Local Precept money on keeping them available and useable. The intent of the NDP is to continue to maintain and where practical enhance the footpath network.   
	The rules governing the NDP require that it promotes sustainable development. An NDP that concentrates on all the reasons for not allowing development is extremely unlikely to get through the examination process. It is, therefore, important to stress the positives whilst defining the negatives. That is why some of the Policy statements become less clear than most people would like.  
	The NDP team will review how Policy STMNDP 5.3 can be reworded to address your concerns, perhaps along the lines “Planning applications to reroute and/or extend footpaths and to create cycle paths will be supported but only where they are not to the detriment of users and do not have an overbearing influence on the residents or the local landscape character”.   
	  

	Revised Policy STMNDP 5.3 re footpaths  
	Revised Policy STMNDP 5.3 re footpaths  
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	H Robertson  
	  
	30/11/2015  
	  
	Email  

	I have a question about the St Minver NPD and would be grateful if you could advise who I should contact.  
	I have a question about the St Minver NPD and would be grateful if you could advise who I should contact.  
	Alternatively perhaps you could pass my question to the appropriate person. I am trying to come up to speed with all the NDP and Cornwall Local Plan documents. The 'Introduction' to the NDP states that  
	'Cornwall Council do not at this time have an approved Plan, but all the indications are that it will require the St Minver Parishes to accommodate at least 100 additional residences in the period 2010 - 2030'. Please could you point me in the right direction as to where this can be found in the Cornwall Local Plan Proposed Submission Draft.  

	Advised that the number resulted from detailed discussion at a Wadebridge/Padstow Parishes Network Meeting hosted by Cornwall Council and minuted by them.  
	Advised that the number resulted from detailed discussion at a Wadebridge/Padstow Parishes Network Meeting hosted by Cornwall Council and minuted by them.  

	None  
	None  
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	D Kingsbury  
	  
	30/11/2015  
	  
	Paper  
	  

	I would like to see STMNDP 4e.3 modified to read:  
	I would like to see STMNDP 4e.3 modified to read:  
	  
	 “Planning applications that enable   
	– the existing footpath network to be maintained and increased/enhanced where practical  
	-a safe and effective cycle path network across the Parishes  
	Shall be encouraged and supported but not to the detriment of existing amenities. Where necessary and practical, planning approval shall be supported for this network to run through protected areas provided this does not diminish the enjoyment of pedestrians and others2.  
	  
	 -and STMNDP 6.2 modified to read:  
	  
	“Planning applications for Small Scale Wind Turbines and Small Scale  
	Solar Farms to produce energy for local use located such that they do not have an overbearing influence on the residents or the landscape character shall be supported. It must be borne in mind, however, that most of these installations place a burden of cost on all end users whose price per KWh is increased to cover such subsidies as are given”. 

	Your concerns regarding any changes to footpaths and cycle paths potentially diminishing the enjoyment of pedestrians and others are well recognised. In fact this concern extends to all development of any kind throughout the Parishes not just the protected areas. The overwhelming reason for trying to establish an NDP is essentially to protect what the local people have and enjoy today and there are many points within the NDP that address this very issue. In the final drafting of the NDP prior to submission 
	Your concerns regarding any changes to footpaths and cycle paths potentially diminishing the enjoyment of pedestrians and others are well recognised. In fact this concern extends to all development of any kind throughout the Parishes not just the protected areas. The overwhelming reason for trying to establish an NDP is essentially to protect what the local people have and enjoy today and there are many points within the NDP that address this very issue. In the final drafting of the NDP prior to submission 

	Policy STMNDP 5.3 - Changes to footpaths and cycle paths not to the detriment of current users.  
	Policy STMNDP 5.3 - Changes to footpaths and cycle paths not to the detriment of current users.  
	  
	Reference in para 5.6.1 to cost of renewable energy to all consumers  
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	T& J Bowden  
	  
	30/11/2015  
	  
	Paper  
	  

	Re STMNDP 2.7(iv) “Limited in height, mass etc. Good.  
	Re STMNDP 2.7(iv) “Limited in height, mass etc. Good.  
	Cycle Trails and Cycling  
	Provision of a trail from the bottom of Rock to Daymer and on to Polzeath would be fine as an additional Leisure Activity and we would welcome it. Not sure that it will encourage people to use their bike rather than the car. We should try to make cycling in and around Rock safer and more convenient. Provide cycle racks at shops and surgery. Remove unnecessary road markings that create humps that are dangerous to cyclists  
	On Street Parking  
	Should be prohibited as passing parked cars on already narrow roads is very dangerous for cyclists with oncoming cars driving at excessive speed.  
	Traffic and Congestion on the B3314  
	Surely no other road in England is too narrow for 2 large vehicles to pass in 6 places within 6 miles and which carries such a huge volume of heavy vehicles as that from Rock to Wadebridge. Sharps should not have been allowed to expand to such an extent on their present site.  
	Speed Limits  
	There is little purpose in reducing the speed limit unless it is enforced (please not with humps). Nothing wrong with 30mph if it is complied with.  
	Pityme Farm Road  
	Rock Marine Services use this road as a free boat park and often block the road with boats, trailers and cars. Should not be allowed.  
	Camel Fish Tanker  
	Deposits large quantities of sea water on Rock Road and Keiro Lane on a daily basis. Owner or driver should be prosecuted for having an unsafe load  

	Many of your comments relate to things that have resulted from past decisions and actions. There is empathy with these comments but the NDP can only address the future, though hopefully with due attention to minimise any repetition of past issues.  
	Many of your comments relate to things that have resulted from past decisions and actions. There is empathy with these comments but the NDP can only address the future, though hopefully with due attention to minimise any repetition of past issues.  
	It is a basic requirement that the NDP can only deal with Policy that sets out the general intentions and constraints on future development. It is made clear that NDP Policy can not refer to specific projects but only provide the framework within which those specific projects may be progressed. For example, speed limits are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways Department. An NDP cannot relate to specific project such as a speed limit on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy S
	Whilst the NDP does not, and cannot, specifically address the projects that you mention it does provide the enabling policies. The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the local views on future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal framework to strongly influence what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear most concerned

	None  
	None  
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	T Oliver  
	  
	26/12/2015  
	  
	email  
	  

	We are contacting you as we have grave reservations re the proposed Special Development Area at Trebetherick,phase one and phase two. This is an unbelievably large area, only 2.8 hectares less than special development area one,which is central to our neighbourhood plan Local people will just not live out on this exposed area they never have,they never will. Our family through three generations have been on High Cliff, have seen people come and go,as they can't face up to the winters. Once you turn into Wort
	We are contacting you as we have grave reservations re the proposed Special Development Area at Trebetherick,phase one and phase two. This is an unbelievably large area, only 2.8 hectares less than special development area one,which is central to our neighbourhood plan Local people will just not live out on this exposed area they never have,they never will. Our family through three generations have been on High Cliff, have seen people come and go,as they can't face up to the winters. Once you turn into Wort
	  
	Polzeath has been ravished by buildings in the last few years, as I said at the last open meeting it's a concrete jungle. The development already done is in danger of killing the goose that laid the golden egg. Surely the Neighbourhood plan should be to protect what is left of the  green open spaces between Trebetherick and Polzeath on the seaward side.  No matter what provisos are put on more buildings, they will eventually by one means or another end up as second homes.  
	  
	When walking on the Coastal path from Pentire to Polzeath this development will be seen. There is no benefit to anyone other than developers for this special area.  
	  

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas makes definition of the boundaries much clearer and also brings these areas where planning permission wasoriginally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  

	None  
	None  
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	We are not sure what response you will have got from local people,the  problem is there are hardly any living there to protest.  
	We are not sure what response you will have got from local people,the  problem is there are hardly any living there to protest.  
	   
	We think the work done by you and your team is just fantastic,thank you. Just feel that the Trebetherick situation hasn't been fully understood, and we need to say so. 
	 

	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu
	The development at Ham Field at the top of Daimer Lane and the Pinewood development above Polzeath have shown that affordable housing can be successful in this sensitive area and there would appear to be no reason why these models could not be repeated  
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	H Herzberg  
	  
	28/12/2015  
	  
	Paper  
	  

	Firstly, I would like to thank the St. Minver Parish Council in general, and Carol Mould and Keith Snelling in particular, for producing such a well thought out and written document with which I am in complete support.  I would like to submit the following comments in the hope that they might be considered and perhaps result in some small adjustments to the text when finally put to referendum.  
	Firstly, I would like to thank the St. Minver Parish Council in general, and Carol Mould and Keith Snelling in particular, for producing such a well thought out and written document with which I am in complete support.  I would like to submit the following comments in the hope that they might be considered and perhaps result in some small adjustments to the text when finally put to referendum.  
	  
	Development Boundaries.  
	For the sake of absolute clarity and to enforce its importance, I suggest that STMNDP 2.1 should read ‘ The Development Boundaries identified in the former North Cornwall District Council Plan (see maps on pages 22-26) are to be retained, and any new development will only be permitted where it is consistent with all other policies in this plan.’   For similar reasons I suggest that STMNDP 2.6 should read, ‘Development outside the Development Boundaries or Special Development Areas will not be permitted, exc
	Whilst you may feel this to be quibbling with words, I am concerned that in recent years, there have been, and continue to be, a number of applications made to over develop by infilling small pockets of land unsuitable for large buildings, or to add second homes within the curtilage of existing single plots.  In the interests of preserving the existing character and charm of the Parish I think it is important to ensure that those who might attempt to continue to profit at the expense of the community should
	Special Development Area C. (Polzeath/ Trebetherick)   
	I wonder if the Parish Council have looked at the potential traffic problems that may occur with the development of such a large housing site given its restricted access?  Has any study been conducted to illustrate how many dwellings the site might eventually accommodate and hence the number of vehicle movements that this would generate?  I suspect that the site allowance shown may be unnecessarily large for the housing needs of the Plan period and might be reduced in area, or otherwise a specific limit put
	Cycle Tracks.  

	The NDP healthcheck undertaken by the Independent Examiner had reservations about the previous wording of the Policies STMNDP 2.1 through STMNDP 2.7 as being written in the negative (what can’t be done) rather than the positive (what can be done). In fact he provided a rewritten set of these policies as an example of what would be considered more acceptable and the NDP Team adopted these recommendations. The possible changes that you suggest clearly have merit and the NDP team will review these in the light
	The NDP healthcheck undertaken by the Independent Examiner had reservations about the previous wording of the Policies STMNDP 2.1 through STMNDP 2.7 as being written in the negative (what can’t be done) rather than the positive (what can be done). In fact he provided a rewritten set of these policies as an example of what would be considered more acceptable and the NDP Team adopted these recommendations. The possible changes that you suggest clearly have merit and the NDP team will review these in the light
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
	Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu

	Revised wording of STMNDP  
	Revised wording of STMNDP  
	2.1 and 2.6  
	  
	Cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk of people crossing the golf course.  
	  
	Included Trebetherick in  
	section 5.1.1 re traffic  
	calming measures  
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	I am absolutely opposed to the suggestion that a cycle track be encouraged along the top of the sand dunes overlooking Daymer Bay and along the coastal path to Polzeath.  These paths have long been the preserve of walkers, many of whom are either young children or are elderly. If cyclists were permitted to use these routes it would not only result in erosion of the paths but also be extremely dangerous and unpleasant for those enjoying a peaceful walk.  I am completely in favour of finding a traffic free ro
	I am absolutely opposed to the suggestion that a cycle track be encouraged along the top of the sand dunes overlooking Daymer Bay and along the coastal path to Polzeath.  These paths have long been the preserve of walkers, many of whom are either young children or are elderly. If cyclists were permitted to use these routes it would not only result in erosion of the paths but also be extremely dangerous and unpleasant for those enjoying a peaceful walk.  I am completely in favour of finding a traffic free ro
	 Wind Turbines  
	I welcome STMNDP 6.2, but I would like to see an addition to this Policy to prevent small scale turbines impinging on views currently enjoyed from areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  I have in mind, particularly, the views from the top of Brea Hill which would be spoilt by even a small scale wind turbine placed within two or three miles.  
	  
	Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest.  
	We continue to see threats to demolish important buildings in the Parish which are either of special architectural or historic interest.  An important aspect of Neighbourhood Development Planning is to identify what should be preserved as much as to identify what and where to develop.  I would like to see an addendum added to the plan to list those buildings which do not merit full listing by English Heritage but are nevertheless considered to be of local importance so that, should an application to alter o
	Speed Restrictions  
	In the bullet point under 5.5.1 which refers to the need for speed restriction measures I would like to reference made to the main road running through the centre of Trebetherick.  There is a significant bend in the road outside the Village Stores where customers frequently park to visit the shop.  Visibility is very poor at this point in the road and there is no pavement on one side.  It is an accident waiting to happen and it is important that speed restrictions are imposed here.  
	 Public Toilets, Daymer Bay.  
	I welcome the inclusion of STMDP 4.2 and the associated statements under 3.2,2,4 which express the intention to maintain the existing Public Toilets in the Daymer Bay car park and keep them open.  The beach at Daymer Bay is hugely important in making this Parish a successful tourist attraction as well as providing a much valued amenity for local residents.  It is essential that the area is not contaminated by sewage due to the closure of the Public Toilets.  I consider that this matter be given a high prior
	Protection of the Dunes and cliffs at Daymer.  
	I wonder if the Introduction and Vision Statement should include a statement about the preservation of the sand dunes and cliff faces at Daymer Bay.  Recent events have shown a serious increase in erosion of these important features, which may be subjected to further damage due to climate change.  Should the erosion continue the path on the 

	An informal traffic survey in Trewiston Lane was conducted including analysis of the traffic generated from Cantillion Close comprising some some thirty family residences. Even at the busiest time of day the numbers of traffic and pedestrian movements generated by these residences was very small in comparison to the general traffic to and from Trebetherick and Polzeath. Even full development of SDA C phase 1 is not expected to contribute significantly to the rate of traffic movements in the area but clearly
	An informal traffic survey in Trewiston Lane was conducted including analysis of the traffic generated from Cantillion Close comprising some some thirty family residences. Even at the busiest time of day the numbers of traffic and pedestrian movements generated by these residences was very small in comparison to the general traffic to and from Trebetherick and Polzeath. Even full development of SDA C phase 1 is not expected to contribute significantly to the rate of traffic movements in the area but clearly
	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	The definitions for wind turbines in the glossary of the NDP will be revised to make it clear that an 18 metre turbine is measured from ground level to the tips of the blades at the top of their travel. This is in fact classified as a very small wind turbine. Any further restrictions on wind turbines than those already included in STMNDP 1.2 and STMNDP 6.3 would almost certainly be considered as an outright no to any wind turbines and advice is that such a position would be unacceptable.   
	Producing, maintaining and justifying a list of structures for special consideration is thought to be a very difficult task. The St Minver Parishes have a very diverse set of building types and styles and none of these could be presented as the iconic type and standard that depicts the area. Thus any listing that might be undertaken would have to be against a very carefully defined set of criteria. Every structure in the Parish would then have to be assessed and justified against this set of criteria or tho
	Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised t
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	dunes and the sections of coastal path around Brea Hill and leading to Fishing Cove Field may be obliterated, and before that occurs I would like to think that some plan was in force to avoid it.  Large boulders have been used successfully at the High Tide mark in Rock and a similar treatment may have to be employed at Daymer.  I suggest that a statement of intent to protect the coastline, where appropriate and if needed, should be included in the Plan.  
	dunes and the sections of coastal path around Brea Hill and leading to Fishing Cove Field may be obliterated, and before that occurs I would like to think that some plan was in force to avoid it.  Large boulders have been used successfully at the High Tide mark in Rock and a similar treatment may have to be employed at Daymer.  I suggest that a statement of intent to protect the coastline, where appropriate and if needed, should be included in the Plan.  
	My wife and I have been coming to Trebetherick for annual holidays with our children for the last forty years and have owned our own house here for the last fifteen.  In our retirement years we plan to spend a great deal of our time here and I am now pleased to serve as a member of the Trebetherick Residents Association Committee.  Whilst we are keen to see the area respond to future needs, we are also very concerned to see that the delights of the area are preserved for ourselves, our children and our gran
	Neighbourhood Development Plan which will achieve these objectives. 

	The Parish Council are supportive of measures to protect and enhance the coastal regions of the Parishes and this is reflected in a number of references in the NDP. However, the preservation of dunes or cliff faces constitute specific projects and  advice from a number of sources indicates that the NDP cannot include policy on specific projects. In addition work on the dunes and cliffs is considered to be outside the jurisdiction of the Parish Councils as the recent issues with the steps at Daymer Bay have 
	The Parish Council are supportive of measures to protect and enhance the coastal regions of the Parishes and this is reflected in a number of references in the NDP. However, the preservation of dunes or cliff faces constitute specific projects and  advice from a number of sources indicates that the NDP cannot include policy on specific projects. In addition work on the dunes and cliffs is considered to be outside the jurisdiction of the Parish Councils as the recent issues with the steps at Daymer Bay have 
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	T&F Lunt  
	  
	03/01/2015  
	  
	Paper  
	  

	Page2  
	Page2  
	We are sorry to see that the Parishes’ views only have to be taken into consideration not enforced.  
	Page 27  
	We do not know how you will be able to enforce the Permanent  
	Residence only, how many months of the year will it have to be lived in. What is to stop the first time buyer selling it as a holiday house?  
	Page 32  
	Additional information is a top priority, hundreds of people getting off the Padstow ferry do not know where the shops are or how to get to St Enedoc Church. Look at the signs/maps put up in London on the lamp posts to see how it should be done.  
	Page 35  
	Double yellow lines opposite the parking areas fronting the shops in Rock would be a disaster for the Rock shops. They must not put them down before a good car park is built in the centre of the village. If people cannot drive and shop they will drive to Wadebridge and be put off holidaying in Rock. The present system is not perfect but it works with good will.  
	Consider making the Quarry car park two storey with a light steel structure as seen in many airport car parks. It could be used for winter boat storage to give an even better return on the capital cost. With a little landscaping it would not be seen from the estuary.  
	It is essential that a sign is put up informing motorists that the Quarry car park is full before they drive past John Bray’s car park. Page 39  
	We were very surprised to see a dog warden was a priority. This may be for Polzeath but we are quite sure there is not a problem in Rock or Trebetherick. We walk our dog every day and never see stray dogs. The cost of a full time dog warden would be enormous. What would he do in the winter? We also need many more poo bins for dogs in the village. Tree planting. An excellent area to plant a few hundred macrocarpa would be to the North East of the Quarry car park, they groqw well 

	Whilst the Localism Act provides for local people to have much more say in local development matters it does not change the basic requirement that planning permission can only be granted or denied by Cornwall Council or higher authority. The NDP Team has been advised by an Independent Examiner of the Policy wording that is acceptable within an NDP and this advice has been followed to make the NDP as strong as it can be within the legislation. Communications with Cornwall Council and national bodies indicate
	Whilst the Localism Act provides for local people to have much more say in local development matters it does not change the basic requirement that planning permission can only be granted or denied by Cornwall Council or higher authority. The NDP Team has been advised by an Independent Examiner of the Policy wording that is acceptable within an NDP and this advice has been followed to make the NDP as strong as it can be within the legislation. Communications with Cornwall Council and national bodies indicate
	The NDP defines a Permanent Residence as being occupied by a local resident for a period of at least 6 months per annum. It is clearly difficult to monitor occupation and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Whilst
	The provision of maps, direction signage and information boards is strongly covered in the NDP Vision, Policy STMNDP 4.8 and the list of Infrastructure Priorities in section 7. There is strong support for these from local people and the Parish Councils and would not be overly expensive to implement. However, it will require considerable effort to organise. That is the real issue and any volunteers to come on board and help out would be very welcome. It would be hoped that local business people would see the
	Parking and traffic congestion issues in peak season are getting worse year by year and it can only be a matter of time before these result in serious accidents. These are issues that cannot be ignored and even the shop owners recognise that something needs to be done. NDP section 5.5.1. provides a list of possible projects proposed by local people that in combination could alleviate the issues. These projects would need full support from Cornwall Council as well as local residents and the NDP cannot, and d

	None  
	None  
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	down here and would look great from the estuary. I appreciate this land is owned by the Duchy.  
	down here and would look great from the estuary. I appreciate this land is owned by the Duchy.  
	Polzeath is spoilt by the exterior of the large building which has Spar as one of it’s tenants. I do not know who owns the building but they should be shamed into having it maintained. We also cannot understand why all day parking is allowed outside it.  
	We would like to thank your team for an excellent report and the enormous hard work that you have all put in. 

	explicit in the solution. It can only provide the enabling Policies that will give support to any development to implement the measures when agreed necessary.  
	explicit in the solution. It can only provide the enabling Policies that will give support to any development to implement the measures when agreed necessary.  
	The Quarry Car Park sits on Duchy Land and is leased by Padstow Harbour Commission. They have plans to extend the car park which the Parish Council support. The relocation and effective use of a car park full sign is addressed in NDP section 5.5.1. but can only be pursued with the full co-operation of the PHC which is not always the easiest organisation to work with.  
	The interest in a Dog Warden is not with respect to stray dogs but stray dog owners. There is much local concern about dogs on Polzeath Beach in the summer season and the amount of dog mess that owners do not clear up or, even worse, put into a plastic bag and leave on the path or hanging from the bushes. There is no expectation of appointing a full time Dog Warden but as a part time job, or in combination with responsibilities for Public Toilets as these become more and more down to the Parish to deal with
	There can be few local people who do not share your concern over the retail business block in Polzeath. Surely a planning application for such a development today would be rejected particularly as the overall plot is large enough to set the buildings back from the road and provide some sensible parking arrangements. However, neither planning nor the NDP can be retrospective so there is little that can be done other than to encourage the businesses in that area to work together to implement mutually benefici
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	T Clagett  
	  
	24/11/2014  
	  
	Email  
	  

	Having now read the latest Consultation Plan, I feel it necessary to comment on the remarks about cycle paths under Section 5 – Policies on page 16.  
	Having now read the latest Consultation Plan, I feel it necessary to comment on the remarks about cycle paths under Section 5 – Policies on page 16.  
	I know that when you, Keith and I had a conversation about this, I indicated the Club was willing to listen to ideas about routes for cycle paths. What troubles me is the wording indicates the route has already been determined – ‘This route passes through land bordering the Camel  
	Estuary designated as AONB or SSSI’   
	I am already getting frantic feedback from the members who have visions of more cyclists going across the course. As I indicated in our meeting, any increase in traffic on the course will not be supported in any way. Bicycles on public footpaths (illegally) already cause serious friction here and the notion this could increase needs to be put to rest quickly. I know you were more hopeful than I was about the possibility of getting permission to alter the terms of the SSSI, but in reality if we couple that c
	  
	Further comment from T Clagett by email on 05/12/2015  
	A significant part of the plan for a cycle - path network would be the linking of Rock to Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath. Most of the land between Rock and Daymer Bay bordering the Camel Estuary is designated as AONB or SSSI. Much of this land is owned by the St Enodoc Golf Club and maintained as a highly rated golf course that brings substantial business and revenue to the local community. Discussions with St Enodoc Golf Club have identified that careful development of public footpaths and cycle paths in th
	These discussions are intended to be ongoing with the vision of developing the ideas into viable plans.  
	 

	The paragraph in the Consultation Plan on page 16 to which you refer was drafted after our meeting earlier this year. It reflected our understanding of the discussion and indicated the willingness of the Golf Club and the Parish Councils to continue to work together to try to identify ways forward to the mutual benefit of all parties. The paragraph was forwarded to you on the 23rd July and it was believed that the words were acceptable to the Golf Club. The intention of including this paragraph in the NDP i
	The paragraph in the Consultation Plan on page 16 to which you refer was drafted after our meeting earlier this year. It reflected our understanding of the discussion and indicated the willingness of the Golf Club and the Parish Councils to continue to work together to try to identify ways forward to the mutual benefit of all parties. The paragraph was forwarded to you on the 23rd July and it was believed that the words were acceptable to the Golf Club. The intention of including this paragraph in the NDP i
	It must be remembered that the NDP can only provide a vision of how the Parishes might evolve, and put in place policies that would enable the vision to be implemented at some time in the future if and when the landowners, developers and local people want it to happen and the resources to do it are available   
	Whilst the NDP can identify the development vision of say a new road or cycle way, it cannot make a definite statement of exactly where it would go or even if it could ever be built. The policy's are a statement of intent that, should such projects be put forward, the  
	adopted NDP would confirm the PC's and the parishioners support providing the application satisfied all planning procedures and criteria contained within the NDP An approved NDP will give the Parishes considerable influence on what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear very concerned about. I hope the above response helps to allay the concerns of your club members a
	Yours sincerely  
	Carol Mould  
	Chair of St Minver Lowlands Parish Council and the St Minver Parishes NDP Steering Group  
	  
	Possible rewording of the penultimate paragraph on page 16 to address the Golf Club concern.  
	A significant part of any plan for a cycle-path network would  be the linking of Rock to Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath. Most of the land between Rock and Daymer Bay bordering the Camel Estuary is designated as AONB or SSSI. Much of this land is owned by the St Enodoc Golf Club and maintained as a highly rated golf course that brings substantial business and revenue to the local community. Discussions with St Enodoc Golf Club have identified that potential benefits to all parties might result from careful de

	Revised wording of penultimate paragraph of section 5.1.1 re footpaths and cyclepaths.  
	Revised wording of penultimate paragraph of section 5.1.1 re footpaths and cyclepaths.  
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	27/11/2014  
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	I would like to highlight an anomaly regarding the building boundary line on the land behind the properties running from Rosevallen to Meadow Garth inclusive.  
	  
	Around 20 years ago, the field behind these properties was divided and sold to some of the owners of the above houses.  
	  
	The properties above Rosevallen – Trelawney and the Coppice – have building boundary lines that include their gardens which extend some 70 plus yards behind their houses, but the original building line, which runs behind Rosevallen to Meadow Garth, has not been updated to include land which are now established gardens.  
	  
	Buildings (for which permission was sought and granted) have been erected in two of these extended gardens, namely a gazebo at the Wold and a boathouse at Floraldene, so a precedent has already been set. Consequently, I believe the boundary line should be updated to include this land into the boundary line.  

	Through the extensive consultation that has been undertaken in preparing the NDP it is clear that the local residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development and that the Development Boundaries established by the North Cornwall District Council should be retained.  However, the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development, in the order of 100 additional residences, to be c
	Through the extensive consultation that has been undertaken in preparing the NDP it is clear that the local residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development and that the Development Boundaries established by the North Cornwall District Council should be retained.  However, the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development, in the order of 100 additional residences, to be c
	The St Minver Parishes need for additional residences has been identified as Moderately Priced and Affordable permanent residences for local people. Additional residences within the NCDC Development Boundaries or minor tweaks to those boundaries will not accommodate the individual developments of 5 -10 residences that are necessary to keep the purchase price within the necessary range of affordability. Investigation and  
	consultation has identified the Special Development Areas included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical options to meet the local development need. The extensive public consultation via the questionnaire and an open public consultation event earlier this year strongly endorsed this approach.  
	The NDP team will address all of the comments on the draft NDP, and where there is significant support for a change in Policy it will be put forward to the Parish Councils for consideration. At this time very little comment has been received on the document as a whole and on the Development Boundaries in particular.  

	None  
	None  
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	03/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  

	We do consider that the anomalous arbitrary development boundary line proposed by your committee which effectively drives through the middle of the gardens of our house, Cambrea, and our neighbours’ houses, namely Trelawney and the Haven, is probably a unique issue in the Parish. We therefore do not consider that rectifying this anomaly would constitute a precedent in this current stage of consultation. Indeed, the realignment of the proposed development boundary to include our gardens by your steering comm
	We do consider that the anomalous arbitrary development boundary line proposed by your committee which effectively drives through the middle of the gardens of our house, Cambrea, and our neighbours’ houses, namely Trelawney and the Haven, is probably a unique issue in the Parish. We therefore do not consider that rectifying this anomaly would constitute a precedent in this current stage of consultation. Indeed, the realignment of the proposed development boundary to include our gardens by your steering comm

	Further to your e-mail of 3rd January, there is little that the Parish Council can add to the response sent to you on the 17th December 2014 except to attempt to advise on a couple of misunderstandings that you appear to have.  
	Further to your e-mail of 3rd January, there is little that the Parish Council can add to the response sent to you on the 17th December 2014 except to attempt to advise on a couple of misunderstandings that you appear to have.  
	Firstly, the Development Boundaries proposed in the NDP are not arbitrary lines proposed by an NDP committee, they are exact reinstatement of the Boundaries established many years ago by NCDC. Public Consultation on the issue of Development Boundaries has overwhelmingly been in favour of reinstating these Boundaries exactly as before and this is appropriately reflected in the NDP.  
	Secondly, the situation you describe at Worthy Hill is by no means unique. There are many other cases across the Parishes where residents have acquired land adjacent to their properties, outside of the NCDC Development Boundaries, for the purpose of extending their gardens but in the full knowledge that these areas would not be available for development. In some cases subsequent owners of the properties have sought to develop  
	this land but quite rightly the planning authorities have recognised the established Development Boundaries and planning permission has been consistently refused.  

	None  
	None  
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	J Glaswell  
	J Glaswell  
	J Glaswell  
	  
	01/01//2015  
	  
	paper  

	I have been coming to Trebetherick for well over  50 years;  I have stayed at the Bodare Hotel under four different owners.    My wife and I bought An Mordros, on the Greenaway, about 30 years ago and since retirement over 17 years ago we spend well over 50% of our time here (we still have a flat in London and also go away for holidays).   We do not let our property;  we vote here.     We are happily involved in many local activities, e.g. I used to be a Trustee of the “Friends of St Minver Churches” and Pa
	I have been coming to Trebetherick for well over  50 years;  I have stayed at the Bodare Hotel under four different owners.    My wife and I bought An Mordros, on the Greenaway, about 30 years ago and since retirement over 17 years ago we spend well over 50% of our time here (we still have a flat in London and also go away for holidays).   We do not let our property;  we vote here.     We are happily involved in many local activities, e.g. I used to be a Trustee of the “Friends of St Minver Churches” and Pa
	Association committee member for a number of years.   She is also the relief organist at St Enodoc Church – most recently playing for the service of Nine Lessons and Carols and then at the Christmas Day Service.     
	Although I am not a dog owner it seems I have delved into the nooks and crannies of Trebetherick more than most, including many locals who live here full time, and know Polzeath pretty well too.  I suspect that Richard Hore and Rob  Mably are the only people who know this area better 

	Thank you for your detailed comments on the Draft NDP Pre -Submission Plan. All of your comments have been noted and will be kept on file. All the comments received will form part of the information made available to support the submission of the NDP to Cornwall Council and in turn the Independent inspector. I hope that at the time of the Referendum you will feel able to support the submitted NDP for our Parishes  
	Thank you for your detailed comments on the Draft NDP Pre -Submission Plan. All of your comments have been noted and will be kept on file. All the comments received will form part of the information made available to support the submission of the NDP to Cornwall Council and in turn the Independent inspector. I hope that at the time of the Referendum you will feel able to support the submitted NDP for our Parishes  

	None  
	None  
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	than I do.   We are the only people who live on the Greenaway on a regular basis and until December 19th believe we were the only occupants/residents – all the other properties had no lights on in the evening.  
	than I do.   We are the only people who live on the Greenaway on a regular basis and until December 19th believe we were the only occupants/residents – all the other properties had no lights on in the evening.  
	We have seen the building of the St. Moritz Villas (which affected the surface water drainage of The Greenaway);   Highcliffe, (I thought that when Highcliffe gained planning permission, a condition was imposed preventing any further development on this field;  this still seems sound);  the “new” St Moritz Hotel, ugly and overdeveloped with considerable light pollution and an eyesore which can be seen from the other side of the estuary;  Ham Field,  including some “affordable” homes; and in Polzeath Carters
	The surface water drainage of The Greenaway must be addressed;   when the St Moritz Villas were built we had to have the water board inspect our area – they were appalled.   Also some of the drains fitted to reduce this impact have long since become blocked/broken – and not maintained by the developers who built all this property.   With more housing (SDAC) – what will happen?  
	The main employment in Trebetherick, apart from the excellent Trebetherick  Stores, appears to be building;  new houses, extensions and repairs, including of course more work for plumbers, electricians and so on.   WE CLEARLY NEED AFFORDABLE HOUSING  but surely the area is over developed and we do not need  more “self catering” homes even though this helps the property developers and up to a point the remaining local businesses.   We clearly lack an adequate road system – and pot holes in roads and deterior
	  
	It is difficult not to be a little critical about some of the sensible and possible recommendations in the light of what has happened since the walk on 2/1/13  
	e.g.    -  as well as the new houses on Francis Lane, the Carpenters and  
	Pinewood developments  
	- Cornwall Council have allowed the road by Pinewood (Polzeath to Trebetherick Road) to be NARROWED  
	- Cornwall Council have allowed the road by Pinewood (Polzeath to Trebetherick Road) to be NARROWED  
	- Cornwall Council have allowed the road by Pinewood (Polzeath to Trebetherick Road) to be NARROWED  

	- the entire bus service is in financial trouble ( and a broken bus stop sign has not been replaced)  
	- the entire bus service is in financial trouble ( and a broken bus stop sign has not been replaced)  

	- Daymer Bay toilets are closed for the foreseeable future,  
	- Daymer Bay toilets are closed for the foreseeable future,  

	- footpaths are not adequately maintained  (although footpath number one has been made usable recently – will annual maintenance occur?)  
	- footpaths are not adequately maintained  (although footpath number one has been made usable recently – will annual maintenance occur?)  

	- much of the 2/1/14 coastal storm damage has not been repaired (e.g.steps to Daymer Bay)  
	- much of the 2/1/14 coastal storm damage has not been repaired (e.g.steps to Daymer Bay)  


	How much of this plan is likely to be legally enforceable however hard Cornwall Council tries?  Especially the enforcement of the       Permanent Residencies restrictions?  
	- Will the old Development Boundary have any legal status?  
	- Will the old Development Boundary have any legal status?  
	- Will the old Development Boundary have any legal status?  

	- Will infilling of small sites inside the old development boundary be allowed?  
	- Will infilling of small sites inside the old development boundary be allowed?  
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	- Will houses on large plots be allowed to build a second house on their plot?  
	- Will houses on large plots be allowed to build a second house on their plot?  
	- Will houses on large plots be allowed to build a second house on their plot?  
	- Will houses on large plots be allowed to build a second house on their plot?  

	- Can new affordable housing be realistically limited along the sound guidelines outlined, or will we still be forced to accept people from as far away as Bristol?  
	- Can new affordable housing be realistically limited along the sound guidelines outlined, or will we still be forced to accept people from as far away as Bristol?  

	- Most of the houses on the Greenaway are let out – do they all count as businesses, exempt from the intended limitations?  
	- Most of the houses on the Greenaway are let out – do they all count as businesses, exempt from the intended limitations?  


	Old Area 6 – in response to your most recent questionnaire we wrote this area “MUST NOT BE DEVELOPED FURTHER”.  Currently PA13/03710/PREAPP  for “Land west of 20 Francis Road, Polzeath, proposes “EXPANSION OF EXISTING HOLIDAY COMPLEX TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL COTTAGES PLUS RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT is “pending  
	consideration”.   At least four of the issues in the current excellent “next step” consultation at 3.2 are violated/ignored (environment, cap on new residences all areas coast side of present development to remain undeveloped and principal residence, not second or holiday homes)”.  
	LATEST “PUBLIC CONSULTATION”  
	1.2.6   We note “concerns were expressed over the number and size of the Special Developmental Areas and the potential impact on road congestion.   These have been addressed by reducing...... the size of the Special Development Areas and including details of road improvements to facilitate access and ease the congestion issues”.  BUT SDA C  is now LARGER – and there is no mention of access/road improvements to this area?    
	If you believe encouragement of business should include yet more b & b accommodation near the coast, surely there is a surfeit now – for the last two years letting properties have not been full even in the peak six summer weeks – there is more than enough  here already for the foreseeable future.  
	ACCESS we have plenty of footpaths, BUT how are cars, vans and delivery vehicles going to reach SDA/ C?  
	3.2.2.1  TRANSPORT  - do we need MORE footpaths in Trebetherick?   
	(What are proposed?)  
	-   cycle routes – sound idea BUT will the coastal footpath need to be tarmaced to allow cycles, including racing cycles/mountain bikes to compete with pedestrians?  WHAT PROPOSALS ARE THERE FOR  
	SEPARATE cycle routes from Polzeath to Rock(5.1.1.)   I understand they are not allowed in SSSI’s, nor adjacent to SSSI’s, (S 28. Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981)      I note STMNDP 4.3 “where necessary and practical planning approval shall be supported for this network to run through protected areas”.  We also note STMNDP 5.3  “where they do not have an overbearing influence on the local residents or the local landscape character”.  When will consultation occur?  
	POLICY  STMDP 2 DEVELOPMENT AREA C  
	2.2 (iii) this area MUST be reduced, e.g.  totally remove the Southern area (St Moritz Hotel and Villas area)    If ANY development, is allowed it must NEVER  be to the western edge of the shaded site – too close to the wonderful coastal area, (STMNDP 2.7 (v))   Also decent ACCESS must be provided as well as proper surface water drainage.  With the additional residencies built in Francis Lane and on the Carters site in the last two years Trebetherick has surely used up its share of STMNDP 3.6 quotas for 201
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	STMNDP 3 ADDITIONAL RESIDENCES  
	STMNDP 3 ADDITIONAL RESIDENCES  
	3.8 yes, yes, yes  
	3.9 (V)  HOW CAN/WILL THIS BE ENFORCED?  
	IN CONCLUSION  
	- Please do not allow much new housing in SDA/ C – and only on the eastern edge AND ONLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.  
	- Please do not allow much new housing in SDA/ C – and only on the eastern edge AND ONLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.  
	- Please do not allow much new housing in SDA/ C – and only on the eastern edge AND ONLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.  

	- Another self build (Dingles Way type) development or two would be an excellent concept to develop.  
	- Another self build (Dingles Way type) development or two would be an excellent concept to develop.  

	- If allowed there must be real work/money spent on dealing with surface water drainage  
	- If allowed there must be real work/money spent on dealing with surface water drainage  

	- We need regular maintenance, not just cuts, on roads, footpaths, toilets and the entire coastal environment that makes Trebetherick what it is.  
	- We need regular maintenance, not just cuts, on roads, footpaths, toilets and the entire coastal environment that makes Trebetherick what it is.  


	We can only guess the huge amount of work done by the core team over the last two years – they deserve enormous amounts of praise. 
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	T Flay  
	  
	18/12/15  
	  
	letter  
	  

	I am particularly concerned about the proposed development of permanent residences in the field south of Jostyns. The only possible access to any development in this field is via the single track lane to the south which leads on to the single track Daymer Lane. Both of these single track lanes already have constant holdups and traffic problems, winter and summer alike, which would only be greatly exacerbated by the proposed development of permanent residences in the field. In my opinion, any further develop
	I am particularly concerned about the proposed development of permanent residences in the field south of Jostyns. The only possible access to any development in this field is via the single track lane to the south which leads on to the single track Daymer Lane. Both of these single track lanes already have constant holdups and traffic problems, winter and summer alike, which would only be greatly exacerbated by the proposed development of permanent residences in the field. In my opinion, any further develop

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive  
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The NDP has to allow for some level of sustainable development to be consistent with the Cornwall Local Plan or it will not pass Independent Inspection and therefore not be adopted. Extensive  
	investigation and consultation has identified that the reinstatement of the Development Boundaries defined by North Cornwall District Council and the proposed Special  
	Development Areas  included in the Pre-Submission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options. The field that you describe in your letter does fall within the old NDC Development Boundaries so if the NDP as drafted is accepted by referendum it would mean that the Parishes would be supportive of suitable development in that area. It does not mean that development can or will necessarily result. Ultimately the owners of that land would have to put forward suitable planning applications and Cornwal
	The position and potential cost of this area of land make it very unlikely that anyone would even consider developing it for Moderately Priced or Affordable Residences and that is not the intent of any part of the NDP. The Special Development Areas have been carefully selected as providing the right opportunities for this type of development and they are where the Parishes will support it.  
	If the field is developed at all it will almost certainly be for a very small number of large bespoke houses where the prospective owners will be well aware of the access issues. The Parishes do not believe that this would generate significant additional traffic and hence form a material reason for rejecting any planning application. For the same reason the Parishes have no justifiable reason for saying that this area, which is within the Development Boundaries that the large majority of people in the local
	 

	None  
	None  
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	D Curtis  
	  
	01/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  

	My wife and I have attended every public consultation event since 2012 and responded to every questionnaire because we have and have had a personal interest with friends in the area for the last 50 years. We were the first to purchase a house in Roserrow some 19 years ago but despite your document being addressed to residents, home owners and visitors we have never received any communication from either Parish Council and only know when and what is going on regarding the NDP from our friends. I am not criti
	My wife and I have attended every public consultation event since 2012 and responded to every questionnaire because we have and have had a personal interest with friends in the area for the last 50 years. We were the first to purchase a house in Roserrow some 19 years ago but despite your document being addressed to residents, home owners and visitors we have never received any communication from either Parish Council and only know when and what is going on regarding the NDP from our friends. I am not criti
	My principle reason for communicating now is to congratulate all involved for persevering with this arduous but important task for the area and for including in your policies 3.7 “holiday use restrictions”. Now retired we would love to live in our house at Roserrow but our title deeds say it cannot be our main residence. Two of our neighbours have tried to have this condition removed but without success because the planning consent granted in 1995 came with this condition in an attached legal agreement. The

	Thank you for taking the time to read the NDP Pre - Submission Plan. I am sorry you feel you were not adequately consulted during the preparation of the plan. The questionnaire conducted in August/September 2013 was posted to all 1640 addresses supplied to us by Cornwall Council.  
	Thank you for taking the time to read the NDP Pre - Submission Plan. I am sorry you feel you were not adequately consulted during the preparation of the plan. The questionnaire conducted in August/September 2013 was posted to all 1640 addresses supplied to us by Cornwall Council.  
	The questionnaire was also made available on line, we also asked Rock Sailing club. St Enodoc Golf Club, and many other local groups to send a message via their e mail lists stating that the questionnaire was available. Although we are confident that our consultation process passes all the expectations of Cornwall Council it is always a little frustrating to know despite our best efforts some people slipped the net. Thank you for your supportive comments and hope that in the future you will be able to becom

	None  
	None  
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	S Robertson  
	  
	06/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  

	This is a direct duplicate of the comments made on line. See above  
	This is a direct duplicate of the comments made on line. See above  

	See above entry for response made.  
	See above entry for response made.  

	None  
	None  
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	K&D Scott  
	  
	06/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  

	Initial comment document misplaced,  but was fully responded to as shown in adjacent column.   
	Initial comment document misplaced,  but was fully responded to as shown in adjacent column.   

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. However, the Parish Councils are of the opinion that the NDP should recognise the likely longer term requirements, 50 to 100 years, and have a much more co-ordinated long term plan in an attempt to minimise t
	  

	None  
	None  
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	J Tatam  
	  
	07/01/2015  
	  
	paper  
	  

	The Plan states that Approximately 90 Additional Residences will be required by 2030 but this may be understated and provision is being made for 100-150 dwellings. Developments will be limited to a maximum of 10 dwellings.  
	The Plan states that Approximately 90 Additional Residences will be required by 2030 but this may be understated and provision is being made for 100-150 dwellings. Developments will be limited to a maximum of 10 dwellings.  
	It seems unnecessary to allocate such large tranches of land for such small developments. It allows those landowners to profit from any sale as development land whilst denying other landowners with equally suitable land the right to develop. This cannot be acceptable.  
	The cost of providing the infrastructure to both the land identified in Rock and Trebetherick/Polzeath will be prohibitive. Any development has to be viable and no reputable builder will entertain such small developments with the proposed planning restrictions as to affordable housing, restricted sale price and the residential restriction. In my experience the Permanent Residence Restriction would prove exceedingly difficult to monitor and enforce. Moderately Priced Houses needs to be clearly defined. A two
	There are numerous parcels of land within the Parishes that are no longer of agricultural use and which would support small scale developments. Most abut public highways, are nearer to the required services and local facilities and would comply with planning requirements. These should be considered.  
	The Plan should not be specific as to the areas of development but merely state the number and type of housing envisaged within the time bands. Any application submitted should be considered on merit and compliance with planning requirements. As so few dwellings will be allowed there are unlikely to be numerous applications.  
	One final point, you are no doubt aware that the third phase of Dingle’s Way Self Build Scheme is unlikely to go ahead on the land at Penmayne. The Trustees hope to find land elsewhere but it is unlikely that any of the land identified would prove economical for a self build scheme.  

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you probably know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The Cornwall Local Plan, when finally approved, will require the St Minver Parishes to provide some 100 Additional Residences in the period 2010 to 2030. Consultation and fact finding has identified that a figure of 150 Additional Residences is more appropr
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you probably know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. The Cornwall Local Plan, when finally approved, will require the St Minver Parishes to provide some 100 Additional Residences in the period 2010 to 2030. Consultation and fact finding has identified that a figure of 150 Additional Residences is more appropr
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. However, the Parish Councils are of the opinion that the NDP does need to allocate more development land than the minimum that would be required as this is essential to provide the competition necessary to ke
	Scheme, in the identified Development Areas  
	The NDP defines a Permanent Residence as being occupied by a local resident for a period of at least 6 months per annum. It is clearly difficult to monitor occupation and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Whilst

	Clarified definition of  
	Clarified definition of  
	Moderately Priced  
	Residences  to be three/four bedroom family residences  
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	09/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	TRA  
	  
	09/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	 

	Special Development Area C.  (STMDP 2)  
	Special Development Area C.  (STMDP 2)  
	1. This site (5.1hectares) should be reduced in size.  
	1. This site (5.1hectares) should be reduced in size.  
	1. This site (5.1hectares) should be reduced in size.  

	2. The phasing should be reversed.  
	2. The phasing should be reversed.  

	3. The map needs to be enlarged and the boundaries made clearer.  
	3. The map needs to be enlarged and the boundaries made clearer.  

	4. Any future development on the carpark to be single storey.  
	4. Any future development on the carpark to be single storey.  


	Additional Residences (STMNDP 3)  
	5. How are the conditions on permanent, moderately priced and affordable residences to be enforced?  
	5. How are the conditions on permanent, moderately priced and affordable residences to be enforced?  
	5. How are the conditions on permanent, moderately priced and affordable residences to be enforced?  


	Development Areas (STMNDP 2)  
	6. Several developments outside the Development Areas have been granted consent.  How is STMNDP 2.6 (‘development will only be allowed in exceptional circumstances’) to be enforced?  
	6. Several developments outside the Development Areas have been granted consent.  How is STMNDP 2.6 (‘development will only be allowed in exceptional circumstances’) to be enforced?  
	6. Several developments outside the Development Areas have been granted consent.  How is STMNDP 2.6 (‘development will only be allowed in exceptional circumstances’) to be enforced?  

	7. What will be considered exceptional circumstances?  
	7. What will be considered exceptional circumstances?  


	Proposed Cycle Path. (5.1.1)  
	8. The cycle path must not be routed along the existing coastal path.  Any cycle route must be routed to the east of the golf course. 
	8. The cycle path must not be routed along the existing coastal path.  Any cycle route must be routed to the east of the golf course. 
	8. The cycle path must not be routed along the existing coastal path.  Any cycle route must be routed to the east of the golf course. 

	9.   
	9.   


	Public Toilets in Daymer Bay carpark The Public toilets must remain open for use during daylight hours in the interests of public health and the preservation of the local environment 
	. 
	10.  Traffic Calming Measures. (5.5.1)  
	10.  Traffic Calming Measures. (5.5.1)  
	10.  Traffic Calming Measures. (5.5.1)  


	  Reference has been made in the document to reduced  speeding limits being introduced at shopping areas in Rock and Polzeath but not in Trebetherick. Traffic calming must be included outside the Village Stores in Trebetherick 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Further to my e-mail earlier, we have noticed that the definition of Development Boundary appears to be obscure as it refers to being defined in section 5.2. We cannot identify the definition in 5.2, and it is  
	important, for the avoidance of doubt, that both Development Boundaries and Development Areas are clearly defined. 

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you know the  
	Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. There has been long debate about the inclusion of SDA C but it is the considered opinion based on external advice that the overall plan needs to provide for a diversity and spread of potential development sit
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu
	In support of the draft NDP distributed for the Public Consultation, additional detailed maps of SDA A and SDA C have been made available on the Parish Councils NDP webpages. These detailed maps will be included in the updated NDP.  
	It will clearly be difficult to monitor occupation of designated Permanent Residences and even more difficult to enforce any action if the condition is breached. However, the advice from those who know indicates that any form of restriction on the use of a residence is a very strong deterrent to a prospective second home buyer. In turn this is a deterrent to developers building residences aimed at the second home market. Similarly it will not be easy to manage the longer term pricing of Moderately Priced an
	The NDP can only look to the future. It cannot address development outside of the Development Areas that has already been approved but the Policies it includes should provide greater protection against further such development. Until such time as case law proves the efficacy of NDPs one way or the other it has to be believed that planning authorities will generally respect NDP policies. 
	 STMNDP 1.1 provides a list of exceptional circumstances where development may be allowed in protected areas. It may be appropriate to include all areas outside of the Development Boundaries or SDAs as protected areas in STMNDP 1.1 or to repeat the list of possible exceptions in STMNDP 2.6. This issue will be addressed in the update of the NDP.  

	Clarified definitions of  
	Clarified definitions of  
	Development Boundaries and  
	SDAs in the Glossary  
	  
	Included enlarged maps of SDA A Phase 1 in the NDP plus links to detail maps on the Parishes website.  
	  
	Added details of “exceptional  
	circumstances” to STMNDP  
	2.6  
	  
	Cycle paths away from the coast path and dunes and to minimise the risk of people crossing the golf course.  
	 
	Included Trebetherick in section 5.5.1 re traffic calming measures. 
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	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least 
	The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept.
	.  
	Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised t
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	K&D Scott  
	  
	2nd set of  
	comments  
	  
	12/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  

	Thank you for your reply, the content of which is most disappointing. You talk about an NDP that needs to retain "subsequent phases" options to reflect potential development requirements 50 -100 years into the future but your comments very clearly suggest you are not ruling out development in the "subsequent phases" of Rock's SDA A even in the next 15 years.   
	Thank you for your reply, the content of which is most disappointing. You talk about an NDP that needs to retain "subsequent phases" options to reflect potential development requirements 50 -100 years into the future but your comments very clearly suggest you are not ruling out development in the "subsequent phases" of Rock's SDA A even in the next 15 years.   
	If you were presented with this information as a potential purchaser of a property on the western side of Rock Road what would you do ? The view you express is even more surprising given the identified 100 new property ceiling across the St Minver parishes for the normal life of the NDP and that SDAs identified already have capacity for 500 properties even without need to encroach into "subsequent phases" envelopes.  
	Whilst we appreciate the honesty of your response, it leaves us wondering if the St. Minver Council really has taken full account of the scale of planning "blight" which its plans for SDA A's "subsequent phases" envelope would inflict on many of Rock's residents (quite apart from the environmental consequences of development within it).  Moreover, it is hardly politically astute to alienate so many parishioners / voters in pursuit of securing a goal 50-100 years out ... and it would be interesting to know i
	In conclusion, by seemingly insisting that the "subsequent phases" envelope is crucial to enable your plans to reflect what may be needed up to 100 years into the future (whilst stating the real possibility development may take place in the "subsequent phases" area even in the next 15 years), your disregard for the financial interests and environmental concerns of many in your parish and the wider constituency is quite breathtaking.  
	It is for this reason that we are copying this reply to Dan Rogerson and we would urge the Council to re-think its position on the Rock SDA A "subsequent phases" envelope ... and to remove it from the St Minver NDP.   
	  
	  

	  
	  
	No further response considered appropriate.  

	None  
	None  
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	Natural England  
	  
	Laura Horner  
	  
	  

	The Plan Principles   
	The Plan Principles   
	We welcome the Principles of the Plan set out on page 13 of the  
	Consultative Draft. We particularly welcome the objectives 
	Consultative Draft. We particularly welcome the objectives 
	Span
	 To Protect and enhance the environmental assets of the Plan area and have due regard to designated sites in the decision making process. 
	Span
	 To ensure that development is in keeping with landscape character 
	Span
	 That community assets are enhanced. We also advise that important green spaces and any connecting corridors should be identified in the Plan and protected to enable the community to enjoy their natural environment 
	Span
	 


	Immediate response January 2015  
	Immediate response January 2015  
	  
	Thank you for your review of the St Minver Parishes NDP and advising the Parish Councils of your comments.   
	At this stage of the NDP process we are in constant touch with Sarah Arden of Cornwall Council. We are advised that Sarah is in discussion with you on a number of the NDP issues that you have raised in your response direct to the St Minver Parishes. We are providing further documentation and evidence to Sarah to assist in these discussions. Whilst this dialogue is ongoing we feel that it could become confusing to all involved parties if we try to 

	Clarified SDA D is extant development included as an SDA to protect against further extension or inappropriate development of this area.  
	Clarified SDA D is extant development included as an SDA to protect against further extension or inappropriate development of this area.  
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	16/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	To support less dependence on the car 
	To support less dependence on the car 
	To support less dependence on the car 
	Span
	 To encourage appropriate renewable energy proposals However these principles have not always been carried through to the policies in the Plan and where there are conflicts between these principles and policies we have set out our advice below. Fulfilling Neighbourhood Plan Basic Conditions The basic conditions a Neighbourhood Plan must comply with include: a. Having regard to national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State it is appropriate to make the neighbourhood plan

	Neighbourhood Plan are likely to have significant environmental effects on the sensitive environmental features of the area including Sites of Special Scientific Interest and the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and thus the need for a Strategic Environmental Assessment needs to be considered by the Authority. For example we regard the proposed extension of Pityme Business Park as major development within a Protected Landscape. Alternative locations/sites that might have less impact on the AONB including 
	Business Site.” suggesting this is an alternative site to the Pityme Extension. Additional development alongside Keiro Lane could also be considered an alternative to development within the AONB itself. We therefore advise Natural England does not consider the basic conditions for firstly the achievement of sustainable development and secondly that the Plan is compatible with EU obligations have been complied with. Evidence Base The evidence base for the Development Areas is absent from both the Plan and De
	Document (despite page 5 of that document stating that “A full study of all of the areas around the Development Boundaries existing in 2010 has identified five areas that appear the most appropriate for further residential development.” This evidence should be provided to consultee in order to assess whether this statement is agreed with. Since the development proposals include development into the Area of  
	Outstanding Natural Beauty and within its setting. The National Planning Policy Framework paragraph 115 provides National Parks and AONBs with the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. Major development is permitted within them only in exceptional circumstances and where it is in the public interest. The considerations proposals should meet are set out in paragraph 116. Therefore all development allocations, including those within the settlements, should 

	deal with your points directly. Once there is an understanding on how to proceed we plan to respond to your comments in full indicating any resultant action that is being taken.  
	deal with your points directly. Once there is an understanding on how to proceed we plan to respond to your comments in full indicating any resultant action that is being taken.  
	In the intervening time, please be assured that the intention of the St Minver Parish Councils and the local residents is to do as much as possible to protect the countryside and especially the AONB and SSSI of the Parishes. In general the local wish is for no more development at all but we recognise that we have to allow for some level of sustainable development in order to comply with the NPPF and the Cornwall Local Plan. Our NDP attempts to provide an optimal approach to meeting these requirements.  
	  
	Further response dated 06/05/15  
	  
	Our NDP team has been working with Sarah Arden of Cornwall Council to try to progress the NDP project with some urgency as without the NDP the rate of new building and planning approvals across the Parishes is spiralling to unsustainable levels. Having produced a draft NDP, which has generally been very well received at the first public consultation, we had thought we were nearing the end of what has been a long, hard and at times very frustrating process. You can perhaps, therefore, understand our dismay a
	  
	Whilst Sarah has kept us informed of developments we have not been able to understand exactly what the issues are and how they can best be resolved. We would, therefore, very much appreciate the opportunity to meet with you to explain what we are trying to achieve with the NDP, to understand the concerns that Natural England have and how we can address these.  
	We will fit in with any date, time and location that is convenient to you for a meeting. If there is any chance that this could be local to the St Minver Parishes we would be delighted to organise a tour of the Parishes so that you can see what we are trying to protect, and what is happening whilst we don't have in place the constraints that we hope the NDP will provide. Should you wish to discuss the matter further my phone number is 01208 863692.  
	Sarah Arden is aware that we are contacting you and is prepared to join any meeting that may be set up, if you think that would be helpful.  
	 
	 
	 
	Further response dated 21/05/15  
	  
	Thank you for your e-mail and attachments of the 11th May 2015 that help to clarify the situation regarding the St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan, and for your offer to comment further should the need arise. We note your comment that should our NDP change in respect to the circumstances potentially requiring an SEA to be conducted then Natural England could relook at the advice previously given. The penultimate paragraph of this letter addresses this point, and your consideration and advice 
	It is clear that the views of Natural England regarding future development in the St Minver  
	Parishes are very much in line with the concerns of the local people and the Parish  

	Policy STMNDP 5.2 revised to make it clear that extensions to car parking shall only be encouraged and supported where they do not encroach on AONB or SSSI and do not have an overbearing influence on the residents or the local landscape character.  
	Policy STMNDP 5.2 revised to make it clear that extensions to car parking shall only be encouraged and supported where they do not encroach on AONB or SSSI and do not have an overbearing influence on the residents or the local landscape character.  
	  
	NDP section 5.2.1, Policy  
	STMNDP 2.2,Policy STMNDP 2.3, Policy STMNDP 2.2, and the definition of Special Development Area revised to make it clear that there are no defined plans for development of these areas but that these are areas where Exception Sites  would be considered appropriate.  
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	carefully consider impacts on the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB, including cumulative impacts and impacts on the settings to ensure the highest status of protection is given to the Protected Landscape, in line with NPPF paragraph 115. The evidence required to consider impacts for major development within the AONB should be a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Appraisal. We advise we consider the proposed extension at Pityme business park (SDA D) to require such assessment. In addition, the oth
	carefully consider impacts on the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB, including cumulative impacts and impacts on the settings to ensure the highest status of protection is given to the Protected Landscape, in line with NPPF paragraph 115. The evidence required to consider impacts for major development within the AONB should be a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Appraisal. We advise we consider the proposed extension at Pityme business park (SDA D) to require such assessment. In addition, the oth

	Councils. It is for these reasons that so much time and effort has been put into developing the Neighbourhood Development Plan to provide some constraint on future development to just meet the needs of local people and the evolving local Cornwall Local Plan with minimum impact on the environment and local landscape character and why there is such urgency in getting it in place.  
	Councils. It is for these reasons that so much time and effort has been put into developing the Neighbourhood Development Plan to provide some constraint on future development to just meet the needs of local people and the evolving local Cornwall Local Plan with minimum impact on the environment and local landscape character and why there is such urgency in getting it in place.  
	 It is clear that without an NDP the scale and type of development across the Parishes will greatly exceed the level that is encompassed by the NDP, and with little regard for the needs and concerns of the local people for moderately priced and affordable residences in appropriate areas that protect the local environment and landscape character which are so important to the people and the sustainability of the Parishes. The evidence for this lies in the development that has taken place since 2010, which inc
	The St Minver NDP Steering Group understands the need and value of a Strategic Environmental Assessment to support particular developments, but our draft NDP is not intended to identify any specific predetermined or pre-allocated developments. The fact is that the wishes of the majority of local people are that there should be no further additional development in the Parishes at all and the NDP reflects this to the maximum amount practical within the requirements that the rules governing an NDP allow. To me
	With regard to any requirement for an SEA to be undertaken before an NDP can proceed, the NDP Steering Group is still at a loss to understand why this might be a requirement for the St Minver Parishes when it has not been required for other areas, for example St Eval, that would appear to have very similar sensitivities and policies. We also do not understand what the outcome and impact an SEA might have that is different to that achieved from the very extensive consultation, analysis and landscape assessme
	In recent discussions with Cornwall Council, in particular the affordable housing representative, it was identified that the draft St Minver NDP policies may not be as clear as they could be with regard to how the Special Development Areas would achieve the identified need  for affordable housing. It was concluded that this could be resolved by making it clear that the SDAs are in fact nothing more than the areas of the Parish outside of the previous NCDC development boundaries where future Exceptional Deve
	We understand the time that is required in addressing these issues and that it might be easier and quicker for all involved for the matters to be discussed by telephone or across the table. 
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	Natural England  
	  
	Letter from  
	Laura Horner  
	  
	27 Oct. 2014  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	qualities. In addition, wording should also be included to protect the Sites of Special Scientific Interest and the Marine Conservation Zone. Development should avoid SSSI designations and applications likely to cause adverse harm should be refused. Given the proximity of the SSSI in the Neighbourhood Plan area to the coast, the Plan should also state that development will be in accordance with the Shoreline Management Plan 1. Rock dunes SSSI is notified for its geological and botanical interest. 2. Trebeth
	qualities. In addition, wording should also be included to protect the Sites of Special Scientific Interest and the Marine Conservation Zone. Development should avoid SSSI designations and applications likely to cause adverse harm should be refused. Given the proximity of the SSSI in the Neighbourhood Plan area to the coast, the Plan should also state that development will be in accordance with the Shoreline Management Plan 1. Rock dunes SSSI is notified for its geological and botanical interest. 2. Trebeth
	West Coast Path is an important feature of the Neighbourhood Plan  
	Area this National Trail should be protected and enhanced. POLICY STMNDP 6: Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency We support the renewable energy policy. We advise additional wording that all renewable developments including turbines, solar farms and  
	development to assist production of wave energy should protect and not cause adverse harm to the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Sites of Special Scientific Interest and the Marine Conservation Zone.  
	Environmental Policy Given the importance of the environment of St Minver Neighbourhood Plan area, we advise that an environmental policy should be included to protect and enhance designated sites and all environmental assets including priority habitat and protected species, local sites and important habitat which support these including significant hedgerows.  
	  
	  
	Planning consultation: St Minver Neighbourhood Plan Screening for SEA and HRA   
	Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 15 October 2014 which we were consulted upon on 17 October 2014. Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development. Habitat Regulation Assessment Where a Neighbourhood Plan could potentially lead to significant environmental effects it will be necessary to scre
	Significant Effects on a European site Strategic Environmental Assessment Where Neighbourhood Plans could have significant environmental effects, they may require a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 

	We will be happy to have a conference call or meet with you at any time and place that is convenient to you for such discussion.  
	We will be happy to have a conference call or meet with you at any time and place that is convenient to you for such discussion.  
	 
	 
	Comment as of 17th June 2015  
	  
	As a result of continuing correspondence and the changes incorporated in the latest draft of the NDP, it is  considered that an SEA should not be required. Pending response from Natural England to St Minver and Cornwall Council correspondence, Cornwall Council have been requested to proceed with public consultation and Independent Examination of the St Minver Parishes’ NDP.  
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	 Natural England  
	  
	Letter from  
	Laura Horner  
	  

	under the Environment Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004. Further guidance on deciding whether the proposals are likely to have significant environmental effects and the requirements for consulting Natural England on SEA are set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at: http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/strategicenvironmental-assessmentand-sustainability-appraisal/sustainabilityappraisal-requirements-for-neighbourhood-plans/ SEA is required for spatial pla
	under the Environment Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004. Further guidance on deciding whether the proposals are likely to have significant environmental effects and the requirements for consulting Natural England on SEA are set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at: http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/strategicenvironmental-assessmentand-sustainability-appraisal/sustainabilityappraisal-requirements-for-neighbourhood-plans/ SEA is required for spatial pla
	under the Environment Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004. Further guidance on deciding whether the proposals are likely to have significant environmental effects and the requirements for consulting Natural England on SEA are set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at: http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/strategicenvironmental-assessmentand-sustainability-appraisal/sustainabilityappraisal-requirements-for-neighbourhood-plans/ SEA is required for spatial pla
	Span
	 The characteristics of the Plan proposals or 
	Span
	 The characteristics of the Plan area and the effects of the Plan on that Area or Page 2 of 2 
	Span
	 Whether Habitat Regulation Assessment is required. St Minver Neighbourhood Plan area is environmentally sensitive. The Cornwall Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) covers a significant proportion of the Plan area and moreover lies close to the main settlements in the coastal fringe where development is proposed. In addition several Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) are situated within this coastal belt. The Plan proposes 150 houses which is more than that proposed in the draft Cornwall Pla

	StMNDP 1) do not adequately protect designated sites from inappropriate development and have the potential to allow inappropriate development to affect designated sites. The Special Development Areas need to be informed by sensitivity and capacity studies to ensure that the proposed developments do not have an adverse effect on the protected landscapes. We would be happy to comment further on the policies in the Plan in advance of a formal consultation. Given the sensitivities of the area, and proposals for
	  
	  
	Planning consultation: Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening for the St Minver Neighbourhood Plan   
	Thank you for your email on the above dated 06 May 2015. I am sorry you feel frustrated regarding our advice in response to Cornwall Council’s screening opinion on the need for Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) for your Plan. I wonder if it may be helpful for explain why we gave this advice. SEA is an environmental audit of a decision making process to ensure that decisions are made in the full knowledge of environmental consequences. The requirements for SEA are contained within The Environmental As
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	11 May 2015 
	11 May 2015 
	11 May 2015 
	11 May 2015 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	Natural Beauty. It is worth noting that , the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) that accompanied the Cornwall Local Plan, had not considered this effects, had it done so this may have provided an exemption for the need for SEA in a Neighbourhood Plan. Natural England therefore advised the Authority that they as Competent  
	Natural Beauty. It is worth noting that , the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) that accompanied the Cornwall Local Plan, had not considered this effects, had it done so this may have provided an exemption for the need for SEA in a Neighbourhood Plan. Natural England therefore advised the Authority that they as Competent  
	Authority, needed to consider the need for a Strategic Environmental Assessment in the light of that advice. To help you understands how a decision is made regarding the need for SEA it may be helpful for you to consider the guidance on this in the National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG). I provide a link below. http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/strategicenvironmental-assessmentand-sustainability-appraisal/sustainabilityappraisal-requirements-for-neighbourhood-plans/ In understand
	• a neighbourhood plan allocates sites for development   
	• a neighbourhood plan allocates sites for development   
	• a neighbourhood plan allocates sites for development   

	• the neighbourhood area contains sensitive natural or heritage assets that may be affected by the proposals in the plan  
	• the neighbourhood area contains sensitive natural or heritage assets that may be affected by the proposals in the plan  


	the neighbourhood plan is likely to have significant environmental effects that have not already been considered and dealt with through a sustainability appraisal of the Local Plan. You may be interested to note that Natural England has recently advised the Inspector to the Local Plan examination that there are significant omissions to the SA of the Local Plan, notably the appraisal and underlying evidence to consider the spatial distribution in the Community Network Areas. Consequently, we do not consider 
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	P Bradley  
	  
	21/01/2015  
	  
	paper  
	  

	Regarding para 3.2.21 (page 10)  
	Regarding para 3.2.21 (page 10)  
	In my view the junction of Trewiston Lane and Rock Road is difficult to improve on. I don’t know of any serious accidents happening there (in contrast to the B3314). The junction is placed far enough away from the bend at Coppers Corner to afford adequate visibility.  
	In contrast Coppers Corner junction with Tredrizzic Lane is regarded at least by locals to be dangerous. The approach from Tredrizzick Lane is compromised by the fact that residents short of parking space often park in front of the street furniture (eg the bollard) causing a squeeze and uncertainty exists as to the width of the carriageway sometimes resulting in collisions.  
	Moving the junction of Trewiston Lane eastwards would not improve road safety significantly. The new junction at Coppers Corner would now  
	have to be a four way affair, which in itself would be difficult to negotiate. In particular it would cause problems to cyclist and pedestrians (esp mothers wishing to walk their children to school). If a new route along Trewiston Lane is devised the possibility exists that SAT NAVs may well find an alternative route to Polzeath. Tredrizzick is already suffering increasing traffic flows, often of goods vehicles. This traffic flows through residential areas of Churchtown and Tredrizzick. This is a rural lane
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Your observations and comments regarding traffic flow between Rock Road and Trewiston Lane are noted and will be included in the full consultation report that will accompany the NDP.  
	Your observations and comments regarding traffic flow between Rock Road and Trewiston Lane are noted and will be included in the full consultation report that will accompany the NDP.  
	The existing junction is a bottleneck causing traffic congestion particularly in the peak holiday season. There are no footways, or scope to provide them, for people from the Cantillion Close area. This poses considerable risk, particularly for children going to and from school. Concern has been expressed that further development around this area in the proposed SDA A phase 1 would make these issues worse and could become a material planning issue. The proposal for rerouting Trewiston Lane to Coppers Corner
	Since the proposal is only for a relatively minor rerouting of the road it is considered very unlikely to result in the Sat Nav algorithms or local drivers changing the preferred routes to reach Rock or Polzeath.  

	None  
	None  
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	Joan Crocket  
	  
	21/01//2015  
	  
	paper  
	  

	Map page 24 Area is much larger than the two sites originally identified for planning in 2012/13.  
	Map page 24 Area is much larger than the two sites originally identified for planning in 2012/13.  
	  
	Will pockets of “undeveloped land” inside the old Development Boundary be allowed to be built on. Unclear.  
	  
	Cycle path –Rock-Polzeath route (sensitive area) not clear.  
	  
	Desperate need for Daymer Bay toilets to be kept open.  
	  
	P35 - Proposed speed limits do not include Trebetherick – which is very dangerous by the stores.  

	The Parish Councils through the NDP Steering Group did not start looking at Development Areas until early 2014. The reference that you make to “two sites originally identified for planning in 2012/13” is not recognised by the NDP team. This may be something that the TRA had previously discussed but has not formed any part of the NDP Project.  
	The Parish Councils through the NDP Steering Group did not start looking at Development Areas until early 2014. The reference that you make to “two sites originally identified for planning in 2012/13” is not recognised by the NDP team. This may be something that the TRA had previously discussed but has not formed any part of the NDP Project.  
	Although SDA C phase 1 appears to be a large development area it should be noted that over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by  
	North Cornwall District Council to allow development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed accommodation to support the local holiday trade. Including the already developed areas within the SDA brings these areas where planning permission was originally granted as exception sites under the SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment.  
	If SDA C phase 1 remains in an approved NDP the remaining 1.49 hectares of land, that at high density might accommodate up to 40 residences, would be considered for development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. These include the conditions that all new residences are for permanent residence only; at least 50% of the residences are Moderately Priced Residences that local people could afford; 15% are Affordable Houses (as defined by Cornwall Council) for qualifying local people; individu

	None  
	None  
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	Table
	TR
	As stated by Policy STMNDP 2.1, new development within the reinstated NCDC  
	As stated by Policy STMNDP 2.1, new development within the reinstated NCDC  
	Boundaries will be permitted where it is consistent with all other policies within the NDP. This allows for development of presently undeveloped land within these boundaries to be considered subject to the usual planning approval processes.  
	Any development proposal for the dunes, the SSI or the National Trust areas would require a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study as part of the planning  
	considerations already embedded in County and National development processes. The St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 1.1 endorses the Parishes commitment to protecting these very important areas. The expectation is that any cycle route between Rock and Daymer Bay and on to Polzeath would only be acceptable if it runs to the east of the golf course or at least remains well in land from the Coast Path.  
	The Parish Councils recognise that keeping Public Toilets across the St Minver Parishes open and fit for use is a very key issue. It is addressed in Policy STMNDP 4.2 and the Parish Councils are already in continuous dialogue with Cornwall Council to maximise the availability of these facilities in both the short and long term. Unfortunately the financial cutbacks being made by Cornwall Council are putting more and more of the cost of running the toilets onto the very limited resource of the Parish Precept.
	Speed limits and traffic calming are the prerogative of Cornwall Council Highways Department. The Parish Council have been strongly advised that the NDP can only cover general development issues, it cannot relate to specific Projects such as a speed limit or traffic calming on a particular piece of road. However, the St Minver NDP Policy STMNDP 5.4 does state that planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits or otherwise improve safety will be supported. The Parish Council are advised t
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	Nigel Kennedy  
	  
	23/01/2015  
	  
	email  

	I own Trelawney House, just behind Trelawney Cottage and next door to Trelawney Court. I am not a total NIMBY and I understand the initiative behind the neighbourhood development plan.  
	I own Trelawney House, just behind Trelawney Cottage and next door to Trelawney Court. I am not a total NIMBY and I understand the initiative behind the neighbourhood development plan.  
	However, I believe it has been taken too far and I cannot support it in its entirety. We were warned that if we did not have our own approved NDP, we would be putting ourselves at the mercy of unscrupulous property developers. But the extent of the proposed plan will do just that. There are so many areas being opened up for development.  I doubt that I should proffer opinions on areas that are not close to my property, although some of them concern me greatly. But I will focus my attention on Area A. I beli
	But we cannot have a further set of new houses in the Area A zone that is earmarked for subsequent development. The traffic pressures on Rock Road around Splatt and Pityme would be unacceptable and lead to considerable danger. The drainage systems cannot cope with the current concentration of housing (I know this from practical experience). There is no proper access to the fields that are earmarked for Area A subsequent phases.  
	I'm sorry, but I cannot support the overall proposals because the draft plan goes way beyond what is necessary and I cannot see how issues of traffic, drainage and access are being addressed and solved.  

	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Development Areas will always be a difficult issue. The residents’ preference would probably be for the Parishes to have no further development, but as you may know the Localism Act makes it clear that a blanket stop on development is not an option. Extensive investigation and consultation has identified the Development Areas  included in the PreSubmission Plan as being the most practical and acceptable options.   
	Since the Development Areas Public Consultation earlier this year the NDP has responded to the comments received by reducing the number and size of the SDAs, and both SDA A and SDA C have been phased so that only a proportion of these will be considered for development through the lifetime of this NDP. As explained in the NDP document, the Development areas are required to be larger than is necessary for the Approximately 90 Additional Residences that the NDP allows as it is essential to have some “competit
	The Policies in the NDP make it clear that SDA A Subsequent Phases will not be developed during the lifetime of this NDP. The reason for including it is to make clear the plans for managing the longer term development of the Parishes. This is essential if infrastructure such as roads and sewers is to be appropriately established and improved. With regard to traffic management, the SDAs have been carefully selected to address this very issue. As explained in the NDP access to any development in SDA A would b

	None  
	None  
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	Cornwall  
	Council  
	  
	Consolidated and forwarded  
	by Sarah Arden  
	  
	29/04/2015  
	  
	email  

	Comments from Renewable Energy Officer:  
	Comments from Renewable Energy Officer:  
	Policy STMNDP 6.3 is unlikely to conform with higher level development plan policy and the NPPF in its current format. Recommend an approach which focusses on impacts rather than seeking to constructs policy which constrains development in principle. Wording could be something along the lines of ‘ In all cases, renewable energy development either individually or cumulatively, must not have an overbearing impact upon local environment or amenity of residents’. The statement that the Parish does not have appr
	  
	Does the Parish have a view on other forms of renewable energy? Anaerobic digestion, biomass, geothermal, marine?  
	  
	Community ownership is a material consideration (separation from community benefit). Does the Parish have a view on this? A policy promoting community ownership of any renewable energy which does happen in the Parish (which conforms with the other renewable energy policies in the Plan) would help to ensure the local community reap the greatest benefits. In addition to the revenue benefits, local energy supply arrangements are becoming increasingly common, leading to the potential to reduce fuel bills for re
	  
	  
	Comments from Economic Development Officer  
	• 3.2.2.3 rightly recognised that technology allows more full time residents to work from home. Can also enable second home owners and there may be a positive local business implication (evidence would be useful to help justify approach)  
	• 3.2.2.3 rightly recognised that technology allows more full time residents to work from home. Can also enable second home owners and there may be a positive local business implication (evidence would be useful to help justify approach)  
	• 3.2.2.3 rightly recognised that technology allows more full time residents to work from home. Can also enable second home owners and there may be a positive local business implication (evidence would be useful to help justify approach)  

	• 3.2.3 could also usefully include grow on space provision for particular sectors. The approach seems to be flexible on land allocation for business (as well as space on farms) which could allow more room for manoeuvre.  
	• 3.2.3 could also usefully include grow on space provision for particular sectors. The approach seems to be flexible on land allocation for business (as well as space on farms) which could allow more room for manoeuvre.  

	• 3.2.4 The approach for housing, eg being prescriptive on footprint size or design, will have a cost implication for development.  
	• 3.2.4 The approach for housing, eg being prescriptive on footprint size or design, will have a cost implication for development.  


	While laudable, there is a reality check.  
	3.2.5 May be useful whether the Plan wishes to consider what kind of tourism facilities are envisaged and whether a land allocation is required. Presumably, it would need to be small scale, e.g farm diversification. Would fit with strategy of attracting ‘high end’ visitors and a cultural/green role for the local economy. 
	•  The Employment Land Review gave Pityme an average score.  
	•  The Employment Land Review gave Pityme an average score.  
	•  The Employment Land Review gave Pityme an average score.  


	There are opportunities to reconfigure and make more intensive use of the site which would require identification of investment.  
	Not clear where the ‘technical study of development costs’ are: it would be useful to have that available.  
	  
	• The criteria for a permanent ‘affordable residence’ is a permanent job in the Parishes. BRES data for 2013 would indicate that at 
	• The criteria for a permanent ‘affordable residence’ is a permanent job in the Parishes. BRES data for 2013 would indicate that at 
	• The criteria for a permanent ‘affordable residence’ is a permanent job in the Parishes. BRES data for 2013 would indicate that at 



	Renewable Energy  
	Renewable Energy  
	Large scale wind turbine or solar PV development would have an overbearing impact on the Local Landscape Character of the St Minver Parishes which in turn would deter tourists and holiday makers on which the sustainability of the community depends. The assessment of Landscape Character Area designated CA34 : Camel Estuary in the appendix 1 to Cornwall Local Plan indicates that the area including the St Minver Parishes is particularly sensitive to any significant level of wind turbine or solar PV development
	  
	Most of the coast line of the Parishes is covered by two Marine Conservation Areas. The small area  between Rock and Padstow that is not included in the Conservation Areas has a high level of marine traffic. Marine Energy is not a realistic prospect for this area.  
	  
	The local community has not expressed any concern regarding anaerobic digestion, biomass, or geothermal renewable energy. Also it is clear that the local infrastructure would make such installations prohibitively expensive. For these reasons it is considered to be unnecessary and inappropriate for the NDP to address these issues.  
	  
	  
	  
	Economic Development Officer  
	  
	The points made are noted.  
	  
	The St Minver Parishes are very different to the majority of Cornwall. Applying average statistics for Cornwall to this area is meaningless. The Policies in the NDP have been very carefully considered and take into account a huge body of local knowledge and local resident opinion. The Policies as they now stand cover the areas that the Parishes feel are critical and meet the local needs.  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	NDP section 5.6.1 and Policy STMNDP 6.3 revised to reflect the conclusion of the assessment of Landscape Character Area designated CA34 : Camel Estuary in the appendix 1 to Cornwall Local  
	NDP section 5.6.1 and Policy STMNDP 6.3 revised to reflect the conclusion of the assessment of Landscape Character Area designated CA34 : Camel Estuary in the appendix 1 to Cornwall Local  
	Plan that the st Minver Parishes are particularly sensitive to any significant  
	level of wind turbine or solar  
	PV development   
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	least 49% of the employed workforce are working part time (not including agriculture) and the median annual pay for part time workers in Cornwall is in the region of £8500. ‘Employment flexibility’ data from BRES suggests that around 90,000 people in Cornwall (or one third of the workforce) are on short term or zero hours contracts.  Therefore, policy aspiration can only be met with the right economic circumstances. Glossary gives it away: a ‘moderately’ priced home is £350k (source SW price index, although
	least 49% of the employed workforce are working part time (not including agriculture) and the median annual pay for part time workers in Cornwall is in the region of £8500. ‘Employment flexibility’ data from BRES suggests that around 90,000 people in Cornwall (or one third of the workforce) are on short term or zero hours contracts.  Therefore, policy aspiration can only be met with the right economic circumstances. Glossary gives it away: a ‘moderately’ priced home is £350k (source SW price index, although
	least 49% of the employed workforce are working part time (not including agriculture) and the median annual pay for part time workers in Cornwall is in the region of £8500. ‘Employment flexibility’ data from BRES suggests that around 90,000 people in Cornwall (or one third of the workforce) are on short term or zero hours contracts.  Therefore, policy aspiration can only be met with the right economic circumstances. Glossary gives it away: a ‘moderately’ priced home is £350k (source SW price index, although
	least 49% of the employed workforce are working part time (not including agriculture) and the median annual pay for part time workers in Cornwall is in the region of £8500. ‘Employment flexibility’ data from BRES suggests that around 90,000 people in Cornwall (or one third of the workforce) are on short term or zero hours contracts.  Therefore, policy aspiration can only be met with the right economic circumstances. Glossary gives it away: a ‘moderately’ priced home is £350k (source SW price index, although

	• STMNDP 3.4: What about farm diversification? Not just food  
	• STMNDP 3.4: What about farm diversification? Not just food  


	processing, marketing & tourism; but also appropriate uses for redundant space. Stated that it will be ‘encouraged’ on page 32.  
	• STMDP3.12. Again, issue of qualifying income  
	• STMDP3.12. Again, issue of qualifying income  
	• STMDP3.12. Again, issue of qualifying income  

	• Page 32: Business Forum good idea and could link to wider support available in Cornwall.  
	• Page 32: Business Forum good idea and could link to wider support available in Cornwall.  

	• ‘STMDP 4.5: Why ‘particularly’ those based on tourism?  
	• ‘STMDP 4.5: Why ‘particularly’ those based on tourism?  

	• STMDP 4.6 add ‘appropriate’ to business facilities# •  Should the environmental policies be stronger: eg tree planting to support development  
	• STMDP 4.6 add ‘appropriate’ to business facilities# •  Should the environmental policies be stronger: eg tree planting to support development  


	  
	Comments from Affordable Housing Officer  
	The current level of affordable housing need in the Lowlands and Highlands is for 115 homes. Not all of these could be secured by implementing the proposals which allow the 50% affordable housing policy requirement to comprise only 15% affordable housing as a minimum, and be offset by up to 35% with Moderately Priced Residences; neither the percentage nor the definition of Moderately Priced Residences would accord with emerging Local Plan policy.  
	  
	However, the Plan does make provision for considering affordable housing proposals specifically to meet that need on land outside the designated areas. This approach broadly complements the emerging Local Plan objectives, and reflects a desire to repeat the good practice selfbuild and affordable housing schemes already achieved.  
	  
	Regarding the notion of Moderate Priced Residences, it is not clear what mechanism could be used to influence or control the suggested value ranges of what in practice would be open market properties whose prices are ultimately dictated by supply, demand, and market conditions.  
	  
	The proposal for homes designated as Permanent Residences is less prescriptive than similar NDP policies being applied elsewhere (e.g. St Ives) but nonetheless new homes fettered by such a policy would be commercially unattractive, and difficult to mortgage. This will almost certainly suppress values, which might locally be seen as advantageous, although a possibly undesired impact will see the values of existing open market and holiday homes increase because those unfettered homes are likely to be more sou

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Affordable Housing Officer  
	  
	The present local need for additional Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences, and the long standing north Cornwall objective of achieving 50% of additional dwellings as Affordable Residences, has consistently proven difficult if not impossible to achieve particularly in rural areas such as the St Minver Parishes where the total numbers and rate of build of Additional Residences are small. With recent national level relaxation of the requirements for provision of Affordable Housing for developments of 1
	  
	For the St Minver Parishes, where development of approximately 90 Additional Residences over the period 2015 to 2030 is required to meet the needs of local people and the Cornwall Local Plan, the build rate of approximately 6 per year essentially drives individual developments of less than 10 dwellings and this might lead developers to believe they can argue for no provision of Affordable Residences.  
	  
	The St Minver NDP Policies provide potential developers with clear guidance that all planning applications for Additional Residences will be considered against the local cumulative objectives for the percentages to be Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences. Any significant imbalance will result in local rejection or at least deferral of the planning application until the balance is restored.  
	  
	The St Minver NDP Policies provide additional direction to local developers on local needs recognising that Cornwall Council may apply further restrictions on planning applications in respect of County and National targets for Affordable Housing. 
	  
	  
	  
	 
	 
	 

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	NDP section 5.3.1 extended to add the four paragraphs detailed in the adjacent response column.  
	  
	Policy STMNDP3.6 final paragraph amended to read   
	“In each phase, as a  
	minimum, the percentages of Moderately Priced  
	Residences and Affordable  
	Residences (as identified in STMNDP 3.5.) for which planning is approved shall be Approximately maintained, recognising that County and National Policy may result in assessment of planning application against higher targets.” 
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	There is no mechanism that would allow the Parish to take part in the affordable housing allocations process and so the proposal that the Parish agree the financial circumstances of potential applicants, or influence final decisions on applicant selection through the means of a draw cannot be supported; this would be at odds with adopted Cornwall Council policy, and for rented accommodation this is the ultimate decision of the property owner e.g. a housing association. The exception would be if the parishes
	  
	The latter approach would also see the merit of the parish maintaining its own housing needs register, but not outside of that process, as parishes are not housing authorities and they have no statutory housing functions. However, working closely with the Council in a supporting and promotional context the Plan could include an aim to ensure that all locally qualifying people are appropriately registered for affordable housing with Homechoice and the Help To Buy agency.  
	  
	The proposed maximum internal floor space for affordable homes (110m2) is slightly in excess of Cornwall Council’s guidance (100m2).  
	  
	The qualifying criteria for local people from within the multiple parishes is broadly supportable, with the proviso that it should exactly reflect the Council’s currently adopted policy.  
	  
	Further comment from Cornwall Council via Sarah Arden  
	This approach is still unlikely to meet identified local need. There are now 104 households registered on HomeChoice with a local connection to either St Minver Highlands or St Minver Lowlands, seeking affordable rented accommodation.  
	With a policy that allows 15% of development in the SDA to be affordable housing (although this is a minimum, the policy would allow development with a provision of only 15%) and the fact that the proposed moderately priced residences are not a recognised affordable housing product and therefore would not be accessible to people on the Homechoice register, Policy STMNDP3 as it stands is not in general conformity with the NPPF, Paras 47 and 54 nor with the current adopted  North Cornwall local plan  and cont

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Response to Cornwall Council further comments  
	  
	A meeting between the Parishes and Cornwall Council (Nick Marsden and Sarah Arden) on  
	6th May 2015, explored the issues of Affordable Housing in great depth. It became apparent that the major  concern was the mechanism for CC to have the necessary impact on affordable housing numbers in the Special Development Areas when the scope of individual developments would be too small for the general arrangements to be effective. It was considered by all parties that clarification of the purpose and definition of Special Development Areas to be areas where Exception Sites  would be considered appropr
	 
	  
	  
	  

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	NDP section 5.2.1, Policy  
	STMNDP 2.2,Policy STMNDP 2.3, Policy STMNDP 2.2, and the definition of Special Development Area revised to make it clear that there are no defined plans for development of these areas but that these are just areas where Exception Sites  would be considered appropriate. 
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	This is a proposed solution that allows the community to achieve the moderately priced residences that they want and for plan to be in general conformity with the strategic local plan and the general need to provide affordable housing, and meeting sustainable development as required by the NPPF.  
	This is a proposed solution that allows the community to achieve the moderately priced residences that they want and for plan to be in general conformity with the strategic local plan and the general need to provide affordable housing, and meeting sustainable development as required by the NPPF.  
	The NDP maintains the settlement boundaries in any case. The SDAs should be regarded as exceptions sites. Therefore development within them will be affordable housing led but the community can make it clear that they will want this to be cross subsidised with moderately priced housing. In this area, where viability is good, you could achieve both 50% affordable housing and 35% moderately priced residences with an exceptions site approach. This could then be phased according to need – with the parish involve
	Could this be a way of expressing what the community want, whilst remaining in general conformity? 
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	Devon  and  
	Cornwall Police  
	  
	Martin  
	Mumford  
	  
	14/01/2015  
	  
	Email  
	  

	  
	  
	Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the St Minver draft plan.   
	My only real comment is that it might be very useful to include a line to the effect that all new development must properly consider the need to design out crime, disorder and anti social behaviour to ensure ongoing community safety and cohesion.  
	This in itself is I know rather vague but deliberately so as then can be applied to any type of future development be this housing, commercial,  
	car parks, play spaces, new footpaths, public toilets etc  

	 
	 
	 
	An NDP is an opportunity for the local community to introduce general Policies to support Sustainable Development. Whilst the Parish Councils have empathy with your comments about reducing crime, disorder and anti social behaviour it is not at all clear how one could introduce policy to achieve these aims. It would seem that these would need to be the aims of specific projects and the strong advice is that the NDP cannot address specific projects. In the final drafting of the NDP the team will look at inclu
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	Cornwall  
	Cornwall  
	Cornwall  
	Cornwall  
	Wildlife Trust 
	P
	Brian Wright 
	P
	13/01/2015 
	P
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	Native Cornish Species for Planting – We would encourage the planting of fruit trees that are local to the south west such as apples, wild cherry, damson, mazzard, bullace and pears. Screening in the coastal environment may favour Hazel, Holly and Hawthorn. Tree planting schemes could consider Cornish elm and Sessile oak. A recommended species list is provided for the tree planting regime and the screening of development. 
	Span
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	Span
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	Invasive Non-Native Species - These occur throughout Cornwall and St Minver is lucky to not have a considerable problem with these species. There is a list of plants below that should be avoided in any planting regime. An example is Cotoneaster which is invading Rock Sand Dune SSSI. More information can be found at: http://www.nonnativespecies.org/home/index.cfm 
	Span
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	Link
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	Link
	http://www.erccis.org.uk/NNS. 
	http://www.erccis.org.uk/NNS. 
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	P
	Hedge Management and Targeted tree planting – The plan should aim to link up good quality hedges, encourage less intensive hedge management and allow standard trees to develop. Below is plan showing good quality hedges and woodland that could be linked together with targeted tree planting and hedgerow management. Red lines show examples of hedges that could be enhanced to improve wildlife and landscape features. Pityme Fields is the newest County Wildlife Site in St Minver (see image below). It is recognise

	The St Minver Parish Councils and the local residents are very keen to preserve and enhance the local landscape character. There are many references to this in the NDP in both the Vision and the Policies. There is support for protecting hedges and the planting of trees. Your comments on hedges and trees will be helpful as projects to implement these are developed. 
	The St Minver Parish Councils and the local residents are very keen to preserve and enhance the local landscape character. There are many references to this in the NDP in both the Vision and the Policies. There is support for protecting hedges and the planting of trees. Your comments on hedges and trees will be helpful as projects to implement these are developed. 
	The longer term implication of declaring a field in St Minver as a County Wildlife is not known. In the shorter term the field you have identified in your email is not within an area designated for possible development within the lifetime of the NDP now proposed so it would not seem to be an issue this side of 2030. 
	Creating environments for specific species to thrive would seem to relate to specific projects rather than general development Policy. The strong advice received is that the 
	NDP can only deal with general policy and should not relate to specific projects 
	The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the views of the majority of local people on future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal framework to strongly influence what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear most concerned about and could have much greater detrimental impact on the local landscape character and wildlife. 
	P

	None 
	None 
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	English Heritage 
	P
	David Stuart 
	P
	19/01/2015 
	P
	email 

	TD
	P
	Many thanks for this consultation. 
	I can confirm that we have no specific comments to make on this draft Plan. 
	P
	We would encourage you to work with Cornwall Council’s Planning and Historic Environment officers to ensure that the necessary heritage considerations are adequately accommodated to ensure compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework.  

	TD
	P
	The St Minver Parishes are very dependent on holiday makers and tourists who come to the area for the excellent scenery and the range of sightseeing opportunities. Most of the attraction is due to the magnificent coastline and sandy beaches but there is also interest in heritage sites including two very historic churches and a feature known as Jesus Well. 
	P
	The   NDP is very supportive of protecting and enhancing the environment, the local landscape character and the local heritage. The NDP team are working closely with the support team from Cornwall Council and will liase with them to ensure that the necessary heritage considerations are addressed to confirm, as a minimum, compliance with the NPPF. 

	None 
	None 
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	Cornwall  
	Wildlife Trust 
	P
	Cheryl Marriott 
	P
	24/01/2015 
	P
	email 

	Please find attached some additional information for the 
	Please find attached some additional information for the 
	Neighbourhood Plan consultation. I attach a summary sheet for the Pity Me Fields County Wildlife Site and a map that shows how the proposed land allocation impinges on the County Wildlife Site. 
	I would be grateful if you could acknowledge this and our previous submission dated 12th  January. 
	P

	We confirm that the previous submission from Brian Wright dated 12th January was received and responded to on the  xx/yy/zz In case this has gone astray the response is repeated here:- 
	We confirm that the previous submission from Brian Wright dated 12th January was received and responded to on the  xx/yy/zz In case this has gone astray the response is repeated here:- 
	P
	“The St Minver Parish Councils and the local residents are very keen to preserve and enhance the local landscape character. There are many references to this in the NDP in both the Vision and the Policies. There is support for protecting hedges and the planting of trees. Your comments on hedges and trees will be helpful as projects to implement these are developed. 
	P
	The longer term implication of declaring a field in St Minver as a County Wildlife Site is not known. In the shorter term the field you have identified in your email is not within an area designated for possible development within the lifetime of the NDP now proposed so it would not seem to be an issue this side of 2030. 
	Creating environments for specific species to thrive would seem to relate to specific projects rather than general development Policy. The strong advice received is that the 
	NDP can only deal with general policy and should not relate to specific projects 
	The vision and Policies in the NDP make clear the views of the majority of local people on future development, and when adopted through Referendum will give the Parishes a legal framework to strongly influence what can be developed and where. Without an NDP Cornwall Council could agree to any quantity of any type of development anywhere in the Parishes which is what most local residents appear most concerned about and could have much greater detrimental impact on the local landscape character and wildlife. 
	P
	The information sheet that you have now sent provides guidance on the implications of an area being designated as a County Wildlife Site and we see no conflict with the Policies contained within our NDP. 
	P

	None 
	None 
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	South West 
	South West 
	South West 
	South West 
	Water 
	P
	Martyn Dunn 
	P
	05/01/2015 
	P
	email 

	Gillian thanks for providing a copy of the above plan the content of which is noted as and when individual/specific development sites are promoted we will be happy to provide appropriate comments upon the provision of suitable infrastructure to support such. 
	Gillian thanks for providing a copy of the above plan the content of which is noted as and when individual/specific development sites are promoted we will be happy to provide appropriate comments upon the provision of suitable infrastructure to support such. 
	Regards 
	Martyn Dunn  
	Development Coordinator  
	01392 443702  
	South West Water, Peninsula House, Rydon Lane, Exeter, EX2 7HR  
	P

	TD
	P
	The NDP sets out the general Policies for development and development areas but specific development on specific sites will be the subject of individual planning applications to be considered against the general Policies. As and when these individual/specific developments are promoted South West Water will be advised and consulted for appropriate comments upon the provision of suitable infrastructure to support such developments. The selection of the proposed Development Areas has been significantly influen
	P

	None 
	None 
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	Sport England 
	P
	Zoe Hughes 
	P
	email 
	P
	09/12/2015 
	P
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	Planning Policy in the National Planning Policy Framework identifies how the planning system can play an important role in facilitating social interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities. Encouraging communities to become more physically active through walking, cycling, informal recreation and formal sport plays an important part in this process and providing enough sports facilities of the right quality and type and in the right places is vital to achieving this aim. This means positive plannin
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	Sport England provides guidance on developing policy for sport and further information can be found following the link below: https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-
	Link
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	for-sport/forward-planning/Sport England works with Local Authorities to ensure Local Plan policy is underpinned by robust and up to date assessments and strategies for indoor and outdoor sports delivery. If local authorities have prepared a Playing Pitch Strategy or other indoor/outdoor sports strategy it will be important that the Neighbourhood Plan reflects the recommendations 
	P
	Link
	Span
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	set out in that document and that any local investment opportunities, such as the Community Infrastructure Levy, are utilised to support the delivery of those recommendations. https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-
	sport/planning-tools-and-guidance/  
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	If new sports facilities are being proposed Sport England recommend you ensure such facilities are fit for purpose and designed in accordance with our design guidance notes https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/tools-
	guidance/design
	guidance/design

	and
	and

	-
	cost
	cost

	-
	guidance/
	guidance/

	 


	TD
	P
	The St Minver Parishes are very dependent on holiday makers and tourists who come to the area for the excellent scenery and the range of sporting facilities available including walking, swimming, sailing, water skiing and golf. The   NDP is very supportive of protecting and enhancing the environment and the availability of sporting activities across the Parishes for both the tourists and the local people. In particular there is strong support for the establishment of cycle paths, enhancement of footpaths an
	P
	Thank you for the links you have provided to a great deal of information that will be very helpful once the NDP is approved and the Parishes can then turn their attention to implementing the vision including the enhancement of sporting facilities. 
	P

	None 
	None 
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	SEA Scoping Letter Consultation Responses 
	SEA Scoping Letter Consultation Responses 
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	Natural England 
	Natural England 
	Natural England 

	The scope will need to include the Padstow Bay and Surrounds Marine  
	The scope will need to include the Padstow Bay and Surrounds Marine  
	Conservation Zone (MCZ) and the recommended Camel Estuary MCZ within the designated sites to be considered and specific reference to Protected species/Priority species could be included in the Biodiversity Objective.  Other than that our advice is that the SEA scope appears to cover all aspects of the natural environment satisfactorily.  
	  
	Additional plans, policies or programmes that are particularly relevant to the SEA of the Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) would include the Cornwall Area of outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) Management Plan, the Shoreline Management Plans and the Natural Environment White Paper (NEWP).  
	  
	The baseline information could include reference to Natural England  
	National Character Areas (NCAs), Cornwall’s Green Infrastructure Strategy, Natural England’s access to greenspace standard (ANGSt) and information on Protected species/priority species where available.  
	  
	We are pleased to see that, in addition to protection, the key environmental/sustainability issues include reference to enhancement of landscape, biodiversity and green infrastructure.  
	  
	I would also refer you to comments made by Natural England on 16th January 2015 (ref: 139119) in response to the St Minver Neighbourhood Plan pre-submission consultation.  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Natural England’s primary concern relating to this NDP is around protected landscapes and if the plan is allocating sites, robust landscape assessments of the sites being considered is likely to be needed if they are likely to impact on protected landscapes. 
	 
	 
	  

	Noted.  Reference to the MCZ and recommended MCZ has been added to the baseline information in Chapter 3 of the SEA Report.  
	Noted.  Reference to the MCZ and recommended MCZ has been added to the baseline information in Chapter 3 of the SEA Report.  
	  
	  
	 
	  
	Noted.  The AONB Management Plan and Shoreline Management Plan have been added to the review of relevant plans, policies and programmes in Chapter 3 of the SEA Report, as well as the Natural Environment White Paper.  
	  
	  
	Noted.  Reference to the NCAs has been added to the baseline information and the Cornwall Green Infrastructure study and ANGSt have been added to the review of relevant plans, policies and programmes.  Updated versions of both are presented in Chapter 3 of the SEA Report.  
	 
	Noted, no action required.  
	 
	 
	Noted.  Most of the points raised in this letter relate to the NDP preparation process and are not directly relevant to the SEA.  The letter did refer to the requirement for SEA to be carried out due to the potential for the NDP to have likely significant environmental effects, and that point has been addressed now through the preparation of this SEA report.  Natural England also stated in the letter that the impacts of development on the landscape (particularly the AONB) should be considered, and this has 
	 
	Noted.  The potential for the SDA options to have impacts on the landscape has been considered through the SEA (see SEA objective 8: To protect and enhance the quality of the natural, historic and cultural landscape and seascape) and the findings are described in Chapters 5 and 6 of the SEA Report.  
	 
	 

	Addressed in the SEA report  
	Addressed in the SEA report  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	 
	 
	Addressed in the SEA report  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	Addressed in the SEA report 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	No action required  
	  
	  
	  
	Addressed in the SEA report  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Addressed in the SEA report  
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	Environment Agency 
	Environment Agency 
	Environment Agency 
	Environment Agency 
	 

	The scoping letter covers the matters within our remit.  We would  
	The scoping letter covers the matters within our remit.  We would  
	highlight that the SEA signposts as necessary the South West River Basin  Management Plan which provides current water quality status.  
	   
	I enclose a copy of our reply sent in response to Cornwall Council’s SEA screening consultation.  This highlights our concerns about water quality in the River Camel and how growth has the potential to adversely affect this without adequate sewerage infrastructure in place 

	Noted.  Information about water quality has been added to the baseline information in Chapter 3 of the SEA report, taken from the River Basin Management Plan.  
	Noted.  Information about water quality has been added to the baseline information in Chapter 3 of the SEA report, taken from the River Basin Management Plan.  
	  
	  
	Noted.  This letter referred to concerns that the planned growth in the St Minver Parishes has the potential to have an adverse effect on water quality in the Camel Estuary if all of the growth is brought forward in advance of alterations to the sewerage infrastructure.  The potential for the NDP to affect water quality has been considered through the SEA 

	Addressed in the SEA report  
	Addressed in the SEA report  
	 
	 
	 
	Addressed in the SEA report  
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	Historic England 
	Historic England 
	Historic England 

	We have previously been in liaison with Cornwall Council on whether the emerging Plan would require an SEA.  We had reached agreement that on the basis of its proposed policies the historic environment would not experience likely significant effects and were under the impression that overall an SEA would not be required.  We were subsequently consulted on the draft Plan by the community earlier this year.  We confirmed that, on the basis of the then Plan content, there were no specific issues on which we fe
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	On an incidental point, we note from the Scoping Report (p7) the assertion that the area does not contain any Scheduled Ancient  
	Monuments.  However, our data suggests that the area may contain four  
	– Trewornan Bridge (HA Uid 1004484), The Rumps Promontory fort (1004625), Wayside cross in St Minver churchyard (1014224), and Churchyard cross in St Michael’s churchyard, Porthilly (1014624). Reference is also made to the existence of the World Heritage Site though not in close proximity to the Plan area.  In this and other instances it will be necessary to fully understand the setting of relevant heritage assets as part of their significance and to be able to accurately gauge the extent to which the Plan 
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